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Abstract 
Dance, as a specialist discipline, is examined in the context of research in Corpus 
Linguistics that suggests that the lexicon used by those in a specialist discipline offers 
insight into the concepts and ideologies of that discipline. The hypothesis is that the 
lexicon of dance writing demonstrates aesthetic concepts and theoretical approaches 
and beliefs through generalised language patterns. In this thesis two disciplines 
generally in tension with one another, Dance and Computer Science, are used to 
discuss Dance as seen through the words of dance writers. 
Dance writing is analysed through empirical data generated by a corpus of written 
dance texts. Lexical patterns, conceptual metaphor, and an ontological hierarchy are 
discussed in context within the discipline of Dance. Findings are tested through 
empirical data generated by a case study of one choreographer, Bill T. Jones, and 
from a corpus of texts about Jones'work, SHIPHere (1994). Jones'dance work is 
discussed both in context and as context. Data is generated from descriptive and 
interpretive analyses of StilIlHere with a consideration of the work as 
autobiographical narrative. These analyses provide a basis for a discussion of the 
shift in context from the dance work to a review written by one critic, Arlene Croce, 
and the privileging of interpretation over description in dance writing. 
Through the interdisciplinary approaches of Corpus Linguistics and Dance Analysis it 
is possible to determine that: there is a specialist language of dance writing; dance 
writing can be divided into categories based on word choices; strengths, weaknesses, 
and changes in dance writing can be found through comparative analyses of texts; 
through the language used in written texts about individual choreographers and their 
dances, those choreographers and their particular styles can be defined. 
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Glossary 
AJO A designation for adjective in the BNC2 POS tagging system 
collocations; words in close proximity to one another 
computational a study of language using quantitative methods and automated tools 
linguistics 
concordance a collection of word strings containing target words (generally noting the file 
and line number of the string) 
corpus study of language through a collection of real-world texts 
linguistics 
BNC British National Corpus, a corpus of general language texts 
BTJ a corpus of texts about and by Bill T. Jones 
KWIC key words in context 
lemma the base form of a word, for example the lemma for dancer, dances, 
dancers, dancing, and dance is'dance' 
LOB the London/Oslo/Bergen corpus was developed as a cooperative effort 
between three research institutions and is tagged for parts of speech 
LSP language for special purposes 
node the target word in a collocation 
OCWS open class words, words that can be modified, added to the lexicon, 
typically nouns, verbs, adjectives 
polysemy ambiguity in an individual word that can have more than one meaning 
depending on context 
POS part of speech 
SDC Surrey Dance Corpus 
S-H a corpus comprised of texts about StAlHere 
(word) type the word: a count of types will only include the first instance of each new 
word (e. g. the words dance and language occur several times each in this 
glossary, but each would be listed as a single word type: dance + language 
=2 word types) 
(word) token each individual instance of a word, for example, the word language in this 
glossary has 5 occurrences =5 tokens 
viii 
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KWICly Dancing in a Virtual World 
All this talk about art is beside 
the point. Dance companies in 
the UK have wonderful theatres 
and funding to take chances. As 
in other artforms, avant - garde 
experiments helped generate a 
modern dance culture in this 
country. Precious, however, is a 
work which takes a more abstract 
theme as this ballet evokes the 
atmosphere of Greece. 
It has the same components as a 
musical play except that this 
text seemingly has no beginning 
or end. Showing expertise in 
dance performance and 
choreography he tells his stories 
through dance steps rather than 
declamatory gestures, and he can 
get a dancer to jump higher and 
perform more effectively than he 
otherwise would. 
An unusual and exquisite mover, 
his own dancing never appears 
calculated or forced. His 
movement can change scale at any 
time; a foot can become 'the' 
movement. Choreographic 
correspondences fill the stage 
with swirling beauty. 
The dancers' movements were slow 
and methodical and began next to 
the musicians. Having a very 
concrete knowledge of their 
bodies, they seemed to know that 
true seeing of time. Comfortable 
with the staged moves they can 
execute soft and controlled 
movements or any arbitrary 
movements. They seemed slightly 
shaky in the dream sequence, but 
all performed with vibrancy and 
conviction. With an ensemble of 
12 dancers performing the buoyant 
figures, together they form a 
company. ' 
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1 Introducing a Framework for Studying 
Dance Writing 
Words, filling up pages, are anterior and posterior to movement, 
they legitimise the activity of dancing. 
Brown 2001,20 
From the early periods of Lucian of Samasota, Guglielmo Ebreo, Thoinot Arbeau, and 
John Weaver, to the 21 st century, writers have been trying to frame dance through 
written means. In written dance texts, various theories about writing, purposes for 
writing, and the essence of the writing itself have been discussed. Writers and 
dancers bemoan the need for writing, yet with a variety of dance languages relying on 
symbols to describe dance (e. g. Feuillet, Benesh, Labanotation and motif writing, 
Sutton's Quick-writing), no single notation system has satisfactorily included all 
dance forms within its scope. Thus, we turn to words, our mother tongue, to complete 
descriptions of dance, to tell our dancers what we intend, need, see in our dance, to 
offer critical reviews of the dance. Words always surround a dance, even if only used 
to communicate in rehearsal. Words are used in the dance titles, dancer and company 
names, and on video or DVD covers. Words are used to market performances, even if 
only stating date, time, and venue. In a cyclic whirl, words discuss words. It is 
almost as if the words themselves complete the dance. Almost as if the words are the 
dance. 
In one case, the review presented on the first page, KWICly Dancing in a Virtual 
World, the words most definitely are the dance, as the review did not have any basis in 
fact. It is completely virtual in that it was generated by random selections of eleven- 
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word sentence fragments pulled automatically, using corpus linguistic tools, from a 
collection of written texts about dance. Then again, the review, virtual though it may 
be, has everything to do with the reality of dance, as far as written texts go. It 
contains all twenty-one of the most commonly used words chosen by writers of dance. 
Therefore, it can be said to epitornise dance writing through a written language of 
Dance. 
It is commonly held that people use language to communicate (writer to reader, 
speaker to speaker) for various reasons. Communication is often a continuing 
process, and discourse between two people occurs as part of this process. We jump in 
to an ongoing dialogue based on pre-existing activities and relationships about which 
we share knowledge. From that shared knowledge, we form a basis for new 
information. Depending on the relationship of writer to reader and the level of 
knowledge shared, certain assumptions are made from which discourse can take place 
(Quirk 1986). Common terminologies, for example, preclude the need for definitions 
interspersed within the discourse, or the choice of different terms more easily 
understood by many rather than the few. Therein lays the basis for specialist 
languages, those with shared knowledge between addressee and addressor. This 
exemplifies the relationship between specialist and specialist, and in some cases 
specialist and non-specialist. 
The types of communications and the reasons for communicating can be categorised 
in a variety of ways; the different categories can be characterised by the forms and 
linguistic components selected by the writer/speaker. Language is used to inform, to 
record observations, to persuade, to inspire, or to report thoughts. Language can 
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simply be a form of personal expression, or can be elevated to the status of art. 
Language can indicate types of thought and can be inductive as well as deductive. 
The language, used for whatever purpose, incorporates several levels of components 
(phonics, syntax, semantics) and it refers to objects, people, activities, ideas, and the 
relationships between the referents. When one communicates, one chooses (either 
sub-consciously or consciously) which language components and references to use. ' 
By looking at the various language components chosen by writers of dance, and the 
relationships between those components, by studying dance through the frame of 
language, it is possible to begin to develop a framework for the expert domain of 
dance. 
1.1 Framing the Body of Dance Writing 
What am I doing here? Why am I writing this? 
Theodores 2000,44 
Dance writer Diana Theodores consistently conducts research into dance writing from 
both a critical and analytical perspective. And yet, as she writes in ajournal during a 
series of choreographic workshops, she questions whether she should be practicing 
dance rather than 'documenting something that can never be captured' (Theodores 
2000,44). Her words demonstrate her ambivalence regarding the act of writing about 
the activity of dance. In her self-reflection Theodores is not alone. Noted dance 
writers, as well as writers in other disciplines who happen to write about dance in one 
fonn or another, often struggle with the challenge of writing about such an elusive art. 
Part of the ambivalence stems from the fact that all arts, whatever the medium, resist 
interpretation by writers and analysts, and interpretations are sometimes difficult to 
put into words. But the ambivalence is perhaps exacerbated in that dance is an 
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ephemeral art form, with each event eluding capture by those who would study and 
write about it. Its very nature precludes a single, specific, and directed subject for 
documentation. Even though a writer can break down elements of the dance, space 
and time, agent and agency, actor and action coalesce into a multifaceted entity 
performed for and written about by others who approach the dance through a myriad 
of references and take away a plethora of meanings. 
No matter how difficult it is to frame dance, writers still try. Categorising, or noting 
the categories applied to dance writing, both frames and provides a framework for the 
subject area, if not the entirety of the discipline itself. Framing dance writing confines 
the information and commentary, allowing it to be examined. Paradoxically, framing 
also gives the researcher a place from which to expand, as the frame of a building 
provides the solid base on which to build. Corpus linguistics can offer a means to 
both build a framework and examine the canvas within the frame. Therefore, by 
using the corpus model for this research I will consider how one can separate the 
multitude of written offerings into manageable canvases, suitable for framing, and 
how - once a frame is developed - dance writers write about the work within the 
frame. 
1.1.1 Writing About Dance 
They danced under arms, clashing their swords upon their shields 
as they did so and leaping in a frantic, warlike manner. 
Lucian ca. 120-190 AD (1965 trans. ), 221 
Francis Sparshott noted that Menestrier, Plato, Plotinus, Aristotle, and Lucian all 
wrote about dance either through dance-movement itself or in a more metaphorical 
sense and all concerned themselves with not only the meaning and value of dance but 
also the question: 'How is the practice best describedT (1993,227). Many years 
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before Sparshott posed the question, the writer Lucian of Samasota (ca. 120-190 AD) 
answered it. 
In volume 5 of his Dialogues, Lucian considered dance in a discussion between two 
men, Lycinus and Crato. Lycinus speaks of dances and the dancer's art, he praises 
dance as 'the greatest of all the good things in life' (Lucian 1965,208). The men 
discuss music, theatre, culture, harmony, and the soul-body connection. In an effort 
to characterise dance, Lycinus, takes an historical approach and describes the dance of 
the Curetes. He relates dance to art and names two famous - and in his opinion, 
talented - dancers. Lycinus then delves into ethnology and mentions Indian, 
Ethiopian, Egyptian, and Roman forms of dance. Thematic material is discussed, 
especially 'themes of tragedy and the dance'(Lucian 1965,243), and in a more critical 
mode, the thematic material is related to the work of dancers and choreographers in 
supporting the material or theme. Finally, Lycinus talks of dance writing: 'I am not 
unaware that many before our time who have written about the dance have made it the 
chief matter of their essays to enumerate all its forms and list their names, telling what 
each is like and by whom it was discovered! He denigrates that approach to writing 
on dance and states 'the chief object of my discussion is to praise the dance as it now 
exists and to show how much that is pleasurable and profitable it comprises in its 
embrace! 
After Lucian, many written texts on dance were either lost in time, suppressed due to 
religious dogma, or were not written and/or printed. Several centuries passed before 
dance writings again appeared, the earliest known texts being written in Italy in the 
mid- 15"' Century by an anonymous author (although research has shown that the text 
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could be attributed to Dominico of Ferrara [Sparti 2003,3]). Aside from the newly 
discovered early works, a few texts have stood as representative of written dance texts 
during the latter part of the 2e Century. Thoinot Arbeau's Orchesography (originally 
printed in 1589) is one such book with text, diagrams, and music explaining the dance 
steps popular at the time. As dance in that period remained virtually static for a 
number of years, changing over centuries rather than decades (or even years as with 
rapid changes in aesthetic in the late 20th Century), written texts were re-printed, but 
remained unchanged as far as content as noted by Arbeau7s translator Mary Stewart 
Evans in the 1967 Arbeau edition. When dance did change, however, written texts 
were updated and newer texts were produced. 
In 1706 English dance master John Weaver published two instructional manuals, 
Orchesography Or, the Art ofDancing and A Small Treatise of Time and Cadence in 
Dancing, Reducd to an Easy and Exact Method In a later version of Orchesography 
(1715), Weaver gave credit to another master, Raoul Auger Feuillet, and his 
collection of dances (printed in 1706). In his updated text, Weaver connected the 
dance to music in an equal relationship, thus furthering the somewhat symbiotic 
nature of the two disciplines in dance writing. Moving from Lucian's text-only 
approach and Arbeau's rhythm-based diagrams, Weaver's books included spacing 
diagrams, music scores, musical notations and terminology, as well as handwritten 
notes describing timing, order of movement, and spacing. ' 
The hand-written fonn of Weaver's text is in keeping with other early dance texts that 
also include dance and music notes, librettos and specific descriptions of movement in 
relation to music, offer some stage (space) directions (e. g. Tt young man crosses the 
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stage'), and structural elements (e. g. 'solo') (British Library Holdings 17t" Century 
[b]). Movement descriptions contain very few adverbs and adjectives other than 
words that specify individual dancers in an almost titular manner (first man, second 
woman), and rely instead on verb/noun combinations such as body-part/action, 
structure/person. 
Other references to dance are contained in small collections, written and preserved in 
personal journal form, such as a collection of poems, jests, and anecdotes that 
mentions dance (British Library Holdings 17'h Century [a]), and two other small texts 
with hand-written descriptions of dances. The first of these includes notes on the 
Law, as well as dance instructions written in text in conjunction with diagrammatic 
graphics that represent dancers and their positions on the dance floor in relation to one 
another (British Library Holdings 17"' Century [b], Lansdowne ms 1115 ff 35b-38). 
The text uses terms relating to body parts and direction, without using qualitative 
instruction such as adverbs and adjectives. A second collection, dating from 1738-9, 
titles the dances (e. g. Amy, Passonsfarewell, The Mariners), and uses only textual, 
hand-written descriptions to describe movement (British Library Holdings 17 th 
Century [b], Sloane MS 3858, ff 15-18). 
From the aforementioned examples of early dance texts, it can be seen that Lucian 
focused on criticism, description, ethnography, analysis of dance writing, and a 
defence of the art of dance. Later examples show the use of graphics and a more 
instructional focus. The texts were produced in book form, in letters, and in personal 
journals; they referenced work by others. They were either specific to dance, or were 
included in texts that combined many topics of discussion. Owing to the direct 
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approaches taken by the dance writers of the past, categorising the texts is rather 
straightforward. And in fact, current classification systems still include instruction 
and criticism, ethnography, and analysis as topics in one form or another. However, 
with the development of dance over the 19th -2 I't centuries and the increasing amount 
of source material, newer topics and interdisciplinary approaches, additional media 
types, and purposes of writing about dance have exponentially increased, as has the 
ability to classify dance texts, perfonned and written. 
1.1.2 Identifying Writers 
Dance writing has become an art in itself, and the dance writer is 
an artist of the form. 
Philip 2001,2 
As with Lucian's previously mentioned formulaic dialogue between two people, dance 
has been included in personal correspondence by people of all walks of life, from men 
writing home from the battlefield during the American Civil War (Wiesner, 1989) to 
kings writing to other monarchs (Charles 11 of England 1654). Philosophers have 
expounded on dance in their treatises on aesthetics, critics have focused on dance in 
newspaper reviews, and scholars from a variety of disciplines have addressed 
theoretical issues in dance. 
That being said, it is not just scholars and those trained in the practice and theory of 
dance who write. Dance writers can be found in the administrative, managerial 
positions responsible for promulgating dance. Grant writers, marketing professionals, 
PR personnel, producers, all write about dance. Writers in other fields such as 
anthropology, other arts, mental health professions, sports, computing and technology, 
funding organisations, literary theorists, linguistics, and anyone wishing to use dance 
as a metaphor write about dance. Novelists and playwrights use dance to further 
character or for thematic purposes (Wiesner, 1988). 
Some who are specialists, self-proclaimed or acknowledged experts, have written 
instructional manuals on dance. From Arbeaifs Orchesography (1589) and, as is 
being discovered, even earlier, to the 19th Century, a wealth of written texts have been 
produced by dance masters such as Feuillet, Pierre Beauchamp, and Jean-Georges 
Noverre, as well as the music and fencing masters of the 19'h Century who travelled 
the US and Europe. More recently, in the 20'h and 2 I't centuries, teachers in private 
training schools and instructors in colleges and universities write texts explaining, 
defining, and pontificating about various aspects of dance for instructional purposes. 
Choreographers also write instructional books to enable students of dance to have a 
foundation upon which to base their compositional efforts. Perhaps one of the most 
well-known tomes on this topic is Doris Humphrey's The Art ofMaking Dances 
(1959). In her book Reading Dancing (1986), Susan Leigh Foster refers to 
Humphrey's text as an example of the terseness - or sparseness - of words used to 
instruct regarding making and doing dance. A more recent text by a more post- 
modem choreographer, focusing on improvisational composition was published by 
Daniel Nagrin, Choreography and the Specific Image (200 1). Nagrin's text uses a 
workbook approach, offering exercises to be undertaken by the student, as do several 
other texts written by teachers of composition either for students or teachers (Lynne 
Anne Blom, Margery Turner, and Jacqueline Smith). 
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In addition to instructional texts, choreographers write before they choreograph, they 
write while in rehearsal, they write program notes to help explain a dance. They write 
reflectively and for public reading. In one collective text, the editor included the 
writings of several of the most prominent 20'h-century modem dance choreographers. 
Jean Morrison Brown's The Vision ofModern Dance (1979) contains writings of 
Isadora Duncan, Loie Fuller, Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, Mary Wigman, Doris 
Humphrey, Martha Graham, Hanya Holm, Merce Cunningham, Erick Hawkins, Jos6 
Limon, Anna Sokolow, Alwin Nikolais, and several post-modem choreographers. 
Exhibiting the individual voice, some choreographers write their own books (or work 
with ghost-writers), many of which are autobiographies, such as Bill T. Jones's Last 
Night on Earth (1995). 
Dancers also write about dance although'[they] often cultivate a sanctimonious 
mutism, denying what is verbal, logical, and discursive in order to champion the 
physical and sensate' (Foster 1986, xiv). Fame, or lack thereof, does not preclude a 
dancer or choreographer from writing, or from being published. Dancers write for 
papers, write scholarly works, and write personal journals. Dancers can be hailed for 
their excellence with writing and provide quality due to their'intimate knowledge' 
(Van Zile 1994,66) of the art form. In a letter to the editor of Dance Magazine, 
Mindy Aloff compares Allegra Kent's writing style to the work of Edwin Denby, and 
considers it 'the single most beautiful piece of dance writing I've encountered in the 
magazine' (Aloff 2004). As well as some dancers can write, many readers find their 
texts difficult to read. Suzanne Langer uses this problem to make a point about the 
virtual power of dance: 'The writings of the most thoughtful dancers are often hard to 
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read because they play so freely across the line between fact and artistic significance' 
(Langer 1953,86). 
Of course, it is not just practitioners of dance who write about it with voices of 
authority. Critics and journalists have been writing about dance in journals and 
periodicals for years. From Theophile Gautier in the 19th Century, through the 20th 
Century with John Martin, Denby, Lucile Marsh, Marcia Siegel, Deborah Jowitt, and 
Arlene Croce, (to name but a few) to the most recent bloggers and internet webzine 
critics, dance has been a part of the journalists' focus, although it might be argued that 
not all are specialists in dance. Still, the advent of the web has increased publishing 
opportunities, whether the writers are trained or not (Philip 200 1). 
As the publishing landscape for dance writing grows, writers from many disciplines 
are considering dance as a topic for their texts (e. g. sociology, anthropology, physical 
science, psychology). With the profusion of interdisciplinary approaches the task of 
classifying dance becomes more complex. It would be helpful to classifiers if dance 
writers focused on one thing in each text, such as the 19th-century writers who could 
focus on one concert genre: ballet. However, as can be seen through historical 
writings" and the focus of dance writers, rarely have dance writers taken such a direct 
approach. Instead, a blend of topics can be found in discussions on dance, at times 
creating a tapestry that is difficult to frame, therefore making the task of capturing 
dance writing problematic. 
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1.2 Writing about Dance Writing 
Exposing how the thing is done is to suggest that, like the lady 
sawed in half, it isn't done at all. 
Geertz 1988,2 
With the plethora of topics on dance, and recent prolific amounts of writing by dance 
writers, one could imagine that there is a great amount of information about the 
activity of writing about dance. However, there is very little in the current literature 
that discusses dance writing as a topic, much less that takes on dance writing at 
lexical, syntactic, or semantic levels. One can find examples of dance writing and 
collections of examples, and one can find statements on writing in a forward or an 
article, but it is rare to find an analysis of dance writing itself. ' Perhaps it is rare 
because 'Its critical literature, or worse yet its uncritical literature, makes weary 
reading' (Langer 1953,169). Or the deficiency could be due to what Richard Philip 
bemoans as the isolation inherent in dance writing: 'Writing about dance is not only 
lonely, but underappreciated, underpaid, underfed, and underencouraged' (Philip 
2001,2). So, too, could the dearth of writing about dance writing be the result of a 
post-modem stance against meta-narrative and the fear that a focus on the writing as a 
topic will create a discursive authority regarding dance writing. This fear then drives 
dance writers to consider only a small portion of the writing itself, approaching the 
written text through a local narrative. Paradoxically, as dance writers increasingly 
seek legitimisation of the discipline of dance and question the critical approaches 
taken in writing about dance (Morris 1996) they create their own meta-narratives. 
1.2.1 Reviewing Books: Form and Formula 
When I requested a copy of Corporealities from Routledge, I was 
informed that previous reviewers had been sent another title, 
Corporate Realities, by mistake. 
Koze11997,160 
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Book reviews, most commonly found in journals and newspapers, supply the most 
consistent sources of specialist writing regarding dance writing (e. g. Susan Manning 
1997 and 1999, Helena Wulff 1999), and although it may seem logical that dance 
book reviews are contained only in dance specific journals, or that newspapers would 
print dance book reviews in the dance section (such as it may be), reviews of dance 
books (dance writings, dance texts) can be found in general arts sections of papers, in 
journals focusing on other related arts such as theatre and linguistics, and even in 
other academic 'rags' such as The Chronicle offfigher Education. ' So, too can 
reviews of books not specijically about dance contain information on communicating 
about dance, if only from the perspective of the review itself. For example, in a 
review of a book about children's learning styles and the use of the arts (writing, 
dancing, drawing, singing), the reviewer notes that writing about the arts, specifically 
her ability to communicate about the arts, requires a verbal language rather than a 
visual one, and further, that the terminology used for arts writing varies from that of 
common speech (Stiegelbauer 1999,398). 
Book reviews of dance writing follow a general fonnula regarding the content of the 
review itself with the components of the review occurring in varying amounts. All 
book reviews contain some discussion of the content of the dance text (book): 
descriptions of the booVs organisation and/or the actual text in summary; 
paraphrasing; or quoting. An analysis of the content, and often the author's style, is 
given, and, in order to contextualise or support the analysis, external references to 
other written texts are provided, as is a bibliography containing those and other 
references. Following the description and analysis, value judgements are made 
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regarding the author's writing style, arguments, and the support of those arguments. 
Discussions of content, analysis, and value vary from cursory to being quite in-depth. 
As with most texts regarding dance writing, rarely does a reviewer delve into the 
lexical choices made by the book's author(s). In her review of Sally Banes' Writing 
Dancing in the Age qfPostmodernism, Marcia Siegel notes that Banes"language 
changes' (1995,19 1) from article type to article type (Banes' text is a collection of her 
dance writings); however, no examples are given in support of this statement. 
Instead, Siegel stays in the abstract, offering information regarding what Banes says, 
but not how she says it (the language used). 'The one regret I have about Banes' 
writing in this book is that she talks so little about the way dancers move and 
choreographers choreograph, though she talks a lot about what it all means' (1995, 
192). Siegel takes issue with what she calls the'labelling of what no longer exists' 
(193), the attempts of dance writers to name genres and styles of dance not easily 
categorised as ballet or modem, in order to retain the dance in some way. Further, 
Siegel notes the lack of access to the dance itself through dance writing. 
Right now the best writing, like Banes' and Acocella's, often feels 
quaky at the centre. It tells us about everything surrounding the 
dance - its ideas, characters, cultural influences, structural devices, 
compositional processes, poses, gestures, attitudes. But after all 
that, I'm still not convinced I know the dance. 
Siegel 1995,193 
Siegel's comments highlight her own preferences in writing, as she personally 
eschews the value of external context (especially when writing about dances of other 
cultures) and prefers instead to be descriptive (using the dance as context) rather than 
judgemental: '... my observation of the dance - which in a sense is my participation in 
the dance - allows me to connect the performance with my writing' (Jowitt, Acocella, 
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Siegel 1995,191). Ironically, Siegel, who professes a personal preference for staying 
within the dance itself when describing the work, commits the same error of which 
she accuses Banes by not discussing the details of the writing. 
Less often, but most interesting to this research, some book reviews contain some 
argument about dance writing in general. For example, in a review of "Dance Index", 
published in The Journal ofAesthetics andArt Criticism, Selma Jeanne Cohen (1972) 
bemoans the vague terminology used by writers of previous centuries to describe 
dance, and quotes reviews of the 19th Century which contain descriptive phrases such 
as 'her dancing is gross rather than artistic' (1972,557). 'The problem, ' Cohen notes, 
'is writing about dance. Even more basically, writing about movement! Cohenoffers 
glimpses at a few dance writers she considers skilled at description (e. g. Denby, 
Gautier, Martin), but continues to note that many dance writers 'sought refuge in story 
telling' (1972,558), and further, that extensive description of non-dance elements 
(costumes, d6cor) was and is still a large component of dance writing (specifically 
critical review). 
William James Earle (1984), in a review of Marshall Cohen and Roger Copeland's 
compilation of dance writings, "at is Dance?, follows the format norm by 
discussing the organisation of the content, summarising and quoting selected articles, 
analysing the authoes writing style and content, and touching briefly on 'historicism 
about dance writing'(1984,105). His comments, however, only note general 
overviews of the what of dance writing ('What was happening? What was on the 
cutting edge? '), rather than offering any conclusions about the how at either a lexical 
or semantic level. 
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Ramsay Burt (1999) does tackle lexical choices when reviewing Sally Banes'Dancing 
Women (1998). As he analyses her commentary on (and analysis of) Rahda, Burt 
discusses various theories used in dance scholarship, references other dance writings, 
and offers reasons for writing what is written about dance. Specifically, he homes in 
on Banes'use of the word'new" and questions its use. The discussion, however, 
never ventures further into the lexical, and remains at a more abstract level as he 
analyses Banes' content. Still, Burt's focus on the word 'new' is a small example of 
the analysis of words used by dance writers. 
1.2.2 Defining Terms and Words in Dance Writing 
Don't use any technical tenns. 
Murray 1983,6 
Previous research into the word choices of dance writers, the Decentering Project, 
(Deveril et al 2003) considered 'intertextual connections between theoretical works' 
such as 'etymology and linguistic' connections as well as other theoretical elements 
(Deveril et al 2003,5). In that work, the project authors attempted to find a common 
vocabulary for computing and dance. They considered the addition of 
auxiliary/ancillary objects surrounding a dance to form a 'web', a 'continuously 
evolving set of interpretations and meanings, ' non-linear, hermeneutic (Deveril 2002, 
3). Although Deveril admittedly feels that'a "dance piece" should always be the 
"starting poinf' for an analysis even if after that it's wherever it may go' (2002,1), he 
also concluded that the open relationship between dance text and written text is 
problematic. In my opinion, the problems arise from the lack of specificities 
regarding the written texts, and even though the dance may be seen as the context 
necessary for other objects, it is possible for it to be subsumed/consumed by 
subsequent texts (as in the case of Arlene Croce's review of Bill T. Jones's StilIlHere 
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and other texts which the review inspired). That Croce's written text superseded 
Jones'dance text is a primary focus of the discussion of Jones'work in the final 
chapters of this thesis. That being said, to find the specifics of the written texts and to 
trace the path from dance to words, this thesis starts with the words, the language of 
the written texts. 
The Decentering problems are not new. Even as dance began to develop as a topic for 
writing in the 20th Century, Sparshott noted, 'the market for this material remains 
inconveniently small' (1993,23 1) perhaps due to there being no 'precise tenninology 
or apt rhetoric. ' It is not as if dance specialists have not attempted to develop a 
terminology, or at least to capture, codify, and disseminate words and definitions., In 
fact, Valerie Preston-Dunlop (1995) published a tome of over 700 pages that purports 
to 'present a comprehensive view of people in dance: what they do, their movement, 
their sound, and the space in which they work [through] the words and phrases of 
their technical and vernacular languages' (Routledge 1995, Publisher's Notes). 
Preston-Dunlop's publication will be addressed in some detail in later sections of this 
research, as it is one of the few places in which to find commentary on dance terms. 
Terms, and their definitions, are more commonly found in training manuals, treatises 
on technical instruction, rather than in texts purporting to be dance dictionaries. 
Dictionaries often contain information on ballets, people, and companies in 
encyclopaedic form rather than lexical entries. Modern Dance Terminology, first 
published by editor Paul Love in 1953, and reprinted in 1997, contains quotations, 
external references, cross-references, synonyms, and citations from artists and critics. 
Quotes from modem dance choreographers and dance personages of the early and mid 
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20'h Century (e. g. Wigman, Rudolf von Laban, Holm, Humphrey, St. Denis, Lim6n, 
Graham, Glen Tetley) are included, and per Eleanor King's introduction, 'give 
authenticity to this nomenclature. ' (Love 1997,2) Entries in the listing include 
biographical information about notable entities (e. g. Francois Delsarte), 
demonstrating the cross-over between encyclopaedia and lexical dictionary. The 
book does, however, include many terms, especially compound terms, many of which 
include the words dance and movement (41 and 33 phrases respectively). In the 
definitions, there are updates and corrections to terms (e. g. Balance-Unbalance is now 
Fall-Recovery), as well as value judgements made by the author (the term applied 
dance is 'unnecessary' and art dance is 'vague and pretentious). 
If dictionaries do not supply the best means of studying dance terminology, where can 
one turn to find information regarding dance and the words writers use? The Dance 
Critics Association, an international organisation for dance critics headquartered in 
New York, hosts yearly conferences that focus on writing about dance (as the 
organisation name implies) and in 1990 the conference generated a great deal of 
discussion on word choices. And as does Love, whose evaluative commentary on the 
words used in dance reflects a personal bias, the approaches taken by the presenters 
and speakers at the conference reflect a political slant on dance. David Gere, editor of 
the collection, introduces the focus of the collected texts and problematises 
terminology in dance writing and the issues of selecting/using terms such as "ethnic 
dance" or "world dance" and the resultant hierarchical assumptions that accompany 
term use! In the same volume, Bruce Fleming also addresses the issues of 
terminology, specifically "world dance" as he notes that the term replaces another 
term deemed less'culturally sensitive' (ethnic dance). A'semi-pejorative'tenn 
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(Fleming, 11), "ethnic dance, " as well as other terminological labels, imply their own 
value. 
Jawole Willa Jo Zollar takes a different tack, but also considers negativity implied by 
terminology, or, in this case, single words. 
Whenever the Ailey company or the Ailey influence was written 
about, it was always with a slightly negative tone - so that words 
like 'trite' and 'clichd' were always present in the language. But on 
the other side, phrases like chasse, pas de bourree, pirouette, and 
thirty-twofouettes [italics hers] ... were considered not trite or 
clich6, but classic. 
Zollar 1995,124 
Although Zollar's point is taken that words can connote (implicitly) as well as denote 
(explicitly) a positive or negative response to a dance work, her mix of value words 
with explicit codified dance terms confuses the argument. Although nouns can be 
very value laden, codified dance terminology, such as the ballet words used as 
examples by Zollar, are descriptive only per movement, they imply no value unless 
there is an adjective, adverb, or value-laden verb contained in the phrase in which the 
words are used. Zollar's comments, then, serve to illuminate the problematic nature 
of discourse regarding words and terminology used in dance writing. 
Coining her own term, Zollar offers examples of 'linguistic racism' (1995,129) in 
sports writing that describe white and black athletes differently (noting that 
'hardworking and intelligent' often describes white athletes and 'natural, gifted, and 
intuitive'refer to black athletes). " She suggests applying the same lens to dance 
writing to determine specific word uses, and offers a willingness to 'examine language 
patterns and ideas that generalise a group while, at the same time, figuring out what 
truth there maybe in the generalities' (130). In addition to looking at the words used, 
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Zollar considers column space 'devoted to artists of color versus white artists, and to 
alternative aesthetics versus mainstream venues and performance styles' in 
publications. Not to put too fine a point on it, especially since Zollar is one of the few 
who suggest word counts as indicators of beliefs, she confuses the issue when in her 
writing she compares particulars with umbrella terms. 
Joan Acocella disagrees with Zollar. In fact, she directly disputes Zollar's comments 
regarding Alvin Ailey and word choices when she launches into a consideration of 
term specificity, using Zollar's use of 'racist' to demonstrate the 'attack on language 
and therefore on truth' (Acocella 1995,134). Acocella denies the validity of the term 
in the way Zollar uses it and notes other terms that when used do not imply racism as 
Zollar has suggested: 'Alvin Ailey's late work was [italics hers] clichdd' (Acocella 
1995,139). Acocella then continues to rail against labels, words that place artists in 
polarised categories, and notes that doing so 'is to imply that what makes us different 
from one another outweighs what makes us alike! 
Deborah Jowitt posits that cultural perspective colours the writers'judgement and 
terminology (Jowitt, Acocella, and Siegel 1995). June Vail agrees and states: 
To describe what we are viewing and interpret its significance, 
responsible critics must consider how we see - what we habitually 
look for and what we ignore - and how we report it. Self-aware 
dance writers can choose ways of using language that focus not 
just on dances but on the interactive nature of dance events. 
Vail 1995,167 
June Vail studied patterns of word use and forin in critical reviews in relation to 
aspects of Indian dance and her article is the only empirical research conducted using 
a corpus linguistics methodology found during this research into dance writing. Vail 
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used two approaches from corpus linguistics: looking at parts of speech, and the use 
of metaphor. In her discussion of parts of speech, Vail studied adjectives, nouns, 
pronouns, and verbs. Her findings revealed that reviews contained discussion of 
theatrical elements (without much detail) and used descriptive adjectives that were 
writer-centric in nature, rather than being descriptive of movement, '[they] convey 
general impressions and may indicate a writer's enthusiastic or bewildered response' 
(Vail 1995,169) to the movement and the dance. Vail also found that certain nouns 
have high frequencies (e. g. feet, eyes/eyebrows, hands) and used this data to support 
her argument that critics unfamiliar with a dance genre are challenged when presented 
with something new. The pronouns used in the texts studied, Vail contends, 
'counteract the usual authoritative tone' (177) that is supported by the use of passive 
(to be) verbs rather than verbs modal in nature (might be) which indicate 'provisional 
perceptions' (178). Finally, Vail notes that due to evidence found by the lack of 'verbs 
conveying specific actions' (only two were found in 34 files), 'the reviews tend to talk 
about dancing without actively evoking it. ' Vail also discusses metaphor use, and 
looks at the use of a particular word, pure, as a conceptual metaphor; however, she 
does so only in an effort to show the reviewer's dependence on program notes for 
words to describe the dance (the reviewers pick up a word and use it themselves). 
Vail's text is not a discussion of George Lakoffs work on conceptual metaphor, which 
will be discussed in this thesis, nor does it consider the meaning behind the use of 
metaphor, or engage in any metaphoric analysis. Still, Vail's research is valuable in 
that it provides an example of an effective use of corpus linguistics in studying dance 
writing. 
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1.3 Using Corpus Linguistics as a Framework 
There is a fairly well-defined set of basic messages that people 
always want to convey whenever they write and speak; ... in order 
to analyse and express the content of discourse, it is these simple 
messages ... that we need to locate. 
Wilks 1973,114 
Some researchers problematise the representation of kinaesthetic knowledge and ask 
how it should be presented. A more pertinent question is: how is this knowledge 
presented? Arguably, kinaesthetic knowledge should be presented through the 
practice of movement; however, external to movement, the predominant means of 
presenting kinaesthetic knowledge is by language, written and spoken. Therefore, in 
order to determine how kinaesthetic knowledge is presented through language this 
thesis will look at the language. To that end, this research uses computer-assisted 
methods of mining written dance texts for lexical, grammatical, and semantic patterns 
that can offer insight into the esoteric language referred to as Dance English 
throughout this text (which is admittedly yet another written text using Dance 
English). " Although dance scholars may consider an attempt to use an empirical 
approach to a study of dance through dance writing to be problematic at best and 
heresy at worst, other researchers in the arts and humanities (including music and 
theatre) have turned to computer-assisted analytical models and linguistic theory and 
found them productive. " 
Some early studies involved computers and animation, a discipline in which 
researchers have searched for a comprehensive, high level language for human 
movement. Thomas W. Calvert used a theoretical approach based in film studies, 
dance and computing, as well as linguistics and kinesiology in order to establish a 
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language 'interpretable by both computer and man'(Calvert 1986,35). Calvert 
considered Labanotation (Laban's notation system which is often used to score dance 
movement) and Effort-Shape (Laban's theory regarding spatial and dynamic elements 
of movement) as a means of establishing a language; however, he found that to 
develop a syntax, coders had to reduce movements to macros (programs that generate 
a series of commands based on a set of parameters). This method worked for the 
development of easily defined, repeatable movements (e. g. pedestrian walks and 
codified ballet movements); however, complex movements required complicated 
methods of computer processing and analysis of semiotics and signs that in turn 
required a degree of specificity in automatic data searches that was difficult to reach. 
Calvert concluded that several years of research and work'devoted to developing the 
knowledge bases for the various expert systems required to capture the terminology of 
the director/writer/artist' (1986,40) was necessary. 
Very few researchers have accepted the challenge of capturing the terminology used 
in dance, although empirical methods have been used by at least one researcher (Vail 
1995) (albeit not to the level of the research performed for this thesis). Estelle 
Irizarry, Stefan Sinclair, Jerome McGann and Lisa Samuels all tout the benefits of 
computer-assisted textual analysis, yet the 'failure to transform technical achievement 
into interesting literary critical discourse' is inhibiting critical discourse in literature 
(Ramsay 2003,171). So, too, may it inhibit critical discourse in dance. Perhaps the 
reticence about this form of research is due to concerns about the aesthetic principle 
being invalidated through the use of an empirical approach. Dance is, after all, non- 
linear, and descriptions of dance in written texts are, necessarily, linear. And 
traditionally those in the humanities have eschewed scientific approaches, yet 'the last 
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two generations have seen the pursuits of humanists take on their own quasi-scientific 
aspects, complete with highly technical jargon' (Cassuto 2003, BS). 
Some researchers question the study of special languages and negatively address the 
apparent ubiquity of this type of research (Opitz 2000). Kurt Opitz questions the 
differences between 'common' or 'standard' language and special language. He also 
questions the idea of a common language. Further, Opitz problematises the plethora 
of possibilities for special languages due to the many disciplines which could generate 
and claim a special language. However, he concludes that due to the 'organic process' 
of language, it is quite possible to have special languages develop within a group of 
people who are engaged in a'special'type of activity and the use of LSP research 
(Language for Special Purposes) to gain a better understanding of language is valid 
(2000,17). 13 
As valuable as textual analysis can be, there are disadvantages as well. Ian Parker and 
Erica Burman (1993) note thirty-two problems in discourse analysis (a tool used by 
psycholinguists), some of which apply to this research into analysing dance writing. 
The first is that of terminology, in that terms such as 'discourse, 'text', and 'narrative', 
among others, are not interchangeable, as some analysts surmise, and require some 
definitive specification as to meaning. The second applicable problem is that of the 
role of the researcher in the analysis. Clifford Geertz (1988) has discussed this issue 
in anthropology, as the researcher who writes of the analysis becomes yet another 
producer of discourse. And as Parker and Burman note, 'they are implicated in the 
production of the forms of knowledge they describe'(1993,159). As it is with the 
transformation of the dance text by virtue of the subsequent written text, 'to offer a 
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reading of a text is ... to reproduce or transform 
it! This problem with analyst as 
writer goes deeper, as the analyst often has a tendency to abstract the data from the 
context, and thereby 'mistaking discourse as the sum total, rather than the 
manifestation, of structural relationships' (Parker and Burman 1993,162). This 
reductionist approach can undermine the analysis and lay the researcher open to 
charges of elucidating the obvious. So, too, can it be undermined by any attempts at 
ideational analysis, that which presumes to understand the idea with which the author 
wrote (Coulthard 1994). However, the use of empirical data to build a critical 
framework for analysis has been established as a valid approach to textual analysis in 
several disciplines (e. g. psycholinguistics, social linguistics, and knowledge 
representation). 
For the ýast 300 - 400 years the consideration of the content of written texts has 
focused on the words and ideas/concepts they represent and produce in order to 
determine the nature of the language used. Study has been undertaken for a variety of 
purposes: from an attempt to stop the spread of non-religious matters printed in 
newspapers to sociological, scientific, and linguistic inquiries (Krippendorff 1980). 
Content analysis has helped shed light on the thoughts and languages of groups of 
people whose language patterns develop within the group for the purposes of the 
group. Thus, content analysis methods have shifted from counting the words used by 
speakers and writers to qualitative approaches as to how and why the words are being 
used in spoken and written texts (Krippendorff 1980,57). 
Some fears exist about the use of frequencies and other lower-level features of 
language because the intellectual shift from raw numbers to ontological meaning (or 
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any other meaning) is 'risky at best' (Ramsay 2003,168). The proponents of 
frequency analysis are often as negative as the detractors, undervaluing the benefit of 
computer-based text analysis to research in the Humanities. However, pattern 
determination, one of the primary uses of automation in text analysis, closely 
resembles the methods taught to students of literary criticism and critical writing. 
That is, to notice the patterns in a text and to 're-articulate' them (17 1), and by so 
doing to provide meaning through interpretation. Using an empirical approach can be 
of value to either generating patterns or validating them, a method suggested by Janet 
Adshead and others (Adshead et al 1988) for dance analysis: look for description of 
elements; determine patterns and relationships; interpret from the evidence; evaluate 
based on the former activities. 
Although it will be shown in this research that the language used in written dance 
texts can be considered an indication of a specialist language of Dance, or LSP, 
disassociating the writing from the dance only allows for a one-dimensional 
conclusion. Without the actual dance, or at least a detailed description of the dance, 
conclusions can not be validated through corpus methods. Instead, words are 
privileged over object (the dance). Interpretation through the words, then, becomes 
privileged over description of the object. In order to avoid the one-dimensional 
results, and to determine the validity of the empirical data and the interpretation of the 
empirical findings, the dance itself must be considered. Therefore, what is required is 
a case study. 
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1.4 Validating Results with a Case Study 
When we write of dance 'we transform the temporality of 
movement into real time and give it a history, a present, and a 
fature! 
Markula and Denison 2000,413 
Perhaps dance writing is only problematic in that it is an artefact, a referent - or as 
Andrd Lepecki states 'a theatre of memory and meaning' (quoted in Adshead-Lansdale 
1999,3). That is reasonable if one considers the dance a Derridian trace (as does 
Lepecki); however, it could also be argued that the dance is a source, and the writing 
is the trace. Janet Adshead-Lansdale uses Lepecki's argument to highlight the 
importance of a focus on dance as the context for analysis. Problems with borrowing 
critical literary theory 'are timely reminders of the dangers of lack of focus on dance 
in such an approach' (Adshead-Lansdale quoting Copeland 1999,3). 
Do similar problems exist when looking at the empirical evidence gained from 
analysing the data generated by dance writings via a scientific method: namely 
computational linguistics? Wendy Bowcher (1999) notes that language is a system of 
choices made to create meanings, those choices being made by speakers/writers from 
an array of possibilities. 
Variation, patterning, instantiation and selection do not take place 
ad hoc (her ital. ), or arbitrarily. Rather, they are systematically 
motivated from both outside language (by the specific 
configuration of a context's field, tenor and mode) and from within 
it through both the process of instantiation and the social 
construction of intertextual relations. 
Bowcher 1999,142 
As each instance of language is an instance of that language in use, the situational 
aspect of that use becomes identifiable, as does the language/linguistic choices, even 
to the point of predictability. 
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While an empirical approach boils down the words to statistical iterations without 
appearing to allow for the performative nature of the dance, by using a case study it 
can be determined if the written evidence found in that particular study supports 
and/or reflects the general data in any way. Further, by focusing on the written text 
surrounding one dance work to see how the empirical evidence supports the previous 
data, the evidence can be interpreted when viewed in the context of the dance text. 
For that reason, I have selected a choreographer for the case study who is not only a 
prolific writer, but who has provoked a great deal of written text. 
The choreographer in question is Bill T. Jones, whose work StiIIIHere inspired critic 
Arlene Croce to spend 3 000 words not reviewing it in The New Yorker (1994). Why 
Bill T. Jones? What makes him worth a study of the language used to describe his 
work, not to mention words used by him and by others to describe him: the man? 
Where does Jones fit in dance, art, society, and politics? Why would journals and 
papers with all types of readers cover his work, or Croce's non-review? 
Originally, I considered using two or more choreographers for this research as a 
means of looking at language and dance from a variety of perspectives: historical, 
artistic/stylistic, philosophical differences, to mention but a few. Therefore, in 
addition to fulfilling requirements such as having a place in history and being 
stylistically identifiable, the basic requirements for inclusion of the choreographer in 
this study would be prolific choreographic endeavours, reviews about, written works 
by, and verbal acuity. However, although some differences could develop into 
substantial research, it quickly became obvious that any attempt to choose amongst 
the many choreographers who met the first and second qualifications, narrowing the 
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choice of choreographers as appropriate for study per these perspectives was doomed 
to - if not complete failure -a confusion of extensive comparisons based on a variety 
of elements pertaining to the choreographers' age, race, gender, sexual identity, 
nationality, geographic location, dance genre, and politics. Further, although these 
attributes can provide ample material for multiple studies of Dance English and a 
study of movement description (indeed, they may occupy this researcher for years), 
instead of confusing the study by virtue of a multitude of differences, it seemed 
prudent to look at only one choreographer, basing the selection on his or her 
qualifications in respect to the previously stated requirements. When the search for 
those qualifications led to Bill T. Jones and produced repeated references to Croce's 
non-review, it became clear that Bill T. Jones not only satisfied the initial criteria as 
choreographer and writer, but also inspired words that appeared to justify not using 
words contextualised in the dance. 
That a dance writer as well respected as Arlene Croce could even consider writing 
about a work that she refused to see intrigued me. How could one be so bold as to 
write a review about a dance based on only hearsay and personal assumptions? 
Beyond the fascination with Croce's audacity was my reading of subsequent reviews 
and articles written by others which appeared to focus on Croce rather than on the 
dance work ostensibly at the centre of the controversy. Apparently the context of the 
writings were being redirected by an authorial text external to the dance work, and as 
such Bill T. Jones and StiIIIHere could offer a perfect case study for a search for 
traces of the dance in the written texts. My final reasons for Jones' inclusion as the 
case study for my research are personal. As a critic I would never deign to not see a 
work and write about it anyway (shame on Croce). As an instructor of dance 
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composition I use Jones' work as a teaching tool. And as a viewer I appreciate Jones' 
work in general and would have ample opportunity to study a work I had not seen 
before conducting my research. 
There are other, more practical reasons as well. Jones, a 20 th and 2 I't-century 
choreographer well known for his political stances and philosophies, has 
choreographed over 50 dance works. He uses text, personal experience, and 
pedestrian movements to inspire abstract movement. Jones works from a personal 
base relating to themes that are universal in scope"' and incorporates music, natural 
sound, and spoken text as accompaniment. He incorporates multi-media elements 
such as video and digital processing. Jones has generated artefacts such as books, 
reviews, videos (original films), websites, photos, and interviews. Indeed, there are 
over 300 resources for Jones in the New York Public Library catalogue, over 40 on 
DCAB (Dance Current Awareness Bulletin, a citations index), and numerous 
resources on the internet. 
Although there may be concerns with using a contemporary, African-American, gay, 
male choreographer in that these issues could be possible avenues of study and/or 
elements of discord/difference, they are not the main focus of the work, and therefore 
may be considered negligible (until further study is completed). The basic 
requirements for inclusion of the choreographer in this study are his prolific 
choreographic endeavours, reviews about, and written works by; and Bill T. Jones 
fulfils those requirements. He has a stated philosophic base, is verbally acute, and 
looks to develop movement from either a philosophical/architectural base or a natural 
movement base. These attributes are necessary to this study of dance writing and 
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instead of confusing the study by virtue of Jones's race, sexual preference, and/or 
gender, these differences may provide a universality that will enhance this study. " 
1.5 Structuring the Thesis 
I am pleased with the balancing act in each chapter where [you] 
work between the incredibly detailed and the kind of 
generalisations that are possible. 
Lansdale, J. personal communication (email) 9-21-2006 
As this thesis attempts to combine two disciplines generally seen as in tension with 
one another, Dance and Computer Science, it will, of necessity, discuss both in some 
depth. However, because this is first and foremost a dance thesis, the preponderance 
of discussion is slanted toward dance, specifically dance writing. That being said, the 
language used herein changes from technical to interpretive as the topic requires. The 
structure also shifts between the dance and computational linguistics, as the technical 
aspects of this research are as important to understand as the interpretive findings. 
However, prior to discussions of the empirical data, the groundwork will be laid by 
considering the two frames of the research: Bill T. Jones, through the writings about 
and by him; and background information on the corpus methodologies used for this 
research, corpus design, and the automated systems used in the study. 
In order to prepare the reader for the final points of discussion, the matter of context 
in dance writing, a macro-to-micro hierarchical approach is taken with regards to the 
empirical content of the thesis. This thesis considers the components of the written 
work (lexis, syntax, semantics) as well as the dance work (e. g. movement, form, 
accompaniment, costume, theatre elements), then moves from there to interpretation 
and evaluation through additional knowledge and external elements such as culture, 
technique, and the choreographer and the work's place in his oeuvre. This method 
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develops a framework on which to base interpretation and view the actual dance 
production as a piece in the rhizomatic structure of text. 
Simply put, dance writing in general is considered from an analysis of the empirical 
data, followed by a discussion of the empirical data generated by one choreographer, 
Bill T. Jones, and finally by an empirical analysis of the data results from a corpus of 
works solely about Jones's SHIIIHere. Because the idea of context is central to this 
thesis, the discussion of Stil1lHere includes an in-depth look at the dance work itself, 
and compares the empirical with the descriptive and interpretive analyses. Finally, 
these comparisons lead to a discussion of interpretation, situational context, and 
writing about dance writing. 
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Endnotes 
This virtual review was created from random selection of II -word concordances of key words 
in a Dance corpus, structured by the author of d-ds thesis. 
2 When analysing and evaluating information used to communicate in written texts, the meaning 
a reader derives is determined by the word choices. Changing a word can change the 
perception of an event. In a study of word choices and the receiver's perceptions, researchers 
offered a written narrative of a car accident in which one verb was substituted for another of 
similar meaning Csmashed', 'crashed', 'contacted', 'bumped', 'hie, 'collided) (Katzer 1978,34). 
The research found that the receivers perceived the violence of the event in differing levels by 
virtue of the word used. 1bus, the word choices provide a framework for the text and the 
reader. 
3 The edition used for this research was an original, printed volume that included hand-written 
notes intermingled with the pages of what appeared to be mechanically printed (pressed) text. 
4 fEstorical references are only included for clarification. My research for this thesis does not 
take a diachronic approach to studying dance writing. 
5 Susan Leigh Foster, Selma Jeanne Cohen, Susan Conner, Diana lbeodores, and Sally Banes, 
among others, have tackled the analysis of writing about dance and the variety of written texts 
that derive from the activity of dance (choreography, performance). 
6 The Cbronicle has included several book reviews and is a good source for general articles on 
dance. 
'The word new will be shown to be one of the most frequently used words in the dance lexicon. 
8 Every effort will be made in this thesis to differentiate between "words" and "terms", in that 
the former will refer to instances of language that refer to things and actions (as well as other 
parts of speech), and the latter will be reserved to reference codified words and/or phrases that 
can be seen to be used for a specific meaning in the discipline of Dance. 
9 Key words (terms or phrases) noted by Gere are: cultural equity, colonialism, artistic 
hegemony, authenticity, identity, ethnic dance, world dance, multiculturalism, political 
correctness, other. 
10 Vail does not, however, offer empirical evidence for the disparity, nor any statistics regarding 
actual numbers of times certain words are used to refer to alletes of different ethnic 
backgrounds. 
11 A central point of this thesis is to determine if a special language exists for use in written texts 
relating to dance. It is this specialist language (or LSP, Language for Special Purposes) which 
will be referred to as Dance English 
12 In an early example of research into dance movement using linguistic theory, Drid Williams' 
work on "Deep Structures of the Dance" (1976a & b) was very much a product of its time, as 
Noam. Chomsky's theoretical construct on deep structures in language were used as a basis for 
study by non-linguistic disciplines such as architecture and music. 
13 Opitz also notes that specialists who are speakers of different first languages (e. g. Chinese or 
Spanish) will still use the same terminology, the same specialist language. 
14 Although Jones may use experiences from his own life as regards his race or sexual identity as 
the basis for some dance works, his works generally reflect a more universal experience, in that 
his emotions can be shared and understood no matter one's own personal experiences. As 
such, jones'works are not so autobiographical as to be outside the universal experience. 
15 The word black will be shown to have significance in the Jones corpus, thus race will be 
discussed in that respect. It is not, however, a focus of the thesis. 
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2 Composing an Image of Biff T. Jones 
I am here as an advocate for culture, the place wherein creativity, 
ideas, ideals and action reside. 
Jones 2006(a), blog entry May 3 2006 
Choreographer Bill T. Jones has been working in dance for 30 years. During that 
time, a great deal of written text has been produced by Jones, about Jones, about his 
work, and about the people who have written about his work. As he has grown as a 
choreographer, he has received not only acknowledgement for his work, but also 
notoriety. Writers from a variety of disciplines (e. g. dance, politics, and culture) have 
used Jones'work, and Jones, the man, as either the main topic of their texts or as an 
example of some aspect of their focus of study. Jones himself has written both as 
inspiration for -- and as part of -- his choreographic works and for publication. 
Although a thorough reading of all Jones-related texts has not been undertaken, by 
selecting a random sample of each type of text composed by Jones and others (e. g. 
reviews, books, Jones' poetry, interview transcripts, and articles), the reader can begin 
to compose an image of the man and his work. In this chapter, I will sketch an image 
of Jones as a basis for further analysis and discussion of written texts. ' 
The information contained in this chapter was gleaned through a manual approach in 
the gathering, reading, and interpretation of written texts by and about Jones. ' 
Articles, books, and other written artefacts were collected, read, and studied. Notes 
were taken, and comparisons were made between the texts. In other words, traditional 
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research enabled this image of Jones, offering background information about the case 
study from written texts. 
2.1 Coffecting Written Artefacts 
During 1994, Bill T. Jones could boast of a New Yorker profile, a 
Time cover story, a New York Times Magazine feature His cup 
ran comfortably over. 
Hering 1995,77 
Searches through a variety of online catalogues and document databases reveal a 
wealth of easily accessible resources by and about Bill T. Jones. Jstor, Ingenta, and 
other databases include journal articles on Jones, often in full text. The New York 
Public Library catalogue lists over 270 records of varying types (videos, magazine 
articles, books, audio recordings, interview transcripts, news reviews), all resources 
limited to English language. When the language is not limited, the count goes beyond 
300 resources. The "New York Times" archives offer a wealth of written material 
ranging from a 40-word correction to 5000-word articles and reviews just from 1996, 
when the online archives started. Dance Magazine has reviewed Jones'company 
more than a dozen times and included news items, such as one regarding a grant given 
to the company for funding of the company's new quarters in Harlem and the 20th 
anniversary tour (2002,28). Dance Now, Ballet Review, Dance Theatre Journal, 
Dancing Times, Dance andDancers, all have published articles on Jones and his 
company. 
But dance publications do not have a priority on material about Jones. 
Advertisements for magazines and books appear in journals such as Transition (73, 
unnumbered page, back matter), Aftican American Review (31 [3], unnumbered page, 
back matter), and Ethics (10 8[I], unnumbered page, back matter). The first displays 
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the cover of out-of-print issue #62 with Jones in body paint by artist Keith Haring (the 
issue containing an article by Jones), the second advertising Elizabeth V. Spelman's 
Fruits ofSorrow: Framing Our Attention to Suffering (1997), and the last example 
publicising the Transition article. 
Book reviews of books that include Jones and books by Jones appear in general 
searches on the choreographers' name. One example of a book review that refers to 
Jones is Helena Wulffs review (1999,707) of Randy Martin's Critical Moves: Dance 
Studies in Theory and Politics (1998) in which she mentions the inclusion of Jones' 
work Last Supper at Uncle Tom ý CabinlPromised Land, and notes not only its place 
as a case study for the book, but also briefly describes the dance and comments on its 
political paradoxes. ' In Critical Moves Martin uses Jones'work -- content, context, 
and form -- as a structure for a discussion on politics and overreading dance (Martin's 
ten-n). Other books include Jones in collections on contemporary dancers and 
choreographers of note (e. g. Fifty Contemporary Choreographers [Brernser 1999] and 
Further Steps: Fifteen Choreographers on Modern Dance [Kreemer 1998]). 
Often what is said about Jones is not about the dance elements of his work as much as 
his thematic intent. Indeed, many of the writings published about one notorious work, 
StilIlHere, are not about Jones and his work, but rather Croce's non-review. Marcia 
Siegel, who has stated emphatically that she looks to the dance (as quoted in Morris 
1996,4) to the exclusion of other contextual elements such as culture, history, and 
commentary produced by 'the artist or anyone else, ' wrote an article about Croce's 
non-review for The Drama Review (Siegel 1996). Although Siegel provides a very 
brief discussion of the dance work, her text is yet another directed at the theme and 
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Croce's text. ' As Raymond I Ricketts, a dancer and participant in SHIIIHere, wrote, 
'[those who write about Jones'work], favourable or not) rarely take the time to give it 
credence as a dance work and generally ignore its complex choreographic elements' 
(Ricketts 1995,51). 
Ricketts, offering insight gleaned from working closely with Jones, writes of Jones' 
style, process, and focus and notes that'Jones' approach to mortality struck me as a 
Christian one' (1995,48) in its commentary on transcendence. HequotesJones, 
'Quite frankly, my work is not about being gay or black. It's about transcending th6se 
things to get at something which is, for me, ultimately more profound' (Ibid. ). Rickets 
is not alone in writing about his association with Jones. Collaborators of Jones'have 
published their thoughts and remembrances in Jones' book, Body Against Body (e. g. 
Burt Supree, Lois Welk, Peter Gordon), and his dancers have participated in 
interviews regarding working with Jones as a choreographer (e. g. Lawrence 
Goldhuber's 1997 interview by Susan Kraft [tape recording and written transcript held 
at the New York Public Library]). 
Jones himself is regularly interviewed, several of his interviews appearing in books 
(e. g. Connie Kreemer's Further Steps interviews in Body. 4gainst Body), in programs 
(e. g. the book published in con unction with the Walker Art Center's 1998 installation 
of art PERFORMS life), in journals (e. g. Maya Wallach's 1991 interview in Ballet 
Review, Washington's interview in Transition [ 1993], and a DTJ interview, 
"Everything Feels a Bit Like Dancing" in 1998 [Jones 1998a]) online (Donald 
Hutera's interview on www. woriddanceuk. com 2004), and in newspapers (Elizabeth 
Zimmer's 1998 interview in the "New York Times"). 
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Bill T. Jones is not just a choreographer; Bill T. Jones is also a poet, introspective and 
articulate. Examples of his poetic texts are included in Body Against Body (1989), 
some of which are the basis for subsequent choreography (e. g. Rotary Action [ 1982] 
and Valley Cottage [1980]). Exhibiting a desire to think through his work, to stay in 
touch with his body and to articulate his experiences both mental and physical, Jones 
published sections of a personaljournal in the "New York Times. " Jones is the author 
of children's books and several articles on dance and issues with gender, sexuality, 
and ethnicity and has co-authored publications as well as acted as editor. ' Books by 
Jones include Body Against Body (1989), Dancek with Bill T Jones (1998), and Last 
Night on Earth (1995). In addition to authoring and co-authoring books, Jones has 
written work included in other collections such as his 2003 manuscript included in 
Kreemer's Further Steps (1998). 
In addition to his written work, Jones has been included as a panellist, such as a 1988 
roundtable discussion on Movement and Gender where he joined Johanna Boyce, Ann 
Daly, and Carol Martin, the discussion subsequently published in The Drama Review 
(1988). And he has given lectures to various groups including the American Society 
of Dance Therapists on November 5,1997 in Philadelphia (Jones 1998b). 
2.2 Positioning Jones in History 
Jones has a well-deserved reputation for doing anything he wants. 
Solomons 1996,115 
Bill T. Jones is the type of choreographer who elicits strong responses, whether 
negative or positive. Considered one of the great 'choreographic stars' (Barnes 1994, 
17) in the modem dance world, Jones has inspired anger, passion, excitement and 
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disdain, and is often grouped with other American bad boys of modem dance: Mark 
Morris and Garth Fagan. Well-known for his political stances and philosophies, Jones 
considers himself a post-modem choreographer, although he studied both classical 
dance and post-modem approaches and, depending on whom one believes, he was 
influenced by the work of Graham, Primus, Ailey, Limon, Cunningham, as well as 
post-modem choreographers. The recipient of numerous awards, including (but not 
limited to) three Bessies (1980,1981,1982), two Izzies (1990,200 1), and a 
MacArthur Fellowship (1994), Jones was declared 'An Irreplaceable Dance Treasure' 
in 2000 by the Dance Heritage Coalition. 
Because of his work in the 1980s and 1990s, Jones fits well into the interdisciplinary 
dance scholarship of the 1990s in that his often-autobiographical choreography as a 
gay, HIV-positive, black man can be generalized to the issues receiving attention in 
Westem society. In his book Critical Moves: Dance Studies in Theory and Politics, 
Randy Martin uses Jones' work Last Supper at Uncle Tom's CabinlPromised Land 
(1990) (hereafter called Last Supper) as an example of 'overreading' (1998,17) and 
context and narrative in dance. Martin notes, 'part of what makes Jones' work so 
successful is that it permits politics of labour, race, gender, and sexuality to occupy 
the same space' (18). Referring specifically to Last Supper Martin states, 'Last Supper 
is inherently political, referring to and ordering discomfiting historical and social 
events through narrative. ' Martin's comment generally describes much of Jones' 
work. 
Jones, creating during a period of funding flascos in the US, such as when the NEA 
(National Endowment for the Arts) demanded a signed self-censorship pledge in grant 
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requests, not only pushed the boundaries within dance, but did so in an environment 
hostile to explicit demonstrations and displays of sexuality and/or other inappropriate 
topics. Yet, the power of his work is evident in that during this period of censorship 
Last Supper came to 'epitomize the positive social influences of the Arts Endowment 
before Congress'as noted by Jackie Davis, then President of the Association of 
Performing Arts Presenters (Davis quoted in Martin 1998,77). In fact, Jones'work 
became the focus of a PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) Great Performances episode 
as part of the'Dance in America'series in 1992. And, as one reviewer of that PBS 
show noted, 'though it's not always easy viewing, it tells us much about what 
preoccupies choreographers today - issues that should occupy us, too' (Ostlere 1992, 
88). 
Jones does not shrink from directly challenging the system: when Last Supper opened 
at BAM (Brooklyn Academy of Music) in New York; with full frontal nudity, it was 
just two months after the Bessie awards of 1990 during which activists decried the 
politically motivated anti-obscenity pledges and supported artists suing the NEA for 
denial of funding. But as much as he challenges it, Jones is also able to work the 
system. Funding for his Last Supper came through several commissioned grants from 
three institutions: the first two sections being commissioned by UCLA and UC 
Berkeley, and the final section, PromisedLand, being commissioned by the 
University of Minnesota at Minneapolis. And, depending on the social mores of the 
funding organisation or presenter, Jones reworked that final section, adding some 
clothing rather than complete nudity, as he did for the University of Minnesota. Even 
with his ability to work in a politically charged arena, when Jones left the US to take a 
position as resident choreographer with the Lyon Opera Ballet in 1994 it was noted 
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that his departure could have been due, in part, to the political climate for the arts. As 
Ricketts states, 'it is no surprise that Jones has looked abroad for sanctuary' (1995, 
52). 
In addition to being the focus of dance studies, Jones is the subject of many studies on 
gender roles, AIDS, and politics. The Afro-centric journal Callaloo has included 
articles on Jones, such as Sharon Patricia Holland's "Bill T. Jones, Tupac Shakur and 
the (Queer) Art of Death" (2000) from the special edition entitled "Plum Nelly: New 
Essays in Black Queer Studies" (Winter 2000). Trey Ellis, also in Callaloo, quotes 
Jones in his article "The New Black Aesthetic" in a discussion of black identity and 
the concept of a'cultural mulatto'(1989,235). In the quote, Jones attributes his 
avoidance of an association with what he calls black dance to the restrictive nature of 
the genre and notes that after an epiphany'my work will have a black face because we 
are black. I now have an anger and a location in history that is bigger than me. I'm 
notjust a loose cannon'(Ibid. ). In her article on "Memory, Community, Voice" 
Elizabeth Alexander includes Jones and notes that his dances are 'some of the most 
memorable work[s] by black, gay men [ ... ] taking place in performance' (1994,411). 
But Jones refutes the notion that he is a role model or an AIDS educator, and instead 
considers himself as a choreographer whose job is to present [his] work! (Jones 
quoted in Ricketts 1995,5 1). 
Jones, through his work, has delved into grief and tends to epitomize 'that sense of 
loss which is starting to characterize and penneate this odd century's own fin de 
siecle' (Barnes 1994,18). Jones' HIV-positive status and the death of Arnie Zane, 
Jones'partner, as a result of AIDS appear to drive his work both in output and subject 
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matter (Bames notes that he is 'a man in a hurry'). In fact, Zane's death inspired Jones 
to create StiIIIHere, a work based on people diagnosed with tenninal illnesses and a 
work in which Jones was able to explore his own responses to Zane's illness and 
Jones' own HIV status. Anne Sacks groups Jones in with Mark Morris, Nigel 
Charnock, and Lea Anderson, a group of choreographers who deal with loss in 
varying ways (2000). At least one critic, however, disagrees that Jones' focus 
somehow enhances the social issues about which he choreographs, stating instead that 
'so many bald heads and bare male butts on Jones's stage also tend to trivialize these 
issues' (Hardy 1994,134). 
Jones, very much a product of the age of technology, appears to embrace it. He uses 
it to capture improvisational movement on camera prior to setting it on his dancers, 
including video in works such as StiIIIHere, and taking part in motion capture and 
animation projects. Willing to experiment, Jones agreed to work with Paul Kaiser and 
Shelley Eshkar in their multimedia studio as the first dance artist in a 'preservation' 
project in which they hope to include HIV-positive dancers (Ingalls 1999,30). The 
result of their collaboration, Ghostcatching (1998), is recognized not only for the 
technological and artistic aspects, but also for the questions it raises regarding dance 
and the meaning of human movement. Jones himself wonders at the validity of the 
work, saying: 
After my motion is captured, the question remains: what entity will 
next inhabit this motion? Is it a ghost? (It is certainly not me) 
Has it taken a piece of me? Or did I spawn it -a life in another 
world? 
Kozel 1997,13 
Whatever ambivalence Jones feels about the ghost he has created, he does not appear 
to be ambivalent about his contribution to contemporary dance; indeed he not only 
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comments on his contributions (Jones 2000), but also refers to himself in the third 
person (Hutera 2004). What in his work allows him to feel this way and to place 
himself outside his own work? 
2.3 Defining Jones' Style 
His work is a way to express profound emotion; of exploring ideas 
around memory, sexuality, race and mortality; of imposing order 
and beauty on chaos and despair. 
WorldWideDance UK 2004, archive 
'Admired for his willingness to deal with social issues in his choreography' (Hardy 
1994,134), Jones uses text, personal experience, and pedestrian movements to inspire 
abstract movement. He works from a personal base that relates to general, 
humanistic, themes. ' He incorporates music, natural sound, and spoken text as 
accompaniment, and multi-media elements such as video. Jones deals with 
vulnerability, and all things human. Jones looks at everything he sees, hears, does as 
material for his work and although he delves into philosophical, personal issues, he 
considers them as background - constants - while the main focus is 'the practicality of 
how you make this material into a worle (Ricketts 1995,49). 
Jones' very personal stories used for inspiration extend beyond his life and his dances 
as he incorporates the lives of many who can relate on a personal level or as part of 
society. Even if that relationship engenders negative responses (e. g. Croce's scathing 
reviews and refusal to view or review StiffiHere), Jones'work does provoke a 
response. In his bibliographical article on Jones in the collection of information on 
Fifty Contemporary Choreographers, Donald Hutera briefly outlines Jones' style 
through a selected choreology. Jones is'a humanist with a multifarious political 
agenda, using dance to ask passionate questions about life' (1999,123). 
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Martin notes that although much of Jones' work is narrative, he also works in non- 
narrative fashion and incorporates 'dancing that maintains its distance from narrative 
convention' (Martin 1994,62) within narrative works. Indeed, Jones has a long 
history of creating both narrative and non-narrative works. In 1983 the change from 
narrative work was noted by National Public Radio (NPR) critic, Jim DAnna, who 
commented on the more visual nature of the Intuitive Momentum, 'You don't ask 
about the what of the dance, but how it looks' (D'Anna quoted by Zimmer 1984a, 60). 
Jones'use of movement rather than narrative convention is most obvious in Reading, 
Mercy, and the Artificial Nigger in which the short story by author Flannery O'Conner 
is read onstage by two narrators while the dancers perform 'choreography [that] is 
only glancingly literal-suggesting events through the interplay of surge and density, 
quiet and simplicity, the timing and placement of dancers' (Jowitt 2004). 
Acclaimed not only for his movement and for design elements, Jones is also noted for 
his physical prowess, his beauty, and athleticism. Yet, Jones is not limited by 
physical or gender stereotypes in dance. He often double-casts dances or sections of 
them with a variety of gender groupings (e. g. in Sur la Place he replaced a burly male 
dancer with a woman and Ballad is cast as either all-female or all-male). For Jones, 
gender is not an issue perhaps because 'Jones uses his dancers partly as ciphers, partly 
as symbols, partly as chessboard figures moving across the groundpattern of a 
dramatic poem' (Barnes 1994,18). If his dancers are ciphers, it matters not how they 
look physically. Jones and Zane, as mismatched in body type as possible, led the way 
for individuality in dancers of Jones' company. Lawrence Goldhuber, a large man, 
oflen took centre stage, as have others in the company as Jones uses 'simple physical 
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contrast, the actual exploitation of differing physiques' (Barnes 1994,19). In 1996, 
Solomons noted that two new dancers were 'endowed with proportions ample enough 
to bar them from a chance to display their prodigious dancing talent in most other 
troupes'(1996,115). But if the critics notice the size of the dancers, they also admire 
their individuality, and comment on the quality of dance of 'the outstanding cast, 
whom Jones treasures for, as he says, "their specialness"' (Carman 1999,117). 
Having been compared to Garth Fagan and Mark Morris, what Jones shares with these 
two is a strong individuality along with a shared 'belief in virtuoso dance, vivid 
imagery and a catholic musical awareness' (Barnes 1994,17). Clive Barnes notes that 
Jones' style contains non-linear, non-narrative aspects, that Jones would 'rather let 
dance explode across a stage than flow' (1994,18), and that Jones' work places a 'high 
regard on balance, and [conversely] imbalance! Barnes continues, 'There is, actually, 
a wild, mad and occasionally bad energy that infuses the work of the Bill T. 
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company. ' 
Jones' exploration and challenge of the boundaries between life and art reflects the 
very nature of post-modem choreography and supports his self-categorisation as a 
post-modem choreographer. Jones pulls contemporary context into his dance and, as 
Martin states, 'a coupling is promoted between the aesthetic values of the cultural 
sphere and the institutional effects of the social [sphere]' (1998,63). Jones' early 
work with partner Zane often derived from'found movement, everyday objects, 
recorded music, and old clothes'(Zimmer 1984a, 60). Popular culture inspired 
movement as Jones and Zane frequented clubs where they could'cut loose and dance' 
(Jones quoted by Zimmer 1984a, 60). His work with Zane demonstrated theirlinetic 
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common ground' (Flutera 1999,123) through contact improvisation and more 
structured choreography. Contact improvisation has always been a basis for Jones' 
movement, especially when Jones and Zane worked together, as demonstrated in 
several works, and highlighted in their work Social Intercourse (1980). 
Environments, and the creation of them, have long been a creative thrust for Jones, 
even as the choreographer has shifted from small venues to large, prosceniwn stages. 
As Jones creates the environment into which he places his dancers, so, too, he invites 
his audiences to enter as he challenges them and attempts to include them in the work. 
As Martin notes, this approach was common to the Judson Church and Grand Union 
post-modernists as 'the juxtaposition between the ordinary and the epic, between 
affect drawn through movement and drama achieved through the address of the 
audience ... sought to make connections with social spaces beyond the stage' (1998, 
88). This post-modem emphasis on process and audience inclusion is reflected in 
Jones'works; for example, in The Breathing Show (1999) he danced with an audience 
member who joined him on stage after Jones proffered a general invitation (Jones, 
2000). More commonly, however, it is through his conversations with the audience 
and with other dancers/performers that Jones directly, discursively, engages his 
audience. For example, in The Breathing Show (1999) he sings and talks to his 
audience; in Last Supper (1990) he converses with the cleric and moves while his 
mother prays over him; in Blauvelt Mountain (1980) his and Zane's whispered 
conversation can be overheard; and in The Phantom Project: Still Here Looking On 
(2004) he begins the work by talking directly to the audience about his experiences 
with the rework and his feelings about critical reviews. 
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Jones' partner Zane, not content with simple environments, small venues, or found 
movement, early on expressed a desire to choreograph a Broadway musical. And 
although the project did not occur while Zane was still alive, Jones appears to have 
taken on some of that desire in creating works that call for large groups (Last Supper) 
and theatricality, echoing Martha Graham and other modernists rather than the post- 
modernists. As had Graham, Jones branched out from found objects to use 
collaboratively developed sets, costumes, accompaniment, and lights. Solomons 
noted Jones''knack for choosing brilliant designs and challenging accompaniments 
adds emotional resonance, even to unremarkable movement'(1996,117). In grand 
theatrical style, Jones uses design components to add multi-symbolic messages such 
as the 'blood red curtain' in Red Room, and the 'thunderous accompaniment that could 
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symbolize a storm or war or the primordial sea'(Lewis 1988,79). 
Accompaniment ranges from on-stage speech, recorded and manipulated audio of 
text, poetry (his and others), works of Mozart, Brahms, Schubert, and Cage. Yet, 
even with the music masters as inspiration, 
His dance phrases get their kinetic impulse more ftorn their 
dramatic context than from their musical pulse. Every picture 
seems devoted to telling the thinnest subtext of a story without too 
much regard to what should be the choreography's musical 
underpinnings. 
Bames 1994,18 
The use of the accompaniment is not sacrosanct. Jones is willing to revise works set 
to music even to the point of replacing them, as he did with a Varese score in The 
Breathing Show (1999) (Jones 2000,3). 
Although it may appear that Jones'work labels him as a "political" choreographer, a 
label even Jones has used (Jones 2006b, blog entry dated October 4 2006), that view 
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is simplistic. Jones is by nature interested in political issues, especially those 
involving race and sexual preference. He is outspoken, and takes full advantage of 
the platforms in which he has the opportunity to voice his political views. But what 
one can learn of the man through his interviews and writings should not colour the 
context with which his dance works are viewed. This tendency with writers regarding 
Jones' work is fraught with the possibilities of misreading and over-interpreting, and 
may only illustrate the political stance of the writer, rather than any subversive or 
overt political agenda on the part of Jones, the choreographer. And although Jones 
does at times use politically-charged topics for thematic material, not all of his works 
have strong themes as a basis. 
In fact, Jones loves movement for movement's sake, as demonstrated by Fever 
Swamp, a dancy piece about which he stated'I don't have to wear my ideology on my 
sleeve' (quoted in Hutera 1999,124). Further, after StillNere, in which he did not 
dance, Jones commented that he was glad to be back on stage and moving again 
(Dionne 1996). Several critics noted Jones'pure movement style in the years after 
StilIlHere. In 1997 Zod Anderson wrote in Dancing Times, that although the Bill T. 
Jones/Arnie Zane company is known for'political dances'(633), at Edinburgh'the 
company only showed pure dance works' such as Ursonate, Soon, Ballad, Love Re- 
Defined, SharedDistance, and Some Songs. In 1998 Joseph Carman reviewed We Set 
Out Early ... Visibility Was Poor for Dance Magazine and stated that the work'exposes 
a more contemplative side of Jones' choreography and revels in the sheer movement 
that is part of his trademarle (116) as Jones 'strives for a more dreamlike quality rather 
than a literal one' (117). The following year Sophie Hansen reported on the Dance 
Umbrella 1999 for Dancing Times and described The Breathing Show as having 
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'graceful movements and fluid choreography' (2000,309). After using the work of 
other poets such as Dylan Thomas (Ballad) and Kurt Schwitters (Ursonate), 
Breathing Show seemed to be a reawakening of Jones'penchant for onstage 
monologue/dialogue. Hansen notes that the work demonstrates Jones"particular 
blend of pathos and soul' in its autobiographical nature and through the personal 
anecdotes Jones shares. However, his charm and talent were superseded by his 
'larger-than-life personality' that led to a feeling of Jones 'showing off. ' 
That feeling of antipathy toward Jones is echoed by other writers such as critic 
Camille Hardy who wrote that even though his company was 'fabulous' (1994,13 6), 
watching Jones was a bit like 'Narcissus gazing at himself in a reflecting pool. ' 
'Highly autobiographical' (Hutera 1999,123), Jones' work walks 'the fine line between 
self-aware honesty, a clarion issue for Jones, and attitudinising self-indulgence, an 
accusation sometimes lobbed at him by critics' (1999,124). Oftenexploring 
mortality, loss, grief, racism, and faith Jones 'seems to find inspiration in pain and 
death made public' (Hering 1995,77), but even so Jones has not created a work as 
powerful in addressing death as Jooss's Green Table. And even Clive Barnes, who 
often offers positive comments about Jones, found that the movement in Last Supper 
was diminished by the thematic element, which was in the end'all dressed up, or at 
the end, undressed up, with nowhere to go' (1994,18). 
Hutera characterises Jones'work asdeveloping shapes and phrases into a cohesive 
yet diverse movement vocabulary [ ... ] gutsy [ ... ] intense [ ... ] raw energy [ ... ] later 
refined [ ... ] risky, edgy, all-out style [ ... ] drama with an emotional charge' (1999, 
124) while Barnes notes Jones"inexplicable bursts of virtuosity' and 'varied moods' 
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(1991,19). A skilled craftsman, Jones uses the conventional tools of choreography: 
he reverses phrases, uses repetition 'sometimes of steps, but more often lengthy dance 
sequences' (Barnes 1991,19), and motif, 
the ability to take a small movement gesture - people walking on 
tip toe for instance, engaged in a wrestling stance, or offering a 
sernaphoric gesticulation with the hands - and use it like a building 
block in the construction of overlapping dance phrases. 
Bames 1991,19 
Jones can take movement from the individual and create a stage that seems to move 
through his group structures. In We Set Out Early... Visibility Was Poorthe dancers 
move in packs, stamping their feet rhythmically, as Toshiko Oiwa sprints 
onstage ... then retraces her steps repeatedly in an ebb and flow' (Carman, 117). And 
in Last Supper, he uses individuality in the group to create a'moving stage of people 
doing the same thing in different ways at the same time'; it is work that is 'densely- 
constructed dancing, highly theatrical and rich with human feeling. ' 
2.4 Setting Jones' Choreography 
Monkey Run Road, Blauvelt Mountain, Valley Cottage (1979-80): 
'marked by an intellectual rigour and purposeful physical vitality, 
overlaid with their (Jones and Zane) mutual warmth and candour' 
(Hutera 1999,124) 
Secret Pastures (1984): 'aggressively hip, wacky'(Hutera 1999, 
124) 
Absence (1985): 'slow, sombre' (Hutera 1999,125) 
D-Man in the Waters (1989): 'sporty, joyous' (Hutera 1999,125); 
'big swirling, plotless ... a testament to human interminability' (Anderson 1992,245); 'an elegy, not sad, but ajoyous 
celebration ... it evolves in boundlessly imaginative patterns and 
motifs ... and, in a final exhilarating image ... to be imprinted on the 
mind's eye forever' (Meisner 1994,18) 
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Soon (1987): 'five duets infused with feelings of romantic and 
sexual longing' (Hutera 1999,125); 'poignant images of love and 
separation' (Meisner 1994,18) 
Red Room (1987): a solo by either a man or a womanTilled with 
small steps, each of which, once taken, seems a victory over 
weakness' (Anderson 1992,245) 
Ursonate (1995): 'madcap action, compositionally arranged with 
Jones's customary skill' (Solomons, 116) 
Lisbon (1997): 'marked by jarring changes of action, speed, light, 
music'(Hutera 1999,125) 
StilIlHere (1994): 'kinetic vocabulary blends the odd balletic step 
with colloquial gestures and bold contemporary moves. Nothing 
the dancers do is conventionally literal, yet the shapes, forms, and 
rhythms Jones uses convey tremendous feeling' (Hutera 1999,125) 
Bill T. Jones has been choreographing for many years, and writers have been 
describing his work through sensitive interpretations, as this random selection of 
quotations demonstrates. Since he began choreographing in 1973 (Pas de Deuxfor 
Two with partner Arnie Zane), Jones has created close to 100 works ranging from 
solos, duets with partner Arnie Zane and others, to large multimedia pieces, and a 
collaboration with technologists. ' Only one dance, Fever Swamp, has been notated. 
In 1988 the Dance Notation Bureau logged the score by notator Virginia Doris (DNB 
catalogue). ' Commissioned by the Alvin Ailey Company (which may have been the 
reason for the notation, as Ailey had several works notated), Fever Swamp joins a 
collection of commissioned works. 
Working with partner Arnie Zane, after Jones convinced him that dancing was a valid 
artistic expression for those of any body type (Zane never considered himself as 
having a "dancer's body"), Jones explored the nature of two bodies moving in tandem. 
After Zane's death in 1988, Jones worked with other choreographers, such as post- 
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modem doyenne Trisha Brown in their work You Can See Us (1995). Described as 
'two choreographic giants dancing joyfully together... Brown is possibility ... Jones is 
its reality, solidity, present-tense'(Sulcas 1995,38), this work expanded upon Brown's 
earlier work If You Couldn't See Me, a solo in which she faced upstage, presenting her 
back to the audience. In their duet, Jones faced Brown and performed her steps, 
allowing the audience to have a more three-dimensional view of what is and what 
might be. 
Another shift from the Zane component, but this time while he was definitely alive, 
was Shared Distance, a duet choreographed by Jones for himself and Julie West. In a 
review of the 1983 Dance Umbrella in Dance and Dancers, critic Nadine Meisner 
hailed the duet for its use of the same acrobatics used between Zane and Jones, but to 
different effect. The difference in body type and gender added to the excitement, but 
Meisner noticed that the special, almost competitive, nature of Zane and Jones could 
not be duplicated by a West-Jones pairing. That same year Jones stepped further out 
of his comfort zone, selecting classical music as accompaniment and adding new 
elements to his choreographic style in Brahms Dances (Meisner, 1984). 
Although Meisner found the shift in partner new, Shared Distance was not the first 
time Jones had collaborated and/or worked with another choreographer or dancer. 
While it is true that Jones' chronicle lists several duets for Zane and himself, he also 
created duets for others: Duet x2 (1982) for Jones and Rob Besserer or Brian 
Arsenault, Holzer Duet ... Truisms (1985) for Jones with Lawrence Goldhuber, and It 
Takes Two (1989) for Creach/Koester. And as far as other collaborations, in 1975 
Jones worked with Peer Bode, Meryl Blackman, and the American Dance Asylum on 
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Dance and Video in Binghampton, for the Experimental Television Center in New 
York. This work would become not only a first outside collaboration, but also the 
start of Jones working with video/imaging technologies. It was also not the last time 
he worked with Peer Bode; they collaborated on visuals for Jones'work Asymmetry: 
Every nich Way in 1977. Other collaborators include Sherry Satenstrom (Untitled 
Duet, 1980), Laurie Anderson (Bill andLaurie: About Five Rounds, 1995), and Sheryl 
Sutton, who worked with Jones on both movement and text on By the Water (1978) 
and Circle in Distance (1979). Two large group collaborations in which Jones did not 
dance are Naming Things (1983) choreographed with Phillip Mallory Jones and David 
Hammonds for Rhonda Moore and Poonie Dodson, and Last Supper at Uncle Tom's 
CabinlPromised Land (1990) in which a great deal of the dance and text were 
developed by and with the dancers. 
Jones is not only a choreographer; he also designs other elements of his work. Jones 
designed sets (Progresso [ 1978], Circle in Distance [ 1979], Monkey Run Road 
[ 1979], Sisyphus [ 1980], 10 - Second Part [ 1980], MAXE. [ 1985], And the Maiden 
[1993]). He designed costumes, collaborating with Renata Sack on two works in 
1980 (Dance in the Trees and Open Space: A Dance in June), and alone or with Zane 
on others (Naming 7hings is Only the Intention to Make Things [ 1978], Monkey Run 
Road [ 1979]). He has composed lyrics, created audio collages, or written traditional 
songs (Negroesfor Sale [ 1974], Social Intercourse [ 1980], Holzer Duet ... Truisms 
[ 1985], Last Night on Earth [ 1992]). 
As a writer and poet Jones uses text in many of his works, many of which he writes 
himself.. 4cross the Street (1975), Whosedababedoll? Baby Doll (1978), Naming 
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Things is Only the Intention to Make Things (1978), Sisyphus (1980), Social 
Intercourse (1980), Valley Cottage (1980), 10- First Part (1980), Three Dances 
(1982), Freedom ofInformation (1984), MA. K. E. (1985). He has used the work of 
other writers, notably Shakespeare (Pastiche [ 1985]), Sojourner Truth and Martin 
Luther King (Last SupperlPromised Land [1990]), Toni Morrison and Max Roach 
(Degga [ 1995]), Homer with Derek Jacobi reading the Illiad (Achilles Loved 
Patroclus [ 1993]), Dylan Thomas reading his own works (Ballad [ 1996]), and 
Flannery O'Connor which Jones and Susan Sarandon read at the premier of Reading, 
Mercy, and the Artificial Nigger (2003). In many instances Jones does not follow the 
narrative of the written texts, but rather, he uses them as inspiration. Some texts are 
read on stage, or are included in song lyrics. If read, they may or may not be tied to 
character. For example, in Last SupperlPromised Land Sojourner Truth's "Ain't Ia 
Woman" speech was recited by actress Sage Cowles while four women danced their 
versions of Eliza from the story of Uncle Tom's Cabin. Each woman represented 
characteristics of their own female identity, their personal stories displayed through 
signature movement that was introduced at the beginning of the section. No dancer 
was, however, a character; each was a facet of Jones'Eliza, an amalgamation of the 
women in his life and in African-American history. In Reading, Mercy, and the 
Artificial Nigger Jones had a man and a woman alternately read the entire O'Connor 
story while male and female dancers, identically dressed in suit, shirt, and tie, shared 
the story among them in vignettes and abstracted movement. 
As Jones has repeatedly shown, he is not afraid to speak on stage, or to include speech 
in the dance. Several works include spoken text, but the effect is not always what he 
might wish. For example, critics argue that at times Jones' spoken monologues can be 
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too personal, as they did with the spoken text that introduced a program of solos and 
excerpts entitled The Breathing Show (originally performed in 1999) and filtered 
through the program as Jones spoke to the audience and to himself, talking and 
singing. This evening-length work included sections entitled "Some Schubert Songs" 
and "Gardening" (the former being shortened in subsequent performances and the 
latter being replaced by "Ionization"), and excerpts from Ghostcatching (1998), a 
technology collaboration acclaimed for what was at that time advances in motion 
capture techniques and the human body as seen for its component articulate parts. 
Unfortunately, the allure for Ghostcatching did not extend to all dance writers, as Ann 
Dils bemoaned that fact that the technology both overshadowed Jones the dancer and 
lost the inherent beauty of Jones' body moving through space (2002,101). 
Ghostcatching was not Jones' first venture into the world of technology and film. As 
previously stated, he often works with video to capture his improvisational movement 
in rehearsal. He used video in StilllHere (1994) not only to show monologues by 
participants in the workshops, but also as his sole presence within the piece (Jones 
was on a TV monitor that was moved around the space during the work). A more 
recent work, BlindDate (2006), uses several projection screens on which text and 
images are displayed, and in which Jones once again introduces the work through a 
microphone attached to his head. Other works on film include 21 (1983) a dance 
created for stage then re-created for film with Tom Bowles a year later. Further, 
television credits and documentaries have been a continual means of recording Jones' 
work. They include: 
" Fever Swamp, filmed for the PBS (The US Public Broadcasting System) 
"Great Performances" series in 1989 
" Untitled for the PBS series "Alive from Off Center, " 1989 
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" Last Supper at Uncle Tom's CabinlPromised Land, documentary aired on PBS 
"Great Performances, " 1992 (video released later) 
" StilIlHere co-directed for television by Jones and Gretchen Bender and 
televised on various stations; the making of the work covered by Bill Moyers 
and David Gruben aired on PBS, 1997 
41 D-Man in the Waters in documentary "Free to Dance, " premiered on PBS 2001 
Jones'work was also shown on CBS Sunday Morning broadcasts in 1993 and 1994 
and was included in "I'll Make Me a World, " a documentary on African-American 
arts aired in 1999. 
2.5 Finishing the Image 
Choreographers need their work to be disseminated through 
different forums of writing. 
Brown 2001,22 
Bill T. Jones' long and prolific career has generated a wealth of written artefacts. The 
texts not only offer an image of the choreographer and his work, theyallow the reader 
to glimpse the perceptions of those who write. Jones can be seen as a man who 
provokes strong responses from his viewers and the dance writers who cover his 
work. His personal beliefs, political stances, and his process of working toward a 
dance product are made clear through the written texts. He can be located as a post- 
modem choreographer who maintains a personal style, experimental in nature, yet 
theatrical in form. 
As revealing as the information taken directly from a reading of texts about and by 
Jones can be, the research performed for this thesis centres around the use of a corpus 
linguistics approach, one based on word choices. Therefore, in order to study the 
words used in the writings, in Chapters 5 and 61 will consider Jones through the same 
approach as that which will be used to study Dance English. Then, the image 
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composed in this chapter will be either solidified or shattered through the study of 
word counts, collocations, local grammar, and conceptual metaphor. And, from the 
results of corpus analysis, an image of Bill T. Jones as he exists in relation to the 
dance world will become clear. Prior to that discussion, however, the methods used 
in corpus linguistics need to be considered and a basis for comparisons must be built 
through the application of those methods to a corpus of written texts about dance in 
general. 
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Endnotes 
1 At the time tl-ýs image was originally developed, I had only viewed one ofJones' dance works 
in any depth, in order to avoid preconceptions and to let the words of the texts be the basis for 
the sketch. 
2 The research for this chapter incorporated a manual method of analyzing texts about and by 
Jones. No corpus approaches were taken. Further, no texts used for the research at this point 
were designated for inclusion in the corpus of Bill T. Jones texts. However, duplications 
between texts used for this chapter and the corpus may have inadvertently occurred in that 
random samples of written texts were coflected for inclusion in the corpus. There was not, 
however, a planned duplication. In fact, some care was taken to keep the texts separate, as 
commonalities between this manual analysis and the findings per the empirical data generated 
by the corpus become more significant through the overlap between the two methods. And as 
such, the corpus method can be better evaluated. 
3 This review and the book it reviews are included elsewhere in this chapter. 
In a later text, Siegel does include more description of the work as she supports her argument 
for lexicon buildine through the 'structural vocabuW of a work (Siegel 1997,209). 
5A recent addition to his work is a stint as guest editor for an online website, www. andante. com. 
In addition to editing, he will introduce articles on dance and its relationsMp to classical music 
and wiU provide insight into his 'creative process' (see 
htq2: //www. bifltiones. com/choreogral2hy/12rojects. h as well as transcripts and 'roundtable' 
discussions with Jones and other 'prominent choreographers! 
6 Although Jones may use experiences from his own life as regards his race or sexual identity as 
the basis for some dance works, his works generally reflect a more universal experience, in that 
his emotions can be shared and understood no matter one's own personal experiences, at least 
among those in most Western cultures. In other words, jones'works are not so 
autobiographical as to be outside the broader experience. 
Jones' shift from the post-modem aesthetic to a modem aesthetic could place him amongst 
many other choreographers raised in the post-modcm era, as well as those who came after, a 
position which could labelJones as apostpost-modern choreographer. However, as post-post- 
modern is a generic term for dance created after the initial post-modem era epitomized by 
Judson and Grand Union, and is therefore problematic, it is not used in this research to label 
Jones. It could be argued thatJones'dance theatre is more properly reflected in the termpost- 
modern-moder7r, however, these aesthetic labels are not the focus of this research, and as such 
Jones remains described as a post-modem choreographer. 
A complete list of works choreographed byjones is in Appendix 2. A. 
9 Either during the choreographic process or once a dance is choreographed, a notator (someone 
proficient in a dance notation system such as Labanotation or Benesh) will notate (create a 
score oo the dance work. In this case, the score for Fever SwaV was created using 
Labanotation. 
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3 Building a Corpus Linguistics Model 
Thirty years ago when this research started it was considered 
impossible to process texts of several million words in length. 
Twenty years ago it was considered marginally possible but 
lunatic. Ten years ago it was considered quite possible but still 
lunatic. Today it is very popular. 
Sinclair 1991,1 
It has been fifteen years since John Sinclair, one of the leading researchers in corpus 
linguistics, wrote this, and the analysis of large amounts of text has become even 
more popular, and easier, through the proliferation of automated systems developed 
for textual analysis, generation, and any number of language-related functions. 
Indeed, Susan Conrad places the use of computers as the second characteristic of 
corpus-based research and required for the 'quantitative analysis and functional 
interpretation of language use' (Conrad 1999,3). Therefore, when attempting to find 
the language patterns in dance texts, the means of collecting and processing the data 
assume a relative importance equal to that of the method of analysing the data. 
Collection and processing methods used most recently in the fields of Corpus 
Linguistics resist the urge to make assumptions based on manual evaluation of small 
sets of data and instead incorporate the computational power of systems developed for 
the generation of empirical evidence based on large amounts of text. It then follows 
that the corpus design and the automated systems (tools) that support the storage and 
processing of the large amounts of data (text) required to enable language patterns to 
emerge, become increasingly important, as the tools' functionality and reliability of 
both input and output can impact the method of analysis and the validity of the 
evidence used in that analysis. 
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3.1 Designing a Reference Corpus 
A corpus must be 'representative' in order to be appropriately used 
as the basis for generalizations concerning a language as a whole. 
Biber 1993,243 
The first component in the study is the gathering of a representative collection of texts 
into a corpus to be stored in a database. And, in a collection of writings on corpus 
linguistics, several researchers offer justification for using corpora to study language. 
Of course, there are contrasting stances even in the linguistic community, as 
computational approaches with large corpora are suspect due to a perceived 'tendency 
to equate statistical and theoretical importance' (Svartvik 1996,11), and further, that 
this type of research is 'atheoretical' (Knowles 1996,36). Gerry Knowles argues that 
instead of being atheoretical, corpora are 'an integral component of a theoretical 
model of language' (37). By studying real texts, whole texts, and components of the 
texts, one can gather specific real-world data rather than the imagined generalisations 
found in dictionaries and language texts. Knowles continues: 'Corpus procedures, 
such as tagging, draw on real resources, including a real dictionary containing real 
generalizations about the behaviour of individual lexical items' (49). Jan Svartvik 
quotes Geoffrey Leech and notes 'more detailed quantitative analysis (requiring large 
corpora and the aid of computers) can be expected to produce results beyond the 
insight of the native speaker' (Leech, in Svartvik 1996,3). He further notes that for 
the purposes of research into a specialised language, domain-specific corpora are 
being developed, as are corpora for studying specific functions of writing. 
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If Svartvik and Knowles support the study of language using general corpora, other 
authors support the notion of specialist corpora and suggest that there are reasons to 
delimit a corpus to only texts appropriate to specific research aims. Although this 
may seem to defeat Knowles insistence upon 'real' language, a delimited corpus is not 
artificial, as Mick Short, Elena Semino, and Jonathan Culpeper argue (1996). ' Thus, 
their justification of specialised corpora and research not only supports this study of 
dance writing, but also offers possible options for further study. Still, no matter the 
focus of the research, it is generally agreed that a large corpus of works is necessary 
and that no matter what system or method the researcher uses, the output is only as 
good as the input, the corpus itself. 
In order to develop a corpus that allows for an objective, quantitative approach to the 
research of written and spoken dance texts, the design of the corpus must be 
considered a high priority. The validity of that design takes into account several 
elements: the quality of the evidence (i. e. the written texts included in the corpus); the 
purpose of the corpus; the definition of a text; quantity of evidence; and the system 
and tools used for corpus study. Each consideration for the design will also be 
affected by the limitations, either pre-determined by the element or encountered in the 
collection process. 
Is the corpus to be used for archiving seemingly non-related texts that will be 
retrieved for reading, but are being saved and collected for posterity? Is the purpose 
to collect texts related by content or topic, but with little consideration given to 
ultimate use for research or analysis as in an Electronic Text Library? Or, is the 
corpus a group of related texts collected for a specific purpose or area of study? 
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Finally, will the collection of texts be used as a subset of a larger corpus or body of 
texts (Atkins, Clear, and Ostler 1992)? 
Once the purpose is determined, Sue Atkins, Jeremy Clear, and Nicholas Ostler 
suggest that the designer(s) develop a clear definition of a text for the purposes of the 
study, with two main distinctions. Is the text from written or spoken sources? Must it 
be a complete text or is a fragment acceptable? Further, they differentiate between 
full and fragmentary by stating characteristics and/or conditions necessary to 
categorise the works included in the corpus appropriately. If spoken, is the work a 
complete -- delimited -- speech, conversation, discussion, or interview with a 
beginning, middle, and end? If written, is it: 'discursive and typically at least several 
pages long; integral; the conscious product of a unified authorial effort; stylistically 
homogeneous' (Atkins, Clear, and Ostler 1992,2)? Any deviation from this would 
constitute a fragment. 
Quantity alone, however, cannot be the only consideration; quality is as, if not more, 
important. How then, to ensure the quality of the text? Sinclair states: 'If we are to 
approach a realistic view of the way in which language is used, we must record the 
usage of the mass of ordinary writers, and not the stray genius or the astute journalist' 
(Sinclair 1991,5). Sinclair suggests placing files by these writers in an ancillary 
corpus. Because the inclusion of well-known writers may slant (or weigh) the corpus 
prejudicially, the researcher must consider both the use of those texts, as well the 
collection process in light of sampling bias. 
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When building the corpus, Atkins, Clear and Ostler note the difficulties inherent in 
capturing the perfect number and types of texts required by the principles of statistical 
sampling. How does one balance the text held in the Mother corpus, and retain 
relevant, representative, examples of the targeted textual group? How does one 
delimit the texts in a large collection created by a large population of 
writers/speakers? How does one avoid inadvertently precluding some representative 
set? How can one be sure that all bases are covered? How does one avoid 
unrepresentative texts being included? 
Although Sinclair finds 'bizarre and unrepresentative instances [ ... ] enlivening' 
(Sinclair 1991,5) the corpus builder can consider and note strengths and weaknesses 
of the corpus through analysis and, if necessary, make adjustments to amend 
prominent issues, by deleting and/or adding files that more accurately reflect the 
target group. Or, one can follow Atkins, Clear, and Ostler's suggestion and use the 
pragmatic approach of treating the sampling as valid in that it has been an attempt to 
conform to theoretical 'correctness' and to 'foresee possible objections' and assess in 
advance the validity of conclusions drawn based on the samples. 
All samples are biased in some way. Indeed, the sampling 
problem is precisely that a corpus is inevitably biased in some 
respects. The corpus users must continually evaluate the results 
drawn ftom their studies and should be encouraged to report them. 
Atkins, Clear, and Ostler 1992,4 
When designing the corpus, various limitations may exacerbate some sampling biases, 
but by placing limitations on the text one can enable analysis and the collection of 
texts. For example, stipulating date limitations may preclude additions of text that 
would allow for an historical review of the texts, or texts that might have great value 
in the research may have been produced outside of the time frame. This would be 
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especially true in the case of some of the greatest 20th-century choreographers' 
commentaries and reviews of their works (e. g. Graham and Humphrey). However, 
date restrictions can allow for parallel language use, a smaller focus of material, and 
the use of soft copy. 
Copy type could be another limitation, in that the collection processes for soft and 
hard copy differ greatly when using computers as file storage. Using soft copy - most 
of which was written after 1990 - allows for an efficient collection process when 
dealing with computational methods of research, and can enable a more balanced 
collection through random, rather than prescribed, collection. Hard copy presents its 
own problems in that it requires either manual keying of text or the use of optical 
character recognition (OCR). Although OCR has developed ftom its rather 
problematic start, it is still a tedious and time consuming process that demands either 
a correction process or a willingness to allow statistical error due to typos. 
Although random capture of files takes the researcher OUT of the equation, as far as 
specific collection practices, inherent problems do exist. For example, a decision to 
capture the first 100 'hits' from a specified list of search engines may inadvertently 
capture redundant works or works published by a single author or publication. 
Further, using a random approach may preclude the addition of written texts not 
published on the web. With the limitations and possible biases in the design and 
collection process, reflective study of the corpus as it is used in research can allow for 
adjustments if necessary (Sinclair, 2003). 
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3.2 Locating Sources of Dance Writing: Library Classification 
Systems 
More than 200,000 libraries worldwide in 135 countries count on 
the [Dewey Decimal Classification] to keep their collections 
organised so that their users can easily locate the resources they 
need. 
OCLC 2005, /dewey/ 
When searching for dance writings, the most obvious place is to look at a large 
repository of source materials. Two such places exist, one in the physical plane 
(Libraries) and one in cyberspace (the Internet). In addition to these two large 
repositories of dance writings, a variety of locations exist where written texts on 
dance can be found. Bookstores and magazine shops offer published texts. Theatres, 
teaching studios, and rehearsal spaces all offer examples of dance writing in a variety 
of media formats: advertisements for classes and/or upcoming events, programs of 
current performances, instructional documents, choreographers' and teachers'notes, 
dancers'journals, dance books and journals, school or theatre marketing materials, 
video and compact disc cover materials, etc. Performing arts schools, special- 
population magnet schools, secondary, and post-secondary schools and institutions 
offer media types similar to those of theatres, studios, and rehearsal spaces, in 
addition to curricula specifics, syllabi, and prospectuses. Shops that cater to dancers 
may include books, magazines, advertising, and other media types in their 
merchandise. Archives for dance also contain multiple media types. Although some 
archives are general in nature (e. g. National Resource Centre for Dance in the UK), 
often these archives are connected in some way to either a venue or a company, and 
are developed and maintained by that venue and/or company. 
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As can be seen, locating dance writing is not difficult in general; multiple locations 
exist where written texts can be found, with text types being specific to location or 
spreading across multiple location types. And further, institutions devoted to written 
texts classify texts in a way to enable research. However, even with institutionalised, 
codified, categorisation, the search for written texts in dance can be fraught with 
complexity, especially when wishing to undertake a singular search on a specific 
topic. 
Although there are many classification systems used by libraries worldwide, in the 
USA and UK two main schemas exist for library holdings: the Dewey Decimal 
System and the Library of Congress system. The Dewey Decimal Classification 
system (DDQ lists Dance under the number class 700 (the Arts), sub-classification 
793 (technically Indoor games and amusements, although some libraries list the class 
heading as Performing arts in the catalogue). ' Extended sub-classes are notated by 
Arabic numerals following the 793 demarcation and each sub-class may contain more 
specific sub-classes, all with numeric notations. ' A knowledge-based system that 
groups together texts by discipline, the DDC allows for interdisciplinary 
classifications by virtue of a hierarchical structure and various rules (e. g. the Rule of 
Tbree which stipulates classification of texts with multiple [three or more] subjects)'; 
thus other disciplines may contain texts which reference dance: philosophy, music, 
sociology, and so on. 
The Library of Congress classification system includes Dance under the general 
heading of Recreation, in the general class G, subclass GV, with the specific Dance 
classification, GV1580 - GV1799.4. A search of the Library of Congress Subject 
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Heading Authorities, listed online, offers over 2000 sub-categories inclusive of the 
conceptual terms dance, dancer(s), and dancing. Written texts on dance may also be 
held under other general classifications such as P (literature, history, criticism) and R 
(medicine). The sheer numbers of classifications point to an inability to easily 
categorise much written about dance under this system. 
Even though the two systems offer guidance and the appearance of standardisation in 
classifying written texts, there is a great deal of ambiguity and variance in the 
classification given to an individual text. The Library of Congress offers a catalogue 
in book form and online that informs publishers and libraries as to the various subject 
heading authorities, as does the DDC (under the auspices of the OCLC, the Online 
Computer Library Center). Yet it is the choice of the library and publisher as to 
which classification best suits the text. In general, the library selects a subject 
heading and call number based on the classification given by the publisher; however, 
publishers often list more than one classification on the verso page, in which case, the 
general standard in libraries is to take the first classification in the listing. It then 
follows that because libraries often determine the specific classification and shelf (or 
call) number, the same book may be classified differently by different libraries. 
These categories are not specific to books, but any media held in a Library. For 
example, journals are held in libraries and classified as well. However, although 
some libraries (especially those with extensive holdings) use the call number and 
subject headings suggested by the DDC and LC systems, most use an alphabetical 
shelving system, and a broad subject heading scheme in the catalogue. ' 
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3.3 Locating Sources of Dance Writing: Internet Searches 
Choosing the right search tenns is the key to finding the 
infonnation you need. 
GOOGLE 2004, /help 
In addition to library searches, one can visit cyberspace either to locate a source or to 
read the text online. Millions of resources can be located online, which can greatly 
enhance a search; but the multitude can more likely preclude an easy, much less 
quick, search. Specificity, however, does not always simplify the search. To study 
online searches for dance writing, a single, broad, word search was performed, as well 
as a search on a two-word phrase that reflects the focus of this research. The search 
offered three outcomes: statistical data on online searches, evidence of a confusion of 
sources, and some empirical proof of the lack of work done on dance writing as a 
specific area of dance research. ' 
When conducting internet searches for texts on dance, both the word dance and the 
phrase dance writing were input. As a result, the word dance returned a multitude of 
hits, many of which had very little to do with dance writing, while searching on the 
phrase dance writing produced hits that were activated due to the proximity of the 
words, dance and writing, not due to the phrase. 
A quick search of the term dance on www. gooRle. com responds with close to 70 
million hits, while dance writing returns 14 million, dance AND writing returns 19 
million, and the exact phrase "dance writing" over eight million hits including listings 
of dance resources on the web, personal websites and blogs, critics on criticism, 
critical reviews on news websites, arts organizations specific to dance and as a subset 
of general arts, arts critics associations, college and university prospectuses, and 
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restune services for dancers who 'ignore writing and words' (Wolfram 2004). Hits on 
Labanotation are common, as are references to Salome which occurs due to returned 
hits (articles and written texts) on literature and descriptions of visual arts: studies of 
visual tropes and ekphrasis. " 
The large numbers of returns are deceptive, as Google is a very general search engine 
and can return anomalies among the valid hits! The numbers drop dramatically when 
the search is more focused, such as a search on a large book and media website. 
When inputting the term dance on Arnazon. com, the search produced three related 
searches (dance instruction, hip hop dance, and learn to dance), and listed 21,883 hits 
on books, approximately 22,000 hits on music, and approximately 1500 hits on video 
and/or DVD. A search on 'dance writing'produced only one hit: Sutton's Shorthand 
for Modem/Jazz. 
A search on a more focused research site, albeit still with a commercial slant, 
www. findarticles. com, returned over 2000 hits on the word dance, and 24 on the 
phrase dance writing; however, several of these included both words, in that order, 
separated by a comma, in a list of arts (dance and writing as separate art forms). ' The 
numbers drop even more when searching on sites oriented more to an academic 
audience. An EBSCO journal search on dance returned 259 hits, including articles 
using the word dance as a metaphor, dance therapy and geriatrics, nutrition and 
health, ballroom dance, dance as a method of inquiry, gender and history, cross- 
country skiing, physics, and book reviews (e. g. Ann Daly 1999 reviewing three dance 
books in The Drama Review). A search of dance writing on EBSCO (an academic 
search engine) produced only 20 hits, nine of which were book reviews (of which 
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only one was specific to dance: the aforementioned Daly review). Ingenta Full Search 
returned 627 hits on the word dance ranging from articles on aquatic insects, the 
sulphur halogen dance reaction, sports pedagogy, children's spirituality, clubbing, 
drug use and dance, and the more common dance therapy, education, theory, feminist 
studies, etc. A search on the phrase dance writing returned 19 hits, all of which 
overlapped with other searches returned by other academic search engines. The 
overlap also occurred in a search of JStor, in which a search including 'all j ournals' 
received more than 200 results on dance AND writing, and 22 hits on the words 
combined as an exact phrase, but other than one article on Valery's perception of 
writing as a dance (metaphorically), " few were specific to writing about dance (e. g. 
Bouýea and Greene 1994). When the search was confined to language and literature 
journals, the search term dance returned more than 200 hits, including an article by 
Walter Sorrell on "Shakespeare and the Dance" in Shakespeare Quarterly 1957. 
Refining the search still further, a search of the Dance Current Awareness Bulletin 
(DCAB), a catalogue devoted to dance, returns 27 bibliography hits when entering the 
words dance and writing, including several bibliographies compiled by Barbara Palfy 
(1995,1996) and others on dance and literature (in Dance Research Journal and 
Dance Chronicle), bibliographies based on individuals, and bibliographies appended 
to books on dance. When the search is aimed at Criticism, the DCAB engine returns 
90 entries. These entries include critical dialogues on specified topics such as 
defining dance terms (e. g. dance theatre), issues with context, evaluating criticism, 
and the communicative intersections between choreography and criticism. In addition 
to j ournal discussions on dance and criticism, the DCAB search returns include 
collections of critical works by individual critics (Ivor Guest, Deborah Jowitt, Arlene 
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Croce, Marcia Siegel, Edwin Denby, Jennifer Dunning, Jill Johnston, etc. ). And 
finally there are several book reviews, such as Theodores'First We Take Manhattan 
(1996), which chronicles and compares New York Critics Jowitt, Siegel, Nancy 
Goldner, and Croce, and Wesley Monroe Schrum's Fringe and Fortune (1996), in 
which he compares high criticism with that of an un-arts-educated commentator. 
It may appear that I am negating the value of book reviews by mentioning them only 
as a numeric statistic in search returns. In fact, the most prolific commentary on 
dance writing appears in book reviews of dance books, as well as in the introductions 
of those books, specifically books that are gathered compilations of a single author's 
reviews (e. g. Johnston, Jowitt, Siegel, and Croce). 
Although many of the searches appeared to bring up very little writing on dance 
writing, the collection of results may lend itself to making generalizations about the 
perception of dance writing (e. g. when reviewing the EBSCO search results, one 
notes that dance writing is viewed as a means of notating dance, rather than writing 
about dance) and the search results may offer support for general concepts in dance 
discovered by the empirical findings in a corpus approach. An example here is the 
high number of hits returned which focus on the relationship between dance and 
music, a concept that is reflected in the close proximity of frequencies between the 
two words in the specialist language of dance writing. The purpose of the searches, 
however, was to demonstrate two means of locating sources for dance writing, and 
more importantly, to begin categorising the writing. 
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As the variety of, and issues with, classification systems and internet search returns 
indicate, attempting to build the ftame around dance through categorisation is difficult 
at best. But the problem may not reside in the ambiguity of the systems and searches 
themselves. The problem with categorisation may arise due to the multiplicity of 
topics related to dance and the multi-discipline approaches taken by dance writers. 
3.4 Designing the Surrey Dance Corpus 
The Surrey Dance Corpus was compiled to include diverse types of 
text. 
Salway 1999,73 
The purpose of the current Surrey Dance Corpus (hereafter referred to as the SDC) 
derived from the desire to study a specific use of language: dance and descriptions of 
motion. A second goal was to create a corpus valid for research on any component of 
dance texts: specific writers, gender of writer or choreographer, time period, 
geographic location of writer or choreographer, a particular choreographer or 
choreographic work, dance genre, and so on. To that end, breadth rather than depth 
became the goal in collecting the "mother corpus, " the main corpus against which 
sub-corpora can be compared. 
The mother Dance corpus (or reference corpus) follows the pattern of general 
language corpora: heterogeneous, broad rather than deep, with a large group of 
sources in order to deliver the most general sense of language use. Just as a general 
corpus may include juvenile, technical, journalistic, business, academic, and literary 
styles, the Dance corpus includes texts written by a variety of people in a number of 
publication formats and styles. Critical reviews, academics theses, analytical journal 
articles, brief magazine and newspaper 'information' articles, brochure and marketing 
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texts for dance events and schools, choreographers' notes and interviews, are all 
included in the SDC. 
However, although broad, the Dance corpus is not a general language corpus; it is a 
specialist corpus, with works written by specialists, if not always experts, in dance. 
As a specialist corpus, the validity of the term 'specialist' and the characteristics of the 
special language of Dance must be proven, which can be done by comparing the 
terms used for dance, by the specialists, with the general language usage of those 
terms. Frequency and contextual analyses can provide the proof necessary, especially 
when considering deviations from the norm of general language (thus demonstrating 
and delineating the "specialness" of the specialists' language). 
After having demonstrated that there is indeed a specialist language, studies that focus 
on particular aspects of that specialist language require more depth. To obtain depth, 
a circumscribed set of texts could be gathered and stored in a sub-corpus. For this 
study, to determine words with conceptual and semantic meanings aligned with a 
specialist language of Dance, texts created by very articulate and prolific dance 
specialists were included. The rationale for using the particular choreographers and 
writers is discussed elsewhere in this thesis, yet it can be said that toward the purpose 
of the corpus, the texts selected confonn to the overall guidelines regarding quality, 
and quantity, as well as falling within the definition of a text. 
According to the criteria for a text as proposed by Atkins, Clear, and Ostler (1992), 
many works within the Dance corpus would be considered fragments: reviews are 
complete, yet do not fulfil the length criteria by virtue of their 500-1500 word size; 
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marketing texts can be as small as 25 words; choreographers' notes may be minimal at 
best with single words rather than sentences often being the case. However, contrary 
to the view that small ads and news articles, as well as poems and written 
correspondence, should be lumped together to form a text, the smaller textual 
products in the current Dance corpus work well individually; indeed, for the purposes 
of this study, forming a larger text from a group of smaller texts (e. g. reviews) can 
defeat the ability to create multiple sub-corpora for specific study. 
Therefore, the texts selected for the Dance corpus are defined by criteria other than 
length. The primary characteristic for acceptance as a text is that the written - or 
spoken - work be a single, cohesive, entity within a recognizable context. This 
allows for all but the most errant texts to be included. Indeed, even single words are 
included, when those words are accompanied by other media that place the words in 
context. For example, choreographers may write a word next to a drawing or photo 
placing the word into some context. 
Although several of the texts included in the Dance corpus are small with few words, 
the corpus contains hundreds. The ability to examine large text corpora in a 
systematic manner allows access to a quality of evidence' (Sinclair 199 1, iv). Sinclair 
mentions that the early corpora (e. g. Brown and LOB [Lancaster-Oslo Bergen]) were 
small, yet by 1991 had rapidly grown to millions of words. Since 1991, several 
billion words have been collected in a variety of corpora, both general and 
specialised, being developed worldwide. 
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For the purposes of this study, additions were made to an existent Dance corpus 
already developed by Andrew Salway and other researchers at the University of 
Surrey in the late 1990s. Consisting of approximately 300,000 words in 2002, over 
one million were added to the base by this and other researchers, collected from a 
variety of sources. In an effort to separate the original Surrey corpus from the 
additions, for a variety of reasons -- which shall soon become clear -- the files were 
separated into folders under the general corpus, yet are still considered part of the 
mother corpus as the additional texts were collected in an attempt to add breadth and 
quantity to the mother corpus. That being said, several texts that perhaps should have 
been discarded per Sinclair's suggestions remained in the corpus for the purpose of 
breadth of textual style (e. g. marketing texts). 
When dealing with these specialised corpora, more often than not the writers and 
speakers of the text are, if not geniuses, at least well established in the field of dance: 
e. g. Jowitt, Croce, Denby, Siegel. The Surrey corpus, however, has -- for the most 
part -- included their texts within the general corpus, subdivided by virtue of their 
respective file names (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in this chapter). 
The original Surrey Dance Corpus design both inadvertently and intentionally 
included prolific and well-known critics and academics. This was due, in part, to the 
fact that so few written dance texts existed when collection began, dance being a 
fairly new source of academic study as well as not being the first art form to receive 
extensive - if any - copy space in general news publications. Therefore, mostly 
critics and scholars with extensive publications were included. However, the 
subsequent additions to the corpus were performed in as random a manner as possible, 
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including files that were easily captured online and included a variety of writers 
across the globe. 
Reviews have been filed from both the USA and Britain. Randomness was achieved 
through selecting the first 5 hits on a variety of search sites such as google, askjeeves, 
dogpile, yahoo, and then trolling through the hits for reviews. If any site offered 
multiple reviews, all were copied to the corpus. Some work was included in a random 
process that consisted of opening an old floppy and taking whatever was in Word 
format and accessible. Thus the randomness occurred due to whatever was on files, 
whatever was available, and the file formats. 
The files collected by this researcher have been named according to the following 
conventions: for critical reviews the format is author date_topic_source countr y; for 
scholarly texts the fonnat is author_academiq_source_topic, with the term academic 
as a constant second delimiter; and choreographic commentary is 
choreo-commenttyp, ý_date_source_topic with the type including notes, writings, 
letters, program notes, etc. By following these naming standards, the researcher can 
use wild cards (partial names) and specific search criteria in order to specify files for 
inclusion in application tasks. " 
As far as spoken texts, until such time as speech recognition software becomes a 
viable choice in data capture, the Dance corpus includes very few, all of which were 
manually entered into the file system. 
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Methods for archiving files in the database varied, with this being one of the biggest 
challenges to the collection. For a time, collection required manual 'copy/paste/save 
as' and email, then a repeat of the process in order to move the files to the UNIX 
server. However, several workarounds were found and put in place to streamline this 
process (the manual cut and paste being necessary due to remote collection and dial- 
up connections). As technology has progressed during the completion of this 
research, data collection has overcome most challenges with the exception of the 
manual tasks necessary with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) scanning. 
3.4.1 Categorising Written Dance Texts 
When Selma Jeanne Cohen wrote 'categories can be useful when they provide a 
context for viewing, but they can be dangerous when they tempt us into exaggerated 
generalisations' (19 82, viii), she was referring to categorising dances and 
choreographers. However, her comment could also serve as a reminder when 
categorising dance writing, especially when considering how a few selected editors 
and authors have done so. In one anthology, editor Gay Morris created four main 
conceptual categories in which to divide the texts: Strategies, Analytical and 
Interpretive; The Body and Gender; Histories Reconsidered; Cultural Crossings 
(Morris 1996, vii-viii). Alexandra Carter chose active categories in her collection of 
texts: 'Making Dance; Performing Dance; Reviewing Dance; Studying Dance: 
conceptual concerns; Locating Dance in History and Society; Analysing Dance' 
(Carter 1998, vii-x). And in a collection of written dance texts with a variety of foci, 
Lisa Doolittle and Anne Flynn categorise and sub-categorise the texts as 'everyday 
moving' (women, lesbian dance), 'working women dancing', 'innovating and 
perpetuating' (aboriginal focus), and 'retrieving' (dance and film, African-American 
vernacular, intertextuality, and Canadian dance in the 1960s and 1970s) (Doolittle and 
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Flynn 2000, ix-xi). With just these three examples one can argue that the category 
titles offer mixed levels of description; and further, that their ambiguous nature points 
to the problems with interpreting written texts about dance. Perhaps the problem is 
that the editors were dealing with collections of texts on a variety of topics, and 
categorisation can be simplified by focusing on one aspect of dance. 
Music and its relation to dance remains a common topic with multiple sub-topics such 
as translations of works such as Fedor Lupukhov's Writings on Ballet and Music 
(2002), discussion of natural, physical responses to rhythm and sound in the 
environment as opposed to the machine rhythm prompted by electro-acoustical music 
(Emmerson 2001), performative hermeneutics and Nietzsche's dance of writing 
(Bergeron 1992), and theoretical concerns with the post-human in pop-culture songs 
using digital processing (Auner 2003). 
As with the instructional texts of Weaver and other dance masters, and as with the 
aforementioned texts by choreographers, a great deal of writing focuses on education: 
how-tos for adults and children, prospectuses for school dance programs, handbooks, 
and curriculum research and development (Cancienne and Snowber 2003). In 
addition to the rather pedantic texts which instruct, espouse, and market dance, there 
are pragmatic, practical texts in which the focus is the architecture of dance spaces for 
rehearsal and performance, including design considerations and instructions (Foley 
1994). 
Less straight forward are discussions of dance genres, in some instances in relation to 
other disciplines: the history of Contact Improvisation (CI) was collected in an 
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anthology that explores the mind/body connection, and looks at various iterations of 
Cl in different cultures, age groups, and everyday life (Novack 1990). Texts about 
choreographers are not immune to a multi-focused treatment as exemplified in a work 
which appears by its title to be about dance writing: "Conversations about Race in the 
Language of Dance" (Daly 1997). In this text the author discusses the choreographer 
Ralph Lemon and reviews his work as she discusses race, post-colonialism in 
choreography, and African-American choreographers. 
Research methods in dance are discussed as specific textual approaches such as 
analysis, (Adshead et al 1988) and history (Adshead-Lansdale and Layson 1994) or in 
anthologies in which various authors consider different models of current research 
such as ethnography, feminist theory, and literary theory, among others (Fraleigh 
1987, Dils 2002, Albright 2003, Goellner and Murphy 1995, Adshead-Lansdale 
1999). " Language and its use in dance is explored through text and speech as 
elements of dance works (King 2003, Gilson-Ellis 1995), and written texts as a basis 
for dance (Jones 1987,2000). The politics of dance and performance are the main 
topics of written texts by Peggy Phelan (1993) and Randy Martin (1998). Elizabeth 
Spelman, in Fruits ofSorrow (1997) uses dance and the words it generates through 
critical review as a basis for a discussion of suffering and portrayals of suffering. 
The topic of medicine and dance generally focuses on the healthy dancer or dance 
injuries (Brinson and Dick 1996), but has also been used as a means of studying the 
correlation between medical views of the female body and the demented mind and 
metaphors and/or symbols in dance which support or are supported by the medical 
theories (McCarren 1998). Articles on psychology and dance are generally found in 
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publications focusing on dance therapy, but a new area of interest, bio-aesthetics, 
focuses research on the brain and blends a study of viewers' perceptions of dance (via 
brain waves) and philosophical ideals of beauty (Hagendoom 2003). 
Spirituality and dance are mentioned in regards to historical figures (e. g. Delsarte), 
and modem use of ritual (e. g. Laura Dean's dance whirling) (Schechner 1988) and in 
instructional texts on trance dancing, a new-age, ritualistic and spiritualistic dance 
form (Natale 1995). Dance ethnology is a topic addressed by writer and researcher 
Adrienne L. Kaeppler (1993) who problematises the limited focus of dance ethnology 
(observation in isolation from the culture in which the dance naturally occurs), 
explores an ethno-scientific analysis of dance, and develops an analogy between 
ethno-scientific analysis and linguistic analysis. Jane Turner (1995) discusses 
writings (predominantly Dutch) on Balinese dance as fabricated narratives regarding 
the cultural aspects of Bali, generated in an attempt to propose and forward income- 
producing tourism. Hsu-Ming Teo (2000) studied female travel writers in the 19 th and 
early 20'h centuries, who wrote about dance as an adjunct activity, or product, of their 
writing. And in a twist, Martin (1992) discusses ethnography as a tool for looking at 
the performer-audience relationship (1992). Referring to feminism in relation to 
postmodernism, Valerie Briginshaw (1995) used terminology and metaphors for 
travel as a topic for discussion, specifically terms associated with travelling 
movements. 
The increasing number of written texts on dance, the variety of topics discussed, and 
the multiplicity of media types and formats adds complexity to the categorisation of 
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dance writing. Indeed, by virtue of the development of these formats, types, writers, 
and topics, in today's world it becomes ever more difficult to categorise dance writing. 
In their text on dance history, Janet Adshead - Lansdale and June Layson included an 
in-depth analysis of written sources for dance history. They divided the sources into 
general categories of sub-topics and then characterised each category by offering 
examples of the text types which contain those topics. In an effort to further clarify, 
and classify, historical texts, the authors include an appendix which in turn includes a 
detailed table that lists sources by title, time span covered, geographic range, scope 
and major concerns, structure of content, and an evaluation of the source in a 
historical studies context. However, the breadth of sources available for research in 
dance history precluded a full listing; indeed, it only referenced books, as the addition 
ofjournals would have been 'unrealistic' (Adshead-Lansdale and Layson 1994,32). 
Unfortunately, this research must consider dance writing as fully as possible, and 
must include all forms of dance writing. Therefore, Adshead-Lansdale and Layson's 
model for categorisation cannot be followed to the same degree. Still, their approach 
to studying sources is a good starting point, particularly the aspects of scope and 
major concerns, and as such has driven the high-level categorisation schema used for 
this study. 
3.4.2 Categorising the Files and Folders of the SDC 
As previously stated, the files included in the SDC were collected for a general study 
of dance writing and as such are quite broad as far as type and content, as well as time 
frame, writer, etc. Therefore, they have been placed in folders with like texts. 
However, the folders and their contents are fluid, allowing for a variety of studies 
based on different concerns. Acknowledging that there are arguments against 
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categorising dance writing, " for the purposes of this study the folders have been 
grouped into three major categories: academic writing (wherein the scope is directed 
toward scholarly texts in a variety of forms); press writing (generally directed to 
performance-related texts and people in the news); and choreographers' comments 
(texts written by choreographers generally in the first person and text written as 
choreographic notes). 
There are 809 files in the general Surrey Dance Corpus with a total of approximately 
1.4 million words, or 1,378,475 tokens, and 43,463 word types. Table 3.1 lists the file 
types and number of files of each high-level type in the general Surrey Dance Corpus. 
File type 
Academic 
Encyclopedia 
Book 
Journal 
Thesis Abstract 
Thesis 
Press 
News Reportage 
Article 
Preview 
Review 
Interview 
Choreographers' Comments 
Other 
Total files Tokensrrypes 
66 610251 tokens/26597 types 
667 583943 tokens/33044 types 
24 47858 tokens/6657 types 
52 136423 tokens/ 8185 types 
Table 3.1 Surrey Dance Corpus Files 
In addition to the general SDC, three special corpora exist. These corpora contain 
files specific to an area of study such as a choreographer, a critic, a company, or a 
dance genre. These corpora were developed to compare specific text groups with the 
general corpus. The special corpora and their respective file types and file numbers 
are presented in Table 3.2. 
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Sub-Corpus File Type Total Files Word Count (Tokens/Types) 
Bill T. Jones 124,879tokens/12494 types 
Articles (Academic) 32 
Personal Texts 12 
Interviews 
Presentations 
Written Texts/Dance Works 
Press 76 
Previews 
Reviews 
Other 5 
Selected Critics 133,750 tokens/17078 types 
Arlene Croce 18 
Marcia Siegel 14 
Jill Johnston 5 
Deborah Jowitt 14 
Royal Ballet 23,644 tokens/5169 types 
Coppelia 4 
Don Quixote 5 
Giselle 4 
Gong Thryst 4 
La Bayadere 4 
Mayerling 4 
Onegin 6 
Swan Lake 6 
Nutcracker 2 
Table 3.2 SDC Special Corpora Files 
3.5 Parsing the Corpus 
Thus one heuristic for identifying compound terms in a special 
language corpus is to look for sequences of open-class words that 
are uninterrupted by closed-class words and other common general 
language words. 
Salway 1999,85 
Once the texts are collected, there are several methods used by linguists and computer 
experts working in the field of computational linguistics to parse (used herein in the 
computational sense: that is, to break down input data into discreet components such 
as single words, word combinations, or any other format specified by the researcher) 
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and analyse the language data. A few stand out as generally accepted models, and 
although each has a different goal, all tend to rely on the same, or similar, methods of 
data gathering: using a corpus of representative works; detennining word frequencies 
and patterns of word use; and analysing co-occurrence of words in close proximity. 
H. L. B. Moody (1970) provides an overview of the various ways to generate the data 
from the completed corpus when he suggests studying the organisation. of a text, the 
purpose of language (e. g. personal/subjective, informative/objective, evocative, 
persuasive, logical, artistic), the choices made between words and structure (seen in 
collocation, dialect, register, style), and the way the language operates (statement, 
question, exclamation). What is the logical sequence of the language? Is it rhythmic, 
comparative (analogy, metaphor), direct or indirect (irony, ellipsis)? Although 
Moody is dealing with register varieties of English (this will be discussed as a 
possible avenue of study later in this chapter), his framework for studying the 
language encompasses similar considerations as other researchers in the discipline of 
corpus linguistics (e. g. M. A. K. Halliday, Douglas Biber, and John Sinclair). 
Sinclair offers a straightforward, recursive, strategy for discovering patterns in word 
usage and collocation: get an unbiased selection of texts; sort for patterns; refine the 
search based on evidence; classify frequency and variation of patterns; re-do if 
necessary to ensure validity (2003). When the patterns are discovered, determine the 
strongest, interpret it, look for other evidence to support the interpretation, report it, 
look at the next most important pattern, get results, and repeat the previous steps. 
Avoid focussing on one or two general patterns and refrain from projecting what 
words one thinks, predicts, or knows will appear together. Significant patterns may 
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be missed and/or there may be some surprises. Using Sinclair's approach, two 
methods of sorting the data take precedence: word frequencies and collocations. 
3.5.1 Counting Words 
When studying the corpus, the most basic approach is to count the words, how many 
are in the corpus (tokens), and how often each word appears (type). Then one can 
look at the most frequent repetitions of words, and cull through to determine those of 
interest. As Randolph Quirk and Gabriele Stein note: 'clearly the repetition of and, 
with, come, give, soon, matters less that the repetition of egregious, reciprocate, 
cyberspace, or the repetition of the preposition modulo' (1990,27). From the 
repetitions, one can then move forward to comparing the frequency of the word in the 
corpus with that of words used in general language. 
Once the most common words are determined, one can reconsider them in light of 
their use, by looking at patterns that may not seem remarkable at first glance, but gain 
importance by the regularity of form and use. Look at single versus plural, active 
versus passive. Does the meaning change when the form changes? By considering 
the part of speech the word functions as in the text, analysis may show the meaning of 
the word in that particular case. 
However, it is necessary to go beyond interpreting single words and the meanings 
behind the parts of speech; a common next step is to find the patterns of words on 
either side of the node (the selected word). Where are they placed? How often? If 
part-of-speech is an avenue for study, what part-of speech are the surrounding words, 
and what does that tell us about the part of speech of the selected word? As Sinclair 
states, 'The interconnections among words that occur close together are so intricate 
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that quite often we are sure that they are not independently chosen, but 
COSELECTED [emphasis his]'(Sinclair 2003,57). 
3.5.2 CoRocating Words 
Kenneth Church and Robert Mercer note that in the 1950s it was 'common practice to 
classify words not only on the basis of their meaning, but also on the basis of their co- 
occurrence with other words' (1994,1). Further, Thomas Upton and Ulla Connor note 
that much of applied analysis of corpora centres on'lexico-grammatical patterning, 
collocations, and fted. phrases, 'not so much onTunctional. and rhetorical aspects' 
(2001,313). Collocation, mentioned by Upton and Connor and the research method 
alluded to by Church, is a data-intensive, pragmatic approach to language studies, and 
uses numerical evaluations to achieve 'concrete deliverables' (Church and Mercer 
1994,1). 
Collocations, words that appear in close proximity to one another, and concordances, 
output based on a specified word that displays the file and line number of the word 
placement in the text, are examples of KWIC (Key Words in Context) research; that 
is, research that looks at words and word patterns within the context of the text (or 
some part thereof). KWIC lists 'draw attention to the variation or consistency in word 
meaning and usage' and 'provide structural information that is helpful in determining 
whether the meaning of the particular words is dependent on their use in certain 
phrases or idioms' (Weber 1990,44). Alan Partington (1998) notes that collocations 
further define a word by its association with the other word in the collocation. These 
relationships can be at more than the word level; indeed, they can occur in phrases, 
clauses, and combinations thereof. The patterns, also referred to as combinatories, 
can be analysed for syntactic and semantic meaning. Sinclair agrees that it is 
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important to discover the meaning behind the coselection, or collocation, of the 
words. 
To some extent the nature of the world around us is reflected in the 
organization of language and contributes to the unrandomness (re: 
idiom principle). Things that occur physically together have a 
stronger chance of being mentioned together; also concepts in the 
same philosophical area, and the results of exercising a number of 
organizing features such as contrasts or series. But even allowing 
for these, there are many ways of saying things, many choices 
within language that have little or nothing to do with the world 
outside. 
Sinclair 199 1,110 
Sinclair provides an example of using collocational evidence to look at verbal and 
nominal uses in relation to word sense. For example, Sinclair looked at the word 
(lemma) decline and discovered that the sense tended to change with the form. 'With 
respect to the "reduce" continuum it would be important to note that on the whole, 
nominal usage tends towards "deteriorate, " while verbal and adjectival use shows the 
opposite inclination' (2003,57). Sinclair found that the following forms of the word 
denoted different parts of speech: decline-nominal, declining-adjectival, declined- 
verbal, while the other sense of the word, 'refuse', is only verbal and more commonly 
associated with declined. 
Another use of collocation, without necessarily tagging the words of interest into parts 
of speech, is the use of phrasal verbs (two words create the verb). Sinclair stresses the 
value of semantic prosody (semantic due to meaning and prosodybecause it typically 
ranges over combinations of words in an utterance rather than being attached to just 
one' [2003,117]). Sometimes words have multiple meanings, the co-text can offer 
glimpses into those meanings and can determine distinct meanings as well. In his 
earlier book, Sinclair uses the example: set off. Set is one word that is found 
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frequently with articles and prepositions of place used in non-prepositional form: set 
about, set in, set up, set out, set on, set off(1991,69). 14 
The means of gathering the collocational data begins with a determination of words of 
interest either by virtue of their frequency (and thus importance in the text) and/or 
their perceived value to the analysis. After selecting words of interest, the most 
common method of gathering the data is by running a concordance. As Partington 
notes: using concordance data helps reveal context and word meaning and 
connotational significance (1998,65). There are, however, different types of 
collocation: the fully &xed phrase, or'one which allows no syntactic transformation 
and no internal lexical variation' (1998,25) such as 'of course'; and unrestricted words 
that can collocate with any given word. Although there are a variety of ways to use 
collocational evidence, perhaps as many as there are researchers, the most basic 
method is to run the concordance, look at words in close proximity, and see if that 
proximal relationship generates any patterns. 
This information can allow the researcher to see words located in close proximity to 
the target word (the numbers on the left designate file and line number), from which 
patterns may begin to appear. In order to see patterns, without the words being in 
actual suffounding text, one can run a collocation, which will return information on 
words that frequently appear in close proximity and the distance from the target word, 
both before and after. 
One can look at word meanings and their semantic concepts of positive, negative, and 
neutral. One can look at the function of particular words. An example noted by 
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Sinclair is the adjective physical (as this is a fairly common word in dance writing, 
this example is pertinent). He notes that when the term is collocated with the noun 
'appearances', it could be considered redundant, since the noun implies the physical 
nature of something. Why is the adjective there? 
Its ftinction is to focus attention on the physical meaning that is 
already in the noun; in the noun gppearances, "physical" is one of 
many semantic features, not all of which are equally relevant to the 
particular instance. Many of the nouns in this concordance can be 
used in conjunction with an adjective like "mental" to give a non- 
physical meaning -- even body can - and so the feature "physical" 
is suspended in such instances; by using the adjective apparently 
redundantly, as in this datafile, attention is drawn to that element 
of the meaning. 
Sinclair 2003,36 
Another area of study would be to look for words that have a common meaning, as 
well as a particular meaning that other words just do not express. So, too, can one 
look for general meanings of words as exhibiting a metaphoric concept, as Lan Chun 
did with the words up and down (concepts being UP and DOWN) in 1996. What 
words does dance writing use for particular purposes, and what other synonyms 
cannot workjust as well in a particular instance? A dance example would be turn out. 
General usage could be as shown in the examples: will you turn out the light?; how 
many people will turn out at an event? Each instance could substitute other words for 
turn out (shut off the light, attend the event), but in dance turn out has a very specific 
meaning. " 
In addition to gleaning information from the degree of proximity and existence of 
collocational patterns, one can consider possible idiomatic phrases used by the writer; 
are they in general usage or did the specialist create them? A means of doing so is in 
asking the system to generate data based on collocations that appear to be phrases. 
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When one asks the system to ferret out the phrases, patterns can emerge, as can 
phrases of interest, to be used for further data gathering, study, and analysis. 
In addition to simply looking for words and their placements, collocations can be very 
useful if one wishes to consider the various parts of speech a word can take, and the 
parts of speech of the collocational words. Although this can be done without a POS 
parser, at times the computational analysis of parts of speech is preferred. 
3.5.3 Tagging Parts of Speech 
Part of speech tagging can provide a great deal of data for analysis, as Sinclair 
reminds us that beyond words is grammar. He notes that grammar is not always 
connected to lexis, although he admits that there is a lexicogrammar in which the 
grammar is'a little sensitive to lexis'(2003,63). Broken rules in grammar depend on 
lexical choices such as using nominal adjectives in place of nouns (e. g. 'give your 
spare cash to the pooP). One can look for the use of the definite article, or the non- 
use, determining the phraseological unit of meaning from the article. 
Sinclair suggests looking at a verb then finding the headword (noun). From there one 
can study determiners preceding the headword, other modifiers and qualifiers, and the 
meaning of the headword. Then, one can study the adverbials, conjunctions 'that 
affect the timing and modality of the verb(2003,58). Is the verb tense simple 
present, infinitive, imperative? Verbs have many modes. They can be transitive, 
intransitive, modals, and conjunctions. What kind(s) of meanings go along with the 
tenses, the modes? What about phrases without verbs? As much as can be done 
without POS tagging, Ted Briscoe and John Carroll (1996) suggest the use of a parser 
and POS tagger as valid for study in verbless phrases, which could be of value in 
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studying the grammatical and syntactic choices dance writers make, especially in an 
attempt to recreate movement through the writing. 
If verbs are of import, so, too are other parts of speech. Moody quotes Halliday to 
clarify the importance of nouns, noun groups, and nominalisations. 
[ ... ] the set of functions the nominal group may take on in the 
clause: subject, direct object, and a number of others. When 
function in the clause is taken into account however, there turn out 
to be still further elements that behave in a noun-like way. 
It is for this latter reason that grammarians group together 
nouns, nominal groups (noun phrases), and nominalizations. The 
noun is the class of words (including compounds) that name 
classes of things: centrally, concrete objects and persons, but also 
abstractions, processes, relations, states, and attributes: whatever 
can stand for a pronoun. 
Moody 1970,167 
In addition to word syntax, the organization of the grammatical choices can be 
discovered through POS tagging, for instance, when the foci for study are punctuation 
use and non-grammatical language use. Briscoe and Carroll used a part of speech 
parser to capture punctuation such as colon, semi-colon, and dashes that'demarcate 
some of the syntactic boundaries' (1996,138). Sinclair agrees, and notes that one can 
also consider the punctuation in relationship to specific terms, commas, periods (full- 
stops), and the terms with which they relate to indicate 'the end of a construction' 
(2003,77). 
The task of studying parts of speech in relation to the nominalisation of verbs, or parts 
of speech in relation to punctuation, has not been undertaken in dance. Yet, as will be 
seen in Chapter 4, the idea of dance as an object (noun) rather than an action (verb) is 
endemic in dance writing. Whether the intent is to study lexico-grammar or syntax, 
the POS parser can be of value, especially when used in collocations of words and 
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structural components. But this approach is not always used simply for generating 
patterns. Other researchers use the same means to determine the type(s) of text. 
Indeed, Partington considers 'collocational normality to be dependent on text genre, 
register and style, i. e. what is normal in one kind of text may be quite unusual in 
another'(1998,17). 
3.6 Studying Text Types 
The delimitation of text types can draw on many criteria relating 
either to the use of texts, or to their inherent features. 
Salway 1999,87 
Even though his research generally resides in an area of linguistics called text 
typology, Biber sets forth a method of studying texts, the major portion of which 
lends itself to purely lexical, grammatical pattern studies. That is, to collect and input 
relevant texts, perform grammatical research and frequency (e. g. word counts, 
type/token ratios, frequency of use compared to common usage of English), tagging 
of corpus (partial and/or full), part-of-speech frequency counts, and co-occurrence 
pattern analysis. Co-occurrence of linguistic features can reveal differences across 
registers, but the researcher should keep in mind that registers are not all well-defined; 
therefore, there is a 'relative distribution of common linguistic features' and there are 
often differences between texts in a given register (1995,3 1). 
Echoing the recognition of representation in corpus work made by other researchers, 
Biber states that comprehensive studies of register should include: 'the full range of 
the registers in the language, representing the range of situational variation' (1995, 
27), should include samples representative of each register and should analyse a 'wide 
range of linguistics features ... representing multiple dimensions! And he notes that 
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advantages of a corpus-based analysis are (1995,32): 'adequate representation of 
naturally occurring discourse' (depth); adequate representation of the range of register 
variation (breadth); the semi-automatic linguistic processing of texts; greater 
reliability of quantitative analysis; the possibility of cumulative results. 
Biber also notes that a 'comprehensive framework' for analysing register should: 
enable analysis of linguistic characteristics; enable situational characterization of 
individual registers; and provide an apparatus for specifying situational versus 
linguistic characteristics and the relationship of the two. Further, the researcher must 
use both quantitative (e. g. distribution of features) and qualitative (register markers 
and features) techniques to get at the true nature of the register and discourse. As 
noted by Sinclair and others, word types and frequency, as well as the part of speech, 
can be important to a study of register. 
Biber suggests considering interactiveness: personal pronouns (demonstrate active 
involvement of the speaker/writer), I" and 2 nd person pronouns ('require a specific 
addressee' [ 1995,59]), direct questions, and imperatives. He includes information on 
registers pertinent to my study of dance writing, that being academic prose 
(Humanities), criticism (Press: Reportage, Reviews, National versus Provincial, 
Dailies versus Sunday), choreographers commentary (Speech [e. g. interview 
transcripts]), and Personal Writing (Biber includes letters not particularly published 
commentaries). Third person entities generally use nouns (objects and concepts) and 
are 'primary bearers of referential meaning. ' Conversations are usually full of Vt and 
2 nd pronouns, and have fewer nouns, while academic prose is informative and thus has 
a high use of nouns and fewer incidences of I" and 2 nd pronouns. Because passive 
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verbs are agentless, they demonstrate impersonal text, as do passive attributive 
adjectives. 
Biber (1995) notes that most non-linguistic studies look at topic purpose (as is the 
case with content analysis). However, text typing studies more thanjust topic 
purpose; production elements, communicative purpose, the author's personal beliefs 
and knowledge, among other aspects, also influence text types. Biber introduces his 
multi-dimensional (MD) approach to an analysis of register which takes computer- 
based text corpora, uses computational tools to identify linguistics features, and uses 
statistics to analyse co-occurrence among linguistics features. Then, in order to 
identify dimensions of variation Biber uses MD to (1) identify linguistic parameters 
(dimensions) and to (2) specify similarities and difference among registers with 
respect to the dimensions. He considers Involved versus Informational language, 
Narrative versus Non-narrative, and Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference. 
And Biber considers lexical features (e. g. type-token ratios, word length, hedges, 
emphatics), grammatical features (e. g. nouns, prepositional phrases, adjectives), and 
syntax (e. g. relative and adverbial clauses). 
Biber argues that both register and genre are abstract concepts, the differences 
between them being up for interpretation and therefore either can be used as a generic 
term for the type of text delineated by linguistic characteristics (1995,11). " And 
Biber differentiates register ('text categories readily distinguished by mature speakers 
of a language' [e. g. novels, newspaper articles, sermons]) (132) and text types 
('groupings of texts defined in strictly linguistic terms' [i. e. narrative, hortatory, 
procedural]). 
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Variations between registers are of interest, but of more interest are cross-language 
similarities within a register (e. g. between sub-languages and specialist domains). 
Biber's method suggests that if one is looking at a single register, one should consider 
the characteristics of lexical and grammatical features, a description of situation for 
the use of register, and one can include historical aspects, the evolution of the register. 
When comparing registers, one can use quantitative techniques, computational 
analysis of sub-languages and noticeable similarities of cross-language. Biber 
suggests considering the parameters of sub-language complexity and the influence of 
constraints of sub-language semantics and pragmatics on sentence structure and text 
structure (1995,17). 
Biber studied characteristics of register: register markers (specific linguistic features, 
Biber's example is count in baseball) and register features (quantitative distribution of 
core features such as Parts Of Speech, or POS) (1995,28). Register markers are rare: 
topical terms" can be used as register markers (e. g. [his example] home run and 
inning in baseball), however, 'in practice ... lexical choice itself does not typically 
distinguish a register' due to the term being topically related, but used in any of a 
number of registers. But, 'grammatical routines' can be used as markers when the 
grammar and term are consistent with only one register. Once again, Biber's example 
refers to baseball: 'the count is two and one' is specific to baseball broadcasts. To 
analyse register markers, one should use qualitative methods. Register features, 
however, are 'pervasive indicators of register distinctions because there are often large 
differences in their relative distributions across registers' and to analyse these features 
one should use quantitative approaches. 
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It is important to note here that the examples of Sports-specific LSPs used by Biber, 
and others (Ghadessy 1988, Bowcher 1999), are applicable only in that they serve to 
introduce the methods of register determination. They are not meant to imply that 
dance and sports are equivalent via their shared use of language to describe 
movement. In sports writing, there are repeatable actions, actions which are named. 
In dance, admittedly there are also names, but they are generally applied to one 
systemic, codified technique: ballet. Further, as dance is made up of many 
movements structured in an almost infinite variety of possibilities, actions are not 
repeatable and names of actions are not easily attached. Dance words, therefore, are 
less codified than sports "terms", and therefore remain only words. Still, as library 
classification systems demonstrate, dance has long been categorised as recreation 
rather than art, and a perusal of library shelves proves the perceived connection 
between sports and dance, as the books sit side by side. And, as incongruous as it 
may seem, using Sports research as analogous to dance is a means of furthering dance 
research. In fact, it has been used as a basis for discussion of dance writing in the 
work of Pirkko Markula and Jim Denison who problematise 'translating movement 
experiences into words' (Markula and Denison 2000,406) as they compare dance 
writing to sports writing. Markula and Denison note that even though objectification 
(by virtue of textualisation) disembodies movement, 'textualising movement is 
especially relevant' (411). 
No matter the specific examples used by proponents of the methodologies used to 
study LSPs, whether one is looking at text typology or word patterns, the end result 
can only occur after interpretation of the texts. And as Sinclair notes, interpreting 
texts requires two models, orprinciples of interpretation' (2003,109): the open choice 
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principle where any number of word choices exists and the words chosen are valid if 
they adhere to rules of grammar; and the idiom principle that relies on pre-determined 
combinations of words chosen per social/cultural patterns and register (pre- 
determined word combinations developed per communication and/or communicator 
type) (2003). These two principles leave room for multiple interpretations by various 
listeners/readers based on the fact that there is no clear delineation between the two 
during communication construction nor is there anything that defines when each 
principle is to be used. 
3.7 Understanding Automated Systems and Standards 
Wonderful page about how to download a bunch of tools and some 
data and how to put them together. 
Stanford University 2006, /tools 
With work that began in the 1950s and early 1960s, linguists'use of the computer 
depended in great part upon their ability to convey requirements to computing 
specialists, who, for the most part, had no knowledge of linguistics. To enable better 
language research and allow linguists to develop applications without the need for 
experts, early proponents of computational linguistics worked assiduously to 
incorporate automation into the field of language research, and computer researchers 
touted the benefits of automation (Wilks, Slator, and Guthrie 1996). After a brief 
foray in the late 1950s into applying Markov chain redundancies (a method of 
projecting probabilistic outcomes based on current states) to word sequences, and 
finding that the method was too cumbersome for machine speed and desired 
functionality, work began on semantic tagging as an aid to content analysis. The 
General Inquirer, a tagging program developed by Philip J. Stone and others in the 
1960s (Goldhamer 1969), was used to study content inference and categorise words 
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according to pre-determined criteria (e. g. a selected dictionary) by evaluating sentence 
structures. 
By the 1970s, a better understanding of automated tools and a greater acceptance of 
the use of these tools, led to considered reports on the value to research in the social 
sciences. " But the time had passed for early adopters' blind faith in the value of the 
tools; enough had been accomplished by then to take a hard look at the problems and 
challenges endemic in automation. Journal articles revealed flaws in the applications 
and just as many pointed out basic conceptual errors leading programmers and 
designers astray (Pountain 1975). Perhaps because of the problems, some of those in 
the humanities still preferred to use older, trusted, manual methods rather than 
automated techniques, especially in language education (Nold 1975). 
After falling somewhat from favour in the 1970s (even though several exemplary 
systems were developed in this time), in the 1980s a revival in computational 
lexicography occurred as researchers in the fields of Artificial Intelligence (Al) and/or 
lexical semantics discovered that the methods used in computational lexicography 
could be used when working with the 'empirical basis of semantic relations' (Wilks, 
Slator, and Guthrie 1996). Examples include the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English (LDOCE), the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 
(OALD), and the Collins COBUILD corpus" from which Collins Publishers built the 
Advanced Learners English Dictionary. " 
Today, automated systems enable several areas of interest in language studies to 
develop. In the proceedings for "The Second International Conference on Language 
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Resources and Evaluation" the editors categorise issues in automation as follows: 
corpus tagging, evaluation of machine translation, terminology, infrastructure issues, 
spoken vs. written language resources, semantic and multi-lingual issues, corpus 
categorization, acquisition of lexical and semantic information, annotation, syntactic 
parsing, morphology in lexical and textual resources, semantic lexicons, and multi- 
modal and/or multimedia resources (Gavrilidou et al 2000). 
Large technology corporations such as IBM, AT&T, and Xerox have been very 
involved in the development of tools and several universities across the world have 
begun developing systems to address their particular areas of concern. Some are built 
on different technologies, but duplicate functionality, while some build on one 
another's functions. Some have been productised (that is, made to be sold either as a 
service or a packaged commercial product). Language technologies often cross over 
computing technologies with general application languages and tools being applied to 
language research and NLP, and vice versa, with general applications benefiting from 
language research (speech recognition systems, spell check, word processors, 
grammar check, translation tools, database interfaces, and content scanning) 
Today, a variety of tools exist to enable corpus research; indeed, a registry has been 
developed to catalogue them: the Natural Language Software Registry. " So, too, 
have standards been developed to ensure compatibility and open environments for 
computer-assisted language research. Whether the tool is labelled as a tokeniser, 
lexical processor, partial parser, and other variants of system definitions, the 
underlying concepts encompass a large variety of uses: language resources, language 
analysis, automatic generation, translation, and summarization, language 
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understanding systems, terminology management systems, speech processing, 
information management and retrieval, computer-aided authoring tools, OCR, 
computer-aided learning, system and resource building, and NLP systems evaluation. 
According to Stephane Chaudiron, the tools can be divided into three basic categories: 
1. those that implement very precise and limited linguistic 
function 
2. lemmatization tools, morpho-syntactic and/or semantic 
analysers, ten-ninology extractors 
3. developer oriented tools used by software engineers to obtain 
output generated by linguistic data processing (as opposed to 
information processing) 
Chaudiron et al 2000,1273 
Linguistic agents, according to Chaudiron, are OTS (off the shelf) software for users 
and developers' modules that can accomplish complex information-driven tasks and a 
certain level of information management and linguistic data processing (e. g. 
translators, information retrieval, filtering, routing, etc. ). Integrated applications 
cover a range of complex processors developed for knowledge management, content 
management, data extraction, translation, messaging, etc. 
Rarely are the systems - or the application of the systems - geared toward a simple 
counting of words of a text. Instead, most attempt to put the words into some sort of 
context. That context can vary as much as the research into linguistics and the 
methodologies used; however, in relation to system designs Nancy Ide and Jean 
Veronis categorise contextual approaches into two groups: 'Bag of Words'where 
context is found in a 'window' surrounding the target word; and 'relational 
information' where the context is in some relation to the target (e. g. distance from 
target, syntax, collocation, semantic categories) (1998,18). Even if the application is 
simply the ability to search and retrieve text, most systems will annotate the text in 
some way and the annotations are of importance whether it be as simple as a note or 
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complex encoding of 'linguistically derived data' (Carletta et al 2000,4). Twotypes 
of annotations are POS and semantic tagging, each with a history of development and 
hotly debated methods of processing. 
POS (part of speech) tagging is the most basic of grammatical tagging systems, with 
each word being designated as a part of speech within the context of the syntax. 
Several different corpora and taggers (products or systems that POS tag) have 
developed tagsets based on the content characteristics of the specific corpus being 
used for the tags; the tagsets vary as to the amount of tags and the granularity of the 
tags. For example, the Brill tagset includes 48 tags, 12 of which are punctuation 
marks while the LOB (Lancaster-Oslo Bergen) tagset includes 153 distinct tags with 
the same 12 punctuation marks, examples of which are: VBZ (verb, present tense, 3 rd 
person singular); WDT (wh-deten-niner, interrogative [e. g. what, which]); and WPO 
(wh-pronoun, interrogative, accusative [e. g. whomever]). 
POS tagging can be preliminary to the creation of a tree-bank (a corpus parsed and 
labelled according to phrase structure) or in addition to a semantic - word sense - 
tagging. In most instances, taggers, whether freely available' or not, rely on 
previously tagged (and verified), established corpora, (e. g. the American National 
Corpus, British National Corpus, and the Brown Corpus) and different computational 
programs use any one of a number of tagging schemes. 
Semantic tagging involves annotating text by determining the word sense (or 
semantics) of lexical items. For example, a dance review most likely will contain 
elements such as author, date of review, title of work, date of performance, 
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choreographer's name, publication name, and so forth. These elements constitute 
lexical features that will be repeated from review to review, even though the content, 
such as the actual choreographer's name, of each element will differ. A semantic 
tagger can annotate each element so that subsequent data searches can mine the data 
per the tagged element, thus, finding all documents (reviews) containing Bill T. Jones 
as choreographer. At this time, manual annotation is often required until the tagger 
understands the word senses and semantics of the lexical elements. " 
Although it is not the intent in this chapter to delve into the evaluation of various 
systems, information on the systems and some evaluation guidelines are appropriate 
as background to understanding the breadth and depth of work being done in corpus 
linguistics, especially in the systems used for this research. When studying the 
semantic elements involved with descriptions of motion/movement, the need for a 
system able to determine these elements becomes apparent. Acknowledging that no 
system is 100% error-proof, and that systems differ in the efficacy of their 
functionality, one must still work with semantic, or word sense, automated programs. 
However, a problem occurs with multiple meanings of words (polysemy) and 
computer tagging, in that the process is inherently effor-laden. " There are, however, 
systems developed to specifically deal with Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) that 
can help overcome the errors of automation and polysemy. Due to the need for as 
minimal an error occurrence as possible (thus preventing the need for intensive 
manual interpretation which defeats the purpose of the automation), researchers 
stringently evaluate the tools. 
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When considering word sense disambiguation as a problem, Dan Melamed and Philip 
Resnik (2000) argue that the common performance criterion of exact matches does 
not do enough. Instead, they defend the assignation of partial matches and further 
explore means to evaluate multiple tag assignments and state that even when using 
gold standards the possibility of more than one correct answer still exists. " Further, 
the finding of more than one answer does not preclude a'good match! (Melamed and 
Resnik 2000,79). `1 Rosamund Moon suggests that WSD is not as large of a problem 
as generally thought. Indeed, she suggests that based on a quantitative analysis of the 
Collins Cobuild English Dictionary 'as few as 10000-12000 items in the central 
vocabulary of English are polysemous: that is, potentially ambiguous at the word 
level' (Moon 2000,99). 
Although Moon and others may view Word Sense Disambiguation as a relatively 
negligible problem, it has received a great deal of attention since its inception as a tool 
for machine translation and its further use in information retrieval and the following: 
hypertext navigation; content, thematic, and grammatical analysis; speech and text 
processing; knowledge representation; and language-understanding research. The 
journal Computational Linguistics devoted an entire issue to WSD in 1998. In the 
introduction to that issue, Ide and Veronis offer a history of WSD and list the various 
methods for disambiguation. These methods fall into four main categories: MT 
(machine translation) where it is imperative that the proper sense of the word is 
understood in languages that have multiple meanings and use other syntactic and 
lexical elements to contextualise the word; AI (Artificial Intelligence) methods that 
deal with meaning representation (symbolic method) and semantically related 
concepts (connectionist methods); knowledge-based methods used in machine- 
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readable dictionaries, thesauri (word relationships), and computational lexicons; and 
corpus-based research utilizing empirical methods and automatic sense tagging (Ide 
and Veronis 2000). In addition to the published work in Computational Linguistics, 
competitions, SENSEVALs, have been held in which teams of researchers develop, 
test, and evaluate WSD tools (Kilgarriff and Palmer 2000). While taggers have 
developed into fairly common computer systems, no matter their programmatic 
method (whether rules-based or stochastic [e. g. HMM taggers]), they still often 
require some element of manual intervention whether in creating the rules or in 
validating the output (Abney 1997; Knowles 1993). Although one might assume that 
WSD is the focus of this research, or of computational linguistics in general, it is used 
as an example of the many issues that the linguistics and computing communities 
have addressed. And, as will be seen in Chapters 4 and 5, the use of POS tagging can 
assist in the examination of patterns in written texts, especially in regards to text 
types. Therefore, WSD does become significant to this research in that there is a 
reliance on POS output from the tools used herein to tag text (e. g. CLAWS4 and the 
System Quirk TAGGER). 
With the level of work in standards and research based on linguistic data, a researcher 
needs to determine the best tool(s) for his/her particular area of study. For this study 
of written dance texts, a few particular systems acted as the basis for the research: 
System Quirk, developed at the University of Surrey; CLAWS4, developed at the 
University of Lancaster; and Unitex, developed at the Institut Gaspard-Monge (IGM), 
University of Marne-la-Vall6e (France). 
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System Quirk" has a variety of components each with a particular function, the pre- 
determined combination of which lends selected results. In other words, this 
relatively open system does not know what the researcher wishes to do, it does what it 
does and the researcher interprets the results. Components include Ferret (a term 
collector), KonText (a concordancing tool that offers token/type counts and 
percentages), Virtual Corpus Manager (Oracle database that allows for designating 
and selecting specific fields for query and sub-corpora development), and Collocate (a 
tool that finds words in proximity to a designated target word). 
Quirk has a range of users with a variety of system expertise. The user interface, Ul, 
although windows-like, is not highly intuitive, and as such requires the use of a 
manual or some user training, except in the most elementary of queries. It is, 
however, a powerful tool, open to many user-determined search and storage 
approaches. Developed by students and researchers at the University of Surrey, Quirk 
was written in Prolog, a logic-based coding language developed for use in NLP and 
knowledge-base systems. " Prolog (an acronym for Programming in Logic) uses 
Facts, Arguments, Variables, and Rules (conditional statements that can be interpreted 
declaratively or procedurally). Unlike most programming languages that use data 
types, Prolog employs lexical elements and queries on the database which are proven 
against rules and facts using variables and a recursion model (a series of if-then calls 
until a stop condition is met). 
At its most basic level of functionality, Quirk can retrieve a word count of both 
overall number of words (tokens) and the number of times any given word is 
encountered (types). A Word Count can be generated using the KonText screens, 
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which also generate indexes (word frequencies along with file and line information) 
and concordances (instances of a word with a predetermined adjacent word count) 
(see Figure 3.1 on the next page). 
Once in the KonText application, the researcher can stipulate which files to include, if 
the files should be merged or kept as separate in output format, what blocking method 
to use (sentence or line), the context width (how many words to include on either side 
of a targeted word in a concordance or collocation), or any number of other 
constraints. Options as to the word(s) to use in a concordance or collocation are input 
into a special screen where words can be either included or excluded. Wild cards 
(special characters such as *) can be used to gather data on words with the same 
lemma (word base, e. g. danc* will capture all forms of the word dance including 
dance, dancer, dances, danced, dancing, etc. ) or to stipulate the number and/or type 
of words between two target words in a collocation. Different lexicons can be 
selected, and statistical analysis of the frequency of a word in a specialist corpus 
versus general language usage can be determined (weirdness'). The end result, or 
output of a concordance, generates a file that can be saved as a text file (. txt) or Excel 
spreadsheet (. xls) and displays all instances of a targeted word, along with the file (if 
more than one file is selected as input) and line number. 
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Figure 3.1 Quirk Kontext Screen 
Quirk functionality lies in the areas of lexical and syntactic data extraction, and, as 
Joyce Yue Chai notes, syntactic, rather than semantic, infon-nation is easier to extract 
from existing, generalised, lexical resources and as such is more commonly used in 
research (e. g. POS and morphology studies) (Chai 2000,1245). According to Chai, 
information abstraction is a task that usually requires domain specific knowledge 29 to 
'identify and extract target information from a document and group this information 
into a coherent structural representation. ' Limitations such as this preclude System 
Quirk from allowing for automated semantic data extrapolation in that Quirk users are 
generally interested in domain specific research of such varying topics that the system 
could not cover all aspects. Therefore, it generalises and leaves semantic evaluation 
up to the researcher and the methods used. 
Unitex is a lexical parser similar to Quirk in that it generates token lists, compound 
term lists, and concordances. This freeware tool uses texts saved in Unicode, and 
requires java on the desktop. One advantage to using this tool is that concordances 
can be generated on the fly using files located on the desktop (without the need for 
access to System Quirk servers). Another advantage, and the main reason for using 
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Unitex in this research, is the ability to specify non-English lexicons for tokenisation. 
Because so many codified dance terms relate to French words, not English, the French 
lexicon in Unitex can determine type and token amounts that would otherwise be 
ignored, especially in compound word lists. 
CLAWS4, the fourth-generation of the Constituent-Likelihood Automatic Word- 
Tagging System originally developed in the 1980s at the University of Lancaster by 
Leech and Garside draws from the BNC corpus and maintains a tagset of over 160 
tags (UCREL 2003). CLAWS4 assigns a possible POS tag to each word, then uses a 
probability model that considers adjacent words and their POS type to disambiguate 
homonyms and words with more than one possible POS. If more than one possible 
tag exists, CLAWS4 will display the closest match first, followed by additional 
options. 
In addition to POS tagging, CLAWS4 is also a part of a semantic annotation process. 
ACASD, a word sense tagging system, incorporates not only the CLAWS4 POS 
tagger, but also SEMTAG, a semantic analysis program that uses the automatic 
generation of tags with manual validation using both SEMEDIT, a post-editing 
program, and MATRIX, a program that'marks key lexical relations' (UCREL 2004, 
3). CLAWS4 is hardly the only semantic tagging system; indeed, semantic tagging 
has its own proponents and variety of methods. When differentiating the two, Yorick 
Wilks notes that POS tagging and WS (word sense) are not the same thing. POS can 
be fairly static and applied on a one-to-many correspondence, but word senses can be 
new -- created on the fly - and understood by humans. Thus, WSI)s must allow for 
'novel assignments'of sense to corpus words (Wilks 2000,236). As Wilks notes, 
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most semantic taggers go against previously tagged corpora (e. g. SEMCOR, a 
semantically tagged subset of the Brown corpus) or an information base such as 
WordNet, a freely available online lexical resource for semantic information 
associated with lemmas (word bases). All require some means of disambiguating 
words to be tagged and require an underlying philosophy (linguistic, semantic, and 
computational) and thus must be developed with that philosophy as a basis. Because 
disambiguation tools can be difficult to develop and use with special languages, some 
analysts use POS tools along with other approaches to the analysis of data generated 
by concordance, collocation, and word count systems. 
3.8 Completing the Model 
With a well-designed, representative, corpus, a variety of methods for parsing a 
corpus of written texts exist along with a wealth of automated tools developed for 
specific purposes and functionality. By determining the purpose of the corpus 
linguistics research, the researcher can then select the appropriate methods to use. 
Automated tools which offer the functionality required to support the methodology 
are available from several sources. Although tools differ programmatically, most 
follow standards and guidelines developed by consortiums; of developers for the 
purpose of corpus linguistics research and natural language processing. The specific 
tools listed herein (System Quirk, Unitex, and CLAWS4) have been used in this 
research into dance writing. 
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Endnotes 
I Although Short et al's interest of research is stylistics and literary theory, their research model 
offers a glimpse into an area of study that may be quite pertinent to dance writing in that 
metaphorical projection of thought can be studied in written dance texts as can instances 
where the writer attributes thought to dancer and/or choreographer. 
2 Sub-classes are determined by the user (i. e. Library). The University of Surrey contains 49 sub- 
classes in the class 793. 
3 The University of Surrey Library includes several sub-categories to Dance/Education: adults, 
handicapped people, higher education, primary schools, secondary schools, syllabuses, teaching 
staff, and training methods. 
The rule of three stipulates that if a text gives equal treatment to three or more subjects under a 
broader subjectý the text must be classified in the first higher number that includes all of the 
subjects. 
5 An index of journals held at the University of Surrey under the general subject heading'Dance', 
or containing articles on dance, is located in Appendix 3. B. 
6 All searches were performed using search words in English; however, internet and library 
returns were not limited to English texts, nor were they limited in type of text included in the 
return hits (i. e. any format was counted as a hit: notated scores, poetry, advertisements, internet 
texts, hard-copy texts, and so on). On the other hand, texts included in the corpora were 
limited to English, without limitation to country of origin or dialectý etc. 
7 Although ekphrasis specifically refers to visual art in its common usage (defined by painting, 
sculpture), the fact of description as a tool for moving a text forward can be important to the 
study of the use of description in dance writing. Ekphrasis is descriptive writing without 
interpretation, yet it is meant to offer interpretive, abstract, value when used in poetry and 
prose. In an article on post-colonial literature and the use of ekphrasis, Emery states 'As critic 
Murray Kreiger has argued, such representation of visual art within poetic narrative creates an 
illusion, both "mirage" and "miracle": the illusion of visual art appearing before us, yet in word; 
the mirage of narrative action suspended by the representation of a spatialized, yet nevertheless 
narrated, visual objece (Emery 1997,265). 
8 In performing the online searches, several anomalies were encountered: an advertisement for a 
book (not on dance); a group of book/video reviews containing the words dance and ivrifing, but 
not as a phrase and not in the same revievr, and one hit not related in any way to dance, and in 
which I could not find cidicr of the search words, much less the search phrase. 
9 How does one distinguish between scholarly and commercial when there are so few dance 
publications ... is commercial synonymous with frivolous, entertaining, 'secular? 10 Tl-ýs type of hit - dance as a metaphor for writing -- was encountered more than once; in some 
instances the concept of writing as an act, an action, momentum/movement, is an object in the 
text (Gurevitch 2000). 
11 Exceptions to the texts being held in the general corpus: texts written by or about the test 
choreographers and their works and artefacts are contained in separate files, or corpora, which 
allows for the inclusion or exclusion of these files in KXVIC and other computational research 
methods. 
12 In these examples, dance writing is mentioned as a component of research; however, it is not 
specifically the topic of discussion or instruction. 
13 For many dance writers, there is a perceived line drawn between academic writing and critical - 
journalistic - writing, yet Ann Daty'refuse[s] the tidy distinction between' the two (Daly 2002, 
xvi). In another article Coe and Strachan (2002) discuss problems with using academic 
language to describe and/or capture - make verbal - aesthetic experiences such as dance (Coe 
and Strachan 2002,501). Carol Brown argues that a breadth of writing modes and means of 
publication are required to produce informed, readable texts about dance and no matter the 
text type 'choreographers need their work to be disseminated through different forms of dance 
writine (Brown 2001,21). 
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14 In dance, set is also used to describe the setting, in wl-ýich case, it is not a verb, but a noun: the 
set. 
15 Or the word modem. How do we use it? Could we substitute another word, such as 
conteVorag? 
16 It is not the task of tbýis research to delve into arguments regarding register and genre analysis, 
for the purposes of this discussion "register" will act as the term used to denote text types such 
as critical reviews, academic, and choreographers' commentaries. Dance English, as a specialist 
language will not be referred to as a register even though the comparison is Halliday's 
description of Science English in a discussion of register. 
17 Biber is using the word tem in the same sense as it is being used this thesis: that is, to specify a 
word or phrase that has special meaning within the discipline of which it is a part. In Bibcr's 
examples, the discipline is Sports, and the sub-discipline is baseball. 
18 Reports could be found in journals such as Lingue (see Pountain 1975) and edited collections 
such as the 1973 Schank and Colby collection of articles on the topic of computers and 
language tided Com puter Models of Tbougbt and Lan guage (see Schank & Colby 1973). 
Contributors to the collection included early researchers in Artificial Intelligence and 
Linguistics such as Roger Schank, Yorick Wilks, Terry Winograd, Allen Newell, and others. 
19 As of this writing, the COBUILD corpus contains over 500 million words. 
20 In the 70's Reddy developed HEARSAY, a language processing system that consisted of three 
components: a scheduler for prioritizing and ordering processing-, knowledge sources (e. g. 
acoustic, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic); and a global message centre, a type of 'middleware' 
for interactions between knowledge sources. The system responded to contcxt-based verbal 
commands in English (the context being chess) by interpreting the commands and ordering a 
chess counter move Gohnson). Winograd developed SHRDLU (a term used in typesetting 
when errors occur), a language comprehension program that created a world environment with 
building blocks and used two new languages (PLANNER and PROGRAMMER) that 
represented meaning and expressed grammar (Winograd 1973). MIT's AI group developed 
ELIZA, a language analyser able to generate dialogue and Schank developed MARGIE 
(Memory, Analysis, Response, Generation, Inference), a system that attempted to represent 
meaning without using language Gohnson 1988). Even earlier, in 1968, Rumelhart developed 
an augmented transition network, or ATN, a modelling tool for syntactic knowledge. Similar 
to Winograd's coding language PROGRAMMER, the ATN is not phrase-structured, but is 
instead a method of parsing derived from systemic grammar that produces a descriptive 
structure of the sentence based on objects and actions Gohnson). Other projects developing 
tools include: CONCERTO, intended for knowledge management (document management, 
indexin& query, and retrieval), but piloted for commercial use in prc-semandc annotation and 
semantic content annotation (an XML-based encoding scheme); TDT (topic detection and 
tracking), a DARPA-sponsored project, that uses automated techniques for ferreting specific 
topical material in data streams (such as newswires); PAROLE, a project incorporating fifteen 
European collaborators, designed to contain morpho-syntactic tags and to verify 
syntactic/semantic relationships. In their publication 'Automatic Term Detection: A review of 
current systems' (Castellvi, Bagot, and Pallatresi 2001), Castellvi et al, list twelve software tools 
developed between 1989 and 1998 for extracting terms for a variety of purposes, including 
corpus analysis, KM, and expert systems. All are either statistically or linguistically based, or 
are a hybrid of both. 
2' Funded by a grant to the DFKI (the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence), the 
NLSR is a database which stores information about Natural Language Processing Software 
(NLP) being developed by organisations around the world. The registry provides 
specifications regarding the products submitted by researchers and developers to those 
interested in using and/or purchasing the software listed in the database. 
22 Freely available taggers include an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) tagger developed by Xerox 
(1992), the Brill tagger (1993), and MULTITEXT (1995). 
23 This research uses POS tags only, and does not consider semantic tagging, although it is 
available as a tool, and in the future could add more to the analysis of the data. 
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24 When dealing with dance terms, the error occurrence rate may be even higher than with 
general English (or French for that matter) due the procurement of general terms in both 
languages by dance specialists who often create new meanings in an attempt to describe 
movement and movement qualities. 
25 Indeed, multiplicity of meanings can aid in ontology building as developing research in 
ontologies considers distinctions occurring in open class words as indicative of the sub- 
languages in specialist domains. 
26 Assuming the principle of maximum entropy (a numerical, iterative, measure of the uncertainty 
of an outcome - as opposed to the maximum likelihood - used for stochastic evaluation of 
data), and inheritance, Melamed and Resnik claim that'the probabilistic evaluation of taggers 
can be extended to handle tree-structured tag sets ... if the structure is interpreted as an IS. A 
hierarchy. For example, if word-sensc A. 2 is a sub-sense of word-sense A, then any word 
token of sense A. 2 also IS-A token of sense A. 
27 Quirk uses the Unux operating system (GNU/Linux OS), a UNIX-like operating system that 
incorporates a modular kernel design that allows for speed, extensibility, and efficient memory 
usage. A highly reliable and secure system with source code freely available, Unux supports a 
myriad of programming languages and compilers (e. g. C, C++, Pascal, FORTRAN, BASIC, 
Perl, Python, LISP, and Prolog). The Surrey Unux system is accessed through GNOME (the 
GNU Network Object Model Environment) and remotely via an XWindows terminal (this 
research used Xfree86). At the time of this research, Quirk system components include an 
Oracle RDBMS (Relational Data Base Management System) on a RAID 5 (Redundant Arrays 
of Inexpensive Disks, one of a group of RAID data storage devices, each with a specific 
feature and/or performance level, RAID 5 being fast for small writes and preferred for multi- 
user environments), running over a 3-Corn switch network, with 100 mbps to the desktop. 
Quirk and Oracle databases are on a Dell Poweredge with 384 MB memory and a 550 M11 
processor. Code can be executed from anywhere via a shared directory. Text terminology 
lifecycle components are loosely bolted. Proposed upgrades to the system are a port to Solaris 
9, and XML and Java 00 (some components are being recoded in Java as of 12/09/2003). 
With very little codin& one can perform queries based on authors, compound terms, term 
carriers, and term classes. 
KonText and Ferret applications are still using the Prolog code, while the newer ColloQator 
uses Java code. 
29 Domain specialists and terminographers are not synonymous. Terminographers, people who 
develop entries for specialised language terms in dictionaries, identify the terms, determine the 
meaning, and analyse it per the contextual usage. Domain specialists generally are those who 
work in a specific domain and use the specialised language in communication. 
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4 Finding Formulx in Dance Writing 
To research movement, it has to be transformed into a text that can 
be analyzed ... quantitatively and qualitatively. 
Markula and Denison 2000,411 
This chapter will focus on the results generated from using the corpus linguistic 
methods to parse the corpus. The chapter will follow the general organization 
described by Sowa (2000) in reference to a computer program that generates 
conceptual graphs from language (DANTE). The DANTE program follows a three- 
part process useful for this study of Dance English as it moves from morphology (the 
word and part of speech), to syntax (place in text relative to other words), to 
semantics (the meaning and interpretation). Yet even though the hierarchical process 
is used in this study, the automated aspect is only part of the analysis. 
As we are reminded by Khurshid Ahmad and Margaret Rogers (2001), even though 
the methods can be automated and the statistical data generated by automated tools, 
'human beings still play a role in all methods'(Ahmad and Rogers 2001,726). 
Further, in most instances there are at least two human beings, each with particular 
expertise: the terminologist who extracts and analyses the data, and the domain expert 
who verifies the analysis. However, in a departure from the empirical methods in 
which the terminologist (researcher) is not a member of the domain, this researcher is 
admittedly a dance writer and as such takes both the roles of terminologist and expert. 
Further, 
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The humblest search engine gives us an alternative vision of the text; 
every concordance produces page after page in which a word we 
hardly noticed becomes that toward which every utterance tends; TO 
tags are not merely structural delineations, but patterns of potential 
meaning woven through a text by a human interpreter. 
Ramsay 2003,171 
Therefore, meaning and interpretation of the data is included along with the 
presentation of the statistical analysis in an unashamedly personal voice. 
4.1 Establishing a Specialist Language 
The unifying theme of work in corpus linguistics is that the 
frequency of use of linguistic units, realized at the lexical, 
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels, tells us something about 
the nature and function of language. 
Ahmad and Rogers 2001,730 
In order to establish a specialist language (or LSP, Language for Special Purposes), 
the first step is to identify key words (Ahmad and Rogers 2001). This can be 
accomplished by first identifying the words used most frequently (this data is labelled 
the raw frequencyj) and then comparing the frequency of words used by a group of 
specialists to the frequency of words in general language use. Some researchers 
problematise this approach in that the words in some domains are often connected to 
an event, and pattern changes can occur when the events change (Traboulsi, Cheng, 
and Ahmad 2003,1). ' But others note that 'statistical and linguistic information are 
not only interdependent, but different facets of how information/knowledge is 
communicated through the agency of language' (Gillam, Tariq, and Ahmad 2004,3). 
Therefore, the establishment of key words through frequency counts remains a valid 
starting point for determining a specialist language. 
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In this research, the frequency of open class words (OCWs), the weirdness quotient, 
and a Z-score (standard deviation) were generated and analyzed for significant 
differences between general language use and words used in the Dance domain as 
indicated through the use of a specialist corpus. The source for general language data 
is the British National Corpus, or BNC, a comprehensive collection of written and 
spoken general language texts with over 100 million words. The SDC (Surrey Dance 
Corpus) described in the previous section (not including the sub-corpora listed in 
Table 3.2) is the source for the specialist texts. 
4.1.1 Word Frequencies 
The first step to detennining if a language can be categorised as a "specialist 
language", and capturing an image of that special language, is an analysis of the 
number and type of open class words within the most frequently used words. Table 
4.1 shows the 100 most common words in the Surrey Dance Corpus, as well as the 
frequency with which they appear (grouping 10 words into the percentiles). In this 
table, the highlighted words represent open class words, words in a lexicon that are 
subject (or open) to change through developmental linguistic processes (generally 
verbs, nouns, and adjectives). It is these open class words that provide lexical 
cohesion within the domain and give the 'idiosyncratic texture and discernible identity 
to LSP texts'(Gillam, Tariq, and Ahmad 2004,5). In keeping with Halliday's 
assertion that 'lexical density, as measured by the proportion of open-class words, is 
much lower in general language texts than in special-language texts' (as noted in 
Ahmad and Rogers 2001,732) it is important to note that in the BNC (British 
National Corpus) of general language, only five open class words appear in the 100 
most commonly used words (time, year, world, system, people), while in the Dance 
corpus, 21 open class words exist in a group of word types that make up 46% of the 
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total tokens used. ' This large number of OCWs indicates that Dance can indeed be 
categorised as a special language. 
top 100 f (%) 
the, of, and, a, to, in, is, s, that, as 0.2391599 
dance, with, for, it, by, on, this, was, are, be 0.0644161 
at, an, from, but, hisj, not, her, or, ballet 0.0396119 
which, he, their, music, they, one, dancers, has, p, have 0.0293048 
she, work, its, more, all, movement, new, can, also, you 0.0224872 
there, were, other, into, when, who, we, what, so, like 0.0174831 
some. performance, two, out, tthan, company, between, only, first 0.014585 
time, if, had, about, th ese, up, been, no, th rough, such 0.0134496 
dancer, dancing, culture, body, stage, see, most, them, both, then 0.0117855 
do, would, art, my, will, choreography, theatre, contemporary, 6, each 0.0101554 
Table 4.1 SDC Top 100 Most Frequent Words 
cum 
Cumf ocw ocw 
2 
3 
0 
3 
1 
6 
46% 4 21 
With the top 100 most frequent words accounting for 46% of the word tokens, the 
next 100 frequently used words account for only 7% of the total tokens; however, 50 
of these words types are open class words (one half of the types). As the frequency 
counts decrease (the top 300, top 400, and so on) the percentage of tokens decreases 
as well, and the number of open class words increases, as shown in Table 4.2. Of the 
top 500 most frequently used words, OCWs comprise 60% of the total tokens (note 
that the total CUM percentages are rounded, the actual final total of CUM %=. 627). 
Frequency group % oftokens cum %f OCW cum OCw 
Top 100 46 46 21 21 
Top 200 7 53 50 71 
Top 300 4 57 76 147 
Top 400 3 60 75 222 
Top5OO 2 63 76 298 
Table 4.2 Token Percentages 
The top 100 most frequently occurring words are exact matches to words: dance = 
dance, dancer = dancer, etc. This is made clear by referring to the top 100 and noting 
that variations on the word dance are included as individual open class words. If, 
however, we take the open class words and find all instances of iterations of the 
lemma (e. g. dance as a lemma = dance, dancer, dancers, danced, dancing, etc), the 
number of occurrences increases dramatically, and shifts the order of the words. For 
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example, music shifts down, being replaced by move as 3 rd highest ftequency and art 
moves to 7th highest frequency. The total frequency numbers for the word lemmas are 
shown in Table 4.3. 
Original order of f Lemma Combined f 
dance dance 21865 
ballet ballet 6252 
music move 5522 
dancers work 5385 
work music 5340 
movement perform 5215 
new art 4444 
performance choreo 3933 
company new 3425 
first time 3363 
time see 2842 
dancer culture 2668 
dancing company 2373 
culture body 2291 
body theatre 2272 
stage first 2011 
see stage 2108 
art contemporary 1371 
choreography 
theatre 
contemporary 
Table 4.3 High Frequency Words (Lemma) 
When given a selection of open class words gathered from the top 300 most 
frequently used words in the SDC, a panel of experts (fifteen University of Surrey 
post-graduate students and faculty in Dance Studies who volunteered to partake in a 
"test" session) confin-ned several of the top OCWs and selected 14 of the 21 top 
OCWs as the most frequently used words: dancers, ballet, choreography, dance, 
stage, movement, performance, art, body, contemporary, dancer, dancing, music, 
theatre. Chart 4.1, on the next page, contains the 21 words selected by the experts as 
belonging in the top OCWs. Those not included in top 100 most frequently used 
OCWs, as determined by the empirical data, are choreographer, space, style, dances, 
movements, Performances, andpiece. It should be noted that three of these words are 
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plural forms of words which are included in the SDC top 100 OCWs, and are actually 
in the top 200 most frequently used OCWs in the SDC. 
12 
10 
8 
CL 
x6 
LU 
0 
ft 
4 
2 
0 
Chart 4.1 Experts' Top OCWs 
Two top OCWs not selected by any expert were see andfirst. The absence of the 
word see is most interesting due to the fact that dance is a visual art, and see presumes 
the audience as viewer. Ten of the twelve experts included dance: five listed dance as 
nd the most frequent, one expert listed dance as 2. Of the two whom did not list dance 
at all, it can be seen through their individual word choices that each has a particular 
focus, a focus that is seen in the variations between sub-corpora. For example, one 
expert listed ballet as the most frequently used word, and included other words 
frequently used in the Ballet sub-corpus. She also, however, selected royal, a word 
which is not a top OCW in the Ballet corpus. 
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Full corpus Press Choreo- Academic Royal Ballet 
graphers 
dance dance dance dance ballet 
ballet ballet movement music dancing 
music dancers art movement act 
dancers company work work dance 
work work dancer culture dancers 
movement new time dancers company 
new music body ballet performance 
performance stage music contemporary production 
company dancing artist performance dancer 
first piece people time music 
time choreography dancers body role 
dancer movement life art last 
dancing performance man analysis very 
culture dancer ballet cultural swan 
body image think form good 
stage time form opera 
see theatre way choreography 
art see great danced 
choreography see 
theatre 
contemporary 
Table 4.4 Top 100 OCWs Across Corpora 
When the sub-corpora are compared with the SDC, the percentage of words 
comprising the top 100 most frequent word tokens, and the number of open-class 
words within those tokens, is repeated. Although some text categories contain more 
open class words in the top 100, the percentage of words making up the top 100 most 
frequent words is stable across categories, with an average of 48% of the total tokens. 
This means that of all of the words used in the texts, the words used most frequently 
occur half the time. Thus, writers choose the same group of words repeatedly. For 
example, the sub-corpus containing Choreographers' Commentaries has the highest 
percentage of words in the top 100 most frequently used words at 54%, therefore, 
choreographers tend to select from the list shown in Table 4.4 approximately 54% of 
the time. Academic writers' top 100 frequently used words account for 47% of the 
word tokens in their texts; however, they use fewer open class words frequently than 
writers in other sub-categories, which implies that more closed class words are used 
(e. g. articles, demonstratives, possessives). This suggests a difference in syntax 
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among the sub-categories of dance writing (and also suggests the validity of the 
categories created for this research). In addition, with the variety of words between 
the sub-corpora, each of the sub-corpora can be said to consist of a specialist language 
relevant to the category of text. But, more importantly, the open class words shared 
among the sub-corpora and the SDC (the mother corpus) demonstrate the 
pervasiveness of the specialist language of Dance in dance writing. 
As shown in Table 4.4 (on the previous page), in all but the Ballet corpora the word 
dance is the most frequently used word. Further, although the percentage of tokens 
and the number of open class words is relatively equivalent across corpora, the word 
types are not consistent, and those inconsistencies indicate the particular focuses of 
the sub-groups within dance writing. For example, the sub-corpora categorised for 
this research as Academic contains two frequently used words not found in the top 
100 OCWs of the SDC, while the SDC includes six word types not duplicated in the 
Academic sub-corpus. The SDC words missing from the Academic sub-corpus are 
company, stage, see, choreography, theatre, andfirst (a word type found only in the 
SDC and no other sub-corpora except one work-specific corpus in the BTJ sub- 
corpora). The two words exclusive to the Academic corpus are analysis andform. 
Taken together, the two groups of words show greater attention to a theoretical 
approach (analysisform) in academic dance writing and less focus on the stage 
production (stage, see, theatre). The lack of the word company also lends support to 
an academic focus on the analysis of the work itself, rather than the dancers, or 
company, who perform the work. Granted, the high frequency of the word company 
in the SDC could indicate an imbalance in the number of texts included in the Critical 
and Academic sub-corpora, but it is more likely that the word demonstrates the 
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inclusion of company names in most dance texts (e. g. The Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane 
Dance Company). The exclusion of choreography in the Academic sub-corpus is less 
easily interpreted; however, the wordform could be more representative of structure 
than choreography, and structure is an inherent component of any dance. So, too, 
could this be an example of specialist to non-expert writing, as the writers of criticism 
may use the more accessible choreography when addressing the overall form of the 
piece. 
In similar fashion, critics appear to use the word piece to define a work of 
choreography, as indicated by its inclusion in the Select Critics sub-corpus. Although 
not included in the general SDC (or the Ballet, Academic, and Choreographers' 
Commentaries), the word is not exclusive to the Select Critics sub-corpus; piece also 
appears in the BTJ corpus and all three BTJ sub-corpora (all of which include both 
scholarly and critical texts). Perhaps, although the Select Critics sub-corpus includes 
writing on modem and ballet, the word piece is closely associated with the modem 
dance genre, as can be seen in the data generated by the Bill T. Jones corpora. 
As with the words defining the focus of Academic dance writers (analysis, form), one 
word in the Press sub-corpus offers a clear picture of the heart of dance criticism, and 
is exclusive to the Select Critics sub-corpus. That word is image. As the definition of 
image in the OED states, an image is 'An artificial imitation or representation of the 
external form of any object! For the critic, the written text is often intended as the 
representation of the dance text. Edwin Denby, Deborah Jowitt, and Arlene Croce 
have all stated as much in their writings about criticism. Croce has even gone so far 
as to title one collection of her texts Afterimages. So, too, does image imply a visual 
impression, and dance is, after all, a visual art. This connection to sight is further 
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supported the title of another Croce collection, Sight Lines, as well as by the 
frequency of the word see in the Select Critics sub-corpus as well as the general SDC. 
In addition to the inconsistent words included in the most frequently used OCWs of 
the various corpora, of particular interest are the words that are common across the 
corpora listed in Table 4.4. They are: dance, ballet, music, and dancers, the top four 
most frequent OCWs in the general SDC. Once again, these findings are corroborated 
by the data generated by the panel of experts who were asked to select the most 
frequently used OCWs from a list of options. While the words selected by the experts 
were quite varied, 92% of the panellists included dance, ballet, music, and dancers. 
So, too, did they include performance, one of three words that are common across 
four corpora (the others are work and movement). 
The experts' inclusion ofPerformance and the absence ofperformance from the 
Choreographers' sub-corpus can be attributed to choreographers' attention to process, 
rather than product, a supposition supported by the fact that few of the experts were 
practicing choreographers, and as such concern themselves more with the product, the 
performance. The absence of the word work in the Ballet sub-corpus can be 
explained by the addition of the word production which can be easily substituted for 
work in most cases, and could be construed as connoting the work of many 
contributors such as designers of lavish costumes, sets, and music. This substitution 
of a word with a synonym could also explain the absence of work from the experts' 
list, which includes choreography, another term for product when used as a noun, 
and, as previously discussed, a more general term for dance. Another synonym for 
the work, perhaps less obvious, is the word ballet, included in all corpora with high 
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frequency. Although the commonality of ballet may seem curious, and might be 
attributed yet again to an imbalance in the corpus slanted toward texts about ballet, in 
fact, the texts are fairly equally distributed among genres, and there is another 
interpretation of this data. That is, that rather than always referring to works 
characterised as belonging to the ballet genre, ballet has been used by some dance 
writers to denote any dance work no matter the genre, such as Croce's use of the word 
in her texts about Ailey and other choreographers' work. Similarly, the synonym 
substitution may be the cause of the one word that is not frequent in the Ballet sub- 
corpus, but is found in the top 100 OCWs of the other corpora: movement. Perhaps 
this discrepancy is due to the codified nature of ballet steps which are more often 
mentioned that the more general word movement. 
The importance of at least two of the four common words (dance, dancers) is seen by 
virtue of its inclusion in the Bill T. Jones test corpora that will be discussed in Chapter 
5 (the BTJ corpus and all three work-specific sub-corpora). In addition to dance and 
dancers, the Bill T. Jones corpus (as do some of the BTJ sub-corpora) includes music 
and work lending credence to the previously mentioned difference between ballet and 
other forms of dance in the use of the word work- although Jones uses codified ballet 
movement, his work is considered to be of the modem dance genre. The ubiquity of 
dance, dancers, ballet, and music, then leads to the conclusion that these four words 
fon-n the definitive basis for a dance terminology. 
4.1.2 Infrequent Words 
If a high frequency implies lexical depth, at the other end of the spectrum there are 
many words which are used infrequently. In fact, close to 14000 words occur only 
once (31.6% of the word types). This indicates that the vocabulary outside of the core 
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lexicon used by dance writers is broad, as well as deep. In fact, words with low raw 
frequencies may be established as specialist terms when the frequency of occurrence 
is compared to that of general language (Ahmad and Rogers 2001). This is known as 
the weirdness factor. 
To determine this factor, the relative frequency of occurrence of the word in the 
specialist corpus, the SDC, is compared to the relative frequency within general 
language use, in this case, the BNC. Using System Quirk to calculate this factor, 
weirdness factors range from a high of infinite (INF) weirdness (over 11,000 types 
have this designation), ' through the first calculable 1071.91 (rambert) to a low of 
0.00999566. The higher the weirdness factor, the more'special'a word in the SDC is 
from that of general language. In other words, a higher weirdness factor indicates that 
a word is very specific to the specialist domain. By reviewing the words with high 
weirdness, a picture of the dance domain begins to develop. 
In the SDC, words with a weirdness factor of INF include anomalies such as typos, 
unknown foreign words, technical acronyms commonly found on websites; however, 
these inclusions are the exception. Of the foreign words with a high weirdness factor, 
several French words are included (e. g. entrechat, fouettis), many of which are 
codified dance terms. This is not unexpected, as Quirk uses an English lexicon to 
establish weirdness, and as such, many French words would not be included in the 
Quirk word list, thus generating a weirdness quotient of infinite. Using Unitex 
against the SDC, these words are grouped into an UNK (unknown) file. When 
rerunning the KWIC program in Unitex against a French dictionary, several codified 
dance terms identified by Quirk as INF weirdness (as run against an English lexica) 
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are included in the token list, however most are at a frequency lower than that 
included in this discussion of extreme-frequency words. For example, the codified 
term with the highest frequency (19 occurrences), and an INF weirdness isfOuettis. 
When spelled without the accent (fouettes), there are 11 occurrences. In the singular 
form, there are 4 occurrences sans accent and 12 with the proper spelling. Of the 
other codified terms with INF weirdness, the frequencies are as follows: jetj (18), 
borree [sic] (16), plies (16), danseur (15), entrechat (11), dehors (10), and at 7 
occurrences each bourreg, bourreis, tendue, passj relevi, entrechats. All other 
codified terms (French) occur only once or twice in the corpus and as such are of little 
significance to this discussion. The codified term with the highest frequency is 
arabesque; however, the weirdness quotient is 202.02 which is quite high, but not 
INF. 
In addition to the codified terms, many other dance-specific words can be found with 
INF weirdness, noticeably proper names such as people, character names, and titles. 
Of the proper names, writers, choreographers, and dancers are included: mackrell, 
tharp, merce, kisselgoff, bussell, jayasingh [sic], kirstein, ailey, petronio, isadora, 
makarova, adshead, and taglioni. The inclusion of the writers'names can be 
attributed to by-lines collected along with reviews, but this does not preclude their 
value as specialist words, as the collection of reviews for the SDC was purely random, 
and as such, no writer was singled out for inclusion in the corpus. The proper names 
reflect the people who are included in written texts. That some important personages 
have a lower weirdness factor than INF does not necessarily mean that an individual 
is not as highly regarded. In fact, it may mean that an individual is so well known that 
the use of the proper name is relatively frequent in general language. For example, 
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balanchine is included in the top 200 most frequent words, with a weirdness factor of 
959.815282, a weirdness factor that is extremely high, but not INF. Thus, it could be 
said that the proper names with a weirdness factor of INF are specific to the dance 
domain and unknown outside of it. This would include character names such as odile, 
solor, and sugarplum and titles such as bayadere and coppelia, all of which have 
weirdness factors of INF. 
Of course, not all words with a weirdness factor of INF are proper names. As shown, 
many are codified technical terms, and several are indicative of the domain of dance 
through their descriptive or interpretive aspect. For example, the two words with the 
highest raw frequency and a weirdness factor of INF are the compounds cannot and 
aqfonn in positions five and six respectively (there are anomalies and orphan lexical 
elements such as 's and j with higher frequencies). As this study focuses on dance 
words, the conjunction cannot is not of great interest; however, it is a curious entry in 
the INF category, as the conjunction is the common form for the negative instance of 
"can" (can not), and as such should have a low weirdness quotient. 4 
The plural artforms holds position 20, with a high raw frequency as well as a 
weirdness of INF. Clearly dance writers consider dance as an artfonn, and distinguish 
concert dance from a social or folk activity (although this could be argued). ' Other 
words which have both a high raw frequency and INF include dance genres/styles 
(butoh, kathak, natyam), description elements (tutus, costuming, scrim), thematic 
elements (plotless), and other conceptual or domain words (labanotation, 
intertextuality, choreographing). A list of the top 250 most frequent words with a 
weirdness of INF is located in Appendix 4. A. 
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In addition to weirdness quotients, the standard deviation and Z-scores are calculated. 
The standard deviation is a statistical analysis of a group of values and the amount of 
variance from the average (or mean) of the group. A Z-score is a statistical analysis 
of a measurement based on the standard deviation and the mean frequency of 
occurrence (i. e. the Z-score basically tells you how many standard deviations the 
measurement is from the mean). In the SDC, Z-scores over all range from +141 to - 
. 04, with 9.8% (or 4286 words) of the types used having a Z-score above 0 and the 
bulk of the words types (39,176) having a Z-score below 0. In the SDC, the number 
of words with a Z-score of >0 is quite small as compared to the frequency of words 
with a Z-score < 0. Therefore, the data shows that not only are fewer words above the 
mean, but that the range of deviation from the mean is much greater than that for 
words below the mean as far as frequency of occurrence. Thus, in dance, the 
probability of a word being used repeatedly is more unlikely than that a word would 
be used only once (in other words, the vocabulary is vast, with words re-occurring 
rarely); however, for a select group of words the likelihood of a word being used is 
significant and therefore the deviation indicates that group as being the core lexicon 
of Dance English, as shown in Chart 4.2 (on the next page). As shown, the Z-scores 
for the core words range from a high of 20 (dance) to a low ofjust over 2 (2.1 to be 
exact), all of which are above the generally expected range of -2<0>+2. 
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Chart 4.2 Top 100 OCW Z-scores 
4.1.3 Coflocations 
With the frequencies of the words established, one can then use the most frequently 
used words as target (or node) words in a search for collocations, words that appear 
frequently in close proximity to the target word. Two means of gathering the data are 
used. First, collocated words are found and a list is generated of words appearing in 
close proximity, along with their position to the left or right of the key word, or node 
(i. e. before or after the node). From this list we can gain an abstract understanding of 
the relationship between the words. It should be noted that the target word will 
usually remain unchanged while the collocate can vary in proximal relation and in 
syntax (Traboulsi, Cheng, and Ahmad 2003). The significance of the collocated 
words can be detennined depending on the various statistics associated with the word 
combinations, such as the standard deviation, U-score, and K-score. The U-score 
indicates variances across collocational positions of words In reference to the target 
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word, either preceding or following the target word and the distance from the target 
word. The K-score (the Z-score of the collocations) can'determine the strength of a 
collocation' in that it measures the frequency of the collocate relative to other 
collocates of the target word (Ahmad and Salway 1997,14). According to Ahmad 
and Salway (who note Frank Smad a), a U-score above 10 and a K-score above I are i 
statistically significant, although these scores are not definitive indicators of 
collocation. Thus, a manual analysis of the collocates is used to validate the data. 
Many of the SDC OCW collocations are interesting, and most have some collocates 
with statistical significance in that the K-scores and U-scores for each are greater than 
the suggested score of 1 and 10 respectively (Ahmad and Salway 1997). Therefore, 
the tendencies of dance writers to co-select words can be used for further study into 
the ideologies of dance. As the possibilities are great, and this is not solely a 
discussion of collocation but rather a more general discussion of dance writing using 
corpus linguistics methods, only the top three most frequent OCWs (dance, ballet, 
music), and Moody's example word, move(ment) (see section 3.5.3), will be used as 
target words and discussed herein. Collocation examples showing the top 25 
collocates, per K-score value, of each OCW in the top 100 most frequently used 
words are located in Appendix 4. B. 
For the first collocation, shown in Table 4.5 (on the next page), the word dance (the 
highest frequency OCW) was selected as the target node. 
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Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U- Stdev K- 
score Score 
dance the 890 1009 910 520 1445 265 743 724 605 690 89972.09 299.95 69.55 
dance of 453 523 518 1130 1484 92 253 226 386 469 165620.8 406.97 49.31 
dance and 386 339 321 310 299 599 496 266 322 342 9444 97.18 32.76 
dance in 298 264 238 440 449 422 371 269 275 263 6147.29 78.40 29.27 
dance a 314 347 232 219 458 92 323 284 288 244 8192.29 90.51 24.91 
dance to 369 271 264 260 311 191 209 265 303 264 2272.61 47.67 24.07 
dance is 221 141 88 69 26 458 355 178 184 156 15563.04 124.75 16.66 
dance that 139 112 96 164 160 126 165 87 134 106 728-69 26.99 11.42 
dance as 112 117 81 95 68 304 142 99 113 144 3976.65 63.06 11.29 
dance dance 178 168 125 94 20 20 94 125 168 178 3264.8 57.14 10.35 
dance for 96 128 125 148 130 89 80 61 79 90 714.44 26.73 9.07 
dance culture 19 8 16 12 6 847 3 9 19 18 62746.01 250.49 8.45 
dance contemporary 23 20 9 12 773 0 13 22 5 15 52001.96 228.04 7.87 
dance with 93 78 67 81 49 111 93 81 86 91 250.2 15.82 7.32 
dance music 36 38 60 157 19 220 137 58 54 44 3900.21 62.45 7.26 
dance by 84 89 64 52 45 61 55 103 93 95 392.29 19.81 6.52 
dance on 79 71 51 117 90 70 48 52 55 81 418.64 20.46 6.28 
dance it 55 48 44 28 7 82 123 75 86 61 960.49 30.99 5.35 
dance this 35 60 49 32 40 41 94 66 84 75 422.64 20.56 5.05 
dance an 47 77 59 39 0 16 127 72 55 54 1083.84 32.92 4.78 
dance are 56 57 38 15 8 50 90 70 57 66 551.81 23.49 4.44 
dance be 52 41 36 20 6 10 99 100 69 69 1033.96 32.16 4.39 
dance company 19 21 13 17 6 336 10 16 21 30 9197.69 95.90 4.28 
dance was 47 37 25 17 5 94 94 63 40 59 810.29 28.47 4.20 
dance not 40 55 50 27 13 15 68 75 60 51 408.64 20.21 3.96 
dance at 40 48 31 27 26 65 62 49 62 40 193.4 13.91 3.93 
dance from 43 31 30 35 28 91 44 47 55 42 304.24 17.44 3.89 
dance or 42 42 44 42 20 56 55 38 40 60 116.09 10.77 3.83 
dance new 33 46 21 44 64 34 30 55 49 60 175.04 13.23 3.80 
dance modem 13 12 17 31 305 4 1 7 10 9 7810.69 88.38 3.56 
dance has 36 29 21 13 0 98 74 50 45 29 759.05 27.55 3.44 
dance theatre 10 13 14 13 28 186 10 66 21 28 2656.29 51.54 3.38 
dance but 26 31 20 24 12 108 62 26 29 36 709.04 26.63 3.25 
dance movement 44 35 31 39 6 75 17 42 42 38 294.89 17.17 3.20 
dance its 24 24 28 4 9 12 74 73 53 58 626.69 25.03 3.11 
dance which 27 31 16 36 17 60 64 38 29 32 228.6 15.12 3.03 
dance i 31 34 22 11 8 37 56 27 33 37 171.64 13.10 2.55 
dance between 31 31 39 45 94 7 5 7 14 18 647.89 25.45 2.51 
dance all 19 26 21 13 22 11 20 102 25 27 623.04 24.96 2.46 
dance have 35 26 17 12 3 15 57 49 38 32 262.04 16.19 2.45 
dance they 14 24 25 13 29 32 53 26 31 24 110.89 10.53 2.33 
dance their 29 36 28 21 25 11 25 36 32 27 49.2 7.01 2.32 
dance ballet 25 31 55 13 8 8 32 37 28 29 185.04 13.60 2.28 
dance performance 24 16 32 14 11 82 23 21 23 17 376.81 19.41 2.26 
dance can 14 27 11 7 17 67 47 20 22 26 298.56 17.28 2.21 
dance he 38 25 20 11 0 26 46 29 29 28 149.76 12.24 2.16 
dance also 27 17 21 18 6 11 46 43 39 18 169.84 13.03 2.11 
dance other 16 26 36 16 24 6 35 36 25 23 86.61 9.31 2.08 
dance more 21 26 24 24 6 11 34 34 35 28 84.21 9.18 2.08 
dance his 21 30 28 25 24 18 21 21 29 23 14.2 3.77 2.05 
dance inc 4 5 4 5 3 0 217 0 0 1 4146.89 64.40 2.04 
dance her 26 37 16 20 37 11 28 19 19 26 66.09 8.13 2.04 
Table 4.5 Collocations: dance 
The data in the table shows the node on the far left and the collocated words (i. e. 
words in close proximity) in the second column. The subsequent columns contain the 
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position of the word and amount of times in that position the word appears. The 
vertical line designates the absolute placement of the target word, while the data to the 
left and right is in the same placement as one would read (left to right). For example, 
the word contemporary appears immediately to the left of the word dance 733 times, 
and 0 times immediately after the target word, forming the compound contemporary 
dance. Those collocates highlighted in bold are listed as OCWs in the top 100 most 
frequently used words. The words are ordered per the K-score in descending order. 
Due to space considerations, and (as previously discussed) that Z-scores above 2 
provide the greatest indication of probability, the tables that follow will only contain 
those collocates with a K-score >V 
As Table 4.5 shows, nine of the top 100 OCWs (or 43%) are listed as collocates to the 
node dance: culture (K=8.45, U=62746.01), contemporary (K=8.45, U=52001.96), 
music(K=8.45, U= 3900.21), company (K=8.45, U=9197.69), new (K--8.45, 
U=175.04), theatre (K=8.45, U=2656.29), movement (K=8.45, U=294.89), ballet 
(K=8.45, U=185.04), andperformance (K=8.45, U=376.81). In all but three cases the 
proximal position with the highest frequency is immediately to the right of the node 
dance and as such relegates the node to a modifying position, as an adjective. 
Together, the co-selected words form compound nouns, all of which can be realised 
as dance terms: dance culture, dance music, dance company, dance theatre, dance 
movement, and dance performance. Of the other three collocated OCWs, only one 
forms a distinct compound with dance: contemporary (this compound will be 
discussed in greater depth at the end of this section). The collocate new appears at 
first glance to have a high frequency (64) in the -I position; however, due to the 
frequency of 60 at position +5, the compound new dance is not overwhelming 
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statistically. The final OCW collocate, ballet, with the highest frequency (55) in 
position -3 and a K-score of 2.26 offers little, except that it supports the idea that the 
top 100 OCWs often occur in close proximity to the word dance. 
When the experts were asked to create compound terms using dance as the node, with 
no instructions or limitations on word choice as collocates, they listed dance culture, 
dance theatre, dance company, contemporary dance and several other collocates 
included in Table 4.5, as well as other less common compounds, most of which 
generally reflect the particular interests of the expert (e. g. vertical dance). One open- 
class collocate selected by the experts has a K-score of 3.56 and a U-score of 7810.69, 
although it is not included in the top 100 OCWs: modern (it is, however, included in 
the top 200 OCWS in the SDC). That this collocate has a very high U-score indicates 
that there is a peak in one position relative to the node. Indeed, at 305 occurrences in 
position - 1, and only 4 in + 1, the compound modem dance can be admitted to the 
dance lexicon. It is not, however, the only dance genre included in the collocates, as 
contemporary dance has already been shown to be of some significance as both a 
collocate and top 100 OCW. In fact, contemporary has twice as many tokens in the 
collocation, occurs in position -1 twice as many times as the word modem, has 0 
occurrences in position +1, and has a U-score of 52001.96. This is of interest, as the 
term modern dance is generally considered to be an antonym for ballet, while 
contemporary dance is often used to refer to non-classical, or soft-slipper, ballet. 
7 
This may show a slant toward ballet in the corpus, yet every attempt was made to 
include texts from all genres equally. Further, it should be noted that these 
distinctions of genre are not consistent among writers and/or choreographers. In fact, 
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the boundaries between the genres, especially between contemporary and modem, are 
highly contentious. 
Ballet, the second most ftequent OCW in the SDC, generates the collocation shown in 
Table 4.6 (on the next page). As with the node dance, ballet forms compounds with 
open class words both within the top 100 most frequent OCWs and those not as 
frequently used. Of the collocates in the top 100 most frequent OCWs, three 
compounds relegate ballet to an adjective: ballet theatre, ballet company, and ballet 
dancers. In the first two instances (ballet theatre and ballet company), the compound 
noun phrases may or may not be indicative of proper names; however, several other 
collocates appear to form compounds which are known proper names, specifically 
names of companies (or portions of the name): royal ballet, city ballet, American 
ballet, and, with a K-score of <2 but >1, national ballet. If the name is just a portion, 
the words making up the full company name can also be found as collocates. For 
example, new and york, with the most collocates positioned at -3 and -2 respectively 
combine with city in position -1 to form New York City Ballet. 
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Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U- Stdev K- 
score score 
ballet the 361 438 436 670 577 146 338 300 261 316 21076.21 145.18 62.95 
ballet of 176 173 = 366 261 125 80 90 159 168 6465.6 80.41 29.75 
ballet in 94 96 92 160 119 177 135 107 103 105 777.96 27.89 19.38 
ballet and 108 116 99 73 58 223 137 92 116 104 1806.04 42.50 18.36 
ballet a 120 72 71 106 = 32 155 105 110 119 2404.81 49.04 18.15 
ballet to 109 88 75 66 44 54 90 102 101 Ill 492.4 22.19 13.67 
ballet is 54 47 38 28 4 194 71 51 44 45 2343.04 48.40 9.34 
ballet for 47 59 90 93 44 61 31 34 40 51 416.4 20.41 8.91 
ballet with 29 47 68 46 21 62 37 34 52 51 192.41 13.87 7.22 
ballet royal 11 2 4 35 351 8 3 8 9 9 10550.6 102.72 7.11 
ballet ballet 62 60 38 39 11 11 39 38 60 62 342 18.49 6.78 
ballet as 32 46 39 30 18 67 40 48 42 44 149.44 12.22 6.55 
ballet was 37 20 24 10 7 118 55 42 50 29 918.16 30.30 6.32 
ballet by 36 55 60 30 8 35 31 48 42 47 198.16 14.08 6.32 
ballet new 24 10 126 25 24 16 30 37 25 44 980.69 31.32 5.81 
ballct at 38 30 35 33 12 33 48 26 30 25 78.6 8.87 4.97 
ballet that 38 36 26 31 33 27 25 26 30 30 17.56 4.19 4.84 
ballet theatre 10 10 6 11 20 179 4 17 17 15 2526.49 50.26 4.63 
ballet this 21 26 28 21 68 16 24 21 16 25 204.44 14.30 4.25 
ballet dance 29 28 36 33 8 8 13 55 32 24 185.64 13.62 4.25 
ballet american 5 7 9 4 194 4 9 10 5 7 3162.64 56.24 4.06 
ballet on 30 28 22 29 15 15 21 25 30 22 29.21 5.40 3.78 
ballet city 8 11 3 0 177 3 3 2 5 8 2679.4 51.76 3.50 
ballet from 21 25 43 23 13 13 23 14 22 19 68.64 8.28 3.43 
ballet york 13 4 2 117 8 0 13 18 22 17 1062.84 32.60 3.40 
ballet de 8 12 4 1 84 27 37 12 16 8 547.49 23.40 3.32 
ballet it 25 17 11 2 0 31 27 24 31 40 153.96 12.41 3.30 
ballet his 19 14 36 28 33 6 10 13 18 21 87.56 9.36 3.14 
ballet has 14 12 6 1 0 70 24 20 20 16 356.01 18.87 2.89 
ballet A&ýdcal 1 4 7 0 141 1 3 6 3 5 1710.29 41.36 2.69 
ballet first 13 18 17 23 26 8 12 22 11 14 30.64 5.54 2.58 
ballet its 11 9 6 4 3 4 52 28 16 26 217.09 14.73 2.50 
ballet he 20 16 17 6 0 2.5 16 25 14 16 53.65 7.32 2.43 
ballet company 10 8 9 6 4 67 6 14 18 9 314.29 17.73 2.37 
ballet but 13 9 13 7 6 44 15 6 10 22 118.25 10.87 2.27 
ballet arc 18 14 6 2 0 18 31 18 15 15 74.21 8.61 2.14 
ballet not 9 16 11 12 2 3 33 20 19 12 73.21 8.56 2.14 
ballct which 7 11 9 11 1 35 27 18 7 10 95.04 9.75 2.12 
ballet an 13 10 11 13 1 5 32 17 17 15 61.64 7.85 2.09 
ballet dancers 10 19 12 3 1 37 7 10 16 15 92.4 9.61 2.02 
Table 4.6 Collocations: ballet 
Returning to the discussion of genre, of particular interest is the compound classical 
ballet, in which classical modifies the genre. This collocate is also found in the dance 
collocation, with the most frequent position at -1 (60 occurrences), 0 at + 1, a K-score 
of 1.11, and U-score of 334.64. The frequency of classical with ballet is 141 
occurrences at position -1, a K-score of 2.69, and a U-score of 1710.29. The dramatic 
difference in the U-scores supports the inclusion of classical ballet rather than 
classical dance as the strongest lexical term between the two. A domain expert might 
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predict that an inverse relationship would exist for a conceptual antonym of classical, 
that is, the word contemporary. However, while the compound contemporary dance 
was shown with a frequency of 773 occurrences in position -I in the dance 
collocation, it does not appear at all in close proximity to the node ballet. ' These two 
words are, however, found as collocates with the node music: classical most 
frequently in position -1 (51 out of 63 occurrences) which indicates a compound term 
(classical music); and contemporary in position -2 (60 out of 93 occurrences) 
indicating that the relationship between the two collocates is not established as a 
compound term, but is perhaps loosely related and at times creates a noun phrase 
contemporary x music. Taking the word collocates classical and contemporary one 
step ffirther, a search of the BNC offers the following non-extrapolated, raw results: 
classical ballet (29); classical dance (29); classical music (14 1); contemporary ballet 
(1); contemporary dance (34); and contemporary music (49). 
With music as the node, only two collocates with a K-score >2 are in the top 100 most 
frequent OCWs: dance and movement. As shown in Table 4.7 (on the next page), 
dance occurs 220 times in position -1, forming the compound dance music; however, 
this positional relationship only constitutes 26.7% of the occurrences between these 
two collocates (it is, however, the most frequent position). Dance does, however, 
have a high K-score of 14.21 and a very high U-score of 3906.56, which indicates that 
there is a strong link between dance and music, and that the two are frequently co- 
selected. Movement occurs most often before the node, but the two highest 
frequencies are in positions -2 (43) and +2 (3 1), indicating that although movement 
and music may not form a compound term, they are possibly related through a 
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conjunction (and), a possibility that is supported by the high frequency of occurrences 
of and at positions -I and + 1. Table 4.7 shows the music collocates. 
Node Word -S 4 -3 -2 -1 
music the 315 378 258 172 959 
music and 126 118 108 160 211 
music of 168 152 199 363 347 
music to 117 114 117 197 159 
music in 107 84 74 130 65 
music dance 44 53 58 137 220 
music a 93 101 66 13 22 
music is 55 44 36 14 11 
music by 42 32 22 32 22 
music with 40 37 21 75 78 
music that 37 47 23 49 49 
music as 31 29 31 56 18 
music for 26 31 19 29 23 
music it 26 21 14 9 2 
music was 20 15 18 9 1 
music on 21 14 11 33 8 
music or 17 17 10 14 19 
music from 13 11 18 24 9 
music tl-ýs 9 18 15 3 11 
music movement 17 12 17 43 20 
music which 10 14 13 14 9 
music music 26 29 14 10 4 
music be 15 25 6 4 2 
music not 17 14 11 7 4 
music are 12 9 13 1 1 
music but 13 7 5 10 2 
music bctween 13 16 47 16 19 
music his 18 15 10 12 15 
music at 14 5 12 0 2 
+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U- Stdev K- 
score score 
119 334 257 264 261 48727.21 220.74 57.66 
489 127 127 163 125 11750.64 108.40 30.44 
122 50 72 116 152 9912.69 99.56 30.21 
51 68 69 89 99 1753.2 41.87 18.70 
139 64 59 77 85 701.24 26.48 15.29 
19 157 60 39 35 3906.56 62.50 14.21 
38 131 83 89 115 1409.89 37.55 12.97 
202 79 49 52 54 2611.84 51.11 10.27 
190 44 37 41 35 2239.01 47.32 8.55 
58 20 32 35 47 371.61 19.28 7.61 
76 33 22 38 38 217.16 14.74 7.07 
51 29 39 37 32 111.81 10.57 6.04 
112 31 25 25 25 677.64 26.03 5.92 
29 25 38 43 37 157.24 12.54 4.14 
70 28 21 25 15 307.76 17.54 3.76 
21 16 40 27 23 88.64 9.41 3.62 
49 15 23 10 19 112.61 10.61 3.26 
36 24 22 18 14 57.49 7.58 3.19 
23 34 17 23 26 73.49 8.57 3.01 
5 31 879 129.49 11.38 2.84 
45 14 20 13 14 97.24 9.86 Z79 
4 10 14 29 26 90.24 9.50 2.79 
2 39 21 32 18 153.04 12.37 Z75 
6 41 11 22 23 108.84 10.43 2.61 
32 14 26 13 23 91.64 9.57 2.40 
35 15 18 20 13 78.56 8.86 2.30 
15157 166.2 12.89 2.16 
6 13 8 12 17 13.24 3.64 2.09 
25 22 16 15 12 59.01 7.68 2.04 
Table 4.71 -ollocations: music 
One final top OCW node, movement, which occurs as a collocate of dance and music, 
provides a glimpse into Sinclair's argument for redundancy and conceptual 
exacerbation in collocated words (as discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.5.2). So, too, 
do words with K-scores 1><2 offer additional support for Sinclair's argument. And 
although these words are not located in the top 100 most frequent OCWs, they serve 
to illuminate synonyms in dance. 
The movement collocate, shown in Table 4.8, lends credence to Sinclair's argument is 
human which occurs most frequently (180 times) in position - 1, thus creating the 
compound human movement. With 0 occurrences in position +1, a U-score of 2790, 
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and a K-score of 4.36, this compound can be deemed as significant in the dance 
lexicon. Another open-class collocate that matches the positional relationships in 
human is physical, albeit the K-score for physical is only 1.1.2. As with Sinclair's 
example of 'physical appearances, ' the use of the collocates human and physical could 
be considered redundant when used with the node movement. Movement is, after all, 
physical, and physicality, in respect to dance, generally connotes human form. The 
co-selection of the words human andphysical alludes to some definitive purpose, and 
as with Sinclair's example, that purpose is to draw attention to the phrase, to 
emphasise the conceptual aspect of dance being a human, physical activity. 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 
movement the 193 283 174 198 503 110 246 215 189 177 
movement of 122 111 148 384 406 113 48 50 127 141 
movement and 95 97 102 113 92 307 101 89 123 104 
movement a 96 99 83 53 68 25 98 90 67 71 
movement in 60 78 85 81 47 116 69 76 65 64 
movement to 79 78 81 87 20 58 60 52 72 65 
movement is 42 40 26 12 8 190 71 55 36 44 
movement that 31 42 13 47 34 92 36 31 33 17 
movement dance 38 42 42 17 75 6 39 31 35 44 
movement as 42 39 14 22 3 61 28 29 39 31 
movement with 33 24 25 42 20 48 16 24 14 18 
movement for 24 21 18 27 21 17 36 15 27 16 
movement human 7 14 11 180 03428 
movement from 21 15 15 29 3 22 30 26 21 16 
movement or 24 23 9 19 12 40 16 13 17 20 
movement music 978 31 5 20 43 17 12 17 
movement be 11 11 6105 41 31 30 27 
movement by 26 7 10 14 4 20 18 25 19 19 
movement on 18 99 26 4 10 18 18 27 14 
movement it 17 13 13 62 12 21 12 23 29 
movement but 11 10 11 52 48 96 22 11 
movement not 13 9 12 706 23 31 18 16 
movement this 10 16 7 14 19 8 19 7 14 21 
movement which 22 5677 36 15 8 11 14 
movement an 18 27 8801 18 19 13 8 
movement was 14 10 522 35 11 10 13 11 
movement are 13 8411 13 18 21 16 13 
movement her 11 4 10 12 34 57977 
Table 4.8 Collocations: movement 
U. Stdcv K- 
score score 
10222.36 101.11 46.44 
14273.4 119.47 33.46 
3881.41 62.30 24.77 
494.8 22.24 15.14 
308.49 17.56 14.96 
342.16 18.50 13.15 
2418.84 49.18 10.54 
422.04 20.54 7.53 
294.89 17.17 7,39 
231.56 15.22 6.15 
114.04 10.68 5.25 
37.76 6.14 4.40 
2790 52.82 4.36 
57.76 7.60 3.91 
68.01 8.25 3.81 
129.49 11.38 3.32 
191.81 13.85 3.20 
48.36 6.95 3.18 
51.01 7.14 2.99 
57.56 7.59 2.89 
157.45 12.55 2.63 
72.65 8.52 2.63 
25.05 5.00 2.63 
82.89 9.10 2.55 
66 8.12 2.32 
78.81 8.88 2.18 
44.36 6.66 2.08 
66.64 8.16 2.04 
As human as dance is, the collocate dance provides evidence to support the notion 
that dance writers differentiate pedestrian, everyday, human movement from that of 
the designed movement of dance. With a K-score of 7.39, this collocation appears to 
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be significant, although the U-score of 294.89 notes that the collocate occurs with 
some regularity in several positions on either side of the node. Still, the concept of 
dance movement as a specific type of movement exists, and is enhanced by two other 
collocates of movement which do have distinct positional relationships to the node, 
forming compound nouns. They are vocabulary and material which, with the greatest 
frequency at position +1 and 0 at -1, act as the noun in the compound with the word 
movement as modifier: movement vocabulary. This is synonymous with another 
collocate that also uses movement as a noun modifier, movement material. Material, 
however, has a K-score of only. 65, limiting its significance. That the collocate 
vocabulary, and the concept it represents, has some significance to dance is 
demonstrated in the compound's presence in the two dance dictionaries used for this 
research. 
One additional point of discussion arises from the collocations of movement, that of 
gender. As seen in Table 4.8 where movement is the target word, the 29 th most 
frequently collocated word is her. Note that the words their and his do not appear in 
the table, as they are not as frequently collocated with movement and do not have 
significant K-scores. The collocate her does occur with the node dance and has an 
almost equal K-score with the collocate his. When his and her are used as the nodes, 
it can be demonstrated that the words that have a high incidence of the co-selection of 
her are work, dance, boaý, arms, back, dancing, dancers, and hand. Of these, the 
incidence of his dance roughly equals the frequency and statistical significance of her 
dance (as does his and her choreography), while the other target words have his as a 
collocate less frequently than her. 'Me collocates in which his occurs more frequently 
than her are ballet, dancers, and company. These findings suggest that dance writers 
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more closely associate females with the act of dancing (of performing) and with the 
body, while men are more commonly associated with production. While this may not 
be earth-shattering news, it parallels the perceived occupational positions held by men 
and women in dance: although in reality many women choreograph and have 
companies, the perception is that men work with the product and women use their 
bodies to dance. 
That dance is viewed as a product, rather than an action, is supported by the position 
and statistical significance of the closed class words the, a, and to, which, when the 
K- and U-scores are considered, firmly place dance as a noun rather than a verb. To 
this point in the discussion the closed class, or glue, words have been ignored as not 
having as much significance as the open class words (being so common in English 
and likely to occur no matter the key word). However, when viewed in context within 
the concordance, some closed class words attain significance, especially as far as their 
predictive nature is concerned, such as the aforementioned syntactic relevance of 
articles and nouns, or in the case of the infinitive verb form. 
4.1.4 Concordances 
Although collocations provide a great deal of information regarding compound terms 
and words which, when in close proximity, support some concepts in dance, 
concordances offer even more information. It is the concordance that allows us to see 
the words in context (Ahmad and Rogers 2001). By generating a concordance of the 
key word (or node), the syntax becomes clearer. Such is the case with the lemma 
move, where occurrences of the words (specifically prepositions of place) and the 
location of those occurrences can predict other collocated concepts (if not the exact 
words). In a concordance of the word move the location of the word to indicates a 
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reaction to a causal event (something caused an actor to move) or a change in either a 
spatial aspect or other determining element (move to the door, move to the beat). In 
these examples, the article the follows the words move and to. Words collocated after 
the key word move indicate either spatial direction or describe the movement itself. 
For instance, the words around, away, toward occur regularly with the key word 
move, while the word with, when it occurs after the key word will give some 
qualitative aspect of the movement. 
From the previous examples, it appears that move represents a relationship of the 
moving object to both time and space. This is apparent in the following concordance 
example shown in Figure 4.1. 
en around her limbs, until she is fired to move at full stretch again. The paucity of the da 
up, making the central performers seem to move at normal speed and the other performers flash 
second, however, and both couples begin to move at a similar speed, arriving at moments in simi 
d in the centre of the space and appear to move at normal speed, as one of them folds over into 
he light in the paintings, she resolved to move away from the narrative style of her previous c 
nt in their work. (Johnson) This allowed dance to move away from its codified techniques to a more eco 
put pressure on club promoters and DJs to move away from music that has a ? homologous? relatio 
In one arresting moment, she starts to move away; he grips her shoes and, without breaki 
Figure 4.1 Concordance: move 
This could become important when formulating search parameters for automatic 
retrieval of dance data. For example, if a dance researcher wishes to find instances of 
data that demonstrate spatial direction of movement, the search argument could be to 
find articles containing the word pattern: * move PRP (i. e. inputting the wildcard 
symbol, the word move, and a preposition of place).. 
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rtnoy dance around with sheets, (Johnson)Ross gpPears across the stage, tinkling the tinkly hanging t 
r into a longer and more spiralled back arch across the length of his body. (Johnson)Namron and Davie 
e on the shoulder but instead takes his arm across and out tracing a line on the horizon lookin 
h, dodging a blow, as Potter swings her arm across his head height. (Johnson) Potter therefore ends up 
by sleepwalking dance, then writhing on and around each other to the theme music from the horro 
ence to sweep his right arm and leg out and around in a curve to end up facing the audience obI 
body drops forward easily and swings up and around into an arch, with arms continuing the swing 
takes on its own momentum, she paces in and around the bodies unable to resist the kinetic empa 
music. (Johnson) They throw themselves around and onto the floor and jump up again. (Johnson) They do not ge 
barefoot down the Terrace Theater aisle and onto the stage. (Johnson) A large trunk sits to one side o 
ips slowly onto the napes of bare necks and onto the floor. (Johnson)Like life, its material existeric 
dancers had pushed large leather bound armchairs onto the edge of the stage, and were running 
wnstagc scene in which he is lifted and carried from 12lace to place by his attendants. . ." "Th 
modesty. (Johnson) Her gracefully lifted arms curve from side to side and her feet move with pretty h 
wards on demi-pointe slowly passing her hand ftom side to side in front of her face. (Johnson) The kno 
urned in a floaty circle or whipped his head from side to side or let a Tharpian/Rudneresque er 
Figure 4.2 Concordance: Prepositions of Place 
That prepositions of place are important to locating descriptions of dance within the 
written texts is validated in concordance examples for the nodes across, around, onto, 
and the combination to <>ftom. As seen in Figure 4.2, ekphrasic description 
surrounds the prepositions of place, and images of the dance come through the word 
sequences. In these examples one can see body parts (anns, hands, head), props 
(chairs), relative positions of dancers (in and around the bodies), relative stage 
spacing (toface the audience), movement shape (in an arch), dynamics (gracefully, 
slowly, whipped), and codified technique (demi-pointe) among other descriptive 
elements. So, too, can interpretive phrases be found, such asfloaty circle and 
sleepwalking dance. As useful as prepositions may be to locating dance description in 
written dance texts, there are many examples of prepositions providing common 
language utility. That being said, they appear to be one group of key words that 
enable the location of the dance and could be of value in key-word searches. In 
addition to the concordances, collocations demonstrate the use of prepositions in the 
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specialist language of Dance. For example, with the word stage the prepositions of 
place appear as frequent collocates: on stage, onto the stage, across the stage, around 
the stage. 
For the work done with compounds and single words, all of the data has come from 
the SDC and sub-corpora, without regard to any presumptions of findings. To test the 
validity of these findings, the use of a published dance 'dictionary' is used. As stated 
in Chapter I (section 1.1.2), for the most part dance dictionaries contain references to 
entities, companies, and people, rather than terms. A few, however, do deal with 
actual definitions of dance terms. One of these has been published in several editions 
since its original copyright date of 1953, Paul Love's Modern Dance Terminology 
(1997), and is in common use in colleges in the USA. Another is Preston-Dunlop's 
Dance Words (1995). Love's dictionary contains the usual entry formats (entities, 
companies, people), but also includes single-word entries and compound terms. In a 
comparison of the SDC with Love's book it was found that of the single words, most 
of those defined by Love are contained in the SDC, at least in some form of the 
lemma. Those not contained in the SDC include: musical terms (e. g. decrescendo, 
rallentando, ritardando, diminuendo, staccato); specific dance terms relating to older 
notational forms (e. g. stenochoregraphy, choroscript); and terms specific to a 
choreographer or writer (e. g. metakinesis, dynamism, eukinetics). 
Of the compound terms in the SDC, only some are found in the exact form defined in 
Love's book. Of the compound term matches, only four are not compounds of the 
words dance or movement (music visualization, kinetic pantomime, kinetographie 
laban, symphonkform). And of the compound terms using dance as a node as noted 
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in Love's book only one was found to have significance in the collocation, that is 
modern dance. The 18 compounds using dance or movement included in both the 
SDC and Love's book are highlighted in bold in Table 4.9, which contains all 
compound terms in Love's book using dance or movement. Preston-Dunlop's book of 
dance words is a more extensive collection than Love's, and as such contains several 
more entries with the words dance and movement than does Love's book. Love's 
compounds that appear in some form in Preston- Dunlop's book are highlighted in 
Table 4.9 in red. 
Absolute Dance 
Abstract Dance Abstract Movement vocabulary 
Aesthetic Dancing Active / Passive Movement 
American Dance Angular Mo ment 
Applied Dance Percussive Movement 
Art-Dance Axial Movement 
Basic Dance Center of Movement 
Barefoot Dancinq Central Movement 
Classic Dance Centrifugal Movement gesture or pathway 
Concert Dance Centripetal movement gesture or pathway 
Dance Concert Circular Movement 
Dance Drama Closed / Open Movement 
Dance Grammar Codified Movement 
Dance Notation Continuous Movement 
Dance Recital Contrapuntal Movement 
Dance Script Controlled /Sustained Movement 
Dance Symposium Curved Movement 
Dramatic Dance Functional Movement 
Duncan Dance Labile Movement 
Expressionistic Dance Latent Movement 
Free Dance Locomotor Movement phrase or sequence 
German Dance Middle Movement 
Greek Dancing Movement (note that d ance is NOT included as a single 
entity, but movement is) dance is single entry in P-D 
Health Dancing Movement Choir 
Hiqh Dancer Movement Phrase 
Mi ddle Dancer Natural Movement 
Low Dancer Percussive movement 
Interpretive Dance Peri heral Movement path, tension 
Modern Dance Pointed Movement 
Natural Dance Sequential Movement 
Nature Dance Stabile Movement stability 
Mechanistic Dance Straiqht Movement 
Neo-Grecian Dance 
New Dance 
Plastic Dance Plastique 
Silent Dance 
Pantomimic Dance 
Romantic Dance (ballet) 
Rhythmic Dance 
Thematic Dance 
Group Dance (as a cross-reference only, the actual 
definition listing is for the word group) group form 
Unaccompanied Dance 
Table 4.9 Love's Modern Dance Compounds with dance or movement 
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The differences between the books and the SDC provide an example of slippage 
between dance words and meaning, and the problematic nature of definition in dance. 
For example, Love's book is specifically geared toward one genre, modem dance, 
while the SDC and Preston-Dunlop's book are more general; therefore his approach is 
different and the words continued in his collection of terms is specific to that genre. 
However, one would then expect that Love's words would be contained in the more 
general collections without expecting that all of the general words would be found in 
Love's book. The slippage between terms also indicates differences in perspective, in 
that for Love movement appears to be an all-encompassing term, while for Preston- 
Dunlop more specific terminology is required (e. g. gesture, pathway, andphrase). 
Beyond problematising definition in dance, these differences also suggest that any 
attempts to generalise dance words for automated purposes would be fraught with 
danger, as dance writers do not agree on word choice and do not always follow a 
script. Further, these findings offer another example of the elusive nature not only of 
dance, but also of dance studies, as dance research has been prone to interdisciplinary 
approaches and subjective stances when interpreting the research. That must not, 
however, dissuade researchers from locating patterns in dance writing. 
4.2 Locating Patterns in Dance Reviews 
For many types of studies, lexical as well as grammatical or 
stylistic, the sentence is also a very useful point of reference. 
TEI 2006, section 2.2.2 
If it can be stated that dance has a specialist language, at least as far as statistics are 
concerned, it might also be proposed that written dance texts exhibit patterns in syntax 
and word choice (particularly parts of speech), distinct to dance writing, or in this 
case, dance reviews. One method of determining the patterns in types of texts to 
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study selected sentences from randomly collected texts. For this research, the first 
five sentences (or phrases) were pulled from five randomly selected critical reviews 
with different authors, genres, and publications. The sentences were labelled sentence 
1-5 of each text. Then the sentences were analysed by grouping all sentence Is 
together, sentence 2s, and so forth. On a general level, the texts were found to fit into 
text type with some differences statistically. On a more detailed level descriptive, 
interpretive, and evaluative elements were evident in the texts. After analyzing these 
texts, five more texts were selected and the first five sentences were used to test the 
analytical hypotheses. Several approaches were taken in the analysis. 
To determine text type of critical dance texts, the text samples were compared to text 
types as categorized by Douglas Biber and Edward Finegan (1986) and studied by 
Stig Johannson and Knut Hofland (1989). In their work, texts were categorised in 
groups labelled A through R with numbered sub-categories. The press categories are 
divided into subsets by virtue of the type of publication (e. g. national, provincial, 
weekly, daily) while other categories reflect general topics, with the subsets divided 
by discipline. It is herein proposed that dance writing is informative, not imaginative 
(i. e. fictional), except for some work produced by choreographers as inspiration for a 
dance (e. g. Bill T. Jones' poetry) and therefore would fall under five general 
categories: 
A Press Reportage "cultural" 
C Press Reviews 
E Skills, Trades, and Hobbies (11-13) Music and Dance 
G Belles-Lettres, Bios, Essays (42-50) Arts 
J Learned and Scientific Writings (51-68 D) and (64-67) Art 
To test this, two approaches were taken. First, sentence length was considered and 
compared to Johannson and Hofland's findings per text category. Secondly, the POS 
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(Part of Speech) frequencies in the sample sentences were compared to Johannson and 
Hofland! s findings. 
Text category LOB Brown 
mean range mean 
r, A 19 1-97 21 
B 19 1-85 20 
C 22 1-121 21 
D 20 1-134 21 
E INF 22 1-122 19 F 20 1-122 20 
G 24 1-135 21 
H 28 1-320 24 
1 27 1-354 22 
K 14 1-165 14 
L 12 1-83 13 
M 12 1-84 13 
N 11 1-88 13 
IM p 12 1-95 13 
R 18 1-109 18 
total 19 1-354 18 
Table 4.10 Average Sentence Length/Text Category 
Table 4.10 shows the words per sentence in the LOB and Brown corpora (Johannson 
and Hofland 1989,17). The mean sentence length in the SDC samples is 23 (the 
mean of each sentence is [1] 25, [2] 24, [3] 21, [4] 24, [5] 22). The range is 9- 46 
words per sentence. The SDC mean is in line with the informative categories, all of 
whichare=or>19. The SDC mean is slightly greater than LOB means for categories 
C (Press Reviews) and E (Skills, Trades, Hobbies), and slightly less than category G 
(Belles letters). Relative to the Brown corpus, the SDC mean is higher than all 
categories except for H (Miscellaneous). A POS count on the sample sentences 
shows that when compared to the POS statistics related to text types, written dance 
texts are once again of the informative type rather than imaginative, as shown in 
Table 4.11.9 
POS Informative Text Type A-J % 
Noun (NN) 26.9 
Verb (VBZ) 16.4 
Preposition (IN) 13.1 
Adjective (11) 7.8 
Adverb (RB) 5.0 
Pronoun (PRP) 5.0 
Imaginative SDC% Text Type K-R % 
20 28.7 
21.9 14.7 
9.6 12.3 
5.7 6.5 
7.2 5.4 
13.1 4.8 
Table 4.11 POS / Text Type 
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In studying POS, dance exhibits a great deal of ambiguity in the syntactic elements of 
words, in that multiple tags are not only possible, but generated by the parser. This 
could be indicative of a penchant for a creative use of words as dance writers attempt 
to capture the ephemeral object. However, in a more pragmatic sense a multiplicity of 
POS tags suggests a weakness in the automation, in that the word sense is ambiguous 
(thus the value of WSD, word sense disambiguation, used in taggers as discussed in 
Chapter 3, section 3.7). To distinguish the correct POS for words in the sentence 
samples, a manual verification of each tag was performed, and in all cases the first 
instance generated by the parser was found to be accurate. 
Following POS and sentence length analysis, the words contained in the sample 
sentences were compared to the open-class words in the top 200 most frequently 
occurring words in the SDC. Table 4.12 shows the words and the number of times the 
words appeared in each sentence group (not in individual sentences). 
sentence # one two three four five 
ballet (3) ballet theatre company ballet 
theatre art dance ballet dance(2) 
top 100 OCW work work company 
dancers text 
(#occur. ) company stage(d) time dance see theatre choreography movements 
dance movement 
dance(d) stage(d) 
audience production modern young set 
top 200 performances performers lives(life) forms dances 
OCW(#occur. ) choreographer works image long 
set act(ing) line 
Table 4.12 Lexical Features: SDC Top OCWs 
From Table 4.12, it can be seen that 13 (or 62%) of the 21 top 100 OCWs occur in the 
first five sentences with 7 of the 13 occurring more than once. Note that the top two 
OCWs, dance and ballet, occur several times. It should be noted that a review of the 
texts selected for the control and test groups does not show a preponderance of ballet 
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as the dance genre. The data was validated by the text sentence groups as shown in 
Table 4.13, albeit with some variety of OCWs. Therefore, the use of OCWs in the 
first five sentences of critical reviews is established. 
sentence # one two three four five 
ballet (3) company theatre dance (2) work 
dance (2) times dance stage performers 
work choreography company ballet (2) contemporary 
top 100 OCW company theatre (classical) time 
(#occur. ) perform(ed) ballet ballet dancers 
art(fulness) dancers music(al) 
art(istically) bodies 
physical set set 
top 200 audience choreographers piece modem style 
OCW(#occur. ) world (dance) production 
group 
physical 
Table 4.13 Lexical Features: 'Test' 
Using the model proposed by Adshead et al (1988) for dance analysis, the sentences 
were mined for descriptive elements, interpretation, and evaluative judgements. As 
noted in Adshead (1993), this data is not found in strict delineations, but is 
incorporated into the words used by the authors. However, some attempt was made to 
delineate the analytic modes per sentence, beginning with descriptive elements as 
shown in Table 4.14. 
Sentence Company Choreo. Title Venue Geo. Time Role/Dancer Other 
Loc. 
one 4 23 1 2 2 
two 1 3 1 3 2 4 
three 32 1 1 2 
four 1 31 
five 1 21 
Table 4.14 Lexical Features: Components / Sentence 
The number of instances is noted in each category. Three categories are less straight 
forward in that the elements assume a variety of formats. For example, Geographic 
Location could be a country or continent (England, Europe), locale (city or state), or 
specific location such as broadway. Time references are specific to a weekday and 
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relative time (Monday night), year (1983), or period of time (six-week, 15 years ago). 
The category for Other contains references to other individuals, specifically company 
directors, designers, composers, and others. The test sentences show similar patterns 
in that the bulk of the informative data is stated in the first three sentences, with fewer 
work, or performance, related specifics occurring in later sentences. This reflects the 
importance placed on the people, organisations, entities, but also the need of critics to 
get the bulk of the informative information into a written text when publication space 
is a consideration. That being the case, there are some specific syntax patterns that 
emerge in the noun phrases, in most cases including a proper noun. 
In the text type analysis of POS performed by Johansson and Hofland, one element of 
detail that is not available for comparison is the number of proper nouns in the various 
text types. When considered, however, proper nouns take on a relatively high 
significance in critical dance texts. In fact, they make up 56% of the total nouns 
found in the first five sentences of critical dance texts. And, when the texts are 
divided into ballet and modem dance genres, the evidence shows that texts on ballet 
generate more proper nouns (e. g. choreographer's names, titles of works, company 
names, venue and city names) in the first five sentences (at a ratio of 3: 1) than do 
texts referring to modem dance. Table 4.15 compares the POS in Johannson and 
Hofland's findings with SDC texts per genre. 
POS Text Type Ballet Modem % 
A-J % % 
Noun 27 11 15.5 
Proper Noun 22 7 
Verb 16.4 16 13 
Preposition 13 12 13 
Adjective 8 7 5 
Adverb 5 5 6 
Pronoun 5 5 5 
Table 4.15 SDC Genre POS Percentiles 
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Beyond the numbers is the evidence of patterns specific to the use of proper nouns. 
Pattern identification is used for building templates for automatic extraction of terms 
by those working in language processing and data mining. Although automatic 
extraction is not the primary purpose of this research, " the methods used to determine 
the patterns are valuable to establishing a local grammar. Automatic extraction 
templates (in general) fall into three categories that closely parallel the analytic modes 
proposed by Adshead et al (1988) in that one template, captures attributes and values 
of key entities such as people, places, organizations, objects, and concepts, a second 
encodes relationships between entities and the third detects and represents relations 
between entities in a particular type of event (Traboulsi, Cheng, and Ahmad 2003). 
When working with template development, word frequencies, collocates, and 
concordances offer the data required by the three template types, as well as offering 
pattern information necessary to develop an ontology. 
Three patterns emerge regarding proper nouns in the dance sample sentences. The 
contributor's proper name is enclosed in commas or parentheses. Or, the element 
(lighting, staging, direction, and/or costumes) assumes a past-participle, adjectival 
role joined with the word by and the proper name (enclosed in commas). Or, the 
element word is placed after the contributor's name and the possessive 's. The 
patterns are shown in Figure 4.3, on the next page. 
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-Cy -- i 
Under the 
direction of 
(NPO) directed 
(companyý 
[" 
ork 
Liwght 
ht 
(NPO) 
(title) costume 
s 
staged 
Light(s) 
L, ght(ing) 
costumes 
(N PO)'s -A 
choreogr 
Ldesign] 
Figure 4.3 Proper Noun Syntax 
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, when a role is mentioned, the dancer's name appears 
after the Role, enclosed by either parentheses or commas. If the main element is the 
company, then the sub-element is the director with the company and director's names 
separated by one of two phrases: under the direction qfor the element-b_v pattern (in 
this case, directed by). Music (and/or score) is always composed, costumes and lights 
are always designed, and the work is either choreographed or staged. The use of 
choreographed b_y is not as common as that of the possessive, suggesting that the 
work and the choreographer (Xs choreograpky, Xs work) are linked in a more 
integral role that that of other contributors (at least in the dance ontology). 
Other syntactical forms can replace those shown here; however they are the exception 
rather than the rule. And, although they may take a different form, the close 
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relationship between proper name and proper name in one sentence hold. Two 
examples demonstrate this: 
Sawn Lak is knocking'ern dead on Broadwa 
When American choreographer Trisha Brown created Set and 
In both cases, there is more lexical data than the terse X, created by Y or 1"s X 
However, these two examples are, as stated, the exception, as out of the twenty-five 
sentences (the first five from five texts) they represent only 8% of the total. 
Therefore, the formal construct of placing proper names in close proximity, whether 
divided by possessives, passive, or the rarer active voice remains. One interesting 
construct is the use of the passive voice when relating production elements to 
individual contributors, as only the latter of these two examples offers an active voice. 
However, as this area of study requires more depth than is within the scope of this 
thesis, an analysis of passive versus active voice in dance writing must remain 
unexamined at this time. " 
Other relationships are between company and geographic location, the work and time, 
and the venue and the work, although these are not concretized relationships. There 
are lexical relationships when discussing the spatial-temporal elements, often between 
the element and a preposition. The words last, on, in, and at have distinct 
relationships with dates and/or locations. For example, last relates to time (and work 
or company): they performed last year, last season, I last saw it 15 years ago. The 
word year(s) also occurs in relation to company or work: 13 years later. But of 
greater interest are the prepositions on, in, and at. Each has a relationship to both 
space and time. And although these are general uses for the prepositions, and are not 
distinct to dance, they provide important information regarding the production, and 
occur frequently in the first two sentences. 
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Venue 
on in t 
Figure 4.4 Prepositions: on, in, at 
As previously discussed, the occurrence, and importance, of prepositions - 
particularly prepositions of place - is also apparent in concordances of the words (e. g. 
in, around, on). 
In addition to the basic elements regarding the production which appear in the first 
few sentences, other descriptive elements regarding the dance work (movement, 
structure, and theme) also occur in the first five sentences. However, these 
descriptive elements generally occur after sentence 2. References to the audience 
occurred in the samples as early as sentence 1, with or without the explicit use of the 
word audience. 12 Audience references clearly demonstrate Adshead's contention that 
the three analytic modes are not always specifically delineated. The audience is often 
used as an evaluative support tool in that the size and demographics of the audience 
are described, and the reactions are interpreted, in support of evaluative statements 
made in the review. This suggests that the audience has some significance in the 
dance ontology; a hypothesis further supported by frequency analysis (as discussed 
later in this chapter in section 4.3). 
It must be noted here that the framework used herein to determine description, 
interpretation, and evaluation, is based on a subjective model, in that dance analysis 
does not make rigid linguistic distinctions between the elements. Rather, in dance 
writing, delineations between description and interpretation can be fluid; words that 
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appear to be descriptive can embrace a subjective interpretation on the part of the 
writer. As Pauline Hodgens notes: 'regardless of their setting and use, all dances are 
understood through the act of interpreting' (Adshead et al 1988,61). So, too, can 
evaluation appear through the connotation of descriptive and interpretive words. 
Therefore, it is with the acknowledgement of the difficulties inherent in distinguishing 
between description, interpretation, and evaluation that I attempt to do so. 
In making determinations, words that appeared to depict 'observable elements' of the 
dance (Ibid. 21) were classified as Descriptive (the who, what, where discussed 
previously). Words that could be taken to add meaning were classified as Interpretive 
(e. g. crass, romantic, glamorous, sexy). And words clearly denoting value were 
classified as Evaluative (e. g. disappointment, winning, unsettling). That being said, 
all three statement modes occur throughout the first five sentences. Table 4.16 shows 
the raw numbers for each analytic mode. 
Sentence Descriptive Interpretive Evaluative 
one 11 4 
two 7 10 
three 5 7 
four 5 9 
five 13 7 
Table 4.16 Instances of Description, Interpretation, Evaluation 
As shown in the table, the first sentence holds the highest frequency of descriptive 
elements in the first four sentences, with the descriptions decreasing as the evaluative 
statements increase. Then, in sentence five, the number of descriptive statements 
increases dramatically, an increase paralleled in the evaluative statement frequencies. 
Both interpretive and evaluative statements jump in frequency in the second sentence, 
and then follow a level pattern (interpretive) or one that builds (evaluative). This 
second sentence jump suggests that writers attempt to make the first two sentences as 
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dense as possible with description, interpretation, and evaluation of production 
elements (perhaps due to publication size limits). As the texts progress, the 
interpretive statements occur less frequently than descriptive and evaluative 
statements and stay at a level number of occurrences, while the evaluative statements 
drop back down in frequency, then increase throughout the subsequent sentences. 13 
In addition to how often evaluative statements are made, the focus of the evaluation 
appears to follow a pattern with the production and/or the company being evaluated in 
the first two sentences, joined by the choreography as an evaluative target after the 
first two sentences. Individual dancers are not evaluated until later sentences (four 
and five). 
As the texts progress, a great deal of emphasis is placed on involved language (rather 
than informative-uninvolved) with the interpretation of theme, character, and style 
being interwoven with evaluation and description. Individual contributors and 
production elements, with the exception of dancers, are less commonly specified, thus 
fewer proper nouns occur after sentence three. 
In a comparison with the test sentences, this data is duplicated in that the further into 
the critical text, the more involved the language. However, in the test sentences 
auxiliary production information was addressed in later sentences. This suggests that 
the most important information relating to the production (work, company, 
choreographer, and venue) consistently comes in sentences one and two, while 
information deemed less important can be introduced at any point, per the writers' 
discretion, personal style, or attention to these details. 
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While the writer's own prejudices may preclude the definition of a pattern for 
auxiliary elements, the frequency patterns for other components do suggest 
conceptual significance, which in turn supplies data for developing an ontology of 
dance through the words used. 
4.3 Developing an Ontology through a Hierarchy of Words 
The terms in which such theorising is couched and the languages 
used to describe dances are important precursors to the debate 
on theoretical concerns. 
Adshead et al 1988,3 
The term ontology is herein used to mean the conceptual knowledge that those in 
dance use as a framework for writing/engaging in discourse on dance. To discover 
conceptual knowledge, one needs to 'identify broad areas of knowledge and demarcate 
these areas with key concepts and terms' (Gillam, Tariq, and Ahmad 2004,2). By 
developing the ontology, key concepts and the interdependence of these concepts can 
be understood and acknowledged. So, too, can independence of concepts be found. 
By mapping the domain concepts found via empirical evidence, the ontology begins 
to develop and can become the basis for further study by domain experts, not only for 
automated knowledge extraction (which is a by-product result), but also for a better 
understanding of the domain. 
John Sowa (2000) proposes that within a domain, those who work in the discipline 
name, standardize, and classify concepts. As has been shown in chapter 3 of this 
paper, non-dance specialists such as libraries and classifiers have developed 
standardized classification systernsfor dance. This research looks within dance so 
that the classification and naming comesfrom dance. 
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Patterns of word choice can be seen within the top 100 word choices (out of 1.4 
million words in the Surrey Dance Corpus)" and these patterns provide samples of 
the data one can glean from a simple word count as a first level in the study of a 
corpus. For example, research into the word dance in the Dance corpus shows that 
the word is most often used as a noun, rather than a verb. This in itself sheds some 
light onto the preferences of dance writers, and taken in conjunction with the fact that 
the word work is also within the top 100 words, one could be led to believe that 
perhaps dance writers concern themselves with the product rather than the process. 
Another example is the word move which does not appear in the 100 most common 
words. It does, however, appear in the nominalised form, movement, as well as in 
plural form (movements) in the next most common 100 words. According to Roger 
Schank, who divided language into actions and actors: 
Move ... 
is an ACT [action], even if it is possible to nominalise it in 
English. In other words, it is the responsibility of the conceptual 
level to explicate underlying relationships that speakers know to 
exist. Although "move" might be a noun in a given sentence, all 
speakers know that somewhere a subject and an object (for the 
primary sense of "move") must exist. Thus, when "move" is 
encountered in a sentence, it is discovered to be the realizate of the 
ACT "move" and immediately the question of the PP's [picture 
producers] that are its actor and object is raised. 
Schank 1973,195 
By comparing the words move and dance what information can we derive regarding 
meaning? Perhaps Schank's comments on the word move could apply to the word 
dance, and it is not the product that is important, but the implied act of dancing 
(process) in the word itself. As was seen in section 4.1.3, the word move when used 
in dance writing is commonly related to the act of moving and occurs frequently with 
prepositions of place. In the SDC, dance, however, does not occur as an action, a 
verb. Even the word dancing, when POS tagging is performed, occurs as a noun 
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rather than the present progressive. And although dance may appear to be an object 
(as in Schank's discussion), it is, as is move, still an act that relates to other actors and 
objects. In fact, the synonymous nature of movement and dance often causes 
confusion as it carries the assumption that all dance is movement and all movement is 
dance. Writing has even been considered a dance, as noted in Serge Bouýea and 
Liliane Greene's 1994 article regarding Paul Valdry's writings. Still, conceptual 
attributes of words become important even when only the word itself is encountered, 
and other contextual clues are missing. 
As was seen in section 4.2, by using the frequency of words and looking at the most 
prevalent terms, some patterns of general concepts in the domain emerge. The 
following approach was taken for determining conceptual patterns in dance writing. 
The first step was to identify general concepts within the top 100 most frequently used 
words. Following this categorization, the relative frequency of words was considered. 
To gain more perspective the concept words in the subsequent groups of most 
frequently used words were considered. 
Finding that the top 100 most frequently used words contained several conceptual 
possibilities, it became apparent that a model for categorisation was required. As the 
words appeared to cross conceptual categories, the model must provide distinctions 
between concepts. Therefore (and once again), the analytical model introduced by 
Adshead et at (1988) was used for the categorisation. These categories cover not only 
the movement and production components, but also concepts of form, concepts 
through which we view a dance, and concepts particular to a dance (interpretive and 
evaluative). The conceptual categories and words are listed in Tables 4.17 and 4.18. 
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Components 
Movement Dancers Visual Aural 
Bodv varts. steps.. Soatial Dvnamics 
DOsitions 
movement he 
out dancer 
first between she 
up 
body through time company 
dancer 
back back 
movements three 
return set 
down 
around last young production 
steps right physical long floor 
second off group group space 
turn long long 
arms left 
hand little second man 
high four 
line line solo men scene score 
during role costumes 
under youth night 
position early white 
bodies later old black 
move pas film sound 
technique next several 
until woman 
step away individual swan 
upon whilst light 
material across energy character 
feet far previous small 
moving small quality 
head behind opening 
hands power male 
turns outside ever 
arm short couple short 
I large duet large 
Table 4.17 Component-based Ontology 
Tables 4.17 and 4.18 are divided into descriptive, interpretive, and evaluative 
categories as delineated in Adshead et al (1988). " Some categories do not appear in 
the tables (e. g. under the heading movement > dynamic > accent) because no concept 
word fitting that category occurred in the top 500 most frequently used words. Some 
words appear in more than one category, due to the ambiguity in the empirical data 
from using frequencies only (thus the original context of the words being lost). That 
does not, however, preclude the attempt to show through the hierarchy of the words, 
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that certain concepts are more important in dance writing than other concepts, by 
virtue of the frequency of use of each word. 
Form Interpretive Evaluative 
Socio-cultural Participants Context Genre/Style Subject 
dance dance 
ballet 
music dancers 
new company company 
time 
culture dancer 
art art art 
theatre theatre 
contemporary 
york very 
people 
part people audience 
arts 
form world choreographer 
style London style 
life Balanchine 
young musical musical 
human analysis modern 
space women 
royal story good 
davies 
American American 
cultural men video video 
century ballets love 
year classical 
section youth choreographers opera great 
students students artistic 
television television important 
school cunningham 
old director best 
early play dramatic dramatic 
film film 
social 
forms class 
history technique 
order artists series 
version 
structure nature performers action action really 
beauty studies beauty 
character 
knowledge subject subject 
traditional 
design education 
figure british national clear 
Morris Morris idea 
media 
state content 
children children ever 
power artist clearly 
society companies better 
phrase 
- 
critics popular basic strong 
Table 4.18 Interpretive/Evaluative Ontology 
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In Tables 4.17 and 4.18, it is obvious that some words are used in the general 
language (common language) as well as the special language, yet there are specific 
distinctions between meanings. For example, the word modern in common use 
generally refers adjectively to the present time (or the very recent past) according to 
the OED. In Dance English modern denotes a genre and a technique (albeit a 
generalized technique). It might then be said that the word modern becomes more 
than just part of the dance lexicon, it becomes a term, or, according to Ahmad and 
Rogers, a 'coinage' (2001,731), part of the dance terminology. Other common words, 
such as the French words used to denote ballet technique (fondue, Jrappe, ichappe) 
have been incorporated into the dance terminology; indeed they are the basis for 
codification in dance. In a pragmatic sense, these common/special word meanings 
require a great deal of disambiguation by automated systems, as the polysemy and 
ambiguity appears to function at a high level in dance writing. 
The reverse may also be true, as in the case with proper names, such as balanchine 
and cunningham which are of a high enough frequency to appear in the hierarchy 
tables. As was discussed in section 4.1.1, proper names, for the most part, are distinct 
from common use in that they many have very high weirdness factors (INF). 
However, some of these names have much lower weirdness factors, suggesting that 
dance nomenclature has invaded common language, at least as it refers to well-known 
choreographers and dancers. So, too, are proper names used for metonymy, and are 
the bases for neologisms in the special language of Dance. For example, by replacing 
more common words - or even dance words - with new words developed from a 
proper name, the dance writer can quickly evoke an image that goes beyond mere 
description to become a conceptual metaphor. Examples are tharpian, 
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cunninghamesque, and balanchinian, which shift from being nouns to taking on 
adverbial and adjectival roles, even though they retain their capitalised first letter 
(alluding to the syntax for a Proper Name). The near codification of these neologisms 
is apparent in the inclusion of balanchinian in Preston-Dunlop's dictionary of dance 
words (1995). 
In addition to the sharing of words between general language and dance, some 
common-use words may have more value to dance writing as seen through the 
hierarchical tables and other corpus results. For example, through frequency analysis, 
it becomes clear that dance writers concern themselves with the body, as body is one 
of the most frequently used open class words. That being said, writers focus more on 
the female dancer than the male when referring to the body as is shown in the 
collocation using body as the target word (see 4.1.3); her body occurs more frequently 
that his bocly. Writers also appear to privilege one body part over others as back 
occurs more frequently than any other body part. This finding, however, serves to 
problematise the empirical approach as the word back could mean a direction as well 
as a body part, and as such more context is required to determine the validity of the 
argument for the frequency of the word as referring to a body part. There are, 
however, two irrefutable body parts that appear more frequently than any other: arins 
and hands (as shown in the hierarchical tables). This data suggests that viewers focus 
on peripheral movement, a finding that shatters the belief, and teaching philosophy, 
that the core of the body is most important to dance movement from both the 
technical and choreographic perspectives. " 
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Perhaps the high frequency of peripheral body parts reflects an imbalance in the 
corpus toward ballet, a genre in which the extremities are often discussed (e. g. an off- 
balance dancer is often said to be "off her leg", rather than "off her centre"). Indeed, 
when considering the hierarchy in Tables 4.17 and 4.18, one immediately notices the 
high frequency of the word dance and within close proximity (of frequency) the word 
ballet which suggests that genres of dance are important. Similarly, the close 
proximity of the word music offers a clue as to the relative importance of other art 
forms in relation to dance. The word dancers in the top 100 most-frequent words lend 
itself to a search for dance participants and/or entities. The work itself, the dance, is 
another concept to be explored in regards to choreography, style, and other 
choreographic elements. By comparing the actual frequency of each word, the 
strength of each conceptual element becomes clear. The first instance of the concept, 
and the number of elements occurring in high frequencies, also supports the words 
and their respective concepts as being specific to the domain of dance. 
For example, when considering participants/entities, the word company follows 
dancers as does dancer in quick succession. Then follows not choreographer, which 
does not occur until the top 200 most frequent words, but audience, suggesting a link 
between dancer(s) and audience This close link is supported by the idea that dances 
fare performed by dancers and that are appreciated by audiences' (Hodgens in 
Adshead et al 1988,62). The discussion regarding this particular hierarchical 
relationship will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6, when through the 
case study it will become clearer how important the relationships can be to dance 
writers. However, there are additional patterns that reflect the idea of participants, 
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and by looking at the pronoun references to participants/contributors, these patterns 
emerge, as shown in Table 4.19. 
Full 
corpus 
Press Choreo- 
graphers 
Academic Ballet 
it 14 it 13 it 8 it 14- it 15 
i 26 i 24 i 10 i 29 she 19 
he 31 he 26 you 20 they 33 i 21 
they 35 she 28 we 31 he 41 he 24 
she 40 they 34 they 37 we 52 they 42 
you 49 you 52 he 50 she 53 you 83 
we 57 we 62 you 65 we 90 
Table 4.19 Personal Pronouns/Corpora 
It is evident by this table that the use of pronouns is fairly consistent among the 
groups of texts, albeit with a few differences. All have it as the most frequently used 
pronoun, and all but the ballet-specific texts show I as the second most frequently 
used pronoun. He precedes she in all categories, with two exceptions; ballet-specific 
texts in which she occurs as the second most frequently used word and 
choreographers' commentaries in which the word she does not appear at all in the top 
100 most frequent occurrences. It is in this category that the wordyou attains some 
significance. 
Table 4.19 also shows the proximal relationships between the words, and their 
placement within the top 100 most frequently used words. By reviewing these, it can 
be seen that the first person singular referent, I, occurs in the choreographers' 
commentaries far earlier that in other text categories. The second and third person 
pronouns occur at fairly evenly spaced intervals; however, these intervals demonstrate 
no significant patterns, although the Press category does have a cluster of first-and 
second-person singular pronouns within a span of only 5 places. All categories, on 
average, have the pronouns occurring within the top 58.5% of the top 100 words, 
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except for Ballet, which contains all but you and we within the top 42 (you occurs at 
position 83 and we at position 90). 
The value of the concept of the group becomes overwhelmingly clear in a frequency 
analysis of four lemmas associated with a group. Table 4.20 shows the raw 
frequencies as well as the extrapolated number of occurrences for the words. 
sdcf sdc. ii bncf bnc. 11 
collaborate 389 278 2777 28 
collective 95 68 3236 32 
group 1021 729 62366 624 
individual 547 391 29280 293 
Table 4.20 Group Lemmas SDC vs. BNC 
In all instances the occurrences in the SDC exceed the number of occurrences in the 
BNC. Indeed, the ratios range from 1.2: 1 to 10: 1 with collaborate far exceeding the 
BNC frequency. The ratio for individual is low, at 1.3: 1, as is group (1.2: 1), yet both 
words occur more frequently within the SDC than in the BNC. The ideology of 
'group' is supported by the OED definitions which note artistic relationships for both 
collaborate and group. OED defines the words as follows (note: these are not the 
only definitions of these words in the OED): 
Collaborate. To work in conjunction with another or others, to co-operate; esp. in a 
literary or artistic production, or the Eke 
Colleclive- Formed by coUcction of individual persons or things; constituting a 
collection; gathered into one; taken as a whole; aggregate, collected 
. 
p: an assemblage of (two or more) figures or objects forming in combination Grou 
either a complete design, or a distinct portion of a design 
Inditiduaý A single object or thing, or a group of things forming a single complex 
idea, and regarded as a unit; a single member of a natural class, coUecdvc group, 
or number 
It is interesting to note that the definition of individual uses the group concept within 
it, rather than being a distinct antonym for the word group. In like manner, the 
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definition of collective utilizes the word individual. A concordance of the word 
individual offers information regarding the use of the word, in that it is more often a 
modifier than a noun. 
as a whole, measuring an individual component 
product of a collective rather than an individual effort 
learning to be a group as well as an individual within a group 
knack for tying in unison and individual movement 
social context and individual social roles 
team and individual sports 
relationship between individual dancers 
both individual bodies and the ensemble 
both individual movements and groupings 
Figure 4.5 Concordance: individual 
As shown in Figure 4.5, individual often modifies other nouns such as style, 
components, artform rather than being used to refer to a person (e. g. dancer, artist, 
performer). In fact, there are only 28 out of 377 instances of the word occurrence (or 
7.43% of occurrences) that do relate specifically to a single person. 
4.4 Conceptuafising Metaphor 
Imagine a culture where an argument is viewed as a dance. 
Lakoff and Johnson 1980,5 
In a discussion of contact improvisation, Raymond W. Gibbs (2005a) discusses the 
use of conceptual metaphors (intentional or not) in the movements of dancers and in 
interpretation by viewers as indicative of the mind-body connection. Gibbs, a 
cognitive psychologist, uses the work of George Lakoff, a cognitive linguist, as he 
explores 'some of the relationships between dance improvisation and everyday 
language to show how each reflects significant aspects of human embodied meaning' 
(Gibbs 2005a, 186). Gibbs also mentions empirical studies in support of his argument 
regarding metaphorical systems. 
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According to Lakoff and Mark Johnson, the general view that metaphor is 
characteristic only of language is false, as metaphor pervades 'thought and action' 
(Lakoff and Johnson 1980,3). Further, 'the way we think, what we experience, and 
what we do every day is very much a matter of metaphor. ' Because the means of 
communicating our experiences, thoughts, and actions is through language, it then 
follows that the means of locating metaphoric concepts is through language. There 
are, Lakoff and Johnson argue, different types of conceptual metaphor such as 
Structural (one concept structured in terms of another such as an argument is war), 
Orientational (spatial orientation reflecting concepts such as 'good! and 'bad': 
up=good, down=bad), and Ontological (the perception of events, emotions, activities, 
and states in reference to objects and substances such as the visual field as a container, 
activities bounded by physical space). " These metaphors, they argue, are the bases 
for the conceptualisation of the world and become apparent in and through language. 
Using these arguments, one can then take the presence of metaphoric concepts in a 
specialist language to indicate conceptual beliefs within that specialist discipline. To 
that end, Jonathan Charteris-Black (2004) used words with metaphoric meaning to 
calculate the incidence of those words within a specialist language (the Economy 
LSP, as noted in Chapter 3) and to deten-nine the connection between the metaphoric 
concepts and the discipline by comparing the frequency of the words to that of general 
language use. 
Although Charteris-Black agrees with Lakoff and Johnson that metaphors can help to 
identify 'ideology that underlies belief systems' (Charteris-Black 2004,9), he argues 
that pragmatic analysis is also important in that 'metaphors are always used within a 
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specific communication context that governs their role. ' Metaphors can be a way of 
expressing value indirectly. As he notes, 
Given the importance of metaphor in expressive meaning, we 
should not ignore its often vital role in helping to form opinions - 
it is a fundamentally persuasive discourse ace - persuasive because 
it invites a shared perception that transcends that of the semantic 
system. 
Charteris-Black 2004,13 
Finally, studying metaphors can give insight into the 'discourse community in which 
they occur. ' Therefore, taking Charteris-Black's lead regarding method, an empirical 
approach to metaphor analysis in dance writing will be taken. 
As seen in the quotation at the beginning of this section, Lakoff and Johnson 
introduce their ideas by presenting the concept ARGUMENT and the conceptual 
metaphor ARGUMENT IS WAR. They illustrate their theory by posing what they 
perceive is a very different example, ARGUMENT IS DANCE. Using this as 
inspiration for research into an ontology of dance as seen in empirical evidence 
offered by the SDC, several conceptual metaphors are herein explored. " 
Taking Lakoffs example of ARGUMENT IS WAR, the first metaphors examined 
herein are WAR and PEACE. The words used for this analysis derived from a list of 
words that can be categorized under the concept CONFLICT, most specifically, 
militaristic conflict, used in a similar analysis by Charteris-Black (2004). The 
semantics of the conflict terms are supported by the OED, and are thus used in my 
analysis of the SDC. The frequency of each lemma and its associated terms in the 
SDC are listed in Table 4.2 1, as well as the relative frequency of the term when 
extrapolated to one million words. The frequencies are then compared to frequency 
of the word occurrence in the BNC. 
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lemma cum f SDC, jj CUMfb. 1- BNC, ii 
war 219 156 31011 310 
attack 154 110 16922 169 
fight 171 122 16494 165 
kill 85 61 16889 169 
campaign 14 10 10829 108 
army 33 24 2301 23 
battle 67 48 8330 83 
victory 7 5 5846 58 
victim 41 29 3796 38 
struggle 135 96 8254 83 
survive 94 67 12056 121 
hero 211 151 4576 46 
defend 63 45 7374 74 
defeat 29 21 5579 56 
wound 26 19 4647 46 
retreat 27 19 1868 19 
surrender 26 19 1254 13 
slaughter 15 11 856 9 
conquer 20 14 1463 15 
Table 4.21 Conflict Word Freq uencies SDC vs. BNC 
For the most part, the BNC contains more instances of the conflict terms than does the 
SDC. With a few exceptions (highlighted in bold), the ratios of frequency in the BNC 
to the SDC ranges from a high of 10.8: 1 (campaign) to 1: 1 (retreat). The SDC 
contains four words used more frequently than in general language, ranging from a 
ratio of 3.3: 1 (hero) to 1.5: 1 (surrender). The frequencies for the word campaign 
may be skewed in the general language due to its connotation in a political context. 
Therefore, with the exception of the word campaign, the highest ratio between word 
frequencies is that of hero which, with a SDC: BNC differential of 3.3: 1 exceeds the 
highest BNC: SDC differential of 2.8: 1 by 15%. 
Further, hero is the most positive term in the CONFLICT concept, other than victory 
which has a mixed negative/positive connotation in that the word implies that for 
there to be a victor there also must be a loser. That hero is a concept in dance is 
supported by a search of the compound classical ballet in the BNC returns the 
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following entry: 'The way he proffers his open hand before this difficult feat of 
balance draws attention to the vital part to be played by all heroes (Italics mine) in 
classical ballet (BNC entry A 12 A ballet-maker's handbook by Joan Lawson, 1969 s- 
units, 46223 words). 
Additional terms (both words and compounds) in the CONFLICT concept as it relates 
specifically to war (as supported by the OED and the context of usage in the corpus) 
were found in the SDC, but generally at a raw frequency below 10. Therefore, they 
were excluded from this comparison. They are, however, of some interest, especially 
in regards to their weirdness factor, as some are not found in the BNC at all : 
skirmish, combat, rivalry, strife, hostility, ftiction, vanguard, drill sergeant, old 
guard, men at arms, ftont lines, call to arms, deserter, camouflage, acts of 
aggression, force, warrior, and warrioress. Although the SDC contains a number of 
'weird'CONFLICT words, as well as those used in general language, the evidence 
does not overwhelmingly support the statement DANCE IS CONFLICT. 
PEACE, the opposite metaphoric concept of CONFLICT, also appears in the SDC, 
and does offer support of the DANCE IS PEACE metaphor in that several peace 
terms appear more often in the SDC than in the BNC. In fact, one half of the terms 
occur more frequently in the SDC than in general language use. Table 4.22 (on the 
next page) shows the peace lemmas of both the SDC and BNC, extrapolated to an 
occurrence per one million words. 
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lemma cum f SDC,. n CUMfbI. BNCii 
peace 64 46 10981 110 
harmony 143 102 1828 18 
accord 268 191 21349 213 
agree 163 116 40502 405 
friend 189 135 37474 375 
reconcile 20 14 1721 17 
concur 6 4 239 2 
consent 27 19 5348 53 
rapport 22 16 296 3 
calm 106 76 4382 44 
placid 3 2 263 3 
serene 58 41 495 5 
tranquil 4 3 347 3 
soothe 14 10 665 7 
passive 49 35 1754 18 
unity 93 66 2796 28 
Table 4.22 Peace Word Frequencies SDC vs. BNC 
The difference in frequency between the BNC: SDC ranges from a high of 3.49: 1 to 
1: 1, the largest ratio being the lemma agree. The differentials of SDC: BNC greatly 
exceed the BNC: SDC, as they range from 8.6: 1 (serene) to 1: 1. The shared word is 
tranquil. The preponderance of occurrences of words of PEACE in the SDC as 
compared to the BNC supports the notion of the metaphor DANCE IS PEACE. 
However, when the CONFLICT and PEACE words are compared within the SDC 
itself, the ratio of CONFLICT words to PEACE words is 1.01: 1.11 This lends 
credence to the idea that dance writers concern themselves with both concepts 
equally, but deal more with PEACE than general language users. 
The two concepts are also represented in Preston-Dunlop's dictionary of Dance Words 
as demonstrated by the lexicon: attack, fight, kill, survivor; harmony, passive, 
rapport. However, Preston-Dunlop's lexicon is not representative of the specialist 
language of Dance in that it includes far fewer lemmas of conflict and peace than the 
SDC. When the group of specialists were asked to select conflict words, only one 
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conflict word, which is not included in Preston-Dunlop's lexicon, was selected 
frequently (at a rate of 75%): struggle. Further, when peace words were selected by 
the specialists on the expert panel the word choices reflected the SDC totals rather 
than Preston-Dunlop's lexicon, with the exception of hannony which was selected by 
eleven of the twelve experts. Two other words chosen frequently by the experts are 
included in the SDC at higher rates than general language, and neither is in the 
Preston-Dunlop lexicon: serene and unity. With these small samples, it appears that 
the specialists concur with the SDC findings more than with Preston-Dunlop's manual 
study of terminology. Still, Preston-Dunlop did include rapport, a word with high 
frequency in the SDC but only selected by 25 % of the specialists on the panel. 
In fact, rapport further supports the idea of ontological concepts presented in section 
4.3, as well as indicating relationships between entities as shown in a concordance of 
the word rapport. 
couple, show a warm rapport, both emotionally and musically 
order, creating an empyreal rapport. 
virtuoso execution, the subtle rapport among dancers , and the 
students develop rapport and the ability to concentrate 
the rapport between teacher, student and 
our virtual rapport had a greater physicality and 
except in the sweet rapport in a duet with her 
hollings says : personal rapport is very important and i 
only did they have a rapport that you rarely see, 
establishes and maintains a significant rapport with the audience whilst a 
about the nature of the rapport with the audience and the 
reflect a calm , ethereal rapport with her surroundings 
of sociography , of the rapport with the other autrui 
autruism , of the rapport with the world . 
no emotion and that our rapport with reality is mediated through 
and quickly established a nice rapport with the music , but 
evans also has a wonderful rapport with the children in the 
Figure 4.6 Concordance: rapport 
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As Figure 4.6 demonstrates, the word rapport establishes the previously discussed 
relationships between the dancer (participant) and the audience (another participant), 
yet also establishes relationships between the choreography, the movement, and other 
artistic elements. Further, the high frequency of occurrences in the SDC, greater than 
that of its use in the general lexicon, suggests that the concept has high importance to 
dance specialists. Finally, the definition of the word further implies the significance 
of the conceptual relationships in dance, as it is listed in the OED as follows: 
2. a. Reference, relationship; connexion, correspondence, conformity. 
Also, harmonious accord, co-ordination. Now freq. used of 
relations between persons. 
b. spec. a state in which mesmeric action can be exercised by one 
person on another. Hence, a feeling of sympathy and co- 
operation between therapist and patient or tester and subject that 
is considered necessary for successful therapy or psychological 
testing. 
When reviewing the concordance, collocations can also be considered. Note that the 
word often occurs with a modifier, and that the modifiers increase the connotation of 
harmonious accord, mesmeric action, and feelings of sympathy mentioned in the OED 
definition: warm, empyreal, subtle, intrinsic, inherent, chiasmic, communal, sweet, 
personal, significant, ethereal, nice, wonderful. As with Sinclair's example of 
redundant adjectives increasing conceptual importance (see chapter 3, section 3.5.2, 
for a discussion of 'physical appearance'), these co-selected words heighten the sense 
that DANCE IS PEACE (as well as other conceptual metaphors) and that there is a 
communal aspect to dance. 
Of the conceptual metaphors listed in the Collins Cobuild Guide to Metaphor 
(Diegnan 1995) written dance texts include all but a few of the words. However, in 
many instances the SDC frequency is less than or equivalent to that of the BNC. 
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Therefore, only those conceptual metaphors that have a high differential will be 
discussed herein. 
In keeping with the positive spin dance writers take on conflict/peace metaphors, 
positive health-related words are used more frequently. Of the HEALTH concept 
metaphors listed in the Collins-Cobuild Metaphor Dictionary, all are used at least 
once in the written dance texts and there are instances of more frequent use than in 
general language. However, in most instances the weirdness factor is low, ranging 
from <1 to <=3. As most of these metaphors are more negative in denotation and 
connotation (ill, cancer, contagious, dead), the numbers support the generalization 
that dance writers do not equate health to dance per se. However, significant 
weirdness factors, and the extrapolated frequency amounts, are seen in three of the 
words with a positive connotation as shown in Table 4.23. 
cum f SDC. u CUMfb,, c BNC,. m 
gutsy 64 76 1 
recovers 64 116 1 
vigour 55 39 2216 22 
Table 4.23 Health Word Frequencies 
The word recovers has a ratio of 4: 1, which is not unexpected due to the fact that a 
tenet of modem dance technique is that of Doris Humphrey's Fall and Recovery, and 
as such one might expect a high frequency of this word in a Dance corpus. The two 
other words, gutsy and vigour, having ratios of 4: 1 and 1.8: 1 respectively, are defined 
by the OED as having the quality of energy (gutsy: 'energy, spirit'; vigour: 'active 
force or power; activity or energy of body or constitution'). The data from the expert 
panel supports the positive angle of the health metaphor as used by dance writers, as 
more positive words were selected by the panel, including recover and vigour at 75 
and 58 percent, respectively. Although the evidence does not overwhelmingly 
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support the conceptual metaphor DANCE IS HEALTH, the fact that the positive 
words are more frequently used by dance writers (as well as the DANCE IS PEACE 
evidence) leads to the conclusion that dance is generally perceived as uplifting, or 
DANCE IS UP, to use Lakoff s orientational metaphor of GOOD IS UP as reference. 
However, great care must be taken when concluding that positive (UP) denotations 
and connotations are always "good. " 
In a discussion of the fall and recovery method (in regards to rhythm) in her book The 
A rt ofMaking Dances (1959) Doris Humphrey delves into the concepts of UP and 
DOWN without making a distinction between good and bad. As she states: 'Youth is 
"down" as little as possible [ ... ] old age gradually takes over and the spring vanishes 
from the step'(106). Her implication is that youth is up and old age is down, in 
keeping with her philosophy of the arc between two deaths. She continues, however, 
to note: 'This is not to suggest that youth is good and old age is bad, but is merely a 
clinical observation' (1987,107). 
In addition to Humphrey's more neutral stance, a frequency analysis of words 
generally perceived as positive and negative appears to contradict the data analysis 
that characterises dance as being positive. When Boosters (e. g. very, ofcourse, quite, 
certain, always) and Hedges (e. g. may, could, might, perhaps, almost, usually, maybe, 
appear to) are considered, the frequency counts reveal that dance writers use twice as 
many hedges as boosters. When viewed in context, however, the statistics show that 
these words (hedges and booster words) only account for less than 1/2a percent and 1/4 
a percent of the total corpus respectively. 
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A more neutral metaphor, ARCHITECTURE/CONSTRUCTION, also appears 
frequently in written dance texts and as such, becomes part of the dance ontology. As 
represented in the SDC, ARCHITECTURE/CONSTRUCTION has approximately the 
same number of words as in general language use. However, of the 21 concept 
lemmas, only 1/3 (or seven) of the words have a higher frequency. This in itself does 
not negate the possibility of the concept DANCE IS ARCHITECTURE, as the words 
which relate to architecture elements rather than specific construction items (e. g. key, 
door, ceiling) are more frequently used by dance writers as shown in Table 4.24. 
These findings are corroborated by the word selections of the expert panel, as three of 
the words were selected by more than 75 percent of the specialists: structure (92%), 
construct (83%), andfoundation (75%). 
lemma cum f SDC, u cumfb, c BNC,,, 
construct 317 226 12727 127 
demolish 4 3 199 2 
frame 265 189 9474 95 
foundation 81 58 5061 51 
roof 20 14 824 8 
lock 64 46 1585 16 
structure 850 607 26008 260 
Table 4.24 Construction Word Frequencies 
With ratios ranging from 1.1: 1 to 2.9: 1, words in the architecture concept do not 
appear significantly more frequently than those that are more frequent in the 
HEALTH concept. However, by comparing the actual raw frequencies of the 
HEALTH and ARCHITECTURE concept words within the SDC the frequency of 
ARCHITECTURE concept words is much higher. Therefore, although dance writers 
may not use the ARCHITECTURE words a great deal more than general language 
users, they do use more ARCHITECTURE words than HEALTH words. Thus, the 
data supports the notion that DANCE IS ARCHITECTURE. 
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Departing from the Collins Cobuild list of words included in conceptual metaphors 
(although some do appear in the metaphor lists), a brief online search was conducted 
for synonyms for two prevalent dance words discussed at length in section 4.1.2 as 
headwords for collocations: move and dance. In a search of Roget's H. - The New 
Thesaurus 1995 for synonyms for move, 699 relevant hits were generated. One of 
synonyms is the word slither, (used in the conceptual metaphor ANIMAL) which in 
turn has two synonyms that are terms used in dance: undulate and glissade. Dance 
returns far fewer hits, only 25 relevant synonyms, of which most are verbs (e. g. 
cavort, hop, gambol, hoof, rollick, romp). Yet the POS used for the word dance in the 
SDC is that of noun or noun modifier (adjective), not as a verb. The thesaurus search 
does, however, refer to the word work as a 'see also' for the word dance. 
Of course, the very basis of ballet technique, those terms heard by almost every 
student, are in themselves metaphors. They are the French terms for codified steps, 
French terms that are founded in food preparation, mechanics, and other general 
conceptual domains. For instance, fouettifirapp9, fondue, chaine, and ichappi, have 
meanings distinct from dance, and yet each uses another domain to describe the 
movement. To whip, melt, chain, escape, all occur in the corpus in the French as used 
by English writers of dance (but not at significant frequency levels), and all are 
understood by dance specialists as part of the dance language, Dance English. 
4.5 Concluding the Formulve Search 
As is demonstrated repeatedly by the empirical data, the corpus method of frequency 
analysis, collocation, and concordance can be used in a variety of ways to enable the 
researcher to locate patterns in word usage in the SDC. By focusing on these 
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methods, concepts are suggested and can be supported through the empirical data (e. g. 
descriptive and interpretive components important in dance writing and metaphoric 
concepts). KWIC methods, along with text typing, suggest not only a specialist 
language of Dance, but also a local grammar. In addition, the corpus approach is 
helpful for generating hypotheses regarding dance writing and the ontology of dance. 
As valuable as this data is, the empirical approach begs further questioning, 
specifically that of meaning. To answer that question, a smaller sample of texts, in a 
specific context, can be analysed. A case study is required, using not only a corpus, 
but also the dance text in relation to the written texts. The following chapters, then, 
will analyse the written texts included in the Bill T. Jones general sub-corpus (BTJ) 
and in other sub-corpora generated by texts written about individual works by Bill T. 
Jones. 
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Endnotes 
I Although this may be the case with dance, in that dance events do change, tests can be run for 
validation of the data (e. g. using additional corpora). 
2 Of the BNC OCWs, only lime is found in the SDC top 100. System does not occur in the SDC 
at all; - the other three OCkVs occur in the SDC top 200 most frequently used words. 
3 When Quirk encounters a weirdness factor beyond the calculable Emits of the tool, it responds 
by returning a weirdness factor of INF. 
4 In fact, a search of the BNC returns no hits on the word cannot and over 21,000 on can not. Of 
the 50 random samples returned, all are the conjunction, not two separate words. This may 
point to an error in the BNC, a situation which, as the tool Quirk uses the BNC as a lexicon 
for weirdness, provides a warning regarding the validity of the data generated for study. 
Although dance writers discuss all forms of dance, and there was no stipulation that texts must 
reference concert dance when gathering documents for the corpus, by virtue of the number of 
press-related texts included in the corpus, the focus may be slightly skewed toward concert 
forms. So, too, could the use of the word arVorms lend itself to an attempt by dance writers to 
elevate the discipline in all aspects. 
6 The number of collocates with K-scores greater than land 2 for each node are as follows: dance 
(I 12>1,54>2), ballet (77>1,40>2), music (60>1,29>2), movement (57>1,29>2). 
7 As a choreographer and teacher of Modem dance, I would have expected to have a higher 
frequency of the word modern, as a collocate with dance. That being said, the higher frequency 
of contem porag could be attributed to company name (e. g. London Contemporary Dance 
Company), or it could be higher as a result of a cultural preference (e. g. between American and 
British writers). 
8 The word modem is collocated with both ballet and dance, with occurrences of 15 and 305 in 
position -1 respectively. 9 Sample sentences and the POS output are located in Appendix 4. C. 
10 A by-product of this research is most definitely an ability to extract terms common to the 
Dance domain for supporting further research in dance using online tools and for developing a 
knowledge base for dance. 
11 Although it is not the intent of tl-ýs research to delve into passive versus active voice in critical 
reviews, this would make an interesting study, especially with respect to teaching dance writing. 
12 The audience can be implied through personal pronouns as in'knocking'em dead. ' 
13 Of course, tl-ýs data is more subjective than other data in that expert opinion and manual 
counts determined the data, and, because some statements are not easily defined as a specific 
mode of analysis, the evidence is prone to prejudice. 
14 When studying meaning, and the meaning behind word choices, Sinclair notes that very few 
words are commonly used, and most words could be considered uncommon; in large corpora 
generally "half of the word forms occur once only" (2003,43), their use being for a specific 
purpose. Many times the uncommon words are specialist, or technical, terms used outside of 
the general language. 
15 It should be noted that the horizontal placements are not exact matches across the tables, and 
the spacing down the column is relative to the order of frequency, with added spaces placed in 
the table columns to show significant differences in frequency. 
16 This is my'expere opinion as both a choreographer and teacher of technique and composition. 
17 For example, tHs thesis uses the ontological metaphor of container in proposing the idea of 
Framing dance writing, containing the activity of writing about dance within a frame whilst 
simultaneously using the frame to write about dance. 
18 This research does not consider embodied metaphor until Chapter 6, and even then it is only a 
cursory exploration. Future work in this area is, however, of great interest, as the intersections 
of metaphor in embodied and written language may provide an understanding of concepts 
within dance. 
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19 To compare data, the total number of terms was calculated, then, because the number of 
lemmas used in the calculations was not equal (19 conflict lemmas versus 16 peace lemmas), 
the totals were extrapolated to 10. The actual numbers then became conflict/756, peace/768. 
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5 Writing in Context: Analysing the BTJ 
and StMlHere Corpora 
Nor was there any problem with the biting truth of the words, for 
they came from the heart. 
Vranish 1995, C2 
After analyzing the words found in the general Surrey Dance Corpus (the SDQ, 
establishing a specialist language, local grammar, ontology, and specific use of 
metaphor, the findings must be tested by performing the same analyses on a corpus. 
The Bill T. Jones corpus (hereafter BTJ) was developed as both a test corpus, through 
which the findings from the SDC can be validated, and as a means for finding the 
formula in works specifically about an individual choreographer, in this case, Bill T. 
Jones. As with the SDC, word counts, statistics, and manual analysis has been 
conducted on the BTJ corpus. In addition, an analysis of a group of texts about one 
work, StilIlHere (hereafter the S_H corpus) has been performed. 
To test the results ftirther, data generated by corpora specific to Croce and two other 
works by Jones (Reading, Merc3ý and the Artificial Nigger [2003] and BlindDate 
[2006]) have been analysed in order to compare written texts to determine if texts 
about StilIlHere are anomalies or fit into a general pattern. The Croce corpus was 
gathered to provide a comparison between Croce's general way of approaching a 
dance work and her approach to StilIlHere. The two dance works for comparison 
were selected for the following reasons: because digital forms of written texts are 
readily available due to their publication on the web; because I had attended 
performances of both works subsequent to analysing the BTJ and S-H corpora; 
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because both Reading, Mercy and Blind Date could be considered as having 
politically charged themes (as can StilIlHere); and because both are multi-media 
works with spoken and written text in addition to dance movement (as is StilIlHere). 
Through these analyses, Bill T. Jones can be placed within the dance context as well 
as being an individual with his own choreographic style who generates specific word 
choices. As analysis will show, however, when the S-H corpus is considered, the 
context shifts from the choreographer and his work to the critical, interpretive, 
reviews written about the work (specifically Arlene Croce and her text Discussing the 
Undiscussable). 
5.1 Aligning the BTJ Language with Dance Language 
So, too, may sub-specialties or 'languages' within Dance appear 
when the terminologies , of analysts, 
critics, and choreographers are 
studied and compared. 
Wiesner 2003,1 
The Bill T. Jones (BTJ) corpus contains 126 files with a total of over 112,000 tokens 
(112,669) and 12,494 word types. As stated in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2), the text types 
include journal articles and books, personal texts (written texts/dance works, 
interviews, and presentation texts), and previews and reviews in the press. Collected 
and analyzed as a whole, some of the texts contained in the BTJ corpus are specific to 
his work SHIIIHere, but the BTJ corpus represents a broader collection of written 
texts. The StiIIIHere (S_H) corpus is a separate corpus (containing 23 files with 3 1, 
348 tokens and 6314 types) which focuses only on that particular work. 
The first step in analysing the Bill T. Jones corpora (both the BTJ and S-H corpora), 
as with the Surrey Dance Corpus (SDC), was to identify the key words in each 
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corpus. The BTJ key words were then compared to the SDC and to general language 
use. The S-H key words were then compared to the BTJ key words, and in some 
instances to the SDC and general language. This approach offers data regarding the 
frequency of open class words, the weirdness quotient, and a Z-score. Once again, the 
source for general language data is the British National Corpus, or BNC, a 
comprehensive collection of written and spoken general language texts with over 100 
million words. 
Table 5.1 shows the 100 most common words in the BTJ corpus, as well as the 
frequency with which they appear (grouping 10 words into the percentiles). In this 
table, the highlighted words represent open class words. Proper names, although not 
considered open class words in the strictest sense, are also highlighted as they are 
closely related to the corpus, and as such demonstrate the specificity of the corpus and 
the focus of the authors of the written texts. 
%BTj Total % OCWBTJ 
the, of, and, a, tojn, s, that, i, Is 0.23 
it, jones, with, was, as, for, he, his, dance, on 0.08 0.31 2 
by, t, at, but, this, an, you, be, from, not 0.05 0.35 
they, about, have, are, has, what, work, bill, one, new 0.03 0.39 3 
art, we, who, or, my, their, she, like, were, there 0.03 0.42 1 
which, when, more, company, so, zane, her, had, dancers, stilI 0.02 0.44 4 
all, black, can, here, its, me, people, do, no, been 0.02 0.46 3 
into, out, some, piece, arnie, if, most, them, than, up 0.02 0.48 2 
time, now, two, other, movement, mr, croce, will, says, life 0.01 0.49 5 
music, also, m, way, then, would, years, him, world, only 0.01 50% 4 
Total 
Ocws 24 
Table 5.1 BTJ Top 100 Most Frequent Words 
As noted in Chapter 4 (section 4.1.1), in the BNC (British National Corpus) of general 
language only five open class words appear in the 100 most commonly used words 
(time, year, world, system, people), and in the SDC 21 open class words exist in a 
group of word types that make up 46% of the total tokens used. ' As shown in Table 
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5.1, the BTJ corpus contains 24 open class words, which make up 50% of the total 
tokens used, a percentage in keeping with the special language criteria as noted in 
Chapter 4. This implies that there is a special language used when writing about Bill 
T. Jones, a language that differs from general language. That Bill T. Jones generates 
a special language suggests that other choreographers may also motivate word choices 
that form other special languages. If this is the case, Zollar's contention that writers 
make different word choices when writing about various choreographers may not be 
easily dismissed (see section 1.2.2 for a discussion of Zollar's and Acocella's 
disagreement regarding terminology used in texts about Ailey). 
That the BTJ corpus meets the criteria for special languages by virtue of the number 
of open class words and the percentage of tokens is further demonstrated when the 
next high frequency group is considered. With the top 100 most frequent words 
accounting for 50% of the word tokens, the next 100 frequently used words account 
for 8% of the total tokens, with 40 of the words types being open class words. Unlike 
the SDC, which when the top 100 OCWs are compared to the BNC includes only one 
match to the five BNC OCWs (the word time), the BTJ corpus matches four of the 
five BNC OCWs: time, year(s), world, people. This suggests that the language used 
by writers when discussing BTJ is more aligned with general language than is dance 
writing in general. However, the top 100 OCWs in the BTJ corpus also show an 
alignment with the specialist language of Dance as shown in Table 5.2.2 
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SDC BTJ 
dance jones 
ballet dance 
music work 
dancers bill 
work new 
movement art 
new company 
performance zane 
company dancers 
first still 
time black 
dancer here 
dancing people 
culture piece 
body arnie 
stage time 
see movement 
art croce 
choreography says 
theatre life 
contemporary music 
way 
years 
world 
Table 5.2 Most Frequent OCW Comparison SDC-BTJ 
In Table 5.2, the words shared by both the BTJ corpus and the SDC are in bold font. 
As shown in the table, 37.5% of the top 100 OCWs in the BTJ corpus are also 
contained in the top 100 SDC OCWs. While not high, this percentage of matches 
demonstrates that the BTJ texts are aligned with the specialist language of Dance. 
The reverse comparison further establishes Bill T. Jones texts as dance texts, as the 
43% of the top 100 SDC OCWs are contained in the top 100 BTJ OCWs. In addition, 
the SDC top 100 OCWs that are not matched in the BTJ top 100 most frequent OCWs 
are found in the next most frequently used word types (the top 200 BTJ OCWs) 
indicating that there is a demonstrable connection between the BTJ and SDC most 
frequently used words, and as such a close association between Bill T. Jones and 
dance in general. Because Jones is acknowledged as a member of the dance 
community, this data may not seem surprising; however, it serves to confirm his 
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membership through the written texts about Jones, and further, that there is indeed a 
specialist language of Dance, one that includes texts about Bill T. Jones. 
There are, however, differences that distinguish Jones and his work. After 
establishing the connection between the BTJ texts and general dance writing, the 
relative position of the words can be compared. In Table 5.2, the order of the word 
frequencies descend from top (the most frequent) to bottom. As shown in the table, 
the most frequent OCW in both corpora is the word dance. The words dancers, work, 
new, time, and company hold similar positions in both corpora, but three words are in 
very different positions, suggesting a greater emphasis on some concepts as they 
pertain to Bill T. Jones. They are art, movement, and music. The higher position of 
the word art in the BTJ corpus suggests that the connection between art and Jones' 
work is stronger than that between art and dance in general. Although this cannot be 
proven, it does reflect the heated discourse started by Arlene Croce when she referred 
to Mr. Jones'piece StilIlHere as'victim art. ' 
The contrasts between word frequency and the addition of different words also 
suggest concepts associated with Jones and/or words that are specific to Jones, 
suggesting that texts about individual choreographers or companies generate 
corresponding word choices. The title words of the most controversial piece 
produced by Jones rate a high usage (both still and here appear in the top 100 OCWs), 
as does the wordpiece, a synonym for work, a word shared by the SDC and BTJ 
corpora. One mis-match offers clues as to Jones'prolific speech acts (as stated in 
Chapter 2): the word says. Three words strongly correlate to Jones' politics and world 
view, as each indicates a humanistic ideology: people, world, life. Finally, one word 
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clearly denotes Jones' race, and the fact that writers include it in their texts; the 
repeated use of the word black may only be indicative of parroting (the label given 
Jones is often "black, gay, HIV-positive"), but more likely it occurs because of Jones' 
own penchant for using it to describe - or not - himself, and for writers' focus on race 
in texts that either include Jones as an example or that are about Jones specifically. ' 
Black also occurs in the top most frequently used words in the corpus containing 
written texts about Reading, Mercy, and the Artificial Nigger. In this case, the 
frequent use of the word can be attributed to the subject matter of the work, rather 
than being used as a form of profiling the choreographer by race. 
The word choices found in the general BTJ corpus help project an image of Jones as 
an individual within dance. That image is supported by the Top 100 most frequently 
used words in written texts which focus on Jones'work StilIlHere in that 15 of the 21 
top 100 OCWs in the BTJ corpus (7 1 %) are contained in the top 100 OCWs of the 
S_H corpus, as shown in Table 5.3. The word matches are highlighted in bold. 
BTJ S-H 
jones people art people 
dance piece jones black 
work time dance life 
new movement croce says 
art says here time 
company croce still piece 
zane life work see 
dancers music new death 
still way victim know 
black years do zane 
here world critic world 
Table 5.3 Most Frequent OCW Comparison BTJ - S_H 
The high occurrence of matching words between the work-specific corpus and the 
general BTJ corpus is duplicated in data generated by the Reading, Mercy, and the 
Artificial Nigger and the Blind Date corpora, as each shares more than half of the BTJ 
most frequently used OCWs. So, too, do these two corpora contain words distinctive 
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to each work (note that these works are not analysed in this thesis, but both works 
have been seen in performance). The most obvious distinction, duplicated in the S-H 
corpus, is that each work-specific corpus contains the title in the most frequently used 
words, a clear indication that the title is an important component of a dance work and 
is used when writers discuss the work. That being said, the only title that appears in 
the BTJ corpus is StiIIIHere, even though Jones has choreographed close to 100 
works. This may bring into question the representative nature of the BTJ corpus, 
however, great care was taken to collect written texts about a variety of works by 
Jones. Several texts included in the general BTJ corpus, however, were of necessity 
dated after 1994, " the date of the premier of StiIIIHere. Thus, the inclusion of the title 
of this work in the BTJ corpus most probably reflects the continued references to 
StiIIIHere in written texts about other Jones'works created after 1994. 
As with the contrasts between the SDC and BTJ corpora, the words included in the 
work specific corpora, but not in the BTJ corpus, offer a more specific image of the 
work itself, or at least of the written texts. All include some words indicating the 
theme, or subject matter, of the dance. Texts about Reading, Mercy, and the Artificial 
Nigger include character/role references (while, grandson, woman, nelson, mr head, 
etc. ) and other thematic/interpretive elements (race) while Blind Date includes war, 
political, and military, three thematic elements on which the work is based. The 
Reading, Mercy, and the Artificial Nigger and BlindDate corpora also include some 
indication of the performance and choreographic components such as structure (solo, 
center) and design (video, set). 
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The same is not true for the S-H corpus, which includes a preponderance of thematic 
words. For example, the inclusion of victim and death, two concepts some have 
suggested as being integrally related to the work, implies that the work is about 
victims and death. It will be shown in Chapter 6, however, that this is not necessarily 
the case. Be that as it may, the inclusion of the words victim and death in the most 
frequently used OCWs demonstrates that word choices are specific to individual 
works, at least in regards to the written texts about the works. That the word critic 
occurs in the top 100 most frequently used OCWs in the S-H corpus suggests that 
criticism has some importance to StilIlHere, and further supports the contention that 
written texts, rather than the dance itself, are the focus of the writings. 
Leaving that argument for Chapter 6, there are other S-H words that are of interest. 
Two verbs that epitornise dance as a visual, active art suggest that StillNere is also 
visual and active: do and see. The latter, see, is also in the top 100 OCWs of the 
SDC, as are other words, but it is the only word in the S-H corpus that is also in the 
SDC, but not in the BTJ corpus. One additional word stands out in that it is only 
included in the S_H corpus (not in the SDC or the BTJ corpora), and is rather 
enigmatic: know. As one definition of the word is 'to apprehend or comprehend as 
fact or truth'per the OED (Oxford English Dictionary), perhaps the inclusion of this 
word suggests a philosophical stance of either the writers of the S-H texts or Bill T. 
Jones himself 
If the heated debate surrounding StilIlHere is evident in the written texts about the 
work, per the S-H corpus and in the data generated by the BTJ corpus, the work itself 
is not the only instance of passionate responses to Jones and his choreography. When 
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a frequency count is made of Boosters and Hedges (words that increase or decrease 
the impact of the word they are modifying) in the BTJ corpus, the data shows more 
boosters than hedges, at a ratio of 1A 1. This is the opposite of the findings in the 
SDC, where dance writers use twice as many hedges as boosters. Further, while in 
the SDC corpus boosters and hedges make up less than 3/4 of a percent of the total 
tokens, in the BTJ corpus the boosters and hedges make up 1.4% of the total tokens. 
These findings suggest that when writing about Jones, writers either succumb to 
personal passions or are able to perceive the often pointed personal and philosophical 
stances evident in much of Joneswork. 
The relationship between Jones and a philosophical stance, particularly a humanistic 
ideology, or at least a communitarian one, is supported by a comparison of the terms 
listed in Chapter 4 (section 4.3.1) as indicative of the concept of 'goup'; they are: 
group, collaborate, collective, individual. Although the SDC frequencies are higher 
than in general language, two (collaborate and collective) are even higher in the BTJ 
corpus, as shown in table 5.4. 
BNC SDC BTJ 
group 62 73 63 
collaborate 3 28 41 
collective 3 7 19 
individual 29 39 22 
Table 5.4 Group Concept Comparison BNC - SDC - BTJ 
One word in the BTJ corpus, individual, is much lower than either the SDC or general 
language, suggesting that Bill T. Jones and the texts written about him do not 
necessarily consider the individual to be of as much importance as the group. This 
again supports the notion of his humanistic ideology, and places him in line with the 
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post-modem creed propounded when Jones began working in dance (as discussed in 
Chapter 2). 
In addition to word frequencies, weirdness factors have been calculated on the BTJ 
corpus. As with the SDC, BTJ weirdness factors range from a high of INF; however, 
the BTJ corpus ranges to a low of 0.0309 (court), through the first calculable 
20435.24 (zane). As stated in Chapter 4, the higher the weirdness factor, the more 
'special'a word is to the specialist domain, and by reviewing the words with high 
weirdness a picture of the dance domain begins to develop. The BTJ corpus is no 
different from the SDC, with words with a weirdness factor of INF including 
anomalies such as typos, unknown foreign words, and technical acronyms commonly 
found on websites; however, these inclusions are the exception. Many words with 
INF weirdness reflect Jones'work (titles such as ghostcatching, blauvelt, and 
ursonate), people with whom he has worked (amelan, goldhuber), other dance 
personages (ailey, rousseve, both of whom happen to be black choreographers), and 
dance writers (kisselgoff, garafola). Evidence of the politically-charged environment 
surrounding Jones and his work, as well as his time period, can be found in the INF- 
weirdness word neoconservative (and its abbreviation neocon, slang for a political 
stance), and dissed (contemporary slang for being disrespectful of someone or 
something), both 21 St century terms. 
In addition to weirdness, Z-scores can be taken into account, as indications of the 
probability of a word being used in texts about Bill T. Jones. However, the Z-scores 
in the BTJ corpus have a much smaller range than that of the SDC, which suggests 
that it is not as probable that high frequency words in the BTJ corpus will be used in 
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texts about BTJ as it is in dance writing in general. Further, a comparison of the 
scores for high-frequency words that occur in both the SDC and BTJ corpora suggest 
that while the words may be used frequently in texts about BTJ specifically and in 
dance texts in general, when writers concern themselves with Bill T. Jones they place 
less emphasis on those words as shown in Chart 5.1. 
Z-scores Shared OCWs 
25 - 
20 - 
15 
mSDC 
m BTJ 
10 
5 
Fin 
0 -- [I, ýA Zý' 
Chart 5.1 Z-scores Shared OCWs 
5.2 Locating Sentence Patterns 
It is proposed that dance writing is infon-native, not imaginative 
(i. e. fictional). 
In Section 4.2.2 in this Thesis 
In Chapter 4, when determining the possibility of a local grammar within dance 
writing, sentence length and Parts of speech (POS) (in particular the use of proper 
names) were examined and compared to general language use. The inclusion of the 
top 100 OCWs was noted, and the use of descnptive, interpretive, and evaluative 
language was considered. Using Johansson's and Hofland's work with text types, the 
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same methods were used to study the language in texts about Bill T. Jones, and the 
texts about his work StilIlHere. Once again, the first five sentences (or phrases) were 
pulled from five randomly selected critical reviews with different authors and 
publications. The findings indicate that for the most part Bill T. Jones texts are 
aligned with dance texts, as are texts specific to SHIIIHere. There are, however, some 
significant differences. 
Regarding sentence length as an indicator of text types, the dance texts in the SDC 
were found to be informative rather than imaginative with the mean sentence length in 
the SDC samples being 23 with a range of 9- 46 words per sentence. The SDC mean 
is in line with the informative categories, all of which are = or >19. The Bill T. Jones 
(BTJ) texts are also of the informative type; however, these texts most closely align 
with two informative text types ([a]Miscellaneous and Learned and [b]Scientific 
Writings/Art) and have longer sentences than those in the SDC. The sentences in the 
BTJ texts average 28 words per sentence with a range of 8- 67. The S-H texts, 
however, deviate from the BTJ norm, with an average of 22 words/sentence with a 
range of 3- 56 words/sentence, which more closely aligns with the SDC texts. The 
text categories with these statistics are (a) Skills, Trades, and Hobbies/Music and 
Dance and (b) Press Reviews. 
The non-review of StiIIIHere written by dance critic Arlene Croce was purposefully 
not included in the S-H selection, but the first five sentences were considered using 
the same methods. The findings of the Croce text indicate a significant departure 
from the BTJ texts and S-H texts, as well as the SDC texts. This is evident in the 
sentence length of only 17 words, and a range of 4- 29. This number, being less than 
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even the smallest informative type (Press Reportage/Cultural) which has an average 
of 19 words/sentence, more closely aligns this text with those in the imaginative 
category, specifically FICTION41UMOUR (with an average of 18 words/sentence). 
This finding is supported by the POS count. 
A POS count on the BTJ, S_H, and Croce text sample sentences shows both 
agreement and deviation from the SDC text samples as shown in Table 5.5. 
POS SDC% BTJ % S_H % Croce % 
Noun (NN) 28.7 27 26.8 22 
Verb (VBZ) 14.7 11.7 12.5 17.4 
Adjective (JJ) 6.5 13.4 13.2 4.7 
Adverb (RB) 5.4 5.7 3.5 4.7 
Pronoun (PRP) 4.8 4.3 3.1 8 
Table 5.5 Lexical Features: POS SDC-BTJ-S- H-Croce 
As can be seen, the percentage of nouns in both the BTJ (27%) and S-H (26.8%) text 
samples align with the SDC (28.7%), but are even more closely aligned with general 
language/informative texts in which the percentage of nouns is 26.9%. In keeping 
with the difference of approximately two percentage points fewer nouns in the BTJ 
and S-H sample texts, the percentage of verbs in the S-H texts (12.5%) shows a 
difference of 2.2 percentage points fewer than the SDC (14.7%), while the verbs in 
the BTJ texts are three points lower at 11.7%. The reverse differential is seen in the 
use of adverbs and pronouns, with the S-H text sample percentages (3.5 % and 3.1 % 
respectively) being lower than the SDC and BTJ percentages, which are very closely 
aligned. However, the percentage of adjectives in the S-H text samples (13.2%) is 
very close to the percentage used in the BTJ texts (13.40/o), both of which are 
significantly higher than the percentage of adjectives in the SDC text samples (6.5%), 
by a ratio of more than 2: 1. 
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These findings suggest that when looking for dance texts via a use of local grammar, 
and mining only the first five sentences, one could find a BTJ text and perhaps a S-H 
text. The findings also suggest that when writers focus on Bill T. Jones as a topic (as 
compared to the general dance writing included in the SDQ they are more interested 
in objects than actions, and very interested in accurately describing those objects, 
through the use of multiple adjectives (many of which are nouns/objects in their own 
right) in long noun phrases. ' Evidence of adjective use can be found in the following 
examples taken from the random sample sentences: strongest works, quirky and 
passionate, dishevelled, fascinating repertoire, all-too-real material, least literal 
pieces, human suffering and survival, only glancingly literal, interplay ofsurge and 
density, quiet andsimplicity. 
Croce uses longer verb phrases in her non-review (as well as nominalising verbs as 
gerunds) and fewer nouns than do writers in the SDC and BTJ text samples, which 
supports the idea that this text is imaginative rather than informative as shown in 
Table 5.6. This alignment (fewer nouns and a high percentage of verbs) is duplicated 
in the close alignment between the percentage of adjectives in the imaginative text 
type and in Croce's non-review. The low percentage of adverbs more closely aligns 
with the informative text type, but the percentage of pronouns falls between 
informative and imaginative texts. 
POS 
Noun (NN) 
Verb (VBZ) 
Adjective (JJ) 
Adverb (RB) 
Pronoun (PRP) 
Informative 
Text Type A4 
26.9 
16.4 
7.8 
5.0 
5.0 
Imaginative Croce Text Type K-R % 
20 22 
21.9 17.4 
5.7 4.7 
7.2 4.7 
13.1 8 
Table 5.6 Lexical Features: POS Text Type 
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Although one cannot state that this evidence overwhelmingly supports the notion that 
Croce's text is imaginative, the statistics do tend to show the alignment. Further, the 
fact that Croce's text was written without benefit of the writer actually seeing the 
production, does imply that while Croce's text could be considered by some to be 
purely a philosophical discussion, this does not preclude it from being an imaginative 
break from the reality of the dance work itself (a discussion continued in Chapter 6). 
An additional approach to POS and sentence length is the comparison of the sentence 
words with the open-class words in the top 100 most frequently occurring words in 
the SDC, BTJ, S-H, and Croce text samples. Table 5.7 contains the SDC words and 
the number of times the words appeared in each sentence group in the broader SDC 
samples (see section 4.2) compared to the BTJ top 100 OCW words contained in the 
sample sentences from the BTJ-specific texts. 
sentence# one two three four five 
ballet (3) ballet theatre company ballet 
theatre art dance ballet dance(2) 
SDC top 100 work work company dancers text 
OCW company stage(d) time dance see theatre choreography movements 
dance movement 
dance(d) stage(d) 
dance(2) new movement movement plece(2) 
still(2) company(2) pieces still dancers 
piece work(4) music art(2) jones(3) 
BTJ top 100 work(2) dance work jones zane 
OCW company jones(2) dancers art jones(2) 
jones(5) zane(3) 
zane(2) 
croce 
Table 5.7 Lexical Features: OCW / Sentence 
As discussed in Chapter 4,62% of the top 100 SDC OCWs occur in the first five 
sentences of the sample (and test) texts. This same percentage is true in the BTJ texts; 
62% of the top 100 BTJ OCWs occur in the first five sentences of the review texts, 
with 10 of the 13 occurring more than once (those only occurring once are croce, 
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music, and new). As seen in the table of general BTJ texts, Jones' name occurs 
frequently in the first sentence of both the general BTJ texts (as it does in the S-H 
texts). Zane's name also occurs more than once, although not as frequently as Jones. 
It should be noted that although one could expect to see Zane's name as a reference to 
the company name (Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company), such is not always the 
case, as Zane is referred to more often as choreographer and dancer, not specifically 
as part of the company name. Other dancers' names and titles of works occur more 
frequently in sentences 3,4, and 5 rather than in the opening sentences of a review 
with one exception: SUIPHere. Often referred to in the BTJ texts for her scathing 
non-review of StiIIIHere critic Arlene Croce even rates a reference in sentence 1, but 
does not occur frequently in the sample BTJ texts. ' 
Jones' name (without an immediate reference to the work title) occurring in the first 
sentence with great regularity suggests that critics are more interested in Bill T. Jones 
than the specific work (or works) being reviewed, in that they are prone to discussing 
the man before discussing the work (unlike in the general dance texts). When writers 
do consider the work above all, it is StilIlHere, the most controversial of his works. In 
fact, as can be seen in Table 5.8 (on the next page), which shows the top OCWs 
contained in the S_H text samples, the title occurs in all but one of the first five 
sentences; moreover, it occurs 8 times in the 25 sentences used for this study. 
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sentence # one two three four five 
work(3) still work(3) life still(2) 
art(2) here still piece here(2) 
time dance here black people 
new people dance work art(4) 
BTJ top 100 still(3) life piece dance(2) 
OCW here(3) company 
piece(2) 
company 
dance(2) 
work still work life still(2) 
art here still piece here(2) 
critics dance here black people Still/Here victim(3) people say artist art(4) 
top 100 still(3) life dance work dance(2) 
OCW here(3) see victim 
piece death 
dance 
see 
Croce top still piece danc(ing)(2) people 
Still/Here here people still art art 
100 OCW here 
Table 5.8 Lexical Features: OCW / Sentence Across Corpora 
Beyond the title, the frequency of top 100 OCWs occurring in the S-H text samples 
exceeds that of both the SDC and BTJ text samples, with 71% of the top 100 BTJ 
OCWs occurring in the S-H texts, and 82% of the top 100 S-H OCWs. That 71% of 
the top 100 BTJ words are used by writers in the S-H texts clearly indicates that these 
texts are not only specific to one work produced by Bill T. Jones, but are very much a 
part of the BTJ oeuvre. Even Arlene Croce's text, although it may be considered 
fiction, tends to belong in the BTJ (specifically StilIlHere) oeuvre in that it contains 
32% of the top 100 S-H OCWs in the first five sentences of her text Discussing the 
Undiscussable. Table 5.8 shows words found in the first five sentences of the S-H 
texts, by listing them as from the top 100 BTJ OCWs and the top 100 StililHere 
OCWs. The final column sbows the StiIIIHere top OCWs contained in the Croce text. 
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As the statistical data demonstrates, it appears that texts related to an individual or a 
dance work exhibit a greater reliance on the same group of words, deviating little 
within the group of texts. So, too, do the texts become predictably related to dance 
and general dance texts through inheritance: the SDC being the Granddame, the BTJ 
texts being the Dame and the S-H texts being grandchildren. This is important for 
data mining, but also may have significance when viewed in context with the 
individual and/or work (e. g. Bill T. Jones and SUIPHere), which will, once again, be 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
When considering the use of descriptive, interpretive, and evaluative words in the first 
five sentences of critical reviews, the pattern changes from that of the SDC. In the 
SDC, the test sentences follow patterns in which the bulk of the informative, 
production data is stated in the first three sentences, with fewer work, or performance, 
related specifics occurring in later sentences, and with specific syntax patterns in the 
noun phrases, specifically those including a proper noun. These patterns do not 
appear in the BTJ texts, as the proper nouns are more scattered throughout the first 
five sentences, and it can not be stated that a specific type of noun (e. g. a title) will 
follow the choreographer's name (in this case, Bill T. Jones). 
Rather than production data (informative, descriptive), the first sentences in the BTJ 
texts overwhelmingly contain interpretive and evaluative phrases such as well-loved, 
difficult, political, spiritual ease, a searchfor grace, over-exposed, strongest works, 
quirky, passionate, dishevelled, weakest, fascinating, best-known, condemned, etc. 
Sentence 2 contains far fewer evaluative and interpretive words, in fact, only the 
words magnificent and pure occur. Instead, descriptive words prevail, including some 
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references to Jones, the date of the production, and two titles (StilIlHere and Reading, 
Mercy, and the Artificial Nigger) and words that provide some indication of the style 
of the work, as well as theme: new versions, old works, new works, speech and 
gesture, sound and movement, dance theatre, plotless creation, pure dance work, 
disintegrating hitchingpost, old white man. This pattern continues through the next 
three sentences, with more interpretive words being added, along with a few 
evaluative words (e. g. boring, heavy-handed, good). 
The S-H texts, unlike the BTJ texts, compare more closely to the SDC pattern, at least 
as far as the amount of production-related descriptive data used in the first sentence 
(dance title, choreographer/company name, date of work, etc. ). The S-H texts, 
however, contain several other, non-production, proper nouns as well as equal shares 
of interpretive and evaluative phrases such as controversy, victimhood or martyrdom, 
unspeakable suffering, noble, problematic, landmark work, essentially unreviewable, 
campaign ofpsychological warfare which reflect the word choices in sentence 1 of 
the BTJ texts. As with frequency counts, the first sentences in the S-H texts also add 
references to critic Arlene Croce, either by name or implication, and at least one 
evaluative phrase: best dance writer in America. And, being considered one of the 
best dance writers in America, in her own text Croce stays within the SDC norm of 
stating the choreographer and the work as a proper name possessive of the second 
proper name (X's title-of-dance). 
Sentence 2 of the S_H texts does not follow the BTJ pattern of containing more 
production data; instead, very few descriptive phrases occur while interpretive phrases 
are emphasised. The interpretive bias leans toward a pseudo-description of content 
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and process (e. g. the target: life-threatening illness and explores howpeople cope). 
The one evaluative phrase in sentence 2 of the sample texts is, once again, a reference 
to Croce, not to the work: her critical intuition was right on target. Croce's text 
follows this pattern, as it discusses the content of the work (and mentions Jones by 
name and the geographic location of the production). 
Sentence 3 of the S-H texts resembles Sentence 1, with a renewed emphasis on 
production-related data, as well as evaluative and interpretive phrases. Phrases such 
as luminous, well-crafted, pretentious, deeply-annoying, potentially maudlin reflect 
the broad responses to the work, while the interpretative phrases, rather than being 
content-driven, border on evaluation (e. g. hovers somewhere between depressing and 
uplifting) and are at times the entirety of the sentence. This pattern of an 
interpretive/evaluative emphasis continues throughout the successive sentences, in 
both the general S-H texts and the Croce text. ' As with the SDC sample texts, the 
S-H texts begin with production data, and veer into interpretation and evaluation. 
Where the S-H texts differ, however, is in the noticeable lack of any description 
regarding other dance components (structure, lighting, costumes, music), a difference 
that closely aligns with the BTJ sample texts. This evidence clearly suggests that 
when writing of Bill T. Jones, the meaning of the work and the critics' responses are 
more important than the visual aspects of the work, at least in the first five sentences. 
5.3 Building a Hierarchy of Words 
The tenninology of a specialist discipline reflects the regard the 
discipline has for certain concepts and even ideologies. 
Ahmad, Klenner, and Visser 2000,16 
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As was seen in locating sentence patterns, by using the frequency of words and 
looking at the most prevalent terms, some general concepts in the domain emerge. 
That being said, the word concepts that best frame Bill T. Jones (as found in the BTJ 
corpus) show obvious distinctions between the dance domain and the BTJ sub- 
domain. Rather than demonstrate these distinctions by reiterating the concept tables 
seen in Chapter 4, a different approach was taken. To show the BTJ domain, the 
differences between the SDC and the BTJ percentiles (top 100 words, top 200, top 
300, etc. ) were studied and placements of words in the domain hierarchy (by virtue of 
frequency of use) were considered relative to their placement in the dance domain. 
The words that are of a higher relative frequency in the BTJ than in the SDC are 
shown in Table 5.9, in groups of frequency brackets of 100 words. For example, if a 
word is in the top 100 words in the BTJ corpus and the same word is in the top 200 of 
the SDC, the relative difference is 100 words higher in the BTJ (i. e. the greater the 
importance to the BTJ sub-domain, the greater the difference between the relative 
frequencies). 
BTJ > SDC by 
100 
BTJ > SDC by 
200 
BTJ > SDC by 
300 
BTJ > SDC by 
400-900 
BTJ > SDC by 
1000 or more 
still says motion political bill 
here evening thought community jones 
piece kind live personal zane 
life power feel partner amie 
way black real issues(s) croce 
world critic criticism aids 
man voice death 
think project victim 
images breathing 
white gay 
american died 
show tour 
solo 
words 
early 
Table 5.9 Relative Positions of OCW / Corpora 
In Table 5.9, the BTJ words having the most significant variance from the general 
SDC are the two people involved in the company that bears both of their names, Bill 
T. Jones and his partner Arnie Zane. That a third individual, Croce, is included in this 
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significance category, demonstrates a uniqueness about Bill T. Jones, as his work 
seems inextricably entwined with one critic. This can be validated in the heated 
responses to Croce's texts about SHIIIHere, as well as Jones'response to her writing in 
using her words for a dance title (Fever Swamp) and in mentioning her in the press 
and on the stage (as he did during the 2004 Sadler's Wells presentation of The 
Phantom Project StiIIIHere Looking On). ' Additional evidence of Jones' relationship 
to Croce and other critics is found in the high incidence, and relative significance, of 
the words criticism and critic (being in the second and third highest variance 
categories respectively). 
Other defining words throughout the variance categories closely align with the 
information stated in Chapter 2, and when taken as whole offer an image of Bill T. 
Jones as a person and a choreographer, as well as solidifying his ideologies: he is 
black (or perhaps white by virtue of the word frequencies, but this most likely refers 
to his pdrtner's race, not Jones', as he generally has relationships with white men), 
American, a man, gay, has(had) apartner, uses solos, motion, and words, develops 
projects, creates images, and tours. He deals with issues, personal and political, and 
has some relationship with community and the world. Someone has died, possibly of 
AIDS. Jones is powerful and thoughtful (both thought and think are significant 
words). 
This remains true when considering the S_H corpus, as most of the words shown to be 
distinctly Bill T. Jones are in very close proximity as far as frequency, whether being 
in the same relative percentile (top 100, top 200) or within a variance of 100. As can 
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be seen in Table 5.10, very few differences occur higher than 100, with the highest 
variance being within 300. 
S_H > BTJ by 100 S-H > BTJ by 200 S-H > BTJ by 300 
victim criticism father 
critic critics undiscussable 
see review 
death dying 
artists public 
audience positive 
know 
theatre 
issue 
culture 
cultural 
fact 
power 
high 
essay 
Table 5.10 Relative Position OCWs S_H vs. BTJ 
These findings suggest (once again) that the S-H texts are very much a part of the Bill 
T. Jones oeuvre, with an increased emphasis on the act of death and aýing and the 
importance of critical review to this work (criticism, critics, review), specifically 
Croce's review. 
As was shown in Chapter 4, participants form an important part of the dance ontology 
with a suggested link between the dancers and the audience. This pattern (company > 
dancers > audience > choreographer > choreography > critic) is repeated in the BTJ 
texts, with the exception of the frequency of the word critic being higher in the BTJ 
corpus. However, as can be expected, the S-H texts do not follow the pattern in that 
the first participant (aside from the actual name Jones) is the critic. Other artists then 
follow in close proximity to the audience, the choreographer is more important than 
the dancers, and all participants are more important than the choreography itself. The 
S-H pattern is as follows: critic > artists > audience > critics > choreographer 
dancers > company > public > choreography. 
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5.4 Comparing Metaphor 
Vacant metaphors, eroded figures of speech, inhabit vocabulary 
and grammar. They are caught, tenaciously, in the scaffolding and 
recesses of our common parlance. 
Steiner 1989,3 
As was discussed in Chapter 4 (section 4.3.2), dance can be framed using the 
frequencies of words within categories of conceptual metaphors as listed in the 
Collins Cobuild Dictionary ofMetaphor (Diegnan 1995). The BTJ and S-H corpora 
are no different, in that frequencies within concepts can be compared across corpora. 
What is different, however, are the conceptual metaphors prevalent in the BTJ corpus 
and the S-H corpus. 
The SDC corpus frequencies in the CONFLICT metaphor, although in evidence, did 
not overwhelmingly support the notion that DANCE IS CONFLICT. The Bill T. 
Jones corpus, however, displays significantly higher frequencies of conflict terms; 
other than the wordfight, 20 of the 21 BTJ frequencies (95%) are higher than the 
SDC frequencies, and 43% of the words are higher than general language use. Of the 
rest, in some instances they align closely with general language. Chart 5.2 shows the 
comparative frequency of CONFLICT words across the BTJ, SDC, S_H, and Croce 
corpora. 
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350 
300 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
Chart 5.2 Conflict Words Across Corpora 
As shown in Chart 5.2, the three words in the BTJ corpus that far exceed general 
E BTJ 
MSDC 
0 BNC 
0 SIH 
language and the SDC are victim, struggle, and survive with victim exceeding both at 
a ratio of 35: 1. This alludes to the label Jones'work received from dance critic Arlene 
Croce in 1994 when she refused to attend a performance of StilIlHere and chastised 
Jones for creating 'victim art, ' not to mention the subsequent discussion regarding his 
work that her article generated. Indeed, 67% of the S-H corpus frequencies are much 
higher than the BNC, SDC, and even BTJ corpora, specifically with the words attack, 
battle, campaign, conquer, deftnd, kill, survive, victim, and wound with victim 
exceeding the BTJ corpus by 3: 1, and the SDC and BNC by a ratio of 94: 1. 
The opposite is true of PEACE terms, in that the BTJ corpus shows much lower 
frequencies, outstripping the general SDC corpus only three times: peace, ftiend, and 
calm. And the only word that has a higher frequency than that of general language is 
the word calm. When the S_H corpus frequencies are considered, the low frequency 
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of PEACE terms is repeated; only four of the fifteen words (27%) even occur in the 
corpus at all. Thus, frequency analysis of both the BTJ and S-H corpora does not 
suggest that BTJ IS PEACE, but rather BTJ IS WAR (conflict). ' 
This negative spin continues in the BTJ texts, as negative health-related words are 
used more frequently than in general language use and in general dance writing. 
Further, 72% of the health word frequencies in the BTJ corpus are higher than that of 
either the SDC or BNC. The only word more frequently used in general language is 
health, with the three words with higher frequencies in the SDC being bruise, cripple, 
and recover. Thus, unlike dance writing in general in which the positive nature of 
health is emphasised, written texts with Bill T. Jones as the topic tend to use higher 
frequencies of words denoting ill health, as seen in Chart 5.3. This analysis suggests 
then, that while DANCE IS HEALTH, BTJ IS ILLNESS. 
Once again, the frequencies in the S_H corpus support this finding, as could be 
expected due to the subject-matter of the dance work StilIlHere (the work is based on 
'survival' workshops attended by people with life-threatening illnesses and will be 
discussed in Chapter 6). It should be noted, however, that in the BTJ corpus the word 
death occurs more frequently than in the S_H corpus. In fact, several other words 
also occur more frequently in the BTJ corpus than the S_H corpus: blind, disease, 
fi7tigue, fiver, ill, pain, sick, and vigour. Of the words in the S_H corpus with higher 
frequencies than in the BTJ corpus, two (blood, cancer) are significantly higher, at 
ratios of 9.6: 1 and 2 1: 1 respectively. When compared to the SDC and general 
language use, the ratio stays the same for blood, but jumps to 192: 1 for the word 
cancer. This suggests that StiIIIHere focuses on cancer, an error that will be discussed 
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in a discussion of the work and the word choices in the texts about the work in the 
next chapter. 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
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Chart 5.3 Health Words Across Corpora 
9 s_h(l 00k) 
0 bti(l 00k) 
sdc(l 00k) 
bnc(l 00k) 
Of the remaining concept metaphors, the relative frequencies suggest that BTJ is not 
GAMES, is not ANIMALS, and is not MECHANICS (although there are some 
words, such as mechanic, tool, steel, and hammer that have a higher frequency than 
in the SDC and BNC corpora). One mechanical term used with great frequency in the 
S_H corpus is sharl) at a ratio of 13: 1 over all other corpora (including BTJ). Of the 
words included in the NATURE conceptual metaphor, the frequencies of the BTJ and 
S_H corpus exceed the SDC and BNC half of the time. Half of the words denote 
movement: flicker, ripple, float, hover, flit, flow, and vi-ave. With the exception of 
wither, the remaining high-ftequency words denote growth: bloom, blossom, flourish, 
ripe, root. These words are all more frequent in the S_H corpus than in the BTJ 
corpus. Thus, it could be stated that BTJ IS NATURE, a conclusion supported by the 
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previously discussed emphasis on humanitarian ideologies in the BTJ corpus, and 
S-H IS NATURE, at least half of the time. 
Three additional conceptual metaphors which one might expect to see in relation to 
BTJ and dance dernonstrate not only the effoneousness of general expectations, but 
also shed light on the focus of writers when discussing Bill T. Jones in general, and 
SlilllHere sPecifically. They are ARCHITECTUREXONSTRUCTION, 
DIRECTION/MOVEMENT, and BODY. 
For the first, ARCHITECTURE, it was found that the SDC contains most of the terms 
included in the Collins Cobuild dictionary in fairly high frequencies, but rarely more 
than in general language use. However, the SDC contains higher frequencies than 
either the BTJ or S_H corpora. Only demolish, cement, gate, tower, andfoundation 
have a higher frequency in the BTJ and S-H corpora than the SDC and the BNC. The 
latter term could easily be explained by the numerous grants awarded Jones and his 
company through various foundations, as noted often in written texts about Jones. 
And the word cement could refer to the cement wall built in Blauvelt Mountain, a 
seminal work for Jones and Zane that'became a staple of [their] small repertory of 
duets' (Jones 1995,149). " Still, in light of the lower frequencies in the BTJ and S-H 
corpora, the findings do not suggest that BTJ IS ARCHITECTURE. 
When considering DIRECTION/MOVEMENT and prepositions of place/time, the 
evidence suggests that BTJ IS DIRECTION/MOVEMENT, as well as PLACE/TIME, 
as shown in Charts 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. This aligns with DANCE IS 
DIRECTION/MOVEMENT, thus supporting the inclusion of BTJ texts in general 
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dance texts. However, as both charts clearly show, this is not the case with the S_H 
texts, which, with the exception of side and run show frequencies of words in the 
DIRECTION concept lower that general language use, and non-existent in the 
PLACE/TIME concept. 
700 
E center 
M central+ 
600 [3 cross 
[3 pathway 
m sidestep 
500 aback+ 
N slither 
o stumble+ 
a plunger 400 
E soar 
C3 side+ 
Etumble 
300 
m dip 
a run+ 
M stagger+ 
200 M lurch+ 
C] slide 
cl slipper 
100 o turn 
c3 between 
C3 UP+ 
0 J&D 1: 1 out+ 
s hý100Ký btj(l 00k sdc(l 00k) bnc(l 00k) 
Chart 5.4 Direction/Movement Words Across Corpora 
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The final concept BODY. which when discussing dance could be argued to be literal 
description rather than metaphorical, suggests that, as with dance, BTJ IS BODY. 
" s_h (1 00k) 
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Chart 5.6 Body Words Across Corpora 
As shown in Chart 5.6, the concept terms for BODY are much less frequent in the 
SH corpus, with the exception of thewords blood, embocý,, and bone. As noted, the 
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s_h(100k) btj( I 00k ) sdc(100k) bnc(100k) 
Chart 5.5 Place/Time Words Across Corpora 
inclusion of Body in the metaphor analysis may seem incongruous, as any references 
to the body in dance are arguably most likely to be literal. This argument could be 
used to point to limitations in using this method of metaphor analysis (Charteris-Black 
2004) as word frequencies out of context offer little proof of metaphoric use. That 
being said, the introduction of this metaphor at this time provides support for 
arguments regarding Jones'use of metaphor in Chapter 6. Further, this data, along 
with that of the other metaphoric concepts, supports the contention that texts in the 
S-H corpus differ from other texts about Bill T. Jones. The analysis of conceptual 
metaphor, then, suggests that S-H is NOT BODY, is NOT PLACE/TIME, is NOT 
DIRECTION/MOVEMENT, and is NOT ARCHITECTURE. 
5.5 Concluding the Analysis 
The choreographer Bill T. Jones, as he is seen through the written dance texts and the 
words within those texts, appears to align with dance, and Dance English, in general. 
So, too, do the texts offer a frame through which to view Bill T. Jones as a unique 
entity in the dance world. It should then follow that any choreographer could be 
identified through the words used frequently by dance writers. It would also be 
expected that any individual work created by a choreographer would have frequently 
used words that indicate the choreographer and the work. 
If so, works by Jones should fit within the Jones frame. However, one work, 
StiIIIHere, does not support the image of Jones in every facet. As the analysis of local 
grammar demonstrates, written texts about SlilllHere vary from other Jones texts, 
most especially critic Arlene Croce's Discussing the Undiscussable which can be 
categorised as fiction, and is in fact a departure from Croce's usual writing style. 
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Finally, an analysis of conceptual metaphor generates doubt as to the inclusion of 
SUIIIHere in the Jones oeuvre, much less in dance, as the lack of conceptual (and/or 
actual) elements which are the core of dance and choreography (body, place/time, 
direction/movement, and structure), it appears that Bill T. Jones'work, StiIIIHere, is 
not a work of dance at all. Perhaps it is time to discuss the undiscussable. 
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Endnotes 
, Of the BNC OC%X's, only fime is found in the SDC top 100. System does not occur in the SDC 
2 
at A- the other three OCWs occur in the SDC top 200 most frequently used words. 
To fin-ther clariý-: the BIJ corpus is NOT equal to the BNC; however, by sharing 4 of the 5 
3 
BNC OC%Ts (not just one as does the SDC), the BTJ > SDC = BNC. 
This paper is not delving into racial issues in dance. 
4 limits on collecting written texts prior to the 1990s precluded inclusion of more written texts 
aboutJones' earlyworks. 
As the data shov n in Table 5.5 was generated per the parsing of the example sentences, rather 
than a manual perusal of the sentences themselves, the analysis was based on de-contextualised 
dam 
6 The sample texts used for the local grammar analysis are all critical reviews, not journal articles 
or interviews, etc. Croce's name is in the top 100 BIJ OCWs, but either occurs in later 
sentences in the reviews or is more prominent in the journal articles, many of which do 
mention her work (the non-review). 
7 Two texts, by different authors and in different publications, use the same evaluative phrase, 
potentially mamd4n, aswell as two similar words intelket and inteNgence. As tl-ýs research has no 
intention of delving into problems with plagiarism, or inadvertent exact matches, this is only 
noted here in that sense. 
8 This reference to Croccwas heard by this researcher whilst attending the performances in 
2004. 
9 It should be noted that when the BIJ corpus was developed one work specifically about War 
had not been choreographed. BUnd Date premiered in 2006. Therefore, the frequency of the 
word war is not as great as it might have been if texts about BUnd Date had been added to the 
corpus. The work has been added to other discussions, based on a subsequent corpus 
developed for comparison to the S-11 corpus. 
'Ojones notes that this work was the first in which the two men explored their relationship as 
sexual partners, although not specifically as homosexual men Gones 1995). 
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6 Discussing the Undiscussable: Three 
Views of BiR T. Jones' StifflHere 
They will always be StiIIIHere. 
StilllHere, Introduction Screen 7 
How can one discuss the undiscussable? Taking a cue from Croce's departure from 
her usual modus operandi in dance reviews (as far as not even seeing Jones'StilIlHere 
versus her usual multiple viewings of a dance before writing) this chapter diverges 
from the empirical approach, at least in part. In does, however, use the corpus 
findings as a basis for discussion of the dance work itself If Adshead-Lansdale's 
(1999) proposition that any means of entering a dance work/text can lead to 
interpretation (and a new reading) of the work is true, then it should hold that using 
the corpus as an entry point would offer a basis for a more in-depth interpretive 
analysis of the work. Further, as noted in the analytical model outlined by Adshead et 
at (1988), before the interpretive analysis can occur the work must be viewed and 
described. ' And, as Siegel states, 'although I trust my intuition and my experience, I 
am wary of making an interpretation without being sure it is founded in the dance' 
(Siegel 1997,209). Therefore, the first analysis of this chapter is my descriptive 
analysis of StillNere. Then follows my interpretive analysis based not only on the 
descriptive analysis, but also based on the most frequently used words in the general 
Surrey Dance Corpus (SDC) and the corpus specific to Bill T. Jones (BTJ). Finally, 
bringing the corpus approach full circle, there is a discussion of the empirical data 
generated by the SINIHere corpus (S_H) in comparison to the description and 
interpretive analyses in this chapter along with additional data generated by students' 
descriptive and interpretive notes. ' It should be noted here that unless otherwise 
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stated (and cited), what follows are my own descriptive and interpretive analyses of 
StillNere. In keeping with the word-centred approach of this research, visual images 
are not included in this chapter; only words describe the movement, the 
accompanying speech voice-overs, the music, and the production elements. Only 
words discuss the undiscussable. 
6.1 Looking at the Undiscussable 
A dance journalist's business is to sketch a lively portrait of the 
event he is dealing with ... to describe the nature of the dancing. 
Denby 1986,534 
The 65-minute video used for this analysis was made for TV, based on the original 
version created for stage. The video includes some visual images and effects that are 
edited in, and also shoots some dancers in close-up which distorts the view and limits 
full analysis of movement/spatial elements. There are visual images displayed at 
various points on the stage: on the cyclorama as a backdrop; mid-stage on large 
screens; and on a TV screen that traverses the stage. The work is divided into two 
main sections: the White section ("Still') and the Red section ("Here"). The colour 
names I have selected correspond to costume colours, (all dancers wear similar colours 
in each section, although costume styles vary). The costume colours range from pure 
white to shades of beige and grey in "Still, "' while colours in "Here" are 
predominantly red, with two costumes being shades of orange (arguably gradations of 
yellow and pink depending on lighting). Other colours used in the work (e. g. for titles 
and in lighting) do not correspond to the sectional colour distinctions (white and red) 
in all instances, as there is a great deal of blue lighting used in both sections. The film 
opens with eight static screens containing the following words: 
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1. Those who lie in the front lines of the struggle to understand our mortality'are in 
possession of information - is their knowledge a gift or is it a burden? 
2. At the heart of StAlHere are the OSurvival Workshops: Talking and Moving about 
Life and Death. ' 
3. The Workshops were held across the United States between 1992 and 1994.3 
4. The intent of the Workshops was to see what could be collected from the 
experience of people living with life-threatening illnesses that could inform a 
dance/theatre work. 
5. The participants' generosity of spirit and willingness to express their experience 
with words and gestures was both exhilarating and terrible. 
6. The Workshop participants are the essence of SUILIHere: their gestures inform the 
choreography, their words the lyrics, their images the stage. 
7. They will always be SUILIHere. 
8. This work is dedicated to them. 
Following these introductory screens, a title screen appears with a black background 
and the word STILL, in upper-case letters (white) surrounded by a white box border. 
This image remains as a blue box (unlined) fades in encasing the word HERE (white 
letters, upper-case). Credits appear as white lettering on a black background. 4 The 
opening credits include eight static screens which fade out. Although the words still 
and here appeared in the title in upper case, in the credits they are bracketed by 
quotation marks, Upper first letter, and lower case thereafter. The ending credits are 
on a rolling screen, and unlike the opening credits, include the names of the dancers. 
When the opening credits conclude, the dance begins. 
The dance, a multi-media work, includes very distinct sections, noticeable via 
costume, music, spoken text, movement, and dancer. Therefore, following Jones' 
attention to structure, my descriptive analysis of this work, after several viewings, is 
in a table format, dividing imagc/music/spoken text and movement/dancer into two 
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columns, with a third column delineating movement and theme-based sections by a 
letter/numeral scheina. ' The visual aspects (non-dance), music, and spoken text are 
further delineated through font and colour changes to the text: visual aspects are 
black, regular font; music is black, italicised; spoken text is in red. Because dancers 
and movement are so closely related, there are no text distinctions. Dancers are 
specified by virtue of an association with song lyrics, gesture, physical description, or 
movement. Movement is described in codified language when the action is 
identifiable as technique-specific (e. g. ballet or other modem techniques containing 
codified steps). When the movement is outside of codified terms and/or techniques, it 
is referred to in spatial and anatomical language. By using a table format and the 
various font changes, the reader can better get a sense of what is occurring 
simultaneously, as the viewer experienced the work. As with all descriptive analysis, 
the Table Dance that follows in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 is inherently interpretive, 
filtered through not only this writer's eyes and mind, but also through the reader's. ' 
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6.1.1 IlStMll 
Visuals and Sound Movement/Dancers 
11 Blue lights on stage Ten dancers (five F, five Alý walking, indirect patterns, 
White costumes: shorts, pants, easy rhythm (similar to a classroom warm-up) 
tops, jumpsuit 
_ - 12 lights brighten to a rnid-lcvcl, EFne Fr dancer (Flamingo girl) stops, turns to face 
adding amber tones front 
Bends over in pose facing stage right (torso bent over, 
on one leg, hands on ankle, other leg bent at an acute 
angle with foot lifted up) (flarningo pose) 
13 Almsirstails Af dancer (LG) comes behind, lifts her and carries her 
Song. - IMX'in a kgatophrase to ccntrc stage, placing her down in flamingo pose 
Almost a hum 
14 Trio of F (Poison), and 2 NI (Tanktop and Goatee) 
dance Sequence 1: saut6, attitude turn brush 
arabesque saut6 with arm up, ran to step arabesque 
(appears several times throughout the piece) 
3 duos (P, T, and G with partners) with one falling 
into other's arms, leaning back 
IM (Bald) & 1F (Poof) slide to fifth, swing right arm 
back (over head), and point with finger (finger) 
15 A few more begin with sequencc/lean, 
various leg poses with one arm straight (1-arm salute) 
Face upstage 
16 1M (Bald) begins moving, then NI (Karate guy), and 
Goatee: Undulation, hip side, to second demi-plie, 
and skitter (grapevine) 
Small trio unison against dancers in various spots on 
stage 
17 Tanktop runs upstage to hitchkick side entrechecat 
facing upstage 
All dancers turn in unison to face downstage and 
pedestrian walks to new stage locations 
18 Down spot on solo dancer IF (Poison) arms up shimmy arms through to 
Horton flat-back table (@ 6-o'clock), 2 drop swings to 
knife between breasts (breast) 
Prayer hands (flat facing palms), ohm hands (finger 
and thumb touching, other fingers relaxed), arms bent 
with fists, palm out, arm swings, right arm on left 
shoulder, 1-arm salute, modified flamingo, coupe, 
arabesque a la scconde (6 o'clock) 
She falls, one foot in coupe, 2 men catch & drag her 
19 Open side lights Various dancers Run (rushing forward) and run back 
(like waves on shorc) 
110 Somg. I'millsomeonepkase open the A few on the floor, while F (Poof) runs back into 2 
door? " sets of arms, runs again and stops, then performs 
modified sequence 1 as a solo 
Group Slaps on thighs (second) to a drop back 
(hinge) swirl to floor 
Another F (Tip-toe) dances, right hand on left breast 
112 NI (Goatee) joins her (her hand still on breast) she 
goes into flamingo, she goes to floor, arm lifts over 
head in flexed hand (Egyptian pose) 
Tip-toc rejoins Goatee for brief duet, she does 
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flamingo holding his hand, she circles him, grabs 
breast, leaves while Goatee does flamingo 
113 Group converges and begins a group swirl behind M 
Goatee 
114 Song. "i ill someoneplease open the Goatee detaches (arabesque to the front, rond de jamb 
door? " cn rair), group lifts him, 2 men help him (he slides into 
splits) 
Group in and LG carries first F in and places her in 
flamingo motif while Sequence 1 is repeated by 
Poison, Tanktop, and Poof with the slide to fifth, with 
point 
115 Arms wave (undulate to sides) Right arm, 1 -arm salute 
motif with attitude leg 
116 3 N1 do the 2ncLpoSition wiggle sideways movement 
again (M Bald, far upstage, points before starting) 
Trio unison ends in Horton front-T 
117 Others walk, Tanktop repeats hitchkick, entrcchccat 
TNI Bald repeats grapevine step to side with pizzicato 
runs, his hands open, and he ends in Horton front T, 
then drop-back hinge swirl to floor and continues 
dancing at floor level, then rises: lots of variations on 
flamingo motif (attitudes, arabesque with bent back, 
flamingo in a jump, waves sidc/sidc), at one point 
stands in straight-leg 41h, torso bent over, he plies and 
swirls hands around to point down to floor with both 
palms facing out and (not in image ever seen again) 
Horton front-T, thigh slap, hinge to floor and up 
again to flamingo, then Horton table (attitude side) 
Al Image of young girt in a 2F (Flamingo Girl and Skippy) dance together, 
fishcrm&s cap, she blinks mixed unison, individual 
slowly (first image of a Ribs pushing back and forth with fisted bent arms 
Workshop Participant) Flamingo hops, onc-arm salute, punches 
Others stage left in line point up (one) and coupe 
somnd oftypiano coupe step 
Flamingo girl has changed 1F (Flamingo Girl) folds over and other (Skippy) 
costumes (from shorts to long touches her back solicitously 
pants) and taken down hair I 
B1 Film of workshop participant Nf (Karate guy) performs same moves as Workshop 
doing martial arts kicks Participant in statemcnt/rcsponsc format 
interspersed with blue square 
on cyc (film is on cyc) (film 
edited for stops/starts) 
dancer in blue light (a dov n 
spot on floor, shuttered into a 
I rectangle) 
B2 Film keeps Karate Guy dancer lifts one arm (salute) and slowly 
running ... Workshop 
drops to sit on knees, places hands across stomach, he 
Participant bows bows low (head to floor) 
B3 Workshop Participant walks Karate Guy dancer lifts torso, to sit facing front 
away 
C1 Yellow/ Pink cyc in blocks of 2F dancers (Flamingo Girl and Skippy) dance 
colour abstractions of martial arts kicks and gymnastics 
C2 Girl's voice: "I'm gonna run Skippy continueswith flamingo motif as kicks/hops 
ag2w, front/back (turkey trot to attitude balancoire) 
Solo against a line (downstage to upstage) of dancers 
on stage right 
C3 "I'm gonna get marncd" She keeps dancing/acrobatics (kicks taken to floor I level) 
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C4 BTJ',; % (ýicc a, ýking hcr t,, She faces stage left, salute motif, lowers her arm 
rcpcat what she's saý Ing, but slowly to partner lying on floor 
,; he's crying. Sounds hke the Movement stops 
girl says "I had it taken out ()f 
my leg", 
Back, mund must .- stops 
C5 CIC. Irk K ý1T- "I IAL ,J 11)1ý 
in im IiQ 
DI Cyc changes to bluc bhicks Another 2F Jip-toc and Poison) dance duet, Tip-toe 
BT 
-I 
and \%, ým. in di, t,: - hý_, i point-, finger up , %-hdc Poison grabs it in her fist, then 
Dr's visit wherein she leamcd Tip-toe puHs it down and out of Poison's grasp (this is 
4 her disease, and is called by repeated) 
the number A101. "And I Tip-toe undulates away from Poison to tflt, Poison 
sýjd let's have it straight up ... 
I holds her, lots of contact and 'manipLdafive' shoulder 
don't know, I might cry. But I holds 
h. ivc to be strong. 5)r im The company walks across upstage 
son 
D2 "I remember her eý cs" Dancers running 
Soiýg: I remember her qes 
Must . -, PI . ý7, . -ato mith hrics 
D3 2M (Bald and Karate Guy) in duet, simflar to 2 F, but 
more aggressive and on different levels 
Lots of torso hugging (contact) then with words one 
goes over other, with legs to ceding, pointed feet 
Soq: "let's hare it straight up. Or (handstand around dancer's torso) then bends knees 
no ("or no'ý 
Other dancers as backdrop 
D4 Tanktop runs in and knocks over Bald, they run, 
knock again, run back to 2 other men, afl dancers 
running and knocking and pulhng one another down, 
then fall-ing into one another's arms 
Line forms centre-stage, down to up with one-arm 
curved over head and out (flowers pose) 
D5 Song: "I ler nes, I ler eyes fiut, 1 Nf from first duet keeps re-coupfing with others, 
percufst . re Bald and Skippy upstage of Flamingo girl and Karate 
guy, duet, Skippy puts her hand on Bald's face, twice, 
first time sl-ightly obscured from view, second fimc 
touching eyes hghflý, 
Group fisted forearm just above eyes, balancoire 
Group goes up left stands with both hands covering 
crotch (soccer plavers before a penalry kick-) 
D6 Left hand moves from front (over eyes), over head, to 
rest on back of head, feet coupe battu in travelfing 
step (group facing away from camera) not unison, but 
each dancer doing variations 
Group heads down right, a1l but one (Flamingo girl) 
who stands with crotch covered 
D- Gray hght on cyc Group (except Poison and Tip-toe) returns to up-left 
comer, Sets of 2 people, one behind other, Hands of 
one behind on shou-Iders of one in front 
Poison and Tip-toe stand down right 
D8 Mu. ft, - flops fuddenh, Poison and Tip-toe snap heads to stage left 
D9 Cyc film, 4 face, x-cry small FuIl stop, Poison and Tip-toe stand in pose 
then blows up to close-up of 
woman in her interview, BT I's 
hand visiblc ()n tier shoulder, 
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Woman's face is angled the 
same as the dancers' 
DIO Dark blue stage TheN degage, and run stage left, jump to pose, Tip-toe 
stands behind Poison who bends arms to hands 
shadows under breasts, palms down 
FA Black c%c, st, ige lightens a bit Poison alone moves arms to left hand on right breast, 
Non "slash, poison, burn "(,, vusii) right hand on crotch 
blue square on cyc Chest and pelvis isolations and degage saut6 
Hands become claws then return to breast/crotch 
1-12 Blue gobos, flashing image-, Poison moves forward 2F standing (ýike 
Son" 'I'm ffil/ dnoman columns) in shadow 
flanking the cyc block 
with hands on breast and 
crotch 
E3 Son- "A Part otme is, ý, one Poison small chugs back with claw hands opcrýng 
away from breasts, elbows lifted and out, then 
continues to dance, alwavs replacing hands on 
breast/crotch 
E4 "Slafk, pouon, or bum "suqý, as a 3 (Poison and columns) come together to grasp arms, 
scrra, m, as a, 4u1tura1grvn, 1 2 other women join, Poison leaves, other 4 dance in 
unison (1 phrase from Poison solo) 
1`15 Images of teeth, mouths, She rejoins, thev support her, then each takes turns 
innards, eyes, hands flash being supported 
F6 Sotýg: "almostlike beai, ýg a child -Ul join (men, too), with some legs in coupe, one arm 
Image gone on crotch, other on next person's shoulders 
Sotýg "A parY of me has died; a Develop stage rt/left line (horizontal) 
parl ol'me has... " 
E- BILIC square t, n oc Dancers in shadoxv, lift arms off shoulders to a high 
5: F and , valk off 
FI ): a LG walks to centre Hands 2M (Karate Gu%- and 
New \.,,, ýnmn %vavc to front ýJight) as he Bald) stage left in \\-hire 
1.6 speaks tho: ()nl\ dancer to walks (stage right), swing down-spot, moving 
do so), recounts ston ()f down and come up to ear, slow1v through a one 
watching mother dic he opens to face front in armed 'wave' front and 
"Gloria" second, right hand under back, arm raised, torso 
"I remember one Sunda\ breast (palm up, cupping), slight contraction 
afternoon, I saw m\- Mother left hand covering other for'd/back this appears 
,; tandin4 b\ the sink in tho: breast earlier in group 
kitchcn. movement as flower 
pose 
F2 Imag 
, es o)f 
hands on cyc I ýG rubs hands over head Stage right Flamingo Girl 
"She \%, aN quite bald, her bodý (,, vhich is bald), brings and Tanktop in 
was thin, her skin translucent hands forward to frame downspot, hard to see 
from the chemotherapy, and I his face, then opens them movement (same as Bald 
told her I thought she looked to a pointing gesture and Karate guy? ) 
like a sperm. She didn't think (facing one another across 
that %va, ý % en funm upper body) and to repeat 
right hand cupping breast, 
left hand under 
LG coupe coupe, hands 
on shoulders windmill 
F3 "I rC: 1)C: 11! )Cr ýqlc C% C11111" LG points Group dances and 4 
Mom had trouble touching Snaps (Tip-toe, Poof, Poison, 
her nose ... seizures 
LG waves front strong Goatee) form flower line 
,. vciLýht, joins tl()N%-cr line, behind LG, then 
"... a year later, she could onh hand pointing in air and surround him 
gesture as the group encircles him 
he leans sidc-A-avs failing 
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into their supporting arms I 
F4 ... to ask 
for a kiss" He taps his lips with his finger, other finger still in air, 
image of hand on mid-stage they hft him up 
screen All slap thighs group runs u -)stage 
F5 Hand image on cyc Slashing jump, skips and group is shadowing him 
'*Bccausc it had bccome turns, repeats, to arms in background 
normal" open 
"People had been coming Hands on head, shaking 
over all month to say goodbyc head 
to -Mother I suppose. Alice He points in a kneel 
couldn't even look at her. She group runs stage left (in 
ran, hid, and cried. " direction he points) 
F6 "becausc it %vas my Nl()ther, I Left Palm out, right finger 
had to deal with my family, up 
too" Turns slowIv, Snaps Group points fingers at 
"it had to snap somewhere" fingers him, surrounds him and 
"I did it" Face front supports him 
Video pans to image of He leans right/left, pushes 
woman on screen group away 
"I insulted my aunt, shc He repeats hands on his 
wouldn't speak to me, and head (to cup face? ) 
no-,,, - I don't spcak to hcr" he looks up, gestures with 
an open palm face out 
(holding oft), two 
pointing fingers, elbows 
"but I don't %vant to talk al)()Lit out and he leans again (he 
that right now" is on knees) 
F7 Individual dancers in down Group scatters across stage to down spots 
spots Poison runs to I. G, the), stand with flarningo leg, arms 
jilence around shoulders, looking up 
F8 Music stops Poison and LG take hands, she climbs on him, she 
takes his face in her hands, turns it to face her, then 
hugs him 
F9 He repeats his hands under/cupping breasts 
gesture, he looks up/back at her, thcn ()pcns his 
arms, then she opens downstage arm (()Lit%vard swccp) 
F10 Song: "Ah)nc" Goatee walks, Group joins 
Men in down-spots, promenade with open hands, 
further abstraction of LG's hands 
Fll )'m` "Afire Alire, -Ifire Dynamics change to quick movement 
Graý 
Flashing lights 
Gospel-hkc music, clapping 
F12 Strobe effect, light upstage Back rolls and dance (static camera, hard to see) 
Running upstage 
F13 Strobe appears in middle of Group joins hands and circles (facing in) similar to 
dancers Ring around the Rosy 
Son 'I assaulted God" ý9-* Circling centre 
F14 ýVound of 
keenhýg 
, Vlon, 
ly, ,, vonotone: 'I assaulted 
God" 
F15 Large swoosh white image on LG gestures with writing motion 
black cyc changes to water Group dancing as backdrop 
ripples of silver on black 
Orchestral piusic (adagio iiohn) 
F1 6 images shown on multiple 3 dancers on the floor in front of screens, sustained 
screens cyc and otherwise (3 side-stroke with 1 -arm salute 
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clearly visible) Bald, Flamingo Girl and Skippy join for a brief trio, 
then Goatee joins and the others perform Skippy's 
balancoire/attitude saut6 around him 
Group coalesces to lift Tip-toe, then forms a'contace 
huddle and lift Bald 
F17 Holding shoulder dancers follow Poison, leaving 
Skippy behind 
Group moving up-left 
F18 She runs to catch up and throws herself into group 
who catch her in horizontal lift 
F19 Image of large woman in head LG (a very large dancer) Different dancers pull 
scarf with outstretched arms opens arms focus, then all but LG 
to lights drop to floor (Graham 
fall to side) with side- 
stroke 
Gl They stand, fall into left and right lunges, first no 
arms, then flowcr-linc arms (curved over head sway) 
Unison movement 
G2 Image of Workshop Skippy does shoulder touch, Bald rubs 
Participant group facing away shoulders/neck, LG lifts Bald 
from camera Coupc coupc lift, repeat 
then break apart to form various groups with counter- 
balance, attitude lifts, supported split walk 
Trios with centrc person in plit 
G3 Image changes to one woman Poison separates and floor Group knee sits, as 
alone, head down bow, continues dancing background 
solo: swing swing twice 
then developpc (repeated 
several times) with hand 
on ±oulder 
G4 Image changes to karate Solo continues 
Workshop Participant 
Song. - "Villsomeonepkase open the 
door? " 
G5 Song. - 'I'm sfill herr, sfill here" They stand with hand on opposite shoulder 
Put one hand our palm out, then open arms, rub head, 
various gestures from LG's solo (Fl - 179) 
G6 Son . Vmfl5ing" arms cross body to open (with turn) in canon 
G7 accoVaniment changes to ambient Goatee takes low lunge, all run separately 
sound then rises do Skippy's 
Hand sequence: Looks at balanqoirc/attitudc/sautc 
hands, 1-arm salute 
become arms opposite Group joins hands in 
with tension, then bent horizontal line (red 
elbows to slowly line up rover), then they break 
palms (this is from Bald apart and line up while 
solo, 117), then pushes SkiPPy balancoirc/ 
hands up bending back attitudc/saut6 
fingers on one hand, cups Form line (down to 
both hands at mouth, upstage) centrc stage 
takes a deep second with 
fists on hips, stands with 
offering hands (pýalms up), 
and walks back to attitude 
G8 Skippy joins group in Others take arm poses all 
front and kneels with fists, in sets of two, 
fistcd hands, arms bent, except upstage Al 
shoulder high (Goatee) who wave arms 
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then flows into forehead 
fist and raised salute with 
claýx 
G9 Iýne stays but flowers out 
6.1.2 "Here" 
HI Shades of Red costumes, similar in 4 dancers joined in horizontal line 
stý-lc to "Still" section costumes, Facing upstage 
but different. Now, both Tip-toe 
and Poison in 'jumpsuits', Skippy 
and FG in short dresses, Tank-top 
no shirt 
Red cyc 
H2 Cyc changes to blue M runs through them, thcv break apart and 
reform in a circle with another D 
Facing inward, circle of 6 
H3 Drop to 2nd, hands joined, break and turn 
H4 "can you run it, run vour fifeý 2 more D run in and join to drops to 2nd, hands 
Forward and backward' " BTJ joined, break and one runs around circle back to 
()ICC ,% Cr klucsti, m'ý place (duck duck goose), generating a series 
(canon) of spins 
Circle of 8 
H5 Different Workshop Participant, Group comes together in attitude pose, then 
state names in voice-over begin a kick sequence 
H6 Addition of music Form into group with one D lifted, and join 
hands in snake (convoluted) 
H7 Dancer in shadow Break into duos with lifts and onc-arm salute 
contractions, then run (peeling oft) Upstage run, 
backdrop shadows of "Still" section poses 
(Egyptian, flower-linc, ctc. ) 
A ainst Flamingo Girl and Bald duct 
H8 Dancers upstage, Standing alone in various poses, 
but mostly arms akimbo, and with 2 pairs one 
side-sidc onc-arms hugs and another pair just 
standing close (all in shadow) 
J1 Music stops LG moves down left (only a tad left) 
-tCll 111C hw'% tý) ti'llt 1111, Shimmies hands above head, straight arms 
and I arn going to win" Group comes to him, supports him and ]cans him 
forward and back 
LG rises to 1 -arm salute with flamingo leg 
J2 "youxvant me to sit and cry in a LG to knees, arms over head wrists clasped 
corner? Forget it" Group comes down stage attitude in parallel 
J3 '-tell me how to fight this" repeat,, Hands face front 
Image of hearts cating 
J4 music in, slon - percussire, . yet melodious 
Tanktop dances Group joins, Tip-toe F 
Man's voice "I did think I would solo, arms with walks on 
escape" behind back, contract/ release demi- 
"the only words I saw on the page falls Ocans ) to torso to face pointc, 
%vas Isicl positi%ýC side with fist upstage in waving 
attitude derriere arms 
flexed foot (from LG) 
around 
Duos with 
_stagc 
in 
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multiple level large 
changesand square 
differences in (feet 
levels (camera going in 
pans so difficult triplet 
to see) pattern of 
uplup, 
up, pause, 
down, 
down, 
down, 
pause, 
I repeat) 
J5 Very dark Various couplings arms across shoulders 
. -knottier man: 
"tell me ho-, v to 
fight this"... he says, I became an Covering eyes, hand behind back, hands on 
immigrant, with a one-way ticket shoulders (elbows up) windmills 
tý) here, and that there is no return after three couples arc on the floor w/ one leg 
ticket to die or be buried there. rocking back and forth, Poison cuts across stage 
Will I be part of the water? Can w/ Bald right after her, Poison does coupe battLI 
my friends remember me with a step from earlier (white sec), when backs are to 
smile of those moments shared, the camera with hand passing in front of the eves, 
not sadness? I tried to be a very and then to the back of the head, this time she is 
rational person, but the? facing the camera. 
(garbled) ... 
You know we have 
crossed the border ... 
day by day, 
night by night... " 
And another voice: (Bill's? ) "What 
comes after I take it with me? 
Perhaps I fail. Perhaps I triumph. 
Perhaps I keep giving" 
Hearts appear on cvc 
J6 Reprise of her-eyes-A I () t w()nian Bald in solo lunges back with windmill elbows 
describing room ("Beige, the (hands on shoulders) 
usual") "I saw the disappointment Poof comes to him, encircles him with her arms, 
and I kre%v" and he drops down through and away (the 
Cyc to red then cross-fade to pointed finger pull in DI) 
Vellow Tanktop comes to Bald and grabs shoulders, Bald 
stiffens and Tanktop leans him sideways then 
looks at him 
K1 Musical back,, round cbaiýges (pan pipe 
pianissm, o) 
'college girl' "peaks and valleys get 
closer" voice-over 
K2 she coughs Skippy and Karate Guy and Tanktop dance, 
Sound sa)vples of "in and out of the Others upstage in shadow 
bo, opital" (ze, 11 percussh, e), not so)ý* but Their movements are swing holds, lifts 
rbytArvic speech 
K3 "people say your light will still 
shine, but sometimes when she The three dancers look down, 
1, )()ks up to try and Find that littic Skippy is swung back through Tanktop's legs and 
light there's an image of a giant forward into the air (head slightly up) 
locomotive heading towards tier" 
coughs 
K4 "My name is Tawny Simpson, I Another F solo (Tip-toe), no overt movements, 
think about sex" giggle takes Egyptian mode poses, undulations, and 
sm . 1cs 
"I \v()ndcr if I'll ever be able to Other F dancers join her to 12ose around her 
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, ýllarc th, 11 %\ Ith an\ h( )(I\ , 
bcCau, "C it 
could be vcn- beautiful" 
K6 "why the hell meý, whv am I still 2 Duos: Poison and Tip-toe against Flamingo Girl 
fiving'ý" and Poo f 
K7 "I'm a Chri'stian" Poison with Tanktop in duet, touching heart, 
lifting gently, then all to poses with Poison 
holding Tanktop across her centre stage 
Others in counter balance 2-hand holds upstage 
Li Music shý? s to hip-hop. ';, 'sound 
Film goes to slow motion on 
Poison and Tanktop 
Film on cvc shatters 
L2 Mujic cba? ýýes qain and images Tanktop rises up, Arms behind back motif 
appear and fly apart Camera pans from stage right to stage left, Poison 
and Poof are dancing, arm behind back with 
finger snap, pan to Goatee M and Tip-toe F girl, 
he has OHM (circular) hand position. 
u "it's inoperable, it's Tanktop 1 -arm salute swirls over head, fists over 
terminal ... their gonna li. t% c t, ) run eyes (baby crying) 
like hell to find me" Karate Guy reprise of "Still" karate kicks 
L4 Voftermusic, eye to blue and Tip-toe Waving demi-pointe walk again, she runs 
woman's face then cyc to an blue to Goatee and Karate Guy who catch and drag 
blocks her 
voice-over of BT_j questioning 
voung woman named Hope 
L5 Images of different faces laughing Group 11fts (various dancers) 
"pass Hope around" (Bill's voice) promenade (attitude) 
" take her around" and drops in 2nd 
"don't drop Hope" laughter 
L6 A male voice "do I think in death Still group dance with split/lean (from 114) 
xvill be a celebration: vC11" 
1-7 Film of another woman No dance visible 
Talking about how those with litc 
threatening illnesses (%vc) a, ýk "thc 
questions all people haVC" 
L8 Image of older black man Dancers in finger point (raised) posc, forced arch 
"I'm concerned aboLit mir 
2nd 
position 
economv, the African- Arne rican 
family, foreign policy, new world 
order, freedom, peace on earth, 
and stop the violence", he snaps 
fingers 
L9 1 le xbistles 
Images of Workshop Participants 
smiling 
L10 Various images of Workshop Dancers stand side-sidc, one arm around other, 
Participant men leave 
Final image: 3 screen images of 
girl in cap from opening shot, she 
closes eves 
Mi Images stop Walking and small movements 
Bill's v()Icc c1cin. in(Is -%valk MUr Flamingo girl, repeats very beginning of "Still" 
lifc" section, then Sequence one repeated with 3 
people, LG walks forward and snaps fingers 
downstage-centre, other dancers move into line 
Nf2 "go tý). %()ur birth" Ending in line (down/up) from end of "Still" 
which opens as dancers leave Skippy alone on 
_knees, 
fists 
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ýN f3 "tl-. % t'' 1111,1"Inc whcrc it ClidC' Bald comes and hfts her to feet, she walks off, 
Bald in arabesque derriere while walking upstage 
and dancers are jumping past him 
M4 Bald to a coupe releve, fine joins hands with him 
(arabesque attitude walks in slow-motion) 
Facing upstage 
M5 ýynthesi. Zed music starts Goatee leaves group pushes others dance 
Bill: "take us to ymir death" hands out and presses down, in shadow, 
repeats entire hand-sequence with "Here"- 
from end of "Still" (G7) section 
opening drop- 
to 2nd circles 
M6 TV with BTJ image (close-up) TV with Bill's image appears upstage-right, LG 
"What ninc daY is itý- standing beside it, Bald comes over and lies down 
in front of it 
I. G pushes TV around stage from up right to 
stage-left, then down 
M7 Individual down spots and Various groupings (projection screens are 
shadows showing film from earlier in the piece, including 
BT 
-I 
asks questions ()ver music "Still" section. ) 
"where are ý-ouý Vliat's the room 
like? Are %-()ual(mcý" 
N18 "More shadows LG sits in front of TV 
"can y(m picture V()Ur dcathý" 
INI 9 -More dim-fit 
down spots and LG stands Bald takes group 
shadows and pushes Flamingo Girl by repeats 
TV again shoulders, she Some full 
stiffens, he leans phrases 
her (as Tanktop from "Still" 
had done to him in (e. g. Skippy 
J6), he bends head and 
to her breast Goatee's 
hand 
sequence) 
"N 110 Cvc to vellow No visible live dance 
"What's the last thing %ou see and 
the last thing you sayý" 
TV spins with strobe images of 
dancers from El - E7 the slash, 
poison, burn section 
Image of Bill cupping hands to 
mouth 
M 11 Film on eye repeats images from No visible live dance 
"Still" 
M12 Shadows with red eye Group repeats circle-drop 2nd, circle-drop 2nd 
M13 Scre n (video) to solid red o ancers, just red video s teen 
Ending credits roll, white letters 
on black background 
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6.2 UnIocIdng the Undiscussable with Key Words 
dance, movement, work, dancers, company art, music life, people 
jones, zane, black, croce, critics, death, victim, know, see 
From the corpus results 
StilIlHere was planned, according to Jones, as a dance (movement) work. As he 
stated in his autobiography Last Night on Earth, 'The success of formal works like D- 
Man in the Waters, Soon, and War Between the States had renewed my commitment 
to movement as a primary form of theatrical expression' (Jones 1995,252). StilIlHere 
is indeed a dance work, using movement as the primary base. In this work, Jones 
used highly trained and skilled dancers, who not only perform gestural abstractions, 
but also long sequences of codified movement replete with Horton-based modem 
technique (e. g. lateral Ts) as well as ballet steps such as repeated entrechats 
(performed by male dancers), rond de jamb en I'air, and others. This technique-laden 
movement style harkens back to Jones'training at SUNY Binghamton, where he 
studied both ballet and modem techniques. It is a style that he has used to some 
success in several works, as he noted and as noted by critical reviews and by this 
researcher (the entrechat appears in several of his works, most recently Blind Date). 
While the use of codified movement delineates the work as dance, I believe it 
confuses the meaning of the movements, as many seem to be included only to show 
the breadth of Jonesmovement knowledge and the skills of the dancers. Therefore, 
the codified ballet movements distract from the message and dilute the power of the 
work. As uplifting as the idea of survival can be, the work does refer, even if 
obliquely, to death. And although it could be argued that not all movement about 
death needs to be literal, or to be heavy, or even on a low level, the verticality and 
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light balletic nature of much of the abstract movement evokes more buoyant 
responses that have little reference to the subject matter of the dance work. As such, 
confusion on the part of the viewer diminishes the impact of the work's message. As 
one student 'tester' stated: 
I have decided that I like the piece, but I don't like the traditional 
movements in it. I prefer seeing the movements that the Workshop 
participants probably did, or at least an interpretation of them. I 
believe Bill T. Jones did a good job in capturing the feelings, 
emotions, and words of the Workshop participants, but he adds too 
much "dance" on top of it. 
StaInaker, R., Personal Communication, email 4-8-2006 
Indeed, when I viewed the rework, StilIlHere Looking On in 2004, the dance seemed 
to relate more specifically to the speech and/or images of the Workshop participants, 
as introduced by Jones in a down-spot while he reminisced about the choreographic 
process and performed workshop-based gesture portraits. 
In addition to the technique-based dance movement, Jones does incorporate non- 
dance movements that more obviously refer to the gestures, and capture the emotions, 
of the Workshop Participants. For example, StilIlHere includes instances of martial 
arts, most notably karate and capoeira (a Brazilian form of martial art that combines 
dance and gymnastic movements). In one section of the dance work, a film of a 
Workshop Participant shows the man performing a karate set complete with opening 
bow, codified karate moves (e. g. roundhouse kicks), and a final bow. With this film 
as a backdrop, one of Jones' dancers performs the same moves, both literally and 
abstractly, in a pool of blue light (see section B 1-3 of the dance description). 9 
Capoeira is used by Jones in the almost manic moves performed by two female 
dancers in a section in which we hear a young girl envisioning her future (section C). 
As she tells of how she will run and marry and have the life most girls expect, her 
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survival instinct (and perhaps her anger) is captured by Jones in the quick twists, 
drops, flips, and kicks of the dancers. 
Not content to have only pure dance and non-dance, yet still codified, movement, 
Jones demonstrates his post-modem roots and includes gestures and other pedestrian 
movement. The piece opens with dancers walking in the space, as if preparing for a 
class or a workshop session. These walks occur at various times throughout the piece 
as simple, grounded movement that offers a glimpse of "normalcy". This connection 
to the workshops and the Workshop Participants is evident in the gestures performed 
literally, and as bases for movement motifs. In the workshops, Jones asked the 
Workshop Participants to create a gesture and word (gesture portraits) that 
represented them, their life, their feelings, and physical state. Each Workshop 
Participant performed the gesture for the group, both with and without the words. 
Jones then incorporated some of the gestures into the work. Unfortunately, the theatre 
viewer has no knowledge of the various gesture portraits, and as such can not 
ascertain which gesture belongs to which Workshop Participant. However, two 
gestures are connected to specific participants (as the karate is connected via film and 
dance). The first gesture which demonstrates a connection is not made clear in the 
dance, yet is apparent with knowledge gleaned from the Bill Moyers interview 
(Moyers 1997). In the workshop, Jones demonstrated his gesture portrait to the 
Workshop Participants, placing his hands at his centre, opening them as if they were 
growing out of his body, expanding his being. This gesture is not seen in the work; 
however, in the interview Moyers asks Jones to do what Jones had asked of the 
Workshop Participants, to show his portrait. Jones began by holding his arms out to 
his sides, raising them up, and cupping them as if drinking water. This gesture does 
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appear several times, specifically the cupped hands, and is performed by the same 
dancer (see G7) as a repeated phrase. 
The second gesture, the most clearly connected gesture, is a pointed finger used 
throughout the entirety of one dancer's monologue about his mother (see section F, I- 
19) as well as a motif seen throughout the work (the so-called "finger motif). As the 
dancer speaks aloud about his mother's final days and death, the finger appears as an 
accusation, as the hand of God, as a shush on the lips, and again on the lips as a 
request for a kiss. It is not made clear in the piece if the dancer is truly verbalizing his 
memories, or is speaking for someone else. In Jones' autobiography, however, we are 
told that it is indeed dancer Lawrence Goldhuber's story (Jones 1995). It is the only 
instance of a dancer speaking in the work, and Goldhuber is the only dancer whose 
story is included. 
The reason for the decision to include Goldhuber's story in SUIIIHere is not stated in 
the autobiography, but Jones often depended on Goldhuber for movement and image 
ideas (e. g. the football-based movement in the 'Run Eliza Run' section of Jones' 1990 
work Last Supper at Uncle Tom's CabinlThe Promised Land is a direct reference to 
Goldhuber's previous sports participation). Jones also depended greatly on the 
company he and partner Arnie Zane formed, as he looks to his dancers for inspiration 
and input. 
Prior to actually choreographing StiIIIHere, Jones entertained the idea of using only 
HIV-positive individuals as performers. This would not have been the first time that 
Jones deviated from the use of highly trained dancers. For example, in Last Supper at 
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Uncle Tom ý CabinlThePromisedLand Jones picked up local performers for the final 
section -- the nude section -- of the work in the different cities in which it was 
performed. However, in StillNere Jones remained true to his company, as he felt 
that his message would be enhanced through the dance, that'the dancers would reveal 
themselves as they revealed the movement'(Jones 1995,252). Indeed, the'youthful, 
healthy group of dancers' (Jones 1995,263) offers a poignant metaphor for denial and 
survival. 
Apart from the somewhat perverse nature of apparently healthy bodies performing 
gestures created by diseased bodies, the abstracted handling of breast and crotch, 
while being very direct, supports the dance categorisation, especially in that it is 
accompanied by codified movement of the legs and torso. This also diminishes the 
relationship to the diseased body. Exoticised movements, such as the sculptural poses 
used by the dancers (first introduced by the dancer designated in the description as 
'Egyptian) further reduces the impact of the physical realities of chemotherapy, 
radiation, surgery, and other invasive procedures associated with disease. By virtue 
of the apparently very healthy dancers, StiIIIHere presents healthy individuals, 
survivors, and glorifies that mental strength in the face of adversity while also 
glorifying the human body. 
In that way, the dancers - and viewers - stand as testament to the Workshop 
Participants' lives/deaths, at least as far as the images as framed by Jones and 
videographer Bender. Yet the dancers are also voyeurs, and are the thankful healthy 
('there but for the grace of God go F), as well as curious others, and the imagined ill. 
Jones had each of the original cast write their feelings about the work during the 
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choreographic process. " In doing so, the dancers became the representation of the 
terminally ill. They are then empowered as biographical narrator, given that authority 
by Jones in his belief that they, the dancers, would then reveal themselves. As Leigh 
Woods noted in an article on biography and mythmaking: 
Not only does the biographical narrative furnish a way of selecting 
and organizing fact, consistent with the narrator's pre-existent 
values; but it can, finally, absorb fact, amoebalike, and reconstitute 
it in order to transcend it. It can, in this, tilt the narrative mode into 
a dramatic one, suiting its form to its subject. 
Woods 2000,245 
Just as Jones selected the input from the Workshop Participants, as a choreographer 
he also selected and organised the dancers. And, just as the dancers dramatically 
represented the terminally ill through their own revelations (as a generalisation), so, 
too, did Jones dramatise the lives of the Workshop Participants. As such, like Yvonne 
Rainer, a doyenne of post-modem dance and film, whose work Ann Daly notes is 
'about the real, but it is not realistic, ' (Daly 2002, B 15), Jones uses narrative 
representations which have moments of reality surrounded by the abstract. In 
StilIlHere, Jones offers a narrative as dramatic as it is "real. " 
That is not to say that Jones has used dramatic movement per se, StiIIIHere is dance, 
not drama. However, Bill T. Jones'work is often categorised as dance theatre, and 
SURAYere is a theatrically produced work of dance, in that it uses theatrical 
costuming, lighting, and a proscenium stage. Further, the presentational aspect, 
theatrically based with projected film, cleared proscenium stage, and codified dance 
movement all support the pure dance category, albeit with a modernist theatricality. 
Even so, Jones'work does not depart from the category of dance, especially when 
compared to the works of other choreographers who have developed dance for film. 
For example, reformatted and edited for video, a move that generally allows for the 
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addition of design elements not used on stage, StiIIIHere adds no additional elements 
to the film other than editing techniques. The set and design for the piece does not 
venture into the realms of Pina Bausch's Tanztheatre, much less the use of realistic 
sets and pedestrian movement presented by the likes of DV8 Physical Theatre (e. g. 
Cost ofLiving, Dead Dreams ofMonochrome Men). It is, however, a multi-media 
work, as are many of Jones'more recent dances. 
This collaborative, multi-media, approach is very typical of Jones'mode of 
developing a dance piece, and demonstrates the importance he places on other art 
forms. Perhaps the most prominent of those art forms is music, on which Jones places 
great importance. In his work he has used classical music, popular music, spirituals, 
folk songs, and commissioned scores. In StilIlHere, two composers were 
commissioned, each with distinct personal styles. Each composer was given one 
section on which to focus: Kenneth Fragelle composed a combination of instrumental 
and vocal music for "Still" and Vernon Reid composed the percussive sounds in 
"Here. " In StillNere the music fully supports the dance, although the dance does not 
depend on the music for rhythmic stability. Rather, the ambience of the music, as 
well as the lyrics alluding to disease and the emotions of the terminally ill, connect 
with the dance on an elemental level, creating a symbiosis between dance and music. 
That is, that both music and dance'accept mutual dependence through theirjoining' 
(Wiesner 1991,55). 
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the other art forms used in StilIlHere, 
which, as a multi-media work incorporating film, photography, dance, music, and 
performed and recorded speech, would be situated on a multi-media continuum as 
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'interlaced' and 'integrated' (Wiesner 199 1). That is, as a dance work supported by the 
other art elements. Perhaps that is partly due to the fact that StiIIIHere was Jones' first 
use of video, as he was ready to 'expand the world of the stage through the medium of 
video' (Jones 1995,252). Comfortable with combining dance and music, although 
arguably so, perhaps Jones assumed that he could produce a work in 
Cunninghamesque mode, where artists of different forms could present their visions 
side by side to create a whole. For StiIIIHere, the artists (e. g. composers, 
videographers) worked from the same base (films of the survival workshops). And, in 
Cunningham fashion, they worked independently, each approaching the work from 
his/her own perspective. Still, although the other design elements presented in the 
work were meant to stand alone and be presented in a reciprocal relationship, the 
dance could stand as it is without the spoken texts and visual film images. That being 
said, as for being understood rather than appreciated for its beauty, the movement 
often requires the spoken texts for clarity, and is enhanced by the addition of film 
images. 
As a product of the post-modem era, and/or as an inheritor of post-modemism, Jones 
is a political creature, creating works that take as topics issues of political and social 
conscience, exploring social relationships and authority/power. In Last Supper at 
Uncle Tom's CabinlThe Promised Land he deals with slavery and its repercussions on 
later generations. In Reading, Mercy and the Artificial Nigger he examines the 
Southern experience between blacks and whites. In 2006 BlindDate he focuses on 
empowerment, death, and conflict. And in StilIlHere it is disability and illness. Some 
of these works are not derived from a need to right a moral wrong, or to comment 
thereon, some are more personally motivated. Jones' post-modem belief that Life is 
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Art leads him to create works that deal with life, and in StiIIIHere he juxtaposes his 
life with the lives of others. 
As previously noted, Jones' own narrative is voiced in the Moyers' documentary 
(1997) in which Bill Moyers turns the tables and asks Jones to do what he had asked 
of the Workshop Participants, to demonstrate his own gesture portrait and to walk his 
life. As he performs his gesture portrait, Jones stays in one spot, moves his hands and 
arms expressively, adds his torso, and finally rhythmically stamps his feet, hands in 
the air. The gesture portrait appears in the work, as it does in many of Jones' works, 
as movements of hands, arms, and torso while standing in one spot. 
So, too, does Jones'life path appear. Jones'own life path begins with a circle, 
because, as he told Moyers, life is a circle. This image of a circle appears most 
conspicuously in the opening part of "Here" when the dancers increasingly form a 
large circle, which grows two dancers at a time. But Jones' life path in its entirety 
does not appear in the work. There are, however, other circles and turns, angled 
walks cutting back and forth (Jones"confusion, ' per the Moyers interview, 19), curved 
walks (Iove, ' seen throughout, but introduced immediately), steps that end with 
stillness (a life stop, 'waiting, ' in the work they are slaps as in I 10), and jumps large 
and small (Jones'jumping into situations, 'relationships, ' seen in the entrechats and 
myriad otherjumps). This is Jones'life path, and yet his way of representing a 
metaphor for life, and for relating his views of the connection between people's lives. 
The metaphor is originally contained in the words 'walk your life'which Jones utters 
on the soundtrack in the work (and at the workshops). These walks are the Workshop 
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Participants' life paths, encapsulated in line drawings on large sheets of paper and 
developed into travelling floor patterns as seen in the Moyers interview. With line 
drawings in hand, Jones asked the Workshop Participants to guide the group through 
their lives. As each Workshop Participant did so, s/he would stand in the front of the 
group, as the prow of a ship, while the group joined hands to shoulders and clustered 
behind. So joined, the group then walked the leader's life. The Workshop 
Participants' life writing appears in the work not as recognisable directional patterns, 
but as a shoulder-hold motif (see 114, E6, F17, G2-3), taken from the workshops. 
Through the gesture portrait and the life walk, and true to his contradictory nature, 
Jones positions himself both inside the community of the ill and outside of it. Bill T. 
Jones seems more than willing to exploit his life, and expose himself to viewers, to 
seek adulation, admiration, and acceptance. He has written his own autobiography 
(Last Night on Earth 1995), and has conceded to dozens of interviews, speaking 
engagements, has written about himself, choreographed his experiences, and has 
spoken with Bill Moyers and other television producers to create documentaries. Yes, 
these public displays of Jones, the man, can come from his fame as a choreographer, 
but they also derive from Jones'need to be out there. To be viewed. To be seen. 
Jones is a person who, by virtue of his sexual preference, disease, race, profession, 
and upbringing could be easily marginalised in society. Yet he prefers to stand out, to 
fight that marginalisation in a very public way (e. g. the nudity in the final section of 
Last Supper at Uncle Tom's CabinlPromised Land). 
What makes Jones so prone to autobiography? He might credit this penchant for self- 
exploitation to being told to go for the front cover when he and Arnie Zane were 
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struggling in the late 1970s (Jones 1995). Jones'partner Zane was a focus of Jones' 
life: helping him to accept his homosexuality, inspiring his creativity, showing him 
love. And Zane is very much a part of StilIlHere, not just because the company name 
includes both men's names, but because with StiIIIHere Jones created an 
autobiographical work in which he explores his responses to his HIV-status and the 
death of Arnie Zane via other voices. 
StilIlHere was created in a period in which, with the advent of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act in 1990, disability narratives became more common as biographies 
and autobiographies. By virtue of the process Jones used (the survival workshops), 
this work is not only an autobiography for Jones, but also a form of collaborative 
autobiography, an as-told-to autobiography (Couser 1998). Further, on the continuum 
of collaborative autobiographies, StiIIIHere falls on the end of ethnographic 
autobiography, an inherently problematic genre in that 'the political imbalance in 
those cases in which the completion [ ... ] of the narrative devolves upon a survivor 
who narrates another's terminal illness'(Couser 1998,336) can result in 'unintentional 
misrepresentation. ' 
If Jones can be accused of narrating another's illness via using the Workshop 
Participants as case histories of the terminally ill, through Moyers' interview we know 
that in StillNere Jones considered his own case history, and the case history of Arnie 
Zane. In so doing, Jones admits his fears. For example, Jones notes in the interview 
that Zane 'bleated' like an animal in the last hour of his life (Moyers 1997). Jones 
says this, and yet the voice of Jones'fear is in the sobbing voice of a girl who states 'I 
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don't need in this in my life' (section C5), and the stopped motion on the stage letting 
the words resonate. 
Unlike some autobiogaphies of the disabled, in which the subject is quickly labelled, 
typed, and the story becomes a case history shifting emphasis to larger cultural issues 
(Couser 1998), in StiffiHere Jones keeps the focus on the generalised commonality of 
illness: there are no individual types, no specific labels. In Jones' life walk, he 
mentions that on the wrong day he mentioned his HIV-status to a reporter and 
thereafter was labelled: black, gay, HIV-positive. That being said, Jones has no 
problem allowing labels that solidify his identity. In the Moyers interview, and in his 
life walk, Jones lists being black, 'the idea of blackness, ' as one of the things he loves 
in response to Moyers asking Jones the questions Jones asked the Workshop 
Participants. This admission both contradicts and supports other statements regarding 
his status as a black man, as he has been quoted as regarding his lack -- or need -- of a 
black identity, and later as he claims his status as a black role model (see Chapter 2). 
But StiIIIHere is not about being black. Granted, there are brief screen images of the 
face and hand of an African-American, but the hands and face may or may not be 
Jones, therefore we cannot say for sure that he is black. Nor is there any sense of the 
work being about homosexuality. Further, of his HIV-positive status, this work never 
mentions a particular disease or condition. 
There are no direct labels of Jones himself, indeed, Jones does not even appear as a 
live performer, but rather as a disembodied voice, a floating head image, and a hand 
firmly placed on a shoulder, directing, manipulating. He is the author and agent, 
assuming power/authority over others in the work. Guiding them, he still allows their 
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voices to come through, but they are the voices he chooses, the words and images he 
selects. No, Jones does not appear as a performer; Jones is present most 
conspicuously by virtue of his absence on the stage. His shadowy presence only 
highlights his absence. In not being present he reminds his audience that he could be 
in the Workshop Participant images if his HIV morphs into AIDS. Jones is both 
author and narrator, and in the TV screen he is character, even if he is not ostensibly 
the subject (Postlewait 2000). He is never a whole person, he never appears as'real' 
and thus he can never be truly here; his identity is shrouded in that absence. But a 
work about illness, about speaking out for those who suffer, is Bill T. Jones. His 
identity as perpetrator and purveyor of the uncomfortable issues in society and life 
remains secure. 
The manipulative nature of Jones'presence is disturbing in that many of the 
Workshop Participants are women, the most prevalent Workshop Participant being 
the woman who, although a disease is never mentioned specifically, has either breast 
or cervical cancer (per the breast/crotch hold). When we see and hear this woman, 
Jones is questioning her, and has his hand on her shoulder. This big brother 
perception continues as the TV screen with Jones' image is pushed across the stage. 
Yet the perception is dimmed by the fact that even Jones is manipulated as his image 
is pushed by another dancer. Still, Jones created the piece, and as such is the 
power/author. Therefore, the idea of world and people is Jones' idea, Jones' way of 
seeing the world. But Jones'way of seeing the world is not the way others necessarily 
see it. 
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In creating a biographic - and autobiographic - work, Jones, in the act of 
choreographing, takes the power from the Workshop Participants (the subject). The 
act of dancing - performing - takes the movement from the choreographer (writer), 
and empowers the dancer as narrator. The viewer is then empowered to perceive the 
work in a subjective way, and finally the critic sees the dance, and as author creates a 
new text. Such is the case with StilIlHere, which as a powerful yet poignant work 
elicits strong emotions in the viewer, as demonstrated in the heated debate generated 
by the work, and the word choices of the writers engaged in the debate. " 
This is not a daunting piece, nor is it particularly uncomfortable to watch. Granted, 
there are screen images that could be considered somewhat 'bloody; however, as one 
student stated 'The video running on the screens is effective, at times gruesome, yet 
eye-catching, and the images make you think' (Stalnaker, R. personal communication. 
email 4-8-2006). By abstracting movement and leaving out the gore and pain, Jones 
has whitewashed the work. It is not a bid for sympathy. There are no victims, there 
are only survivors. There are no graphic displays of any of the horrors of disease. 
The images of hearts are the only organ-based images, and are simply pulsating hearts 
such as the images seen on children's and educational TV. With no real gore, no 
images of tissue, scars, etc, SUIIIHere is less graphic than much of primetime TV. 
There is no screaming, no writhing, no painful grimaces from dancers or Workshop 
Participant images. The closest contact the viewer has with the terminally ill is 
through the images of their often smiling faces and their stories. 
With their voices StiIIIHere is a philosophical discourse on human courage in the face 
of disease. It states emphatically that through dealing with disease and facing death 
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we are able to survive. StilIlHere is what it is, quietly. There are no angry dialogues 
between Workshop Participants, no confrontations, no disagreements. There is only 
agreement that while each Workshop Participant is a separate entity and each story is 
individual, each entity and story are still connected as they blend into other stories, the 
commonality shown through movement motifs and phrases as well as personal 
sentiments. Although some movements and words are seen and heard in direct 
relation to a particular Workshop Participant, they are forecasted, rerun, and used as 
threads. They are the Workshop Participants' threads, the dancers' threads, and Jones' 
own life as well. In the end, it is the Workshop Participants who are the crux of the 
piece and their words are the very core, in that it is from their words that the title 
derives: 'I'm still a woman' and'I became an immigrant, with a one-way ticket to 
here! 
6.3 Reading the Co-texts 
To attempt to write about the undocumentable event of 
performance is to invoke the rule of the written document and 
thereby alter the event itself 
Phelan 1993,146 
After watching StilIlHere and allowing the work to speak to me, I found that my 
understanding diverged greatly from the conclusions formed from the empirical data 
generated by the written texts in the BTJ and S-H corpora as discussed in Chapter 5. 
The results of the Still-Here (S_H) corpus analysis suggested a context shift in the 
written texts from Jones' choreographic work to a focus on the critical response of one 
critic in particular, Arlene Croce. For example, a comparison between word 
frequencies in the S-H and BTJ corpora showed that the most distinctive words in the 
S-H corpus include victim, critic, death, theatre, issue, culture, fact, power, review, 
public, positive, father, and undiscussable, several of which are associated with the 
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text written by Croce, rather than with the dance work itself. In addition, the 
empirical data offers little in the way of description of the dance text. For example, 
through an analysis of the ftequency of conceptual metaphors, it appears that 
StilIlHere has little to do with the body, space and time, direction and movement, and 
structure and form, all elements generally considered to be integral to choreography 
and dance. The corpus results also suggest that StilIlHere does not deal with health, 
yet the work is known to be based on workshops conducted with people who are 
terminally ill. In addition to ignoring, or discounting the Workshop Participants' 
distinctive and connecting feature (being ill) their relationship as necessary and 
important participants in the choreographic process and product is superseded by 
other participants. An analysis of words relating to participants showed that critics 
are the most important participant by virtue of word frequencies and all other 
participants (e. g. dancers, audience, choreographer) are more important than the 
choreography itself, an ontological hierarchy that does not align with that of general 
dance (as shown in the analysis of the Surrey Dance Corpus). Further, the Workshop 
Participants do not occur with any frequency in the corpus. Thus, it is time to return 
to the empirical approach to validate my interpretation. 
6.3.1 Word Frequencies 
The first corpus linguistics method used in the preceding chapters was a frequency 
analysis on the words in the general dance corpus (the Surrey Dance Corpus) and both 
the BTJ and S-H corpora. This data was then compared in Chapter 5. According to 
the corpus statistics for frequently used words, Bill T. Jones is closely aligned with 
general dance, and has several words which overlap with the Surrey Dance Corpus 
(the SDQ. They are: dance, work, new, art, company, dancers, time, movement, and 
music. In addition to these SDC/BTJ shared words, the BTJ corpus shares words with 
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the S-H corpus. They are: jones, zane, people, says, life, black, croce, still, here, and 
world. Finally, as was shown in Chapter 5, the S-H corpus contains additional words 
not found in the other two corpora. They are: victim, critic, death, know, and see. 
Several of these words are clearly evident in StiIIIHere and as such offer interesting 
bases for an interpretation of the work as was shown by my interpretation in section 
6.2 
In an interview with Bill Moyers, Jones mentions that Workshop Participants suffered 
from cystic fibrosis, AIDS, and cancer among other diseases, and Workshop 
Participant-images of bald heads do suggest the ravages of chemotherapy and 
radiation. However, at no time in StillMere does anyone name a specific disease. 
Disease names do, however, appear frequently in the S-H corpus. Conversely, words 
closely associated with the work (e. g. shadows, a visual/lighting element used in 
much of the piece), as noted by the student testers and this researcher, do not appear 
in the S-H corpus. Thus, the frequency data generated shows a possible disconnect 
between the S-H corpus, which includes articles about and reviews of SUIIIHere, and 
the words used in the traditional descriptions. In order to test the data collected from 
the S-H corpus against the work itself, a comparison of empirical data was 
performed. KWIC tools were used against the words generated by the analysis 
included in this chapter (sections 6.1 and 6.2) and the words written in a note-taking 
session by the aforementioned university students of dance. " 
The first KWIC analysis was a frequency count of the words used only in the 
description of the work. The findings show that the top 100 most frequently used 
words make up 49% of the total words used in the description, with 48 open class 
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words in the top 100 words. Admittedly the high number of open class words is 
probably caused by the "note" style which was used to describe the work; one could 
assume that had full sentences been used more closed class words would have 
occurred at a higher frequency. However, when I add my interpretation from section 
6.2 (which was in full sentence form) to the description, this assumption proves false, 
as the number of OCWs is even higher (50 OCWs in the top 100 most frequently used 
words). That being said, it is most important to note that the number of OCWs in the 
top 100 most frequent words aligns with the pattern found in special languages 
(discussed in Chapters 4 and 5). So, too, do the top 100 OCWs in the description 
offer a solid image of the work StiIIIHere in that body parts, directional words, and 
dance movements occur quite frequently, as shown in Table 6.1. 
hand(s) cyc song karate shoulder (s) leg 
arm(s) toe run (s) walks girl open 
stage line eyes image still solo 
bald floor breast repeats facing lifts 
group side around behind dancer over 
dancer(s) back music voice joins out 
upstage attitude salute woman changes 
head face coupe pose finger 
Table 6.1 Top OCWs Descriptive Text 
Relative differences between the frequencies of words in both the descriptive analysis 
and the S-H corpus demonstrate the disconnect between the work and the words even 
further, as shown in Table 6.2. In Table 6.2, the left column contains words only 
slightly removed from the frequencies of the top 100 OCWs (the numbers at the top 
of the columns reflect the distance in frequency by groups of 100). The far right 
column contains words that do not appear at all in the S-H corpus, but are included in 
the top 100 most frequently used words in the descriptive analysis. 
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movement down stage hands side run arms poison 
right group image front hand bald 
left section face arm cyc 
music line behind head upstage 
voice eyes breast toe 
woman runs floor 
attitude flamingo 
Song repeats 
solo 
Table 6.2 Relative Positions of OCWs 
As can be seen, the words with the greatest differences are body parts, space, and 
structural elements. Arguably, some of these words are terms used to describe 
movement or a dancer and as such would not appear in most texts. However, 
although the body might not be the focus for every work, in StiIIIHere the focus is on 
body parts, as several important motifs rely on breasts, arms, hands, and the head. 
The words speak of the body, and illness only takes place in the body. Once again, 
the frequency analysis points to a departure from the work in the words used in the 
written texts. 
When the interpretation of the work and the student notes are analysed, the focus 
changes slightly to include more theme-related words, as shown in Table 6.3. 
jones workshop death gesture stage piece 
work life participants music way very 
dance dancers being movements illness disease 
movement section There words dancer see 
still voices voice people bill metaphor 
here images story moyers others down 
Table 6.3 Top OCWs Interpretive Text 
The inclusion of the words death, the dance title still and here, and the humanitarian 
concepts discussed in Chapter 5 (people, life) all appear in the written text included in 
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sections 6.1 and 6.2. In fact, they also appear in the S_H corpus. However, several of 
the top 100 OCWs in the S-H corpus do not occur in the descriptive analysis of 
StilIlHere, just as they do not occur in the BTJ corpus. In keeping with this 
discrepancy, OCWs found in the descriptive analysis, but not in the S-H, are part of 
the general BTJ language as shown by the OCWs (music, movement, dancers). In 
fact, 38% of the BTJ OCWs are found in the descriptive analysis OCWs, while only 
27% of the S_H OCWs are in the descriptive analysis OCWs. Thus, the descriptive 
analysis appears to be more aligned with the BTJ corpus than with the S-H corpus. 
So, too, the combined student notes and my interpretation are more closely aligned 
with the BTJ corpus. In fact, 67% of the BTJ OCWs are frequently used in these texts 
while 37% of the S-H OCWs are included. As much as these findings demonstrate 
yet again a greater alignment between the words used in this chapter and the work 
than with other texts about StillNere, they also point out issues with interpretation. 
That is, that the OCWs of the interpretations written in this chapter have a 10% higher 
match with the S-H texts than with the actual description of the work. Therefore, 
interpretations are somewhat removed from the actual dance. The greater match also 
points out that interpretations are slightly more aligned with one another, at least as 
far as this work is concerned. One third of the OCWs are the same, and as such the 
interpretations of Jones'work, SUIIIHere, agree at least one/third of the time. 
In addition to demonstrating a disconnect between the dance, Croce's text, and the 
subsequent texts written after Croce published hers, word frequencies also suggest 
that Croce broke her own form when she wrote about StilIlHere. The data generated 
by a corpus of written texts by Croce shows that her writing aligns with 67% of the 
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Critic sub-corpus OCWs, 52% of the SDC top OCWs, 26% of the BTJ OCWs, and 
only 17% of the S-H OCWs. This indicates that Croce is a critic who writes about 
dance. However, as much as other writers associate her with Bill T. Jones, Croce's 
texts only align with the BTJ corpus by 26%. Granted, Croce focuses a great deal of 
her writing on Balanchine (Theodores 1996), and ballet is the most frequently used 
word in the Croce corpus, but that does not prove that she is averse to writing about 
modem choreographers. In fact, the word tharp also is frequently used by Croce, as 
she references the choreographer quite often. This suggests that genre has little to do 
with Croce's disconnect from Jones'work and her own style, which generally includes 
long sentences and 'an almost clinical capacity for kinaesthetic and anatomical detail 
and active imagery' (Theodores 1996,120). Nor does Croce's text about StilIlHere 
necessarily imply that she was wholly responsible for the context shift. Croce's own 
writings align with only 17% of the S-H corpus OCWs, and as such, she diverged not 
only from the dance, but also from other written texts about the dance. Therefore, it 
appears that the context shift was created by other writers (who focused on Croce) 
rather than by Croce alone. 
6.3.2 Conceptual Metaphors 
Although writers of dance, especially critics, may have overstated the horrors of 
StilIlHere, it is not fair to say that they misrepresented the work by focusing on 
victims of death and disease. There is a dark side to the work, and with the exception 
of gestures such as the literal breast and crotch holds in "Still", much of it is 
metaphorical. There are accusing pointing fingers, and -- Jones' greatest fear -- loss 
of control in the straight-body-falls back into another's hands (D4). Words and 
visuals on the various screens onstage include metaphor, such the hearts beating as 
images of life and death (D), the colours of the costumes (white=purity/neutrality and 
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red=passion/emotion), the song lyrics which use paradoxical terms to denote the 
treatment for disease (slash, poison, and burn E 1), and the spoken text that uses 
metaphor to tell of impending death Q5 'I became an immigrant, with a one-way 
ticket to here, and that there is no return ticket to die or be buried there. Will I be part 
of the water? '). In fact, the work quite easily fits within the conceptual metaphor 
DANCE IS CONFLICT, through the kicks, quick thrusts, shoving, falling, punches, 
and overall attack of the movement. 
From the debate surrounding the work, and the words used frequently in the S-H 
corpus, it comes as no surprise that the conceptual metaphor CONFLICT, noted in 
Chapter 5 as relating to StilIlHere, is apparent in the work. " As one student tester 
noted, 'the theme was one of paradox; life through death, struggle and triumph, and 
simultaneous joy and struggle' (Dewald, J. D., personal communication, email 4- 10- 
2006). Yet it is not only thematic material that indicates CONFLICT; in one section 
the dancers hurl themselves at one another, intentionally knocking one another down 
(134). This, though, does not give the sense that the dancers are angry at one another, 
but angry at the world, or perhaps it represents being blindsided by illness. The 
aggressive movement is not only in the danced movement (onstage), but also in the 
screen images, as one Workshop participant practices Karate, a martial art. Even so, 
the work is not about victims as Croce stated and as suggested by the S-H corpus. 
And, although one student viewer'felt it was about illness and unwelcome death that 
was unavoidable and lonely' (Mumpower, M., personal communication, email 4- 10- 
2006), the movement dynamics give a sense of empowerment to a fairly uplifting 
dance work, as shown in the frequency of words in the NATURE metaphor such as 
bloom, blossom, flourish, ripe, root. 
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Through an analysis of conceptual metaphor in Chapter 5, it was suggested that S_H 
is NOT ARCHITECTURE. On the contrary, Sti&Here, a multi-media work, is an 
example of Jones' attention to structural details. Most obvious is the delineation of 
the two sectional titles, "Still" and "Here, " each with different composers and 
musicians as noted in the opening credits. But there are other distinctions between the 
two sections, such as story (although this is somewhat difficult to distinguish), 
lighting, and costume. 
There are stories in both sections, one of which repeats (possibly two, per the voices, 
but the words are different for the possible second story "continuation"). "Still" 
includes stories of the discovery of the Workshop Participants' illnesses. The stories 
tell of despair (I don't need this in my life' C5), fear (crying C4), the heartbreak of the 
diagnosis and the need to be strong ('I might cry, but I have to be strong ... for my son' 
DI), and the emotions felt when watching a loved-one die (Fl- F6). So, too, couldthe 
words in "Still" represent strength in adversity, the fight ('I'm gonna run again'C2), 
although this sentiment is more clearly stated in the second section. 
The stories in "Here" tell of a walk through life, from birth to death. In fact, Jones' 
voice demands this walk. The Workshop participants once again tell of their response 
to the news, but in a more positive tone. One girl questions her survival when others 
with the same illness have died (why am I still living? ' K6). Others talk of the desire 
to fight the disease (JI), dreams of completing a college education (KI), or a future 
with a sexual relationship (M). There are spoken texts of the strength of the 
participants who, in having a life-threatening illness, "' must face the questions of life 
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and death, the questions we all have, but do not voice aloud (U). There is talk of 
hope, and a participant named Hope whose name prompted wry remarks from Jones 
and directly related gestures and dance movements (L5). Finally, a man states 
emphatically what he considers the issues facing him, and notes that his desires are 
for the issues to be resolved, which indicates looking to the future when they can be 
resolved (M). "Here" is the section of wisdom, of stating what we would all like to 
think we would say if faced with the same threat to our lives. It is in your face, here I 
am. 
These sectional distinctions capture the essence of learning that one has a life- 
threatening illness. As one professor of dance, who has a virulent from of brain 
tumour, noted: when you learn you have cancer, you feel despair, but you have two 
options: give in to the depression or take a stand and fight (Smiarowski, C. Personal 
Conversation 4-4-2006). The second option is reflected in "Here" through lighting 
and costume colours: bold red. In "Still" all wear gradations of white, and white is a 
pause, a breath, the wind, purity, the hospital, the calm before the storm. It is stillness 
and quiet. As quiet as white can be, it is in the "Still" section that the most aggressive 
movement occurs. From the soft colour of white comes the change to red in "Here". 
This is the birth to death section. Red: hearts, blood, birth. Red costumes are blood, 
thick dark seams are the veins in the heart, the percussive music and rhythmic speech 
samples are the pulse, the heartbeat. The two yellow-pink (appearing orange at times) 
costumes could be construed as tissues, plasma and blood mixed. 
An alternate interpretation is that pink and yellow are colours of spring, of renewal, 
and of hope, an interpretation supported by the fact that the yellow/pink cyclorama 
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appears in each section, but only with young women's voices (CI-C5 and KI-M). 
Finally, the dancer for both sub-sections in which the cyclorama is pink/yellow is the 
same, a petite powerhouse (Skippy), who wears a short dress (although not in pink or 
yellow). The combination of elements (cyclorama colour, dancer, and voice-over) 
further supports the connection between the colours pinklyellow and youth. Two 
other dancers, neither of whom has a voice-over related solo, but who both drive 
much of the large group sections (Tanktop and Poof), wear the pink/yellow (orange? ) 
costume in the "Here" section. This interpretation of youth does not hold, however, 
when a pure yellow cyclorama appears in M 10 when Bill asks the Workshop 
participants to state the 'last thing you see' which is reminiscent of the popular image 
of a light shining to guide one from life to death. 
Other structural elements are also included in the work, the most apparent being the 
sectional divisions created by the various speech-acts of the Workshop participants as 
indicated by the letter-number titles developed for and included in the description in 
6.1. In addition to the distinct sections, Jones uses formations such as popular 
children's games (e. g. red rover in I 10 and G7 [a line against which a person runs and 
hopes to break], ring around the roses in F13 [a circle ofjoined hands]), and duck- 
duck-goose in H2 [a game in which one child runs around the circle hoping to reach 
his starting position before the goose catches him]). And finally, Jones uses 
movement as forecasts and reruns. In the introduction (I 1 -117), he presents a variety 
of movements that will be seen throughout the entire work, both "Still" and "Here. " 
In the second section, "Here", although Jones uses movement distinct from that in the 
first section (movement that is tied to the Workshop Participant speech acts), the 
conclusion is a rerun of small sections from "Still" and of the introduction to "Here. " 
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The amount of movement, types of movement, and the relationship between 
movement and speech-act, belie the suggestions that StilIlHere is not direction and 
movement, is not about the body, and is not overly concerned with place and time. 
Indeed, all metaphors are validated in the overall structure (as discussed) as well as in 
the opening section of "Still", where several motifs and movement patterns are first 
seen and established (e. g. one-arm salute, flamingo, pointing finger, Sequence 1, 
windmill arms, breast and crotch hold, shoulder hold, hinge to the floor, Egyptian 
arms, walks, and runs). Each of these movements requires the use of some body-part, 
in a direction, with certain effort, and generally occurs in both place and time. In 
"Here", Jones directly addresses place and time as he uses a verbal metaphor as well 
as a movement metaphor. He tells the Workshop Participants to 'walk your life' (M 1), 
'walk it forward and backward, ' and continues this metaphor throughout the final sub- 
section. 
6.3.3 Hierarchy of Words 
If the work is about life and Jones himself, StillNere is also about the Workshop 
Participants, the terminally ill, a fact that succinctly demonstrates the departure from 
the work as found in the written texts about StilIlHere. As was shown in Chapter 4, 
and again in Chapter 5, participants form an important part of the dance ontology, 
with the S-H corpus deviating from the norin set by the SDC and BTJ corpora by the 
inclusion of the word critic before any other participant (with the exception ofjones). 
The S-H pattern, critic > artists > audience > critics > choreographer > dancers > 
company > public > choreography, does not align with the dance work itself, as the 
Workshop Participants do not appear in the pattern. This omission could be excused 
if the Workshop Participants were a negligible element in the work; however, they 
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and their movement were the inspiration for the dance, as noted in the opening credits. 
So, too, are their voices and images integral to the work. 
This change in the participatory pattern, firmly set through the data of both the SDC 
and BTJ corpora, highlights the issue of the interpretation causing a shift in focus. 
However, it is not only the critical voice that promulgates the confusion. StiIIIHere 
consists of inter-related texts from a multitude of authors using their voices to engage 
an ever-increasing, shifting audience. The first voice is Jones' voice through his 
intention; then his voice as facilitator at the workshops. Then there is Jones' 
choreographic voice, which changes as he develops the work for different 
presentational formats. There is his autobiographical voice in his book, where he has 
the luxury of reiterating his process and interpreting the work for the reader. And 
finally there is Jones'voice again as he speaks with Bill Moyers. There is Bill Moyers 
voice as he watches the workshop, works with Jones in the interview, and edits the 
documentary for television (not to mention the editors'and producers' voices). There 
are the very personal voices of the Workshop Participants, each telling their own story 
through verbal, graphic, and movement languages. There are the voices of the 
dancers, who are asked at one point to write about the work, and who influence Jones, 
voice in his autobiography (if not the dance, as he claims not to have considered them 
as he choreographed). There are the voices of the dancers who interpreted Jones' 
instructions during the choreographic process, and again each time they performed the 
work. Within the dance is the voice of one dancer in particular, who told not only his 
story, but also the story of his mother as she died from a terminal illness. There are 
his gestures, her words, his words, her face on a screen, his body moving in space. 
There are the voices of the composers, the singer, the videographers, editors, and the 
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production personnel who created costumes and lights. Then there are the voices of 
the writers who marketed the work before the performance, and the critics and 
theorists who wrote afterward. 
One voice in particular superseded all other voices, as Arlene Croce only heard the 
voices of gossip, never hearing the voices of the production crew, the choreographer, 
the dancers, the Workshop Participants. When writing biography, Woods notes that 
'gossip seems oddly to appropriate a greater authority to itself once it is written down. 
And the more often it is written, the greater the weight of the authority it assumes' 
(Woods 2000,235). This is the case with Croce's article as her article claimed 
authority over all others, including the dance. Croce and other writers suggested that 
the work was about AIDS, yet AIDS is never mentioned. Croce thought the work was 
macabre, maudlin, an unacceptable bid for sympathy forcing a sympathetic review. 
Therefore, she could not review it. And even though Jones consciously chose to 
create a dance work, the general gossip was that it was a graphic display of a topic too 
horrible for dance. 
If Croce had seen the work, the focus may have stayed on the work. However, she 
only heard -- and perpetuated -- the gossip. From that she then heard her own internal 
voice and wrote her story, yet another autobiographical text. By doing so she took 
author-ship, claimed authority, and new voices looked not to the dance, but to Croce's 
story. Even when Jones responded through a re-working of the piece ten years later in 
which he appeared on stage and, rather than having an extended dance introduction, 
introduced the work through his own spoken reflection and gesture (The Phantom 
Project StilWere Looking On), the dance no longer existed as the voice. Instead, it 
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was a response to Croce and other critics, a response to the dance itself, the process, 
and the pivotal point at which the dance was completely subsumed by the 
interpretations/voices of others. Janet Adshead-Lansdale, speaking of the instability 
of dance texts, notes that 'far from being fixed, these texts become a collection, or 
"mosaic", of quotations which, in the framework of intertextuality, can go on 
multiplying indefinitely until they begin "to speak among themselves" '(1999, xiv). 
This is the case with StilIlHere as all of the texts have changed, have been 
manipulated as the dialogue regarding the work, and as such, have forgotten the work. 
As Adshead-Lansdale continues, she states the problem: 'It is vitally important, I 
would argue, that dance theory should reflect the form upon which it comments. ' 
Dance then, should be the focus, and the dance, this researcher would argue, is not the 
focus of this work. The texts, the multiplicity of voices, drown out one another 
leaving nothing but cacophony. 
6.4 Ending the Discussion 
It is the qualities that belong specifically to the movement - its 
shape in the air, its weight, speed, attack - that speak to us secretly. 
That is why a would-be profound dance may seem frivolous, a 
happy dance seem sad, or vice versa; because the movement has 
told us the secret truth behind the narrative. 
Acocella as quoted by Jowitt 1997,2 
In both Chapter 5 and in this chapter, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that there 
are many discrepancies between the actual work, StilIlHere, and the written texts 
about the work. These findings call into question the context of written dance texts, 
specifically in regards to criticism. And although it was not the intent of this research 
to determine the correct style of critical dance writing, nor to prescribe a formula for 
writing about dance, it is worth delving a bit into what dance writers have said about 
the activity of dance writing. 
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The ancient Greeks proposed that when wishing to describe something (ekphrasis), 
the writer (critic) should strive to attain transparency in language, reject explicit 
interpretation, and lay bare the subject matter. In this way the writer 'encourages the 
audience to accept the illusion' of the object being described (Becker 1992,10). More 
recently, Edwin Denby considered the two main aspects of dance criticism to be: 
'seeing what is happening onstage' and 'describing clearly what it is you saw'(Denby 
1986,548). Similarly, George Beiswanger saw the function of dance criticism to be 
'capsule descriptions, the precise and cutting phrase, swift appraisals, the neat and 
summary judgement' (quoted in Miller 1993,45). Deborah Jowitt cautions writers to 
look to the work when she notes that dance writers 'should ground our responses in 
the work itself, providing enough of a sense of what happened to support formal 
analogies ... not to lose sight of what 
is' (Jowitt 1997,2). 
To meet the goals proposed by the ancient Greeks, Denby, Beiswanger, and Jowitt, 
Diana Theodores Taplin proposes finding 'identifying characteristics' in the work of a 
choreographer and posits that these characteristics endure from performance to 
performance, cast to cast, and condition to condition (Taplin 1982). Marcia Siegel 
takes a similar approach when she suggests using the identifying characteristics of 
movement to develop a lexicon in a dance work (Siegel 200 1). The danger here is 
that, as has been shown by the corpus results, identifying characteristics can be 
misrepresented through the writing, or used by the writer against the choreographer 
and the dance work. 
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Perhaps it is for this reason that one should follow George Steiner's proposal of a 
world in which all critical review of the arts is prohibited, thus avoiding the 
development of meta-texts (Steiner 1989). As Steiner prophesied, the meta-text of all 
meta-texts appeared in Croce's article, developed from an authoritarian interpretation 
rather than an openness of meaning (Eco 1992). Perhaps Croce adhered to Denby's 
statement regarding the goal of a critic: 'to be influential in raising the level of dance 
production' (Denby 1986,534). If so, it appears from the corpus results that her 
influence was indeed felt. That Croce had such power to sway other writers, and 
perhaps readers, supports Ramsay Burt's argument regarding the power of the critic 
and the authority given to 'great' critics by readers and dance practitioners, a 
perception of expertise, however deserved or undeserved, that promotes the critic as 
purveyor of knowledge (Burt 2002). 
The authority of the critic is furthered by the paradoxical belief of critics such as 
Beiswanger that dance writers use'language to extend the reverberations initiated by 
the dance event' and that the written text 'extends the communicative abilities of the 
choreographer from one generation to another and makes of readers an audience' (in 
Miller 1993,46). Beiswanger saw dance writers as being part of the art work itself, a 
stance that supports the Croce context shift. He elevated the function of the critic to 
memory maker when he posited that criticism'becomes the conduit by which the 
dance event extends itself in time from its original performance into memory' (in 
Miller 1993,59). Peggy Phelan disagrees and states that performance exists only in 
the present, 'it cannot be saved, recorded, documented' (Phelan 1993,146), and in 
writing about the event, the event is changed. Burt acknowledges Phelan's position 
that writing about dance, whatever the intent, changes performances. That does not 
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mean, however, that he disavows the need for critical dance writing. In fact, Burt 
believes that the dance writer should 'try and record the performance in words while 
suppressing any subjective response or interpretations that might distort the work 
itself (Burt 2002,49). 
In the opposite camp are Randy Martin and Roger Copeland. Martin notes that a 
'review presents itself as a document of the dance rather than as an evaluation of it. 
Evaluation is eschewed for description' in what Martin calls a 'documentary trend' 
(1992,105). He pejoratively notes Jowitt's complaint that contemporary writings of 
Isadora's Duncan's work in the early 20th Century included very little actual 
description of the dance (thus making it difficult for historians), opting instead for 
personal impressions of the work and the dancer (in Martin 1992,105). Copeland 
also quotes Jowitt as he argues that the pervasiveness of description in dance writing, 
specifically critical reviews, detracts from a more comprehensive understanding of 
dance works. He quotes Jowitt's preface to her book Time and the Dancing Image 
when he notes that'criticism of an essentially descriptive nature can do dance an 
'inadvertent disservice" (1993,26). He argues that academic writing tends to go 
beyond description, 'thereby re-connecting the dance event to the larger world(s) of 
ideas, cultural context, social meaning and theoretical reflection'. As Copeland 
continues, his argument becomes one of contextualizing dance within the writing 
about the dance, of the need to place the dance into perspective in light of its cultural 
influences and its component parts (the elements considered in descriptive 
recollections of the dance). His argument is for the 'realm of ideas' in dance writing, a 
realm populated by the writers who focused on StiIIIHere. 
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With Copeland's ideas of contextualisation, this discussion comes full-circle. Humans 
have the capacity to lead others 'to consider the same content' through thought and 
utterances (Sullivan 2003,25 1) and it is from this mutual standpoint that meaning is 
made. When Croce wrote about Bill T. Jones, her personal, subjective pre-text 
fonned her world view, at least as far as Jones was considered, and therefore was the 
context in which she wrote. Croce's particular interests and personal aesthetic due to 
prior experience coloured her world view and as such she related Jones to her 
experience in a way in which the meanings expressed by his work were received in 
the context of her experience/agency. In other words, Jones' expressed meaning and 
Croce's perceived meanings are not shared. In that case, the written words expressed 
by Croce could not possibly directly correlate to Jones' movement expressions due to 
the divergence of meaning. 
This is perhaps a general problem with criticism, and dance writing. However, the 
point to be made here is that following Croce's expressed meaning, other critics 
shared her meanings. Through her ability to lead others to consider the content as she 
perceived it, the content and its meaning became objectified. That is not to say that 
the dance as content became the object; instead, the Croce article became the 
content/context, rather than the dance. In this way, Croce's discussion of the 
undiscussable and the subsequent texts are perhaps symptomatic of the disease of 
over-interpretation, a disease that appears to be epidemic in dance writing. 
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Endnotes 
It should be noted that although I attended a performance of The Phantom Project. SfillHere 
I. ookin ,g 
On in 2004,1 had not viewed the original work SfilllHere in any setting in order to 
remain as impartial as possible in this research during the analysis of the empirical data 
generated by the BTJ and S. H corpora. The work was not viewed until required for the 
interpretation in thýs chapter. 
2A group of university students were asked to view the dance and write descriptive and 
interpretive words based on the dance. A frequency analysis was run against their words. 
3 14 workshops were held in 11 cities; 2 workshops specifically for children. Workshop 
Participants were 11-74 years old. All were suffering from life-threatening illnesses. 
4 Credits are: "conceived, Choreographed and Directed by BILL T. JONES; Visual Conception 
and Media Environment by Gretchen Bender, Music for "Still" composed by KENNETH 
FRAGET. T. ; Music for "StiW'performed by THE LARK QUARTET with BILL FINIZIO, 
percussion; Lyrics for "Still" performed by ODETTA; Music for "here" composed and 
performed by VERNON REID; Choreographed for and performed by the BILL T. 
JONES/ARNIE ZANE DANCE COMPANY; Directed for Television by GRETCHEN 
BENDER and BILL T. JONES 
5 Even though these sub-sections were arbitrarily distinguished in this research, they do align 
with the work per theme and/or character, as I perceived them. Accepting that premise, the 
length of the sub-sections indicates thatJones uses time as a structure, as each successive 
section in "Still" increases in length. Section headings reflect the Introductory section of the 
piece (Ix) and are alphabetised thereafter (Ax, Bx, etc. ). All are, as stated, arbitrary, but suffice 
for a means of locating interpretive examples that are offered later in the chapter and are based 
on the description. 
This description includes a form of shorthand using codified theatre terms such as cyc 
(cyclorama), photo (photograph), etc. So, too, does it include my own descriptive 
abbreviations in order to better demonstrate the often personal way in which writers capture 
dance through words. 
7 The letters F and M stand for Female and Male respectively. The letters XVP stand for 
Workshop participant. 
8 Words in parentheses either designate a movement for future reference or a dancer who is so- 
named due to either appearance, specific movement, or section 
Full descriptions of movements are noted in parentheses per section number in reference to 
the descriptive anal) sis included in Chapter sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. 
10 In Last Ni& on Earth (1995) Jones includes some written text by the dancers. Hcnotes, 
however, that he did not read the notes during the choreographic process, waiting until the 
writing of the autobiography to do so. 
11 In this thesis, I have no intention of entering into the debate surrounding Arlene Croce's article 
regarding SjilllHere, nor is there an attempt to rebut her claims regarding victim art. Her article 
does, however, figure prominently in the empirical data generated by the corpus, and as such is, 
of necessityý discussed in that rcspect. 
12 The students had no previous knowledge of the work or the controversy surrounding it. The 
only knowledge they had, if any, was of Bill T. Jones as a prominent choreographer in the late 
20th Century. Only one of the five students had seen any works byJones: FeverSwav. 
13 Specifically the words attack, battle, cam ki I ni 4fi . 
paign, conquer defend, 1, su ve, vi m, and womndwith 
tictim in the S_H corpus exceeding the BTJ corpus by 3: 1, and the SDC and BNC by a ratio of 
94: 1. 
The use of the term terminally illis a general reference used byJones, Moyers, and other writers 
and refers to people suffering from illnesses which are life-threatening. Although some 
workshop participants may have been fortunate enough to have survived their illnesses, Jones 
(1995) notes that many had died prior to the premier of S6111Hm. 
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7 KWICly Wrapping Up 
There is no ordering of experience other than the ordering given to it 
bylanguage ... experience is the reality that we construe for ourselves by means of language. 
Hafliday and Alatthiessen 1999,1 
As empirical data has provided a focus for this research, I will finish with the same 
approach -- using KWIC to study the thesis itself -- and to review the findings and 
possibilities offered by a corpus linguistics approach. The first level of engagement 
with the thesis is through a frequency analysis of the words used herein. Once again, 
the open class words (and two proper names) contained in the most frequently used 
words were identified. The open class words in the thesis are: 
dance btj data 
words movement research 
jones sdc frequency 
work still ballet 
texts written time 
word general bill 
corpus here table 
writing dancers ocws 
can analysis company 
used music terms 
language writers corpora 
text top 
Beyond word frequencies, I used other KWIC methods such as collocations and 
concordances. And, as with the Surrey Dance Corpus, there are collocations that 
serve to illustrate the contents of the thesis. They are (with the target word in italics): 
dance writing, dance writers, dance texts, dance language, dance works, dance 
corpus, key words, text types, text samples, spoken texts, Croce text, specialist 
language, dance analysis, and still here (both in close proximity tojones and piece). 
One collocation in the thesis is most important to the findings in this research: top 100 
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mostftequently used OCWs. And, as has been seen repeatedly, the ability to pinpoint 
the open class words used most frequently by writers provides a wealth of information 
about the ideologies of the writers and the discipline under study. Beyond 
collocations, the patterns become even clearer through a concordance using target 
words. To demonstrate, I have taken the most frequently used open class words as 
target words and have pulled concordances from which I randomly selected entries. 
My method for all random concordance selections (both the virtual review and this 
chapter), was to ask ten people to pick a number between I and the number of 
concordance hits for a word. I then selected the concordance entry with that number. 
Through these examples, a microcosm of this thesis can be viewed. 
Frequencies 
included in the top 200 and top 300 most frequent OCWs respectively. Ballet, the second 
most 
This is the opposite of the findings in the SDC, where dance writers use twice as many 
hedges a 
Categories 
publications specific to dance and as a subset of general arts, arts critics associations, 
college and 
adds complexity to the categorisation of dance writing. Indeed, by virtue of the 
development 
thus supporting the inclusion of BTJ texts in general dance texts. However, as both 
Collocations 
following non-extrapolated, raw, results: classical ballet (29); classical dance (29); clas 
Problematic findings 
granted, the high frequency of the word company in the SDC could indicate an imbalance 
in 
in 'knocking 'ern dead! Of course, this data is more subjective than other data in that ex 
the efficacy of their functionality, one must still work with semantic, or word sense, 
automated 
enigmatic: know. As one definition of the word is 'to apprehend or comprehend as fact or 
truth 
context 
by the work, and the word choices of the writers engaged in the debate. This is not a 
individual works, at least in regards to the written texts about the works. That the word cri 
words into some sort of context That context can vary as much as the research into 
linguisti 
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taken to remain focused on the work and the words generated by a true description of the 
work. 
Case study 
corpus (the Surrey Dance Corpus) and both the BTJ and S-H corpora. This data was then 
compared 
duplicated. From the results of the textual analysis, an image of Bill T. Jones as he exis 
Jones deviated from the use of highly trained dancers. For example, in Last Supper at 
Uncle 
ears as 'real' and thus he can never be truly here; his identity is shrouded in that absence 
only some of his work. In fact Jones loves movement for movement's sake, as 
demonstrated by 
first time slightly obscured from view, second time touching eyes lightly, Group fisted fore 
Metaphor. 
are considered, the low frequency of PEACE terms is repeated; only four of the fifteen 
dictionary of Metaphor. The BTJ and S-H corpora are no different in that frequencies 
within 
words also occur more frequently in the BTJ corpus than the S-H corpus: blind, disease, 
fatigue 
local grammar 
the goal, and whether one is looking at text typology or word patterns, the end result can 
use of adverbs and pronouns, with the S-H text sample percentages (3.5% and 3.1 % 
respectively) 
Synonyms 
which in turn has two synonyms that are terms used in Dance: undulate and glissade. (S) 
Dance re 
OCWs), as does the word piece, a synonym for work, a word shared by the SDC and BTJ 
corpora. 
Using the data generated by word frequencies, collocations, and concordance 
examples, the value of using a computational linguistics approach can be seen as it 
demonstrates the following: there is a specialist language of dance writing; dance 
writing can be divided into categories based on word choices; strengths, weaknesses, 
and changes in dance writing can be found through comparative analyses of texts; 
through the language used in written texts about individual choreographers and their 
dances, those choreographers and their particular styles can be defined; and finally, 
through further research into the key words, links can be found between a dance and 
the written text, specifically through synonyms and metaphor. 
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7.1 Framing Dance Writing 
Therefore, by using the corpus model for this research I will 
consider how one can separate the multitude of written offerings 
into manageable canvases, suitable for framing, and how - once a 
frame is developed - dance writers write about the work within the 
frame. 
From the Introduction of this Thesis, 5 
As was discussed in Chapter 4, specialist languages exhibit word frequencies above 
the norm for general language, in that the top 100 frequently used words comprise 
approximately half of the words used in a corpus. Further, in specialist languages the 
top 100 most frequently used words contain several open class words, far more than 
the four or five found in general corpora. As shown in Chapter 4, this is the case with 
dance writing. This thesis also follows this pattern: the top 100 most frequently used 
words add up to 47% of the words in the thesis and of those 100 words, 33 are open 
class words (or words used as acronyms and/or proper names). Therefore, this thesis 
is shown to use a special language. But that is not all that is proven by the open class 
words listed above; the words also reflect the specialist language which this thesis 
uses: Dance English. 
And there is such a thing as a special language of dance writing, a unique language of 
Dance evident through the words dance writers use. It exists at the lexical, syntactic, 
and semantic levels. For example, the features of Dance English include a technical 
lexicon based on ballet, but also on other techniques used as the bases for movement 
styles and genres. There is a lexical taxonomy for ballet that differs from that for 
modem dance. However, dance writers have added to the lexicon, though they have 
not invented a new language; instead dance writers use existing grammars and 
elements in English to create a specialist language, used for special purposes. Dance 
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writers use codified steps in their language, but they have also codified other words, 
and have at times absconded with 'normal' English words, transforming the definition 
into something purely dance related. The example used in this thesis is the word 
modern. 
With this codification of words, the creation of a terminology, one could state that the 
language of dance writing is institutionalised. It is not, however, institutionalised in 
the same way as writing in sports, a discipline often confused with dance (e. g. in 
library catalogue systems). In Chapter 31 discussed registers and used Biber's 
example of baseball terminology. However, in sports commentary the word choices 
align with the context (the commentator needs to stick to the object) with very little 
room for interpretation. In dance it seems that the written verbiage can be much more 
flexible and subjective, as it can with the movement vocabulary. Yet, if each dance is 
unique, differing from others through structure, form, movement, and theme, then 
focusing on the event should circumscribe the set of word choices. This would reduce 
the number of times a word is used, therefore placing the word in lower frequency 
counts. This is indeed the case with dance writing, in that the descriptive words occur 
in the lowest frequency counts as one-offs, which is problematic when using 
computational linguistics and high frequency words to predict generalisations about 
dance writing. 
This does not mean, however, that the open class words not in the top 100 offer 
nothing to the analyst. They, too, provide information. As with the most frequent 
OCWs, some low-frequency words provide meaning by virtue of their relative 
frequency, as shown in the hierarchical relationships in the discussion of ontology in 
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chapters 4 through 6. Further, they may provide the key to finding description in 
dance writing through an analysis of synonyms in the single-use words. Although this 
was not a focus of this thesis, there was some discussion regarding synonyms for 
some movement types, such as glissade, slide, and slither. And a group of words was 
shown to bring attention to the concept of the collective in dance writing. In the same 
way, a group of synonyms taken together could be connected to a movement type 
through the characteristics of the movement, thus linking words and image. This 
could then provide a basis for digital links beyond what is currently offered by 
digitised Labanotation, Lifeforms, or other automated dance systems. 
As important as low frequency words may be to future study, in this thesis I focused 
on high-frequency words with somewhat remarkable results. As was discovered 
through the frequency analysis of the BTJ corpus, a group of written texts about an 
individual choreographer can be shown to be a part of dance when the corpora share 
words. This thesis also shares words with the general dance corpus (the SDQ: dance, 
work, movement, dancers, music, ballet, time, company. These eight words comprise 
24% of the OCWs in the thesis, demonstrating the connection between the thesis and 
dance, and labelling the thesis as a written dance text. But there are indications of 
another specialist language, one that exists in the juncture between dance and corpus 
research. Although I do not have statistics or word lists of a corpus on computational 
linguistics, 37 % of the OCNVs in the top 100 most frequently used words of the thesis 
could be construed as referring to the discipline (e. g. word(s), lext(s), corpus, 
language, written, data, frequency, terms, corpora). Together, the dance and corpus- 
related words encompass 60% of the top OCWs in this thesis. The remaining OCWs 
are specific to my research and not only support the idea of this being a specialist text 
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about special languages, but could also be combined with other texts by and about me 
to create an image based on my personal writing style and interests. So, as with texts 
in the BTJ corpus, a corpus of texts about a choreographer can not only define that 
choreographer as belonging to dance, but can also create an image of the 
choreographer and his/her particular style. 
As there are discernible patterns, in some cases predictable patterns, in the words used 
by dance writers to discuss a choreographer, there are also patterns in the words used 
in different categories (registers) of written texts. Critics, scholars, and 
choreographers have developed special languages of their own, sharing some high 
frequency words with other categories, and having some words that are distinct. It is 
not just the category of text and writer that follows word-choice patterns; content can 
also drive word choice. The corpus results indicate that writers tend toward word 
choices and grammar particular to the content; for example, when the content is 
genre-specific (as seen in the Royal Ballet corpus comparisons) and/or the topic is a 
specific dance (as seen in the StiIIIHere corpus), word choices reflect the content 
focus. 
At times the patterns are problematic in that the words selected by the writer reflect 
the particular interpretation of the reader/writer out of many options, as shown in the 
discussion of StilIlHere. And, as was demonstrated by the writing on dance writing 
that exists, few dance writers delve into the actual writing itself, preferring to 
comment in the abstract. This unwillingness to take a micro-view to the writing is 
paralleled by the macro approaches to topic and content in the written texts 
themselves. The issues raised by this are comparable to the problems inherent in 
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classifying dance writing, with arguments both for and against a focus on description, 
context, or methodology. As dance writing proliferates, approaches external to dance 
- interdisciplinary approaches - further confuse and exacerbate the issues. Further, 
due to the interpretive nature of dance writing, and the ever increasing use of inter- 
disciplinary study, one could surmise that the language of dance writing will change, 
and will begin sharing more language with other domains. That this has already 
occurred is evident in the high frequency of the word text in the general dance corpus 
(although not yet in the top 100, it is the II Oth most frequently used word and the 53d 
open class word), and as shown by the frequent use of the word in this thesis. 
Indeed, in writing the thesis I was exceedingly aware that a distinction must be made 
between the dance text and written dance texts (or written texts) as indicated by the 
high frequency of the collocates, rather than simply the target word as a reference to a 
piece of dance writing. The confusion appears even in the preceding sentence, in 
which one of the synonyms for a dance, piece, is used to denote a written vocabulary 
rather than a movement one. If I used the word text, or work, or piece, without the 
modifying collocates, I would be exacerbating a possible misunderstanding. But my 
requirement is not of my own making, it is a predicament perpetrated by the recent 
use of the domain of literary, critical theory to contextualize dance theory. This 
borrowing of domain terminology will advance a change in the verbal language of 
Dance and may perforce diminish the ability to discover traces of the dance in the 
writing. 
After writing this thesis, my fear is that once again a dance writer has privileged the 
words over the dance. It forces me to question my own interpretations of dance and 
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to ask: What is the context of situation in dance writing? Is it the specific dance(s) 
being reviewed, researched, defended? Or is it the written text about the work that 
provides context? What drives what? Does criticism drive the aesthetic acceptance 
of a work, privileging one over another? Or does the work itself drive the aesthetic, 
and the writers? A dance can exist without a review, but can a review exist without a 
dance? In the beginning of the thesis I included a virtual review, one derived from 
random concordance selections based on the most frequently used open class words in 
dance writing. The existence of this review offers both negative and positive 
potential. Although the review may appear to be a semi-gratuitous exercise in 
creativity on my part, the ease with which the review was developed points to a flaw 
in dance writing, one prompting horrified comments from the panel of experts. That 
is, that no names were used, no specifics were mentioned, no dance description given. 
Without these details, the review was easily constructed; a task simple enough to be 
repeatable. 
Although no actual dance is given voice through the review, it is believable as a 
written dance text; the experts agreed that the review could very well be found in 
many publications. This belief points out the sometimes problematic nature of dance 
writing, in that it privileges interpretation over description (as seen in Chapter 6 when 
writers wrote without description). However, it points to a strength of computational 
linguistics. Using KWIC I was not only able to distinguish a context shift away from 
the dance in Chapter 6,1 was also able to take the most frequently used words in the 
Dance and BTJ corpora and develop another interpretation through those words. 
Admittedly, however, I could not describe nor interpret the work without viewing it. 
That being said, there is an exciting possibility in the idea of a virtual review. As 
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disturbing as this review may be, using the corpus to develop a review that provides 
enough information on which to base a choreographic work could allow me to 
deconstruct the written text in order to create a dance in the general style of the corpus 
from which the written text was derived. This would not be an attempt to reconstruct 
a dance, but to create a new con-struct. In fact, this is a direction of great interest, as 
the narrative created by working from a review to a dance might provide a means of 
locating traces of the dance through the words, and of creating new inter-texts and co- 
texts. Another possibility would be to link image and text to create a cyber-dance 
using a virtual cyber-review. 
Another way in which this research might aid in the development of hypertext 
systems and other automated tools for dance research is through the use of conceptual 
metaphor, as metaphor must be taken into consideration as a valuable element in 
discerning language systems in dance and dance writing. And even though dance 
writers may describe characters or action in a dance work in a way that seems literal, 
their word selections may prove to be metaphorical in that they use conceptual 
metaphors in the written response. The metaphors writers use, as well as literal word 
descriptions, adds to the ontological schema that frames the way dance writers view 
dance. So, too, might a danýe have a metaphoric intent, which in turn causes a 
metaphoric response. Indeed, metaphors are part of the dance parlance, and as such 
they allow for an analysis of the underlying belief systems at work in dance, 
specifically in interpretation. So, too, do dance writers use metaphor when 
contextualising dance, justifying their interpretations. From the metaphors discussed 
in Chapter 4, it can be established that dance writers perceive dance as an elevated 
phenomenon. That these same metaphors privilege dance works which fit the UP 
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mould is seen with Croce's adherence to the conceptual belief to such an extent that 
she could not tolerate Jones' less elated themes (not to mention that his themes can be 
quite positive even when expressed in an oppositional mode). In doing so, Croce 
created another metaphor-based ontology for Jones' work, as she saw it as 'victim art' 
and so swayed other writers that the negative concepts of war and illness superseded 
the usual positivist beliefs. That Croce's influence is pervasive in regards to Bill T. 
Jones is also evident in the frequency of words in the BTJ corpus when the conceptual 
metaphor of HEALTH is considered, as shown by the concordance example in the 
introduction to this chapter. 
The positive nature of dance writing is evident in this thesis where both PEACE and 
CONFLICT occur, but both in a more positive tone. For example, PEACE words that 
are higher in frequency in this thesis than in the SDC (the general dance corpus) are 
peace (6.4: 1), rapport (16.5: 1), tranquil (3: 0), and passive (2.5: 1). CONFLICTwords 
in this thesis higher in frequency than in the SDC are: victim (12: 1), survive (2: 1), and 
conquer (4: 1). The high frequency of rapport reflects the emphasis placed on the idea 
of the collective as discussed in Chapter 4. Of the CONFLICT words, victim reflects 
the discussion of Croce's text, while survive directly relates to the descriptive and 
interpretive analyses of the dance text StilIlHere. 
As discussed in Chapters 3 through 6, conceptual metaphors can be shown to exist in 
the written text. In addition to metaphor in writing, dance movements can also be 
construed as metaphor, as was discussed regarding Jones' use of movement in 
Chapter 6. However, there is, as yet, no means of discerning them easily, 
systematically, in relation to the dance text. Even with the methodologies for finding 
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identifying characteristics and elements unique to a dance and/or choreographer, by 
virtue of the interpretive nature of dance writing, and the varied contexts in which a 
dance can be interpreted, conceptual metaphor is more difficult to pin down. With 
analysis focused on the metaphorical aspects of a dance in addition to a collection of 
written texts about the dance, metaphor in written and dance text could be linked and, 
eventually, a systematic way of locating the metaphor might be found. There is much 
more that could be done in this area, especially in relating movement to speech when 
both are used in multi-media productions. For example, continuing with the UP 
metaphor, there is a series of movements in StiIIIHere that depict the word up in 
collocation with the word straight as heard in the video accompanying the section, as 
well as the song (7et's have it straight up ). This pattern link between spoken 
language and dance movement suggests that visual/verbal links are possible to find. 
But without the spoken (or sung) text, would the metaphor be read as easily? 
As was seen with Croce's and other written texts about SUIIIHere, the image-word 
link may be difficult to find due to the texts' lack of focus on the dance. Further, the 
lack of context in word counts alone can make the findings unreliable, and links 
difficult to locate. Therefore, a combination of methodologies would again be 
necessary to mine the texts for metaphor and connect the data to the metaphor in the 
movement. This implies, however, that an in-depth analysis, and quite possibly the 
input of more than one expert, is required. Still, as automated tools increase in 
functionality, and document repositories are digitised (documents including video, 
audio, and written texts), more work can be done to re-stabilise the dancing text as the 
origin of the trace and could provide a basis for considering a dance as a language 
system. 
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In the preceding paragraphs, all data discussed was based on word counts either 
directly or indirectly. There are, however, some means beyond word counts of 
finding description; that is, through concordances and local grammar. Even though 
throughout my research I discovered that dance writers tend toward interpretive 
writing rather than descriptive, through concordances I was able to note that 
prepositions of place provide some samples of descriptive writing in that the words 
surrounding the prepositions offer a sense of spatial relationships, movements, and 
even codified steps. This was evident with target words such as across, onto, and a 
two-word combination using the target words to andfrom (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 
From the concordance results, I found not only descriptive writing but also support for 
the choreographic belief that viewers notice change, they notice transitions. For 
dance writers, who are also viewers, transitions spur them to write about the 
movement and spatial relationships noticeable through change. 
Lexical Features and Parts of Speech also supply the researcher with information 
about the tendencies of dance writers and stylistic changes in dance writing. This 
thesis is a piece of informative writing, as are most written dance texts used for this 
research (granted, Jones' poetry would fall in the imaginative category, but that is, as 
was discussed in Chapter 4, the exception rather than the rule). Much of published 
dance writing is used to inform, whether it be for marketing, critical, instructional, or 
scholarly purposes. This thesis is no different, in that the average sentence length fits 
into text category J (Learned and Scientific Writings and Art), an informative text 
category. In fact, although sentence length ranges from 6-62 words, the average is 
34.92 words per sentence, quite long. This might seem of little import; however, 
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when the sentence lengths per chapter are considered, distinctions between length 
averages appear to be driven by content and purpose. 
For example, the chapter which contains the shortest sentence length averages is the 
second chapter, in which I discuss Bill T. Jones, an individual choreographer. The 
chapter that contains the shortest sentence, only six words, is Chapter 6, the chapter 
discussing the undiscussable StiIIIHere. That chapter, however, is in the mid-range as 
far as average sentence length. The chapter containing the longest sentences is 
Chapter 3, in which I present the methods and automated tools used in corpus 
linguistics in an attempt to inform the dance reader as to methodologies in what might 
be an unfamiliar discipline. With this statistical information, it appears that when I 
write of corpus linguistics, I tend to use longer sentences than when I write about 
dance. In fact, within Chapter 6, the two sections devoted to analyses of the dance 
text contain shorter sentences on average (22.6 and 25.6 words) than the section in 
which I refer to the corpus results in tension with my interpretation (36 words). These 
findings suggest that an individual writer can change stylistically when the topic 
changes. This was definitely the case when Croce changed from her normal lengthy 
sentences to a sentence length falling in the imaginative range when she wrote about 
StilIlHere. 
As dance writers move ever farther from the dance as context, however, there may be 
more and more examples of fictional writing within the texts purported to be about a 
dance. As a writer who has studied Jowitt, Denby, Siegel, and others, when I began 
this research I was emphatic about this aspect of dance writing: dance writing could 
be considered imaginative. A good critic, I contended, should re-create the dance 
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through the written word, structurally, rhythmically, visually. Because the image is so 
important to dance, of course a written text would then be imaginative. Indeed, I am 
not alone, as image is included in the most frequently used words of dance critics. 
Yet when working on the Croce text, I began to see the distinction between a 
subjective, creative text and one that is purely from the imagination. No matter how 
much Croce knew about Jones and his choreography, without the dance itself as 
context, she could only hope to write a piece of fiction. Therefore, although criticism 
-- if not all of dance writing -- is arguably creative, it is not imaginative. 
It appears that further study of local grammar in dance writing could provide a great 
deal of assistance to applications dependant upon formulaic patterns, such as search 
engines and data mining. Yes, dance critics may only adhere to formula in the first 
few sentences of their text. And that could be due to publishing limitations. After all, 
a writer does need to get out the information about a dance event, and doing so in the 
beginning of an article precludes the information from being subjected to the axe as 
editors shorten the text by deleting the last paragraph or two. However, the findings 
in this thesis are a start. Local grammar could be included in a study of dance 
publications, as it was used in this thesis to discuss (however briefly) genre, and as 
indicative of individual choreographers as was seen in Chapter 5. 
In the future, a prosodic approach could be added to this study to discern rhythms in 
the written text and compare them to the dance text. But even without the speech 
analysis, sentence length, and word length (i. e. syllable counts) could provide enough 
evidence to suggest rhythmic patterns, mood, and more. For example, if the writer 
uses multi-syllable words that must be read slowly, the dance work may contain 
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corresponding movement that is languorous, or multi-levelled, or developed from 
long phrases. If the sentences are short and choppy, the dance may be brightly 
accented, quick, or at a high level. This study would demand descriptive analysis 
with, once again, the dance as context. A comparison of this sort, however, could 
offer data not only about the written texts, but also the dance itself, grounding the 
texts in one another. 
7.2 Hanging the Frame 
It is almost as if the words themselves complete the dance. Almost 
as if the words are the dance. 
From the Introduction to the Thesis, 2 
In this thesis I have attempted to take what are considered to be two very disparate 
disciplines, Corpus Linguistics and Dance, to enter into a discussion of dance writing. 
When I began this research I was told that it would be difficult to be both researcher 
and expert. As an empirical researcher, I would have to accept what the data showed, 
without prejudice. As an expert in dance (teacher, choreographer, critic, and 
researcher) I would be predisposed to certain outcomes. Undaunted, I moved ahead, 
sure that my background in dance and computing would enable me to find a means of 
locating description in dance writing in order to provide targets for links between 
digitised image and word. A lofty goal, but one which became seemingly 
unattainable once the first word count was completed and no descriptive words were 
included in high frequency counts. Why was I so insistent on descriptive writing? 
Because I truly believe that it is through dance writing that the connection between 
movement and words, required for the automated generation of hyperlinks, can be 
found. 
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What I never anticipated was the breadth of thematic material in the writing, and the 
level of interpretation used by writers as each reads the dance and creates a co-text. 
This unexpected revelation was most disturbing, in that it showed that the greatest 
strength in dance writing is also a great weakness: that is, that the power of the critic 
can cause a shift in context away from the dance. That dance writers interpret is 
inherent in my own interpretations of the corpus results and SHWHere. And although 
I can insist that my readings of the dance and the corpus are more accurate than other 
interpretations, some might argue that they are simply my subjective view, that this 
has been an exercise in phenomenology. If this, and other dance writing, is purely a 
subjective enterprise, one could ask: why bother? 
One might as well ask why dance? I write about dance because, as Beiswanger said, 
my written text, my interpretation, extends the dance beyond the stage (whether or not 
it alters the event). Why look so closely at dance writing? Because a study of dance 
writing extends the text even further. Why use a corpus approach? Because, while 
the corpus results may not have met the anticipated outcome, and dance writers may 
not see value in this method and the results, the research does offer a plethora of data, 
the extent of which is only to be imagined. Studying dance writing through the words 
in the corpus highlights the prejudices and concepts that surround dance writing, and 
so, surround dance. By employing empirical methods used in corpus linguistics, the 
focus can be contained and the layers of knowledge can be systematically, carefully 
revealed, thus framing dance writing. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 2. A Works Choreographed by BiR T. Jones, 
Title of Work Date 
Pas De Deux for Two* 1973 
A Dance With Durga Devi 1974 
Could Be Dance 
Entrances 
Negroes for Sale 
Track Dance 
Dancing and Video in Binghampton 1975 
Across the Street There is a Highway 
Women in Drought 
Across the Street* 
Impersonations 
Everybody WorkslAll Beasts Count 
For You 1977 
Stomps 
A Man 
Asymmetry: Every Mich Way 
Da Sweet Streak Ta Love Land 
Whosedababedofi? Baby Dofi? * 1978 
Floating the Tongue 
Naming Things is Only the Intention to Make Things 
Progresso 
By the Water 
Monkey Run Road* 1979 
Echo 
Addition 
Circle in Distance 
Dance in the Trees 1980 
Open Spaces: A Dance in June 
Untitled Duet 
Balancing the World 
Sweeps* 
Blauvelt Mountain 
Sisyphus 
Social Intercourse* 
Break 
Valley Cottage* 
I Information taken from the Bill T. Jones/Arnic Zinc Dancc Company websitc on 22 Aug 2006, 
hII12: //www. bifltjones. com/choreoZral2-hy/works. html. Works choreographed in collaboration urith Arnie Zanc 
arc noted with *. 
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10 - First Part 
10 - Second Part 
AN Break it! 
Three Dances 1982 
RotatyAction* 
Dance for the Convergence of Three Rivers* 
Shared Distance 
Duet x2 
Intuitive Momentum* 1983 
Fever Swamp 
Naming Things 
21 
Corporate Whimsy 
Casino 
Dances with Brahms 1984 
Freedom of Information* 
Secret Pastures* 
I, Z3 1985 
Holzer Duet ... Truisms 
M. A. K. E. 
Pastiche 
Secret Pastures* (rework) 
Virgil Thompson Etudes 1986 
Animal Thlogy* 0 
Where the Queen Stands Guard* 1987 
Red Room* 
Chatter 
Soon 
History of Collage* 1988 
Don T Lose Your Eye 1989 
Forsythia 
La Grande Fete 
It Takes Two 
Absence 
D-Man in the Waters 
Last Supper at Uncle Tom's Cabin/The Promised Land 1990 
History of Collage Revisited 
Havoc in Heaven 1991 
Broken Wedding 1992 
Die Ofinug 
Love Defined 
Our Respected Dead 
Fete 
Last Night on Earth 
After Black Room 1993 
Achilles Loved Patroclus 
War Between the States 
there were so many 
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And the Maiden 
Just You 
Sti/IlHere 1994 
New Duet 1995 
Degga 
24 Images per Second 
Ursonate 
Bill and Laurie: About Five Rounds 
Ballad 1996 
Blue Phrase 
Love Re-Defined 
Sur La Place 
Some Songs 
Lisbon 1997 
We Set Out Eady ... Visibility Was Poor 
Out Some Place 1998 
The Breathing Show 1999 
You Walk? 2000 
Fantasy in C Major 
The Table Project 2001 
Verburn 2002 
WORLDWITHOUT17N 
Black Suzanne 
WORLD // (18 Movements to Kurtag) 
There Were... 
PowerlFull 
Another Evening 2003 
Reading, Mercy and the Artificial Nigger 
Mercy 10 x8 on a Circle 
And before... 
Blind Date 2005 
As I Was Saying 
Another Evening. I Bow Down 2006 
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Appendix 3A UNIS Ubrary Text Categories 
This listing shows the spedfic categories in the 793 listings of books held in the library at 
the University of Surrey, along uith the number of texts included in that particular 
category. 
Anatomical Aspects 5 Anthropology 508 
Careers 7 Choreography 22 
Criticism 42 Exhibitions 8 
Films: literature on 9 History 82 
Movement 86 Nutrition 1 
Philosophy of (dance) 42 Photographs 87 
Psychology of (dance) 4 Repertory 5 
Social Anthropology I Theatre: planning for 2 
Training Methods 3 Video Recordings: literature on 9 
Administration 27 Animateurs 11 
Dance and Art: Relation between 47 Dance Audiences I 
Bands 174 Competitors 4 
Education 10 Dance Festivals 4 
Dance Improvisation 3 Dance Injuries 25 
Dance and Literature 5 Dance and Music 17 
Dance Notation 97 Dance Notation: C18 methods 1 
Dance Production 5 Dance Schools 18 
Dance Teachers 11 Dance Therapy 50 
Dancers 21 Dancers: ballet 244 
Dancers: modem dance 151 Dancers: stage dance 23 
Although it is possible that any journal could contain an article that references dance, c- 
link and hardcopy journals held at the University of Surrey library that regularly contain 
articles or written information on Dance are listed in Appendix 3.13. 
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. Appendix 3. B UNIS Library journals 
American Journal of Dance Therapy 
American Studies 
Annual Report CDMF (Community Dance and 
Mime Federation) 
Annual Report Royal Academy of Dancing 
Attitude: The Dancers Magazine 
Ballet International 
Ballet Intemational Tanz Aktuell 
Ballet News 
Bibliographic Guide to Dance 
Brolga (Australian journal on dance) 
Choreography and Dance 
Contact Quarterly 
Dance (1986-1991) 
Dance (USA) 
Dance Australia 
Dance (became Dance Journal 1987) 
Dance and Dancers 
Dance in Canada 
Dance Chronicle 
Dance Current Awareness Bulletin 
Dance Europe 
Dance Forum: Journal of the 
Australian Dance Council 'Ausdance' 
Dance Gazette 
Dance Journal 
Dance Magazine 
Dance Matters 
Dance Notation Journal 
Dance Now (1991 
Dance Research 
Dance Research Journal 
Dance Scope 
Dance Theatre Journal 
Dance View 
Dancing Times 
Early Dance News 
English Dance and Song 
English Folk Dance and Song Society Annual 
Report 
High Performance 
Historical Dance 
Impulse: annual of contemporary dance 
Impulse: the international journal of dance 
science, medicine and education 
Journal of Dance Medicine and Science 
Journal of the Association of Graduate Dance 
Ethnologists 
Kinesiology for Dance 
Kinesiology and Medicine for Dance 
Modern Drama 
MTD - Music Theatre Dance: A Journal of the Performing Arts 
New Dance 
New Dance Review 
Performing Arts Journal 
Studies in Dance History 
TDR: The Drama Review 
Theatre Journal 
UCLA Journal of Dance Ethnology 
Women and Performance 
Writings on Dance 
Xopos: Hellenic Society of Dance and 
Eurythmics Magazine 
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Appcndix 4. A INF Z-scorcs 
shobana joffrey choreographing neumeier viliella bayadere 
bpm rtmo mcfee abt b6jart choreographically 
agn6s cojocaru aschenbach fenley t danza 
umbuik odile irek pilobolus intertextuality dmmgoole 
cannot darcey chujoy plotless maliphant Ismene 
artform jeyasingh kathak corsaire steptext pre1jocaj 
doesn nyc op6ra gilson trevitt scrim 
mackrell rietveld wouldn mailto 0 sess 
galang kirstein bausch bassac yoi tybalt 
tharp solor galAs galeazzi askegard weren 
www nikiya minang marinis brandstrup wigman 
http nycb natyam feijoo labanotation colorful 
constant! putl rothbart friesen markova kowroskI 
irmer bhuller bharata hasn minkus solymosi 
komitas paquita duato homefront socio stiefel 
marvelous coppelia jaac webmasters vaganova stroman 
merce ailey Mdor acosta concs hatley 
randal aren wills babadjanian coppellus lcdt 
mudo, Isadora capoeira cecchetti rojo limon 
artforms I sicib cholmondeleys tadzio odc 
kisselgoff bjart enb kitri vagharshabad putrov 
wasn makarova kexInc1p kriegsman Py schenker 
bruhn adshead feld kumakawa ggie tion 
choreographs wheeldon sparshott reithian letestu viviana 
silat twyla kobborg skriker possokhov whittall 
banyak smuin maryinsky swanilda cccS epnet 
C. ouldn taglioni ps4linee b(t copyrighted hadn 
bussell butoh yike chameck! galombang hoyas 
mukhamedov minangkabau JOS6 choreograph kinesthetic ohno 
videorecording tutus miyako nijinska lubovitch tapuak 
bayaddire costuming banes nikolais preah tomasson 
Jim6n russes garnzatti raymonda basilio a 
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Apppendix 4. B Top OCW Coflocates 
DANCERS 
Node Word .5 -4 .3 -2 .1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdcv K-score 
dancers the 266 296 250 300 1336 88 327 240 250 223 110149.2 331.89 65.51 
dancers and 128 139 135 136 116 238 92 154 142 158 1304.96 36.12 26.28 
dancers of 126 166 173 339 214 51 31 54 114 137 7491.85 86.56 25.68 
dancers to 87 80 103 65 11 127 146 115 117 125 1365.04 36.95 17.81 
dancers in 84 94 61 24 10 191 IZ5 84 77 106 2334.24 48.31 15.60 
dancers a 108 126 64 5 2 33 131 88 102 67 1984.44 44.55 13.22 
dancers with 46 35 36 61 33 36 30 34 39 55 94.25 9.71 7.33 
dancers 2s 34 40 35 71 21 43 29 20 25 47 206.45 14.37 6.60 
dancers arc 20 17 14 11 4 167 29 20 22 14 2071.96 45.52 5.73 
dancers for V 28 30 77 33 24 14 24 22 13 290.56 17.05 5.26 
dancers by 26 47 44 57 31 4 14 28 14 27 242.56 15.57 5.26 
dancers their 13 10 6 3 8 2 93 55 46 43 823.69 28.70 5.02 
dancers that 31 29 36 58 26 19 11 19 20 28 149.21 12.22 4.98 
dancers on 21 11 15 12 3 49 39 31 29 23 176.41 13.28 4.17 
dancers is 43 47 26 3 2 28 27 20 19 14 197.29 14.05 4.10 
dancers from 20 12 12 20 3 40 18 25 21 17 84.16 9.17 3.35 
dancers it 31 19 16 7 4 24 18 24 17 18 56.36 7.51 3.16 
dancers his 11 5 11 21 86 2 14 5 8 9 551.56 23.49 3.05 
dancers 0 16 16 12 53 12 15 19 7 6 8 165.44 12.86 Z91 
dancers dance 20 21 15 29 5 6 15 12 10 29 65.36 8.08 Z87 
dancers were 12 16 6 5 1 79 8 10 5 17 465.29 21.57 2.82 
dancers other 5 4 7 17 80 1 3 20 7 14 493.76 22.22 2.80 
dancers have 7 6 6 3 1 62 26 17 10 8 297.24 17.24 Z58 
dancers at 20 19 13 7 0 20 12 23 19 10 46.81 6.84 Z52 
dancers but 13 12 7 11 3 40 6 11 19 14 95.64 9.78 Z39 
dancers two 6 10 14 14 68 3 5 0 9 5 349.64 18.70 Z36 
dancers ballet 15 16 10 7 38 1 3 12 21 10 100.01 10.00 Z34 
dancers be 18 21 2 7 2 2 23 27 14 16 79.36 8.91 Z32 
dancers which 13 15 14 41 to it 2 7 5 12 102.4 10.12 2.28 
dancers they 9 7 9 1 0 12 27 23 B 18 80.29 8.96 Z27 
dancers stage 15 11 11 13 1 0 15 24 20 15 50.05 7.07 2.19 
dancers who 4 5 4 3 0 76 4 6 13 6 463.49 21.53 Z12 
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WORK 
Node Word -5 4 .3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 
U-score Stdev K-Score 
work the 257 265 108 241 729 Ill 294 159 203 
198 28398.85 168.52 52.44 
work of 113 125 163 464 59 264 30 87 135 
123 14096.21 118.73 31.91 
work a 97 67 80 140 241 27 133 93 85 
85 2966.56 54.47 21.36 
work in 68 65 110 167 4 198 72 82 74 
76 2731.24 52.26 18.65 
work and 108 103 82 68 21 145 25 79 
123 123 1529.81 39.11 17.85 
work to 87 75 119 91 142 61 65 77 72 
75 583.44 24.15 17.59 
work is 39 29 36 34 2 184 58 53 56 
40 2138.69 46.25 10.76 
work that 38 50 42 53 17 82 24 34 
22 25 339.41 18.42 7.81 
work as 37 28 25 22 8 84 37 29 41 
38 353.69 18.81 7.03 
work for 30 40 37 47 5 84 11 32 
21 28 430.65 20.75 6.75 
work with 24 23 23 32 2 112 32 27 27 
31 756.01 27.50 6.71 
work this 30 28 22 33 81 15 26 17 
12 17 354.49 18.83 5.64 
work her 13 7 14 31 129 3 18 9 
17 17 1235.16 35.14 5.17 
work on 11 11 15 15 3 100 12 17 
22 15 695.89 26.38 4.41 
work was 19 19 22 5 0 60 26 22 
28 13 236.44 15.38 4.27 
work dance 31 25 16 13 25 2 29 
21 23 29 71.24 8.44 4.27 
work his 6 5 9 39 109 6 17 8 
8 6 949.61 30.82 4.25 
work by 18 13 5 3 0 58 24 
29 27 35 276.76 16.64 4.23 
work be 19 20 15 7 0 0 57 
28 30 30 262.44 16.20 4.10 
work it 20 13 17 5 4 33 22 28 
19 25 78.24 8.85 3.70 
work which 12 19 19 20 1 43 26 10 
6 16 122.56 11.07 3.41 
work an 19 25 12 17 0 8 27 
18 20 18 57.04 7.55 3.24 
work at 21 8 7 3 32 30 16 
9 18 16 84.4 9.19 3.16 
work new 9 7 7 0 104 7 2 
7 6 10 870.49 29.50 3.14 
work from 10 9 14 13 5 32 5 
17 22 14 60.09 7.75 2.77 
work has 9 14 9 6 0 32 26 
11 8 14 81.09 9.00 Z53 
work art 6 4 2 3 8 0 81 
3 15 6 532.16 23.07 2.51 
work but 13 6 7 11 1 43 3 
12 15 12 123.41 11.11 2.40 
work i 7 15 17 4 13 16 6 8 
14 14 19.64 4.43 2.22 
work not 21 10 7 3 9 5 25 
11 10 10 41.89 6.47 Z16 
work or 22 10 5 7 1 21 6 
12 13 13 40.8 6.39 Z14 
work more 18 10 6 8 5 8 24 
15 7 9 33.4 5.78 2.14 
work their 10 7 4 10 49 2 5 
6 5 6 171.04 13.08 2.01 
work he 12 8 13 5 0 26 15 
13 7 5 46.44 6.81 2.01 
STAGE 
Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 
+4 +5 U-score Stdcv K-score 
the 86 164 72 93 755 73 171 98 87 
107 39029.84 197.56 49.14 
stage 
n 21 23 73 84 279 10 12 10 8 
13 6336.41 79.60 15.27 
stage o 
of 49 50 35 156 29 29 
26 35 66 58 1335.61 36.55 15.27 
stage 
and 64 66 32 28 11 128 53 
32 44 66 943.24 30.71 15.01 
stage 
36 36 23 51 39 12 70 48 41 44 220.8 14.86 11.43 stage 
e 
a 
to 44 44 41 48 22 40 21 35 35 
41 74.89 8.65 10.59 
stag 
in 25 20 9 11 3 97 44 24 24 34 642.09 25.34 8.28 stage 
i 15 16 13 6 0 34 33 21 14 18 100.2 10.01 4.78 stage s 
with 10 10 8 3 0 58 23 
9 18 19 243.56 15.61 4.44 
stage 
17 10 13 10 1 39 19 6 24 12 101.69 10.08 4.24 stage as 
9 2 5 103 4 2 0 1 1 1 910.36 30.17 3.57 stage across 
dancers 15 20 24 15 0 1 13 11 11 15 50.05 
7.07 3.48 
stage 
24 3 9 21 1 25 9 2 11 9 72.04 8.49 
3.17 
stage at 
that 7 15 11 5 1 18 12 13 11 
14 23.01 4.80 2.97 
stage 
for 13 7 3 13 3 18 15 10 12 13 2Z21 4.71 
2.97 
stage 
12 7 1 2 0 13 22 14 9 6 42.44 6.51 Z36 stage was 
4 11 7 1 2 10 15 7 6 13 19.24 4.39 2.07 stage arc 
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NEw 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 
U-score Stdev K-score 
new the 212 228 161 92 453 8 73 154 
135 123 13035.29 114.17 41.85 
new york 3 2 11 10 24 1111 
1 36 13 9 108783.8 329.82 31.12 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
new 
a 
of 
and 
in 
to 
dance 
baHet 
times 
for 
by 
new 
with 
is 
city 
as 
was 
at 
work 
on 
that 
it 
this 
company 
1976 
1975 
his 
works 
54 
68 
96 
60 
67 
59 
44 
0 
24 
29 
18 
29 
32 
3 
18 
19 
21 
10 
11 
17 
16 
12 
12 
0 
1 
16 
10 
73 
77 
87 
56 
63 
48 
26 
5 
21 
32 
24 
19 
26 
2 
22 
29 
20 
6 
23 
12 
21 
14 
13 
0 
0 
5 
3 
57 
65 
74 
65 
101 
56 
37 
4 
14 
40 
24 
20 
13 
1 
18 
18 
19 
7 
13 
10 
14 
8 
13 
4 
0 
4 
3 
53 
195 
85 
116 
107 
30 
30 
4 
51 
37 
41 
63 
21 
5 
25 
7 
28 
2 
31 
27 
9 
5 
7 
0 
0 
4 
7 
428 
109 
44 
154 
46 
34 
16 
0 
28 
9 
18 
33 
11 
9 
12 
1 
10 
7 
12 
8 
1 
36 
3 
0 
0 
27 
1 
2 
0 
36 
6 
18 
64 
24 
1 
2 
0 
18 
2 
6 
1 
1 
0 
1 
104 
1 
0 
0 
1 
15 
0 
0 
0 
46 
24 
175 
103 
99 
69 
44 
25 
311 
70 
41 
41 
18 
39 
187 
15 
22 
17 
0 
20 
21 
14 
9 
3 
0 
2 
3 
2 
51 
54 
59 
44 
42 
21 
126 
4 
23 
34 
24 
22 
31 
2 
17 
24 
19 
7 
13 
19 
21 
12 
2 
1 
1 
14 
3 
62 
47 
85 
50 
38 
46 
10 
17 
15 
19 
24 
16 
28 
2 
25 
27 
17 
7 
14 
25 
18 
11 
21 
2 
6 
4 
4 
59 
65 
93 
50 
57 
33 
22 
8 
23 
28 
18 
17 
28 
4 
16 
15 
10 
9 
18 
16 
17 
15 
15 
84 
78 
11 
5 
13351.61 
3155.65 
461.76 
1590.6 
679.96 
173.25 
983.8 
8461.64 
344.09 
166.09 
71.2 
230.49 
99.45 
3044.84 
44.09 
96.56 
50.16 
870.49 
58.04 
60.65 
50.89 
78.41 
36.24 
624.89 
535.16 
60.96 
163.24 
115.55 
56.18 
21.49 
39.88 
26.08 
13.16 
31.37 
91.99 
18.55 
12.89 
8.44 
15.18 
9.97 
55.18 
6.64 
9.83 
7.08 
29.50 
7.62 
7.79 
7.13 
8.85 
6.02 
25.00 
23.13 
7.81 
12.78 
21.97 
21.76 
19.38 
17.79 
15.44 
11.00 
9.08 
8.93 
6.80 
6.75 
6.26 
5.98 
5.88 
5.39 
4.19 
4.01 
4.01 
3.93 
3.85 
3.83 
3.21 
3.01 
2.52 
Z19 
2.11 
Z11 
2.01 
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PERFORMANCE 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
performance the 156 137 115 137 351 69 205 101 119 123 5566.01 74.61 4Z57 
performance of 72 64 109 194 109 215 23 48 83 68 3240.65 56.93 27.39 
performance a 38 42 57 196 191 28 85 47 46 48 3546.36 59.55 21.82 
performance and 66 62 32 39 57 96 40 51 49 54 291.64 17.08 15.28 
performance in 38 48 71 80 66 77 37 23 37 44 353.29 18.80 14.57 
performance to 60 33 48 47 IS 23 20 47 43 41 175.4 13.24 10.59 
performance is 28 23 20 8 1 64 33 30 29 33 255.69 15.99 7.46 
performance dance 17 23 21 23 82 11 14 32 16 24 376.81 19.41 7.29 
performance as 20 29 13 22 7 43 32 25 17 19 93.81 9.69 6.27 
performance for 26 30 32 41 23 14 9 9 14 17 103.05 10.15 5.93 
performance that 19 16 23 24 19 17 14 13 26 28 23.69 4.87 5.48 
performance by 9 14 11 11 4 42 21 18 24 25 106.09 10.30 4.92 
performance was 17 13 11 5 0 47 22 13 13 12 143.81 11.99 4.18 
performance this 16 8 6 8 29 8 20 24 It 14 54.44 7.38 3.93 
performance with 11 11 11 16 4 14 14 21 24 8 31.24 5.59 3.64 
performance be 17 14 13 5 0 1 33 20 19 11 88.21 9.39 3.62 
performance on 8 11 12 11 9 20 16 9 17 11 14.04 3.75 3.36 
performance at 11 11 23 12 1 24 3 6 14 17 53.36 7.30 3.31 
performance an 13 12 15 22 1 5 19 10 14 11 33.76 5.81 3.31 
performance it 3 17 10 0 0 35 18 12 12 12 96.29 9.81 3.22 
performance not 9 13 10 8 0 4 26 23 12 13 55.56 7.45 3.19 
performance times 3 3 0 1 0 100 1 0 1 4 876.01 29.60 3.05 
performance or 12 10 8 8 8 16 5 6 9 10 8.76 2.96 2.46 
performance which 9 12 7 4 1 13 18 11 7 9 20.69 4.55 Z43 
performance are 7 5 5 6 1 14 13 18 10 11 23.6 4.86 2.40 
performance ballet 3 16 4 1 16 1 11 20 10 6 4Z 16 6.49 2.35 
performance first 4 2 4 5 58 0 0 1 1 9 280.24 16.74 2.23 
performance from 5 3 15 14 6 5 10 5 4 14 19.69 4.44 2.15 
performance but 6 8 11 2 0 23 6 4 10 7 36.21 6.02 2.04 
CULTURE 
Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
culture dance 18 19 9 3 847 6 12 16 8 19 62746.01 250.49 25.99 
culture the 169 132 39 24 54 65 126 83 83 98 1826.81 42.74 23.69 
culture of 67 58 185 210 29 60 14 48 89 69 3707.69 60.89 22.49 
culture and 41 53 57 61 14 179 34 48 50 50 1770.01 42.07 15.88 
culture contemporary 17 5 2 455 1 8 13 4 12 14 17973.69 134.07 14.35 
culture in 35 19 50 69 1 92 23 45 48 37 598.29 24.46 11.29 
culture a 54 24 23 32 56 17 64 39 45 42 219.44 14.81 10.66 
culture to 48 42 46 31 4 24 32 45 37 52 182.69 13.52 9.71 
culture is 42 17 14 8 0 123 33 27 24 22 1071 32.73 8.31 
culture that 27 13 51 49 1 64 17 29 18 20 349-89 18.71 7.74 
culture youth 7 5 4 1 188 3 6 8 12 7 2992.89 54.71 6.43 
culture as 20 9 11 14 3 68 20 19 18 15 286.01 16.91 5.23 
culture culture 16 22 21 8 0 0 8 21 22 16 69.44 8.33 3.51 
culture this 11 11 3 4 4 19 22 16 18 19 45.61 6.75 3.32 
culture participants 2 14 10 1 0 81 2 3 2 5 546.4 23.38 3.12 
culture within 3 4 39 35 0 14 2 8 4 10 173.49 13.17 3.10 
culture s 12 12 7 5 1 44 6 6 12 9 129.64 11.39 Z96 
culture on 16 4 26 26 0 5 1 5 13 6 83.96 9.16 2.63 
culture not 12 6 4 2 0 4 30 12 17 9 70.94 8.42 2.47 
culture by 9 10 6 22 0 4 5 8 14 10 3Z76 5.72 Z25 
culture between 16 6 27 20 1 1 0 5 2 6 78.24 8.85 Z14 
Culture an 15 10 3 5 0 5 18 10 10 6 27.16 5.21 2.09 
culture with 10 3 12 18 0 9 6 2 12 7 26.69 5.17 ZOO 
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COMPANY 
Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 .1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
company the 89 162 108 124 472 57 128 91 82 112 12810.85 113.19 46.49 
company a 46 45 49 79 82 16 72 49 32 48 384.36 19.61 16.80 
company dance 31 22 16 10 334 6 17 13 20 19 9079.76 95.29 15.82 
company of 38 71 48 86 2 65 12 32 68 61 659.81 25.69 15.66 
company and 43 41 41 41 28 91 28 47 58 41 292.69 17.1 t 14.87 
company in 47 20 20 66 3 92 42 44 42 34 564.8 23.77 13.27 
company to 47 29 30 22 1 27 43 35 33 43 156.6 12.51 10.00 
company for 19 26 42 48 0 12 16 9 11 20 198.61 14.09 6.49 
company with 19 17 28 34 2 19 17 10 13 22 72.09 8.49 5.77 
company by 26 18 33 13 3 7 14 12 23 18 M01 8.49 5.32 
company is 17 15 11 1 0 48 24 14 14 17 160.49 12.67 5.12 
company ballet 9 18 14 6 67 3 6 9 9 10 315.29 17.76 4.79 
company his 8 5 17 31 57 4 11 6 9 1 262.29 16.20 4.73 
company was 15 8 2 3 0 41 18 17 13 22 131.69 11.48 4.40 
company this 8 13 7 21 36 17 11 5 9 7 78.84 8.88 4.23 
company that 10 6 9 17 8 35 9 10 13 10 63.21 7.95 4.01 
company as 13 13 18 15 1 11 9 13 18 10 21.89 4.68 3.81 
company at 5 10 9 0 0 31 13 16 15 20 80.09 8.95 3.74 
company dancers 13 2 20 6 0 13 11 21 16 10 44.16 6.65 3.51 
company her 4 6 9 15 45 5 4 5 6 6 141.85 11.91 3.29 
company new 15 21 2 3 15 3 8 12 13 12 35.24 5.94 3.25 
company has 6 6 5 0 0 49 11 4 6 3 187 13.67 2.79 
company on 10 8 2 6 1 13 t1 15 5 18 27.69 5.26 Z76 
company its 4 8 4 0 3 0 27 14 16 8 64.44 8.03 2.60 
company it 4 6 8 1 0 14 9 11 17 10 26.4 5.14 2.47 
company from 7 7 5 11 0 16 7 4 10 6 16.81 4.10 Z24 
company 5 4 3 12 0 4 32 5 3 5 4 76.56 8.75 2.21 
FiRsT 
Node Word .5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-Score 
first the 139 172 81 50 988 23 92 214 124 103 72046.44 268.41 54.07 
first of 68 63 32 128 3 38 190 78 43 40 2643.81 51.42 18.51 
first in 47 50 33 164 8 10 143 50 63 56 2397.44 48.96 16.90 
first and 54 57 45 30 4 46 42 29 51 39 218.81 14.79 10.71 
first to 42 40 34 26 2 16 71 35 36 37 289.49 17.01 9.13 
first a 38 26 15 13 21 9 23 51 51 68 346.85 18.62 8.47 
first was 25 29 15 46 43 8 28 25 20 28 118.41 10.88 7.16 
first is 13 15 21 33 6 16 35 21 21 33 83.24 9.12 5.72 
first for 16 13 9 98 2 9 22 11 18 6 699.84 26.45 5.44 
first as 21 18 10 34 2 8 27 9 19 17 82.65 9.09 4.38 
first baHet 14 11 22 12 8 26 23 17 18 13 30.64 5.54 4.35 
first at 22 6 6 14 61 0 23 9 4 8 282.21 16.80 4.05 
first that 21 15 20 27 7 4 13 13 11 15 41.24 6.42 3.86 
first this 10 16 22 18 17 2 8 28 14 6 54.89 7.41 3.73 
first with 20 10 12 11 1 5 24 18 7 28 67.44 8.21 3.59 
first by 17 27 6 12 2 4 24 12 14 18 60.84 7.80 3.59 
first dance 13 15 18 3 1 16 9 19 17 24 46.85 6.84 3.56 
first on 16 10 4 36 4 4 17 13 8 21 89.41 9.46 3.51 
first it 13 11 20 11 7 7 20 9 16 14 20.36 4.51 3.37 
first Ws 10 15 1 1 57 3 10 16 7 5 245.25 15.66 3.29 
first time 5 0 1 3 0 99 0 0 1 2 860.89 29.34 2.91 
first her 4 5 8 3 49 0 12 9 10 6 175.24 13.24 2.77 
first i 6 8 9 2 22 6 11 14 4 10 29.16 5.40 2.39 
first performance 9 1 1 0 0 58 5 4 2 4 280.24 16.74 2.17 
first be 14 8 9 9 3 2 1 14 6 14 22.4 4.73 2.06 
first he 8 8 13 8 9 8 9 8 3 4 6.76 2.60 2.01 
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MME 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
time the 109 91 68 301 266 110 168 101 109 101 5597.24 74.81 43.54 
time of 62 39 32 97 109 69 IS 37 56 49 740.76 27.22 
17.28 
time and 63 55 39 21 37 141 28 44 51 65 1015.94 31.87 16.54 
time a 54 43 43 62 103 25 38 48 
43 42 395.29 19.88 15.22 
time in 48 27 36 47 75 88 18 38 49 52 393.16 19.83 14.52 
time to 43 38 31 28 13 109 34 53 54 48 593.29 24.36 13.69 
time at 18 23 135 188 2 15 4 9 6 7 3826.81 61.86 12.34 
time for 15 27 96 48 3 43 10 19 5 14 717.4 26.78 8.44 
time this 18 9 10 3 140 20 19 11 10 11 1491.69 38.62 7.55 
time is 26 21 16 12 12 22 31 37 20 35 71.76 8.47 
6.97 
time that 21 16 27 13 40 26 11 13 10 20 78.01 8.83 5.90 
time - it 18 20 13 19 2 39 21 18 20 13 76.41 8.74 5.47 
time as 19 8 15 9 3 40 8 23 10 27 113.76 10.67 4.82 
time was 16 13 30 5 4 14 27 19 13 16 61.21 7.82 4.67 
time sarne 2 1 5 0 124 0 1 2 2 0 1353.81 36.79 4.06 
time on 17 13 15 6 8 17 7 12 11 16 15.36 3.92 3.60 
time by 14 2 2 36 4 15 8 5 7 22 104.05 10.20 3.38 
time first 2 1 0 0 99 0 3 1 0 5 860.89 29.34 3.26 
time with 19 6 4 4 11 23 13 9 9 10 34.36 5.86 3.17 
time but 12 9 11 17 0 32 4 4 5 9 73.61 8.58 3.01 
time dance 17 16 17 4 1 5 8 4 10 17 36.49 6.04 2.89 
time i 6 10 7 1 0 33 16 7 11 5 80.44 8.97 2.80 
time one 8 14 7 8 13 3 9 8 8 7 8.65 2.94 
2.46 
time have 5 10 12 8 1 7 10 13 5 9 11.8 3.44 2.31 
time from 6 7 14 11 10 3 4 5 10 8 10.76 3.28 2.25 
time he 11 5 5 2 0 30 2 7 4 11 67.21 8.20 2.22 
time when 3 5 2 1 1 47 2 8 3 4 176.44 13.28 2.19 
time his 6 9 8 4 12 3 15 9 6 4 13.04 3.61 2.19 
time they 12 7 3 0 0 23 9 10 7 3 42.24 6.50 2.12 
time be 22 6 8 2 0 0 6 5 12 13 41.44 6.44 
2.12 
time not 4 11 11 2 0 4 13 10 7 12 19.24 4.39 
2.12 
time space 3 2 6 25 10 3 19 1 3 0 63.56 7.97 2.06 
time all 3 6 6 28 9 3 7 2 3 4 52.89 7.27 2.03 
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DANCER 
Nodc Word 
dancer the 
dancer a 
dancer of 
dancer and 
dancer to 
dancer in 
dancer is 
dancer as 
dancer with 
dancer that 
dancer for 
dancer by 
dancer one 
dancer was 
dancer all 
dancer or 
dancer young 
dancer an 
dancer who 
dancer choreographer 
dancer be 
dancer registered 
dancer inc 
dancer rights 
dancer reserved 
dancer trademark 
dancer it 
danccrý ballet 
dancer dance 
dancer from 
dancer exhibit 
dancer his 
dancer he 
dancer x 
dancer nyc 
dancer previews 
dancer listings 
dancer chronicles 
dancer photo 
dancer her 
-5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev 
K-scorc 
114 109 61 93 375 20 142 70 88 87 8432.09 91.83 37.69 
57 36 69 147 274 19 142 54 37 41 5574.44 74.66 28.45 
49 32 62 98 83 36 8 23 35 121 1159.61 34.05 17.71 
39 29 38 22 12 96 11 43 45 31 521.04 22.83 11.80 
33 24 31 18 11 71 33 33 39 33 227.24 15.07 10.50 
36 22 24 6 0 70 29 47 47 36 379.81 19.49 10.20 
32 28 30 6 4 144 22 12 8 20 1522.44 39.02 9.84 
6 9 26 77 4 22 8 14 15 9 417.8 20.44 6.06 
7 10 13 10 1 41 11 15 15 15 99.16 9.96 4.36 
13 9 23 28 3 8 11 4 7 8 58.64 7.66 3.58 
7 15 29 23 0 10 4 4 9 12 72.41 8.51 3.54 
16 14 18 27 1 5 3 6 10 11 56.49 7.52 3.48 
3 5 4 7 44 3 7 7 3 12 139.25 11.80 2.95 
6 8 17 7 0 22 10 5 13 5 37.61 6.13 2.89 
5 74 2 0 0 2 3 1 1 3 470.09 21.68 2.82 
6 10 5 7 7 18 4 9 14 6 17.24 4.15 2,66 
0 1 1 3 78 0 0 0 1 1 537.45 23.18 2.63 
6 6 14 17 0 2 5 5 12 12 27.49 5.24 2.43 
4 2 1 0 0 46 3 10 5 5 171.84 13.11 2.33 
1 4 8 10 6 13 23 6 4 1 39.04 6.25 2.33 
11 4 5 12 0 0 17 6 8 12 27.65 5.26 2.30 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 73 0 0 478.24 21.87 2.27 
73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 479.61 21.90 2.24 
0 0 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 479.61 21.90 2.24 
0 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 479.61 21.90 2.24 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 0 479.61 21.90 2.24 
6 6 5 6 1 9 8 15 13 4 15.61 3.95 2.24 
8 3 5 8 19 1 0 7 12 8 27.69 5.26 Z17 
10 11 7 6 0 2 6 8 12 9 13.09 3.62 2.17 
4 4 12 10 6 6 5 5 11 8 7.89 2.81 2.17 
0 4 62 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 340.16 18.44 2.07 
4 6 1 1 1 2 17 14 13 8 32.81 5.73 2.04 
8 9 5 0 0 12 6 6 7 14 18.21 4.27 2.04 
0 0 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 0 392.04 19.80 2.01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 392.04 19.80 2.01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 0 0 392.04 19.80 2.01 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 0 392.04 19.80 2.01 
0 0 0 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 392.04 19.80 ZOI 
4 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34Z44 18.51 2.01 
11 7 4 1 0 2 9 7 10 15 21.04 4.59 2.01 
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DANCING 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 
U-score Stdev K-score 
dancing the 93 105 105 70 213 63 135 112 100 87 1598.61 39.98 41.64 
dancing of 49 60 51 116 137 24 12 48 67 59 1300.81 
36.07 23.89 
dancing and 57 58 42 59 38 106 42 74 53 59 
349.36 18.69 22.54 
dancing in 39 32 38 47 29 90 24 29 34 42 315.44 17.76 15.44 
dancing a 47 39 36 12 10 18 101 35 41 47 
601.04 24.52 14.74 
dancing to 31 39 32 40 21 46 24 33 35 36 49.21 
7.01 12.85 
dancing is 17 20 17 14 23 90 13 26 21 17 472.16 21.73 9.80 
dancing as 8 16 18 14 9 41 17 21 14 17 
75.45 8.69 6.60 
dancing with 6 8 21 21 7 58 8 9 18 10 220.84 
14.86 6.25 
dancing was 14 11 11 12 11 39 20 13 9 10 72.4 
8.51 5.63 
dancing for 15 14 20 18 17 21 12 7 10 13 17.61 4.20 5.52 
dancing that 12 17 15 16 17 25 9 10 11 12 20.04 4.48 
5.40 
dancing on 5 12 10 8 12 59 5 10 10 8 
231.49 15.21 5.21 
dancing her 8 10 4 11 55 5 9 7 9 5 207.41 14.40 4.59 
dancing by 13 15 5 12 8 8 12 12 18 9 12.96 3.60 4.16 
dancing at 5 16 7 5 1 22 9 5 12 6 
35.16 5.93 3.24 
dancing but 12 10 1 13 2 23 4 4 12 3 42.64 6.53 3.08 
dancing it 12 5 10 4 2 8 16 10 12 5 17.24 4.15 3.08 
dancing his 5 7 9 16 20 3 7 6 3 6 27.76 5.27 3.01 
dancing this 11 5 17 3 5 9 10 4 10 5 
16.69 4.09 2.89 
dancing music 3 5 10 8 3 3 17 6 7 14 
20.84 4.57 178 
dancing times 0 2 2 5 0 58 0 0 1 1 
292.29 17.10 2.51 
dancing their 6 3 2 6 22 1 13 5 2 9 
37.29 6.11 2.51 
dancing be 3 8 2 1 17 1 8 6 11 12 25.69 5.07 
2.51 
dancing baffet 9 4 5 7 4 5 8 8 8 11 4.89 2.21 
2.51 
dancing dance 14 5 5 3 2 1 7 9 11 11 16.96 4.12 
2.47 
dancing not 6 14 10 2 7 2 8 3 8 8 
12.76 3.57 2.47 
dancing are 4 8 3 7 12 7 8 2 13 
4 IZ16 3.49 2.47 
dancing or 8 7 9 6 2 9 2 5 8 
9 6.65 2.58 2.35 
dancing from 5 4 5 13 8 10 10 3 3 1 13.36 3.66 
2.23 
dancing when 2 4 12 1 17 8 5 6 4 0 
24.69 4.97 2.12 
dancing an 3 11 4 2 0 3 11 10 8 
6 14.36 3.79 2.08 
dancing dancing 12 3 7 4 3 3 4 7 3 12 11.76 3.43 
2.08 
BODY 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
+5 U-score Stdev K-Score 
body the 136 126 53 246 469 52 132 79 94 
109 14094.24 118.72 44.18 
body of 69 57 125 232 45 53 
28 21 65 81 3408.64 58.38 22.85 
body and 47 50 45 31 33 127 
61 49 64 40 681.01 26.10 16.07 
body a 49 27 30 51 37 8 
63 44 41 51 217.09 14.73 11.74 
body to 35 28 47 35 5 49 20 51 45 
36 187.09 13.68 10.26 
body in 18 30 33 34 4 75 31 30 41 33 
291.69 17.08 9.61 
body is 24 20 16 4 3 87 31 23 23 
24 491.85 22.18 7.42 
body as 11 15 10 11 2 65 8 
21 11 19 279.01 16.70 4.99 
body her 7 12 15 30 72 3 5 11 9 7 
386.29 19.65 4.93 
body with 13 13 24 27 2 21 16 
11 16 15 44.96 6.71 4.55 
body that 18 20 16 18 1 21 14 13 
14 18 29.01 5.39 4.40 
body his 6 8 13 34 57 8 7 4 7 
2 272.44 16.51 4.19 
body it 15 10 2 2 0 17 20 18 18 
15 52.61 7.25 3.33 
body dance 11 12 7 11 13 4 8 12 10 
14 8.36 2.89 2.89 
body human 5 1 4 0 86 0 1 0 1 
0 647.96 25.46 2.77 
body on 10 6 14 15 3 6 
5 5 7 12 15.61 3.95 2.32 
body movement 5 10 9 3 1 10 4 
16 10 14 21.16 4.60 2.29 
body are 8 10 0 2 0 15 
14 11 11 8 27.09 5.20 2.21 
body which 11 4 11 7 1 21 
2 6 8 5 30.04 5.48 2.12 
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SEE 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
see the 79 75 106 52 0 184 68 55 111 84 2042.84 45.20 35.35 
see to 32 21 57 6 396 0 7 17 25 27 12868.36 113.44 25.49 
see of 49 47 56 22 1 0 34 77 67 83 768.44 27.72 18.85 
$cc and 45 36 47 36 30 7 30 61 41 56 208.09 14.43 16.80 
see a 26 50 38 4 0 70 19 25 44 46 420.56 20.51 13.87 
see in 38 43 41 13 0 20 25 43 34 27 183.64 13.55 12.21 
see we 1 10 24 64 123 2 1 3 1 7 1439.64 37.94 10.12 
see you 3 8 16 58 61 1 11 6 6 7 452.41 21.27 7.54 
see i 17 21 29 29 26 3 12 4 18 9 83.96 9.16 7.15 
see p 2 5 25 56 0 2 10 34 15 18 281.01 16.76 7.10 
see it 26 40 8 4 1 50 8 8 8 11 248.04 15.75 6.97 
see also 4 3 6 2 15 124 0 0 1 7 1309.16 36.18 6.89 
$cc is 16 13 26 9 0 11 12 25 24 19 60.65 7.79 6.58 
see that 18 22 14 10 1 47 9 3 9 11 153.24 12.38 6.10 
$cc as 17 17 15 14 0 7 21 23 16 11 40.69 6.38 5.97 
see dance 10 9 15 19 3 7 19 19 12 24 39.01 6.25 5.79 
see can 2 0 4 11 72 0 2 6 5 5 427.01 20.66 4.48 
see this 8 6 9 8 1 20 7 15 17 11 28.96 5.38 4.27 
see for 11 15 22 7 0 10 4 9 9 13 32.6 5.71 4.18 
see at 5 8 3 0 0 7 2 46 9 10 163.8 12.80 3.74 
see figure I 1 0 1 0 84 0 2 0 0 627.09 25.04 3.70 
see baUet 9 8 5 7 6 1 6 16 9 16 19.61 4.43 3.44 
see C. g 0 0 0 0 1 79 2 0 0 0 557.36 73.61 3.39 
see text 4 3 2 33 1 35 0 1 3 0 168.16 12.97 3.39 
see what 7 5 5 21 0 31 1 3 3 1 92.81 9.63 3.17 
see on 12 6 4 1 0 6 8 15 14 10 24.04 4.90 3.13 
see was 10 18 29 1 0 0 4 1 7 4 80.04 8.95 3.04 
see with 8 12 9 3 0 1 4 6 15 7 20.25 4.50 2.65 
see they 1 5 5 3 22 2 7 6 6 3 31.8 5.64 2.43 
see her 7 5 4 4 0 19 2 10 4 5 25.2 5.02 2.43 
see 1-ýs 6 4 7 6 0 13 0 5 10 7 14.36 3.79 2.35 
see from 13 9 8 1 0 6 1 8 3 5 15.84 3.98 2.17 
see not 3 6 8 8 14 3 1 1 8 2 15.64 3.95 2.17 
see them 4 4 2 2 2 29 0 2 4 2 64.89 8.06 2.04 
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ART 
Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 .1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
art the 91 115 84 50 194 29 105 63 84 68 1824.41 42.71 31.05 
art of 52 85 71 94 269 145 27 39 49 44 4721.65 68.71 30.77 
art and 43 30 18 42 30 106 38 39 49 41 501.04 22.38 15.25 
art a 41 32 65 52 1 15 36 30 27 14 318.41 17.84 10.90 
art in 30 23 28 41 24 52 40 16 26 31 99.49 9.97 10.83 
art to 43 34 31 25 11 16 31 29 48 30 109.36 10.46 10.37 
art is 22 31 21 24 8 58 32 33 15 24 162.16 12.73 9.31 
art as 12 22 28 52 29 25 14 18 20 13 124.21 11.14 8.07 
art dance 18 31 52 19 4 10 30 25 19 13 163.69 12.79 7.65 
art that 12 19 16 24 15 12 18 6 23 17 25.96 5.10 5.56 
art in 4 8 1 9 86 5 4 10 9 2 587.96 24.25 4.71 
art work 6 15 3 81 0 8 3 2 4 6 532.16 23.07 4.36 
art it 8 14 9 3 3 15 15 9 17 17 25.8 5.08 3.72 
art p 13 8 3 1 0 36 2 24 3 19 130.09 11.41 3.69 
art forni 1 0 0 2 0 86 2 1 2 2 649.24 25.48 3.23 
art by 5 7 9 5 5 9 13 16 10 7 12.04 3.47 2.88 
art with 9 6 10 19 3 12 2 7 6 6 21.6 4.65 2.66 
art art 9 1 10 19 0 0 19 10 1 9 47.76 6.91 2.59 
in for 9 7 3 16 7 8 6 7 5 5 11.01 3.32 2.42 
art books 1 1 1 1 33 33 1 0 0 0 167.89 12.96 2.35 
art not 9 9 5 3 2 2 12 10 8 11 12.89 3.59 2.35 
art this 13 2 5 9 5 8 4 7 9 8 8.8 2.97 2.31 
art be 13 6 3 8 3 0 10 10 8 8 13.89 3.73 2.28 
art or 1 6 9 8 2 19 8 5 6 4 22.56 4.75 2.24 
art which 4 2 6 3 3 20 9 6 6 6 24.05 4.90 2.13 
art music 6 4 8 0 2 2 1 2 35 4 96.04 9.80 2.10 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
Node Word -5 4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
choreography the 97 98 -68 52 352 47 105 74 71 88 7106.96 84.30 43.31 
choreography of 39 77 52 150 65 48 11 35 46 60 1225.61 35.01 23.93 
choreography and 36 60 37 59 50 94 20 53 46 39 352.44 18.77 20.26 
choreography in 18 27 25 63 24 33 16 23 43 20 181.96 13.49 11.91 
choreography to 32 27 43 28 12 19 16 38 40 29 96.64 9.83 11.58 
choreography is 15 23 9 5 2 100 26 27 26 12 708.65 26.62 9.97 
choreography a 39 25 13 8 7 13 42 23 22 25 129.01 11.36 8.81 
choreography for 17 12 8 26 21 52 3 8 9 10 181.64 13.48 6.70 
choreography by 3 12 14 9 3 49 10 12 17 11 153.4 12.39 5.63 
choreography that 13 10 4 22 10 31 8 7 16 17 58.36 7.64 5.55 
choreography with 11 5 10 10 16 31 7 12 13 12 45.61 6.75 5.09 
choreography music 8 2 8 13 2 2 14 25 5 18 53.81 7.34 3.85 
choreography as 14 7 2 8 8 20 9 9 7 6 21.4 4.63 3.56 
choreography his 6 5 5 10 38 3 7 3 3 5 100.85 10.04 3.36 
choreography hcr 3 4 6 6 42 0 9 2 8 4 132.04 11.49 3.32 
choreography but 8 8 12 10 0 24 7 2 6 7 38.04 6.17 3.32 
choreography dance 14 14 13 11 5 3 5 8 7 4 16.44 4.05 3.32 
choreography was 9 7 3 2 1 24 12 8 7 8 38.49 6.20 3.19 
choreography it 11 5 0 2 1 15 12 12 7 10 25.05 5A 2.94 
choreography this 13 5 4 7 2 9 13 5 9 5 12.56 3.54 2.82 
choreography on 5 3 6 It 8 2 6 6 6 7 5.6 2.37 2.33 
choreography which 4 3 4 4 1 23 5 4 8 2 35.96 6.00 2.24 
choreography arc 5 4 3 1 0 10 3 12 7 10 15.05 3.88 Z12 
choreography has 0 2 9 2 0 12 9 7 9 4 16.84 4.10 Z08 
choreography not 4 6 4 1 2 3 12 7 8 7 9.64 3.10 2.08 
choreography new 5 3 2 1 28 2 1 6 3 2 59.61 7.72 2.04 
choreography be 4 11 1 1 0 3 16 7 5 5 22.21 4.71 2.04 
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THEATRE 
Node Word -5 4 -3 .2 4 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-scorc 
theatre the 79 107 92 192 121 37 82 65 87 70 1558.36 39.48 38.19 
theatre of 38 48 53 77 48 47 17 23 36 46 248.01 15.75 17.65 
theatre dance 32 21 66 10 186 28 13 14 13 10 2649.01 51.47 16.00 
theatre in 36 42 27 59 12 76 27 30 26 23 320.76 17.91 14.56 
theatre and 31 32 30 24 33 80 32 35 28 32 226.21 15.04 14.52 
theatre ballet 15 17 17 4 179 20 11 6 10 10 2526.49 50.26 11.72 
c thcatr a 20 26 6 14 23 11 26 24 29 28 55.01 7.42 8.35 
- theatre to 25 32 14 19 4 12 14 24 31 30 79.65 8.92 8.26 
theatre at 8 19 83 13 0 13 7 4 10 5 521.76 22.84 6.49 
theatre american 0 2 4 133 2 0 2 2 2 0 1556.41 39.45 5.88 
theatre for 15 33 26 8 3 10 6 7 12 12 79.36 8.91 5.26 
theatre london 1 0 77 0 0 14 7 7 0 3 504.49 22.46 4.31 
theatre is 13 6 9 3 0 27 16 11 9 8 50.56 7.11 4.02 
theatre by 8 11 6 4 0 16 16 11 10 16 26.56 5.15 3.86 
theatre was 14 4 1 0 0 15 21 16 6 12 52.29 7.23 3.49 
theatre contemporary 2 0 0 76 2 0 0 1 1 0 511.36 22.61 3.20 
theatre with 6 21 17 3 1 6 3 4 5 14 41.8 6.47 3.12 
theatre as 13 10 10 11 3 6 6 4 7 10 9.6 3.10 3.12 
theatre new 7 2 3 16 3 19 7 9 8 5 28.29 5.32 3.08 
theatre p 3 5 5 3 0 Is 26 1 0 3 66.84 8.18 Z46 
theatre that 4 3 6 4 2 15 1 9 7 9 15.8 3.97 Z29 
theatre on 9 2 1 6 6 8 6 3 8 10 8.29 2.88 Z25 
theatre theatre 7 8 7 6 0 0 6 7 8 7 8.24 2.87 2.13 
theatre opera 1 0 4 42 3 0 2 2 0 0 150.64 12.27 105 
theatre company 7 6 6 11 0 5 6 7 5 1 8.64 2.94 2.05 
CONTEMPORARY 
Node Word -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 U-score Stdev K-score 
contemporary dance 15 5 22 13 0 772 12 9 20 25 89.3 227.68 29.23 
contemporary the 90 90 157 34 89 2 17 69 78 76 70.2 41.90 22.95 
contemporary of 47 62 50 53 278 1 38 10 35 33 60.7 74.61 19.82 
contemporary culture 14 12 4 13 8 1 455 2 5 17 53.1 134.07 17.32 
Contemporary and 37 40 39 23 65 4 29 108 21 28 39.4 27.32 12.81 
contemporary in 32 32 25 30 72 4 18 52 17 27 30.9 18.09 10.01 
contemporary to 42 26 21 43 27 0 8 21 34 36 25.8 13.26 8.33 
contemporary a 22 43 29 13 27 0 4 20 43 31 23.2 13.94 7.48 
contemporary is 17 19 13 11 3 0 14 84 23 23 20.7 22.30 6.65 
contemporary that 17 32 18 12 53 0 6 24 13 28 20.3 14.26 6.52 
contemporary cultural 6 10 6 2 0 153 1 0 1 1 18 45.11 5.77 
contemporary studics 2 5 10 2 1 0 152 0 0 2 17.4 44.96 5.57 
contemporary as 18 16 9 8 a 0 12 26 15 17 12.9 6.77 4.09 
contemporary london 0 0 11 0 85 0 1 3 4 1 10.5 25.04 3.30 
contemporary for 6 11 6 25 19 1 7 8 6 10 9.9 6.70 3.10 
contemporary on 4 23 3 4 31 0 5 3 15 7 9.5 9.68 2.97 
contemporary this 15 7 9 6 2 0 5 22 12 17 9.5 6.59 2.97 
contemporary music 6 1 2 5 1 5 60 5 4 4 9.3 16.98 2.90 
contemporary theatre 0 1 1 0 0 2 76 0 0 2 8.2 22.61 2.54 
contemporary with 1 15 10 15 21 0 4 7 5 4 8.2 6.52 2.54 
contemporary within 2 3 3 9 53 0 0 8 0 3 8.1 15.26 2.51 
contemporary by 2 5 7 14 16 0 4 5 9 9 7.1 4.78 2.18 
contemporary youth 8 3 4 4 0 12 1 5 5 25 6.7 6.90 2.05 
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Aý 
Appendix 4. C POS Pattem Samples 
TEXT I TEXT 2 TEXT 3 TEXT 4 TEXT 5 
Who WP Part NN I PRP When WRB Ballet NNP 
would IVID of IN did VBD the DT du NNP 
have VB the DT not RB American NNP Capitole NNP 
guessed VBN fun NN particularly RB choreographer NN de FW 
Swan NNP Of IN want VB Trisha NNP Toulouse NNP 
Lake NNP performances NNS to TO Brown NNP , 
Is VBZ by IN see VB created VBD under IN 
knocking VBG the DT Maurice NNP Set VB the DT 
'em PRP Pilobolus NNP BEjarrs NNP and cc direction NN 
dead ii Dance NNP Le NNP Reset UNK of IN 
on IN Theater NNP Concours NNP in IN Nanette NNP 
Broadway NNP Is VBZ at IN 1983 CD Glushak NNP 
the DT the DT I I 
vociferous ii Palais NNP she PRP an DT 
enthusiasm NN Gamier NNP knew VBD American NK-P 
the DT she PRP veteran NN 
company NN but CC had VBD of IN 
typically R5 went VBD hit VBN both DT 
draws VBz out IN on IN New NNP 
from IN Of IN a DT York NNP 
its PRP$ a DT winning VBG City NNP 
audiences NNS sense NN formula NN 
Of IN 
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